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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Posiva Oy is preparing for the construction of a spent nuclear fuel encapsulation plant 
and disposal facility at Olkiluoto Island. Before the final disposal of the spent nuclear 
fuel, the fuel is received, treated and encapsulated in the encapsulation plant. According 
to the current design, the encapsulation plant will be located at Olkiluoto above the 
spent fuel underground disposal facility. The average encapsulation rate of the 
encapsulation plant is about 40 canisters per year, and the planned maximum production 
capacity is 100 canisters per year. The encapsulation plant will operate for 
approximately 100 years and will be decommissioned after all spent nuclear fuel of 
Posiva’s owners Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO) and Fortum Power and Heat Oy 
(Fortum) has been disposed of. 
 
Radioactive waste may be generated during the handling and encapsulation of the spent 
fuel in the encapsulation plant. The source of the radioactivity is always the spent 
nuclear fuel. If water-cooled transport casks are used, contaminated water may be 
spilled on the floor of the spent fuel receiving area. Fuel rods may be damaged in 
transfer operations, which may result in limited releases of radioactivity. Crud may also 
fall of from the fuel elements in transfers and in the drying station.  All the radioactive 
waste from the encapsulation plant will be handled and packaged in the encapsulation 
plant and disposed of into the Low and Intermediate Level Waste (L/ILW) hall, 
currently planned to be located at the level of -180 m along the access tunnel to the 
spent fuel repository as shown in Figure 1-1. The decommissioning waste from the 
encapsulation plant is also planned to be disposed of in the same hall. The 
decommissioning waste is also L/IL waste consisting mostly of contaminated 
components and systems. No other wastes are currently assumed to be disposed in the 
L/ILW hall. 

 
Figure 1-1. The location of the L/ILW hall (marked with purple) along the access 
tunnel. 
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Posiva is preparing a construction license application for the disposal facility. As 
required by the Decisions-in-Principle, the application has to be submitted before the 
end of the year 2012. The long-term safety of the final disposal of the radioactive waste 
to be disposed of in Posiva's disposal facility has to be assessed as required by Nuclear 
Safety Authority's (STUK) YVL D.5 (draft) (STUK 2011) by the end of year 2012 to 
ensure that the construction license application can be processed.  

1.2 Aims and structure of this report 

This safety assessment aims at assessing the long-term safety of the waste to be 
disposed of in the L/ILW hall as required by STUK’s YVL Guide D.5 (draft) to support 
Posiva’s construction license application.  This report focuses on the long-term safety of 
the L/ILW hall and wastes therein, and assesses the radioactivity releases from the hall 
and resulting doses to humans and other biota. The main aim is to demonstrate that the 
radioactive waste generated during the operation and decommissioning of the 
encapsulation plant can be disposed on in Posiva's disposal facility in accordance with 
regulatory requirements and constraints. It has been identified that the L/ILW hall may 
in some cases have an effect on the long-term safety of the spent nuclear fuel disposal. 
Sources of such effects have been identified in this assessment, but the magnitude of 
such effects is beyond the scope of this report. 
 
Two supporting reports provide the necessary information for assessing the long-term 
safety: Waste streams at the encapsulation by Paunonen et al. (2012) and Safety case 
for the final disposal of the low- and intermediate level waste, groundwater flow 
analysis by Rämä (2012).  
 
The report by Paunonen et al. (2012) introduces the planned waste management 
methods, which have been developed in concurrence with this report. The aim was to 
develop such waste management methods that the waste produced in the encapsulation 
plant can be disposed of in its own part of Posiva’s disposal facility without 
compromising the long-term safety of the disposal of the spent fuel. In short, the waste 
management method aims at limiting the waste volumes and harmful substances within 
the waste as far as it is reasonable.  
 
Once the radionuclides are released into the L/ILW hall water, their migration into 
ground surface is mostly governed by the groundwater flow. Rämä (2012) has analyzed 
the groundwater flow field of Olkiluoto to enable the safety analysis presented in this 
report. The groundwater analysis and the results are introduced also in this report. 
 
This report follows the guidelines set for a safety case presented in the Appendix of 
YVL Guide D.5 (draft). The waste volumes and activities along with the disposal 
concept are presented in Chapter 2. The safety concept, safety functions and 
performance targets are discussed in Chapter 3, which also presents the list of the 
relevant features, events and processes (FEPs). In Chapter 4, the Olkiluoto site is 
described briefly and the future climate evolution is discussed. The scenarios, based on 
the expected and unlikely lines of evolution of the site, are formulated in Chapter 5. The 
conceptual and mathematical models and the parameter selections describing the 
radioactive releases and transport from the L/ILW hall into the ground surface are 
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presented in Chapters 6 and 7. The resulting annual radiation dose rates of base and 
variant scenarios along with the sensitivity analyses are presented and discussed in 
Chapter 8. The special issues along with their results are discussed in Chapter 9. Finally, 
the compliance with regulatory requirements is discussed in Chapter 10 and the 
conclusions are drawn in Chapter 11. 

1.3 Connection with the safety case for final disposal of spent fuel 

Posiva is preparing a safety case for the final disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The safety 
case report portfolio has been presented in the Safety Case Plan (Posiva 2008a). The 
plan has been updated for the TURVA-2012 safety case. The updated plan for the report 
portfolio has been presented in e.g. YJH-2012 (Posiva 2012h). This first safety 
assessment of the L/ILW disposal along the access tunnel to the spent fuel disposal 
facility has been prepared outside the Posiva safety case portfolio and is based on the 
established methods and tools that have been used in all recent safety cases for L/ILW 
in Finland, i.e. the safety cases for the operating waste of both Loviisa and Olkiluoto 
Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) in 2006 and the safety cases for final disposal of the 
decommissioning waste of the same NPPs in 2008 (see e.g. Kallonen 2008 and TVO 
2008).  
 
Despite the differences regarding the methods and tools used in this assessment and 
those used in the TURVA-2012 safety case, most of the parameters used in this 
assessment have been chosen in accordance with Posiva, although the different 
conditions due to different depth, groundwater composition etc. have been taken into 
account.  
 
During the preparation of this assessment possible interactions between the waste, the 
barrier materials and construction materials in the L/ILW hall and the spent nuclear fuel 
repository have been identified. The materials in the L/ILW hall that may have an effect 
on the disposal of spent fuel are the cementitious and organic materials. Such materials 
are also found in the spent nuclear fuel repository in e.g. deposition and access tunnel 
plugs. The waste management methods presented in Paunonen et al. (2012) aim at 
limiting the accumulation of organic waste and use of concrete, but the accumulation of 
organic waste materials and use of concrete cannot be fully prevented. It has also been 
identified that the spent nuclear fuel has some interactions with the L/ILW hall, mainly 
in form of increased temperatures during the first several thousands of years. 

1.4 Regulatory framework 

The requirements for final disposal of the radioactive waste can be derived starting from 
Nuclear Energy Act (990/1987);  6 § and 7h §, Nuclear Energy Decree 161/1988, 
Government Decree on the safety of disposal of nuclear waste (736/2008) and the 
Finnish Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority's (STUK's) Guide YVL D.5 (draft) 
about the Final disposal of nuclear waste. These documents give constraints for instance 
about the radiation impacts to humans and other biota living in the repository area. 
These regulations and requirements are taken as the basis of this report and the 
scenarios describing the evolution of the area are founded on these. 
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The Nuclear Energy Act has been supplemented by the Government Decree (GD) 
736/2008. Its section 2 states:  
…expected evolution scenario shall refer to such change affecting the performance of 
barriers that has a high probability of causing radiation exposure during the 
assessment period and which can be caused by interactions occurring in the disposal 
facility, by geological or climatic phenomena or by human action; and unlikely events 
impairing long-term safety shall refer to such potential events significantly affecting the 
performance of barriers that have a low probability of causing radiation exposure 
during the assessment period and which can be caused by geological phenomena or by 
human action. 
 
The radiation dose constrains are also given in GD 736/2008: 
Disposal of nuclear waste shall be planned so that as a consequence of expected 
evolution scenarios 
1) the annual dose to the most exposed people shall remain below the value of 0.1 mSv 
2) the average annual doses to other people shall remain insignificantly low. 
These constraints are applicable in an assessment period, during which the radiation 
exposure of humans can be assessed with sufficient reliability, and which shall extend at 
a minimum over several millennia.  
 
In applying the constraints, the exposure shall be assumed to arise from radioactive 
substances released from the low and intermediate level waste (L/ILW) hall, transported 
to near-surface groundwater bodies and further to aboveground watercourses. At least 
the following potential exposure pathways shall be considered: 

 use of contaminated water as household water, as irrigation water and for 
animal watering and 

 use of contaminated natural or agricultural products originating from terrestrial 
or aquatic environment. 

 
The annual radiation dose constraint for the most exposed individuals, 0.1 mSv per 
year, stands for an average annual radiation dose e.g. in a self-sustaining family or small 
village community living in the environs of the disposal site, where the highest radiation 
exposure arises via the various pathways. In the living environment of this community, 
i.a. a small lake and shallow water well is assumed to exist. 
 
In addition, the average annual radiation doses to such larger groups of people shall be 
addressed who live by a regional lake or a coastal site and are exposed to the radioactive 
substances transported into these watercourses. The acceptability of these doses depends 
on the number of exposed people; however these doses shall not be more than one 
hundredth - one tenth of the constraint for the most exposed individuals given above. 
 
Furthermore, after several thousand years, the regulatory criteria are based on release 
constrains for long-lived radionuclides into biosphere. The nuclide specific release 
constrains are set in the Guide YVL D.5 (draft). The releases can be averaged over 1000 
years at most. Also, the sum of ratios between nuclide specific releases and the 
respective release constrains must be less than one. 
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The regulations also provide guidance for potential exposure of flora and fauna. Typical 
terrestrial and aquatic populations should be considered in the safety analyses, assuming 
present kind of living populations. The exposures should remain clearly below levels 
that could cause detrimental effects on any living population.  
 
The importance of unlikely events impairing long-term safety shall be assessed by 
considering the reality, likelihood and possible consequences of each event. Whenever 
practicable, the radiation impacts caused by such events shall be assessed quantitatively. 
The unlikely events should include at least: 

 boring a medium-deep water well at the site  
 a core drilling or boring hitting a disposed waste package. 

 
The importance to safety of such incidental event shall be assessed and whenever 
practicable, the resulting annual radiation dose or radioactivity release shall be 
calculated and multiplied by its estimated probability of occurrence. 
 
The scenarios defined below are based on these regulatory criteria and also on the other 
probable scenarios, which can reduce the safety of the final disposal concept. Based on 
the regulatory criteria, the following interpretations have been concluded: 

 The annual radiation dose constrains apply for several thousand years from the 
closure of the L/ILW hall. Dose conversion factors are used to convert the 
radioactivity released from the geosphere into radiation dose rates. These dose 
conversion factors have been applied also after several millennia, even though 
their uncertainty increases. 

 After several thousand years, the radioactive substances potentially released 
from the L/ILW hall are considered as a part of the analysis.  

 Several thousand years is interpreted as ten millennia in this analysis. 

1.5 Definition of concepts 

According to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), a scenario is defined as 
"A postulated or assumed set of conditions and/or events. Most commonly used in 
analysis or assessment to represent possible future conditions and/or events to be 
modeled, such as possible accidents at a nuclear facility, or the possible future evolution 
of a repository and its surroundings. A scenario may represent the conditions at a single 
point in time or a single event, or a time history of conditions and/or events (including 
processes)" (IAEA 2007).  
 
Inside a scenario, a set of calculation cases can be defined. Each calculation case 
presents a different possibility for how the system might evolve over time. Hence, for 
each calculation case, a set of models and parameters must be defined. 
 
In this report the word conservative is chosen to present a pessimistic scenario or a 
cautious parameter value in the analysis. In other words, conservatively chosen 
parameter value or assumption overestimates the radiological consequences with a high 
probability. Realistic or best estimate assumptions or values present the most likely 
scenario or average of most likely scenarios. 
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The spent fuel disposal facility includes the encapsulation plant and the underground 
facilities, whereas the spent fuel repository includes only deposition tunnels and holes. 
Thus the L/ILW hall is included in the spent fuel disposal facility, but not in the spent 
fuel repository.   
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2 RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND L/ILW HALL DESIGN 

The radioactive waste to be disposed of in the L/ILW hall is produced during the 
operation and the decommissioning of the encapsulation plant. Amounts of inactive 
wastes are not discussed here, since they are planned to be disposed of elsewhere. 
 
The amounts of wastes as well as the radioactivity inventories are estimated by 
Paunonen et al. (2012) and more detailed information about the waste production, waste 
handling, waste volumes and inventory of radioactive substances can be found there. In 
this chapter the principles of calculating the waste volumes and inventory of radioactive 
substances are discussed in detail. In addition, the design of the L/ILW hall is presented.  

2.1 Sources of radioactive waste 

Radioactive wastes to be disposed of in the L/ILW hall are produced in two phases: 
during the operational phase (110 years of operation) and during the decommissioning 
of the encapsulation plant (3 years). The largest waste volumes and most of the 
radioactivity are expected to be produced during the operational phase of the 
encapsulation plant. 
 
The radioactivity in the encapsulation plant originates from spent fuel. In principle, the 
only places in the encapsulation plant where radioactive wastes may be generated are 
the fuel handling cell, where fuel defects may be formed or some crud may be loosened, 
and the decontamination center, where removed components from the fuel handling cell 
are decontaminated for maintenance, or for replacement. Next the processes possibly 
producing radioactive waste are discussed in detail. 

2.1.1  Transport and encapsulation 

The encapsulation process consists of several steps which all may produce solid or 
liquid radioactive waste. Those steps are: 

 receiving of the spent fuel transfer casks, 
 transfer of the transfer cask to the fuel handling cell docking station through the 

transfer cask corridor, 
 removing of the fuel assemblies from the transfer cask into the drying station 

and drying of the assemblies, 
 moving of the assemblies to the disposal canister, and 
 welding and the machining of the canister copper lid (machining waste chips 

may be contaminated by radioactive substances only in rare cases). 
 
After the spent fuel transfer has arrived at the encapsulation plant, the transfer cask and 
shock absorbers will be rinsed in the cask transfer corridor with water if they are 
contaminated. That is very unlikely and the outer surface is contaminated only if an 
incident has occurred during transport. If the transport trailer has been contaminated 
during the journey, it will be rinsed in the cask receiving area. 
 
The spent fuel assemblies are moved to the drying station in the fuel handling cell and 
then into the disposal canister. When the fuel assemblies are transferred from the 
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transfer cask into the drying cask, some contaminated water, if wet (water cooled) 
transport is used, may drop on the floor. Drying of the assemblies will produce a few 
liters of contaminated waste water. During the handling of the fuel assemblies some 
loosened crud may be dropped to the canister's protective cone in the docking station, 
from where it can be swept by manipulator down into the empty positions of the fuel 
canister. In addition, the fuel handling cell may be vacuum cleaned and possible 
particles can be deposited into the empty positions of the fuel canister. Also the transfer 
cask's radiation protection lid may be contaminated in the fuel handling cell and it has to 
be rinsed with water or wiped with a wet cloth before sending the cask back to the spent 
fuel interim storage. 
 
The main principle is that all the materials taken out from the fuel handling cell have to 
be decontaminated or handled as radioactive waste. The cell is provided with an exhaust 
ventilation system and a radioactive particle filtration system in the air cooling circuit. 
All the filters are handled as radioactive waste. 
 
Before welding the lid of the disposal canister, the welding seam has to be 
decontaminated for example by wiping it with wet pad. Contamination can be caused by 
radionuclides released from the spent fuel. After the welding process, the canister weld 
surface is machined (and cleaned only in exceptional cases) in the canister transfer 
corridor. During the machining the copper chips are removed by vacuuming.  
 
If the canister welding process fails to pass the quality controls, the copper lid has to be 
opened and the fuel has to be moved through the fuel handling cell to another canister. 
The copper lid is opened by machining and copper chips will be vacuumed. The 
machining waste may be radioactive only in rare cases. In principle, the copper and steel 
lids are handled as radioactive waste, but after decontamination the copper lid and 
casing could also be recycled. The canister inserts may be recycled after 
decontamination, if they are mechanically acceptable. If the canister is opened due to 
handling damage or accident, the insert may also be damaged and highly contaminated. 
In such rare cases the damaged inserts may need to be disposed of as a low-level waste. 

2.1.2  Maintenance and cleaning 

Maintenance, repair and replacement of components and processes produce radioactive 
solid and liquid waste. Repair and maintenance work usually requires decontamination 
and cleaning operations and different kinds of filters have to be changed regularly in the 
controlled area of the encapsulation plant. For example, air-conditioning filters of the 
fuel handling cell, exhaust air filters and central vacuum cleaning filters are handled as 
radioactive waste. 
 
The fuel handling cell and the decontamination centre will be decontaminated, for 
example, before large maintenance and modernization projects, which are presumably 
realized every five years. Decontamination will be done with water and by brushing and 
wiping surfaces, producing mostly liquid radioactive waste. Decontamination liquids 
used in the decontamination centre are handled as radioactive waste.  
 
Waste water will also be produced during regular cleaning of the controlled area and in 
the laundry for protective clothing. Those waters will be led into the inactive receiving 
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tank, but if radioactivity is detected, they will be led to the active waste water handling 
system. 

2.1.3  Decommissioning 

The encapsulation plant will be decommissioned after all the spent fuel has been 
disposed of. The main principle for the decommissioning of the encapsulation plant is 
that the radioactive materials will be removed from the plant, but the non-radioactive 
structures will not be dismantled. The stainless steel liners of the fuel handling cell and 
the decontamination centre will be decontaminated, but not dismantled. 
 
Decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant consists mostly of contaminated 
components, decontamination liquids and filters. Also fuel transport casks (or at least 
their internal racks) will be disposed of with the decommissioning waste. The waste 
handling systems at the encapsulation plant will be dismantled last. The 
decommissioning waste is handled in the same way as the operating waste.  

2.2  Radioactive waste quantities 

The design and dimensions of the L/ILW hall are based on the estimated amounts of 
radioactive waste and the treatment and packing of the wastes and thus the amounts of 
radioactive wastes produced during the operation and decommissioning phases of the 
encapsulation plant need to be estimated.  

2.2.1  Radioactive waste from the encapsulation plant 

Solid waste 
The solid waste generated during the operation of the encapsulation plant consists of 
crud loosening from the fuel assemblies, removed components, filters, metals and 
protective equipment  (such as cleaning clothes and overalls). The total amounts of the 
solid waste generated during one year of operation are presented in Table 2-1. 
 
Table 2-1. Solid operational waste production at the encapsulation plant during one 
year. 

Waste type m3 kg 
Crud  0.11 
Filters 1.5  
Copper chips (from machining)  168 
Compressible, organic waste 15  
Components  2500 
Rejected canisters 0.33  
Total/year ~17 ~2670 

 
Liquid waste 
Sources of liquid waste at the encapsulation plant are fuel handling, maintenance, 
possible water treatment systems and decommissioning. The spent fuel transport cask 
and associated systems may need rinsing if contaminated. If spent fuel is transported as 
wet transport, the water in the transport cask will be contaminated and thus 
contaminated water may be spilled during fuel handling. Fuel assemblies will be dried 
before encapsulation at the drying station. Decontamination operations of machines etc. 
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also produce liquid waste. Protective clothing used during maintenance operations will 
be washed and the washing waters may at times be radioactive. The generation of liquid 
waste per one year of operation is presented in Table 2-2. The processing of the liquid 
waste is discussed in Section 0below. 
 
Table 2-2. Summary of liquid operational wastes produced at the encapsulation plant 
during one year. 

Liquid waste m3/year 
Decontamination of the radiation protection lid of the 
transport cask 

0.1 

Drying of the fuel assemblies 0.5 
Rinsing of the overalls 2 
Decontamination solutions 4 
Decontamination of the fuel handling cell (every 5 yrs) 1 
Decontamination of the decontamination center (every 5 yrs) 1 
Laundry waters (if contaminated) 5 
Rinsing of the transport trailer, transport cask and shock 
absorbers (if contaminated) 

1 

Total 14.6 

2.2.2  Radioactive waste from the decommissioning of the encapsulation 
 plant 

Solid waste 
All the components in the fuel handling cell and in the decontamination center are 
removed and disposed of. The estimated amount of the components will be about 
75,000 kg. The stainless steel linings of the fuel handling cell and the decontamination 
centre will be decontaminated but not dismantled. All the filters in the controlled area 
are handled as solid radioactive waste and their volume will be about 3.5 m3. The 
amount of the compressible organic waste could be 70 m3, which depends among others 
on the number of the workers at the plant. The number of transport casks' inner baskets 
to be disposed of in the L/ILW hall was estimated to be five and their total volume to be 
25 m3.  
 
Liquid waste 
Liquid decommissioning waste consists of decontamination solutions and cleaning 
waters. All the components and processes at the encapsulation plant will be 
decontaminated before dismantling. The amount of liquid waste produced during the 
decommissioning of the encapsulation plant may be about 100 m3.  
 
A summary of all the decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant is presented in 
Table 2-3. 
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Table 2-3. Decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant. 

Waste type Quantity 

Components 75000 kg 

Filters 3.5 m3 

Liquid waste 100 m3 

Organic waste 70 m3 
Transport cask (inner 
basket) 

25 m3 

 

2.3  Radioactive waste management and packages 

2.3.1  Solid waste 

Before the disposal of the solid waste the waste components have to be decontaminated 
and compacted if possible, and then packed into proper disposal packages, which are at 
this planning stage a metal drum and a metal box. The dimensions of the disposal 
packages are given in Table 2-4. 
 
Table 2-4. The dimensions of the disposal packages. 

Disposal packages 

Inner 
volume 
m3 

Outer 
volume 
m3 

Outer 
dimensions 
(mm) 

Drum 0.2 0.24 875*D595 
Metal box 3.1 3.21 1900*1300*1300 

 
After the decontamination, all the components and devices at the encapsulation plant are 
planned to be disposed of in one piece in boxes.  
 
The packing density of 500 kg/m3 has been used for the components when evaluating 
the amount of packages. Thus, the volume efficiency of 32 % is achieved, when the 
components are assumed to be from steel (with the density of 7800 kg/m3). 
 
Filters are smaller than other components and they can be disposed of in drums and the 
volume efficiency of 67 % has been used (TVO 2008).  
 
Soft compressible waste (protective clothes and cleaning clothes and other organic 
waste) shall be packed in drums and compressed before disposal. The compression ratio 
of 1:5 has been used in Paunonen et al. (2012), but it can vary depending on the 
compactor that will be used. At Loviisa NPP the compression ratio of the compactor in 
use is 1:5. 
 
It is conservatively assumed that at the encapsulation plant one disposal canister will be 
rejected per 10 years due to a failed lid welding. The disposal canister can be recycled, 
but the canister insert may need to be disposed of. They are planned to be disposed of in 
one piece without a disposal package. 
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The copper chips produced during machining of the weld are going to be disposed of in 
the drums if they are contaminated. The packing density of 1000 kg/m3 has been used. 
The inner baskets of the transport casks which are used to transport the fuel are assumed 
to be disposed without a package.  
 
Summary of the volumes of packed and unpacked solid waste, the package type and the 
number of packages produced are presented in Table 2-5.  
 
Table 2-5. Summary of the operating and decommissioning solid waste volumes - 
packed and unpacked to be disposed of in the L/ILW hall.  

Waste type Vol. 
packed 
(m3) 

Vol. 
unpacked 
(m3) 

Package Number 
of 
packages 

Solid wastes produced during the 
operation of the encapsulation plant 
(total) 

1269    

Components, devices 660 275,000 kg metal box 206 
Copper chips 22 18 drum 90 
Organic, compressed waste 330 1650 drum 1349 
Rejected empty canisters and lids 37 37 no package 11 
Filters 220 165 drum 900 
Crud  12 kg   
Solid wastes produced during the 
decommissioning of the encapsulation 
plant (total) 

224    

Components 180 75,000 kg metal box 57 
Filters 5 3.5 drum 21 
Organic, compressed waste 14 70 drum 58 
Transport casks (inner basket) 25 25 no package 5 
Total 1493    

 

2.3.2  Liquid waste 

The processing methods for the encapsulation plant have been discussed in detail in 
Paunonen et al. (2012). Several different liquid waste management methods have been 
considered therein. Paunonen et al. (2012) chose drum evaporation as a primary method 
due its high volume reduction and suitable processing capacity. The use of the drying 
method requires a protective barrier system in the L/ILW hall due to the soluble nature 
of the solidified waste. 
 
Dried liquid waste will be packed into 200-liter metal drums (outer dimensions; 875 
mm, D595 mm). In Table 2-6 the liquid waste volumes that are produced in the 
different phases of operation and decommissioning of the encapsulation plant are 
summarized along with the number of waste drums produced in the different phases and 
the volumes of packed waste, including the volume of the protective concrete filling. 
The volumes are based on the assumption that liquid waste is dried unprocessed; if 
water treatment processes using e.g. precoat filters are to be used in the encapsulation 
plant, the volumes are probably slightly larger.  
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Table 2-6. The waste volumes and packages of liquid waste produced at the 
encapsulation plant. 

Processed liquid waste Vol. packed 
waste  
(incl. protective 
concrete) (m3) 

Vol. 
unpacked 
waste (m3) 

Number of 
waste 
drums 

Decontamination liquids, rinsing waters etc. 
from the operation of the encapsulation 
plant 

14.5 1606 39 

Decontamination liquids from the 
decommissioning of the encapsulation plant

1.1 100 3 

Total 15.6 1706 42 

2.4  Radioactivity inventory of radioactive substances  

2.4.1  Damaged fuel assemblies 

Handling of the fuel assemblies at the encapsulation plant corresponds to the spent fuel 
handling at the OL and LO NPPs. However, the conditions at the encapsulation plant 
are significantly more moderate then in the power plants because drastic temperature or 
pressure variations will not exist. In spite of that, it is expected that some fuel 
assemblies experience damages during the encapsulation process. The amount of 
damaged fuel rods has been estimated based on the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
for the encapsulation plant (Holmberg 2012). 
 
Fuel handling is not the only way how the fuel rod can be damaged, but it gives a 
reasonable base to calculate fuel defects expected to occur in the encapsulation process. 
In the PRA analysis (Holmberg 2012) fuel defect frequency has been estimated using 
experiences from nuclear power plants. At OL1/2 power plants altogether 21,000 fuel 
transfers have been made and in 10 cases fuel assembly was somehow handled 
inappropriately. None of these mishandlings has resulted in a fuel defect. On the other 
hand the transfers are in power plants are performed under water which reduces the 
consequences of inappropriate handling. Therefore the PRA analysis concluded that 
conservatively 1/1000 fuel assembly transfer results in defect in a single rod.  
 
In addition, the PRA analysis considers other, more improbable incidents and accidents 
such as dropping the transfer cask cover and dropping the canister in the canister shaft. 
Due to their improbable nature, these accidents are not taken into account when 
determining the inventory of radioactive substances. If such accidents occur, their 
consequences shall be considered separately. 
 
In the fuel handling cell, a fuel defect can in principle occur while transferring the fuel 
from transport cask through the drying station into canister or when the fuel is in the 
drying station. The amount of released radioactivity strongly depends on the 
environment; in water the amounts of radioactivity released are generally much higher 
than in dry conditions, but the gaseous fission products are released approximately at 
the same rate in both environments. Here it is conservatively assumed that if the fuel 
defect occurs during the transfer from the transport cask into drying station, the defect 
occurs in wet conditions; otherwise the defect occurs in dry conditions.  
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The amounts of fuel assemblies to be handled in the encapsulation plant and the 
estimated amounts of defected fuel rods are given in Table 2-7.  
 
Table 2-7. The total amounts of fuel assemblies handled in the encapsulation plant and 
the estimated amount of defected rods (Holmberg 2012).  

 
Handled 

assemblies 
Defected rods 

(in water) 
Defected rods  

(in dry conditions) 
EPR fuel (OL3/OL4) 7456 8 16 

BWR fuel (OL1/OL2) 14,512 15 30 

VVER fuel (LO1/LO2) 8373 9 17 

Total 30,341 32 63 

 

2.4.2  Fission products 

When damaged, a significant part of the fission gases can be released from the fuel 
assemblies. In addition, the fraction of the inventory that is confined in the fuel cladding 
gap or cracks or at the grain boundaries of the fuel matrix can also be released relatively 
rapidly. In the context of long-term safety, this fraction of the inventory is called instant 
release fraction (IRF; sometimes called also rapid release fraction, RRF) to indicate that 
this fraction radionuclides are assumed to be immediately released after the fuel 
assembly gets in contact with water.  
 
The release fractions in dry conditions are here assumed to be much smaller than the 
IRF values in water, which is a valid assumption for the solid substances. The gaseous 
substances (includes part of I and Cs) released from defected fuel are assumed to be 
mostly ventilated out from the encapsulation plant. Therefore the amounts of radioactive 
substances released following a fuel defect in dry conditions are assumed to be included 
in the conservative margin to be discussed below. 
 
Due to some uncertainties in the IRF a best estimate value and a conservative estimate 
are often given in the literature. The conservative IRF values in water are chosen in 
accordance with Posiva (Posiva 2012c, Table 8-2). The best estimate IRF values are 
estimated based on the values used in past safety assessments (Vieno & Nordman 1999, 
Posiva 2008b), and available data.  
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Table 2-8. Instant release fractions (IRFs) of the inventory in the fuel matrix used in the 
calculations. 14C and 36Cl are activation products from activated metal. 

Nuclide 

Release 
fraction % 

(best estimate) 

Release 
fraction % 

(conservative)
14C 5.5 5.5 
36Cl 8.2 8.2 
79Se 0.1 0.4 
90Sr 1 1 
99Tc 0.2 1 

107Pd 0.2 1 
126Sn 0 0.1 

129I 2 5 
135Cs 2 5 
137Cs 2 5 

 
Released radioactivity can be calculated as the product of the radioactivity 
concentration in the fuel matrix, mass of the uranium in the rod, number of damaged 
rods, and the instant release fraction. 
 
The radioactivity inventories in the spent fuel are reported by (Anttila 2005) and the 
applied values in this estimation are given in Table 2-9. The radioactivity is given in 
terms of GBq/tU and the values represent cooling time of 30 years and burn-up of 60 
MWd/kgU which is somewhat higher than the burn-up currently used in OL1-2 and 
LO1-2. Thus the inventories are slightly overestimated. 
 
Table 2-9. Radioactivity (GBq/tU) of different types of spent fuel, burn-up 60 MWd/kgU 
and cooling time 30 years (Anttila 2005, tables 2.2.3.4, 3.1.3.4, 4.2.3.4 ). 14C and 36Cl 
are activation products from activated metal. 

Nuclide OL1-2 LO1-2 OL3 
14C 4.90E+01 6.22E+01 3.12E+01 
36Cl 1.81E+00 1.70E+00 1.19E+00 
79Se 4.67E+00 4.61E+00 4.62E+00 
90Sr 2.21E+06 2.13E+06 2.12E+06 
99Tc 8.41E+02 8.21E+02 8.23E+02 

107Pd 8.43E+00 9.17E+00 9.15E+00 
126Sn 3.65E+01 3.82E+01 3.81E+01 

129I 1.79E+00 1.88E+00 1.88E+00 
135Cs 3.01E+01 3.05E+01 3.26E+01 
137Cs 3.45E+06 3.49E+06 3.48E+06 
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The uranium mass in one rod in the three fuel types and the minimum average cooling 
times (Raiko 2005) are presented in Table 2-10. 
 
Table 2-10. Typical uranium mass of the different fuel types (in one rod) and minimum 
average cooling times. 

 OL1-2 LO1-2 OL3-4 
Fuel type BWR VVER EPR 
Average cooling time (years) 44 32 57 
Mass of uranium in the rod (kg) 2.9 1 2 

 
The radioactive decay has been taken into account by assuming that the spent fuel is 
produced at a constant rate during power plant operational life-time. The operational 
life-times have been estimated in Table 2-11 and the encapsulation plant is assumed to 
be decommissioned and the L/ILW hall closed in 2130. The radioactive decay mostly 
affects the isotopes 90Sr and 137Cs, which both have the half-life of roughly 30 years. 
One should note that radioactivity inventories in Table 2-9 are presented after 30 years 
of cooling which should be taken into account while determining the radioactivity 
inventories. The actual cooling time of the fuel before the encapsulation does not have 
an effect on the final inventory of radioactive substances, since the radioactivity 
released from the fuel during the encapsulation will be decayed both before and after the 
encapsulation until the L/ILW hall closure. No releases from the L/ILW hall are 
expected to happen before the closure of the facility. 
 
Table 2-11. The estimated operational life-times of the nuclear power plants. The 
estimated operational life-times rounded to nearest 5 years, since the commissioning 
date of OL3 and OL4 is uncertain. Since the half-life of the nuclides of interest is at 
least 28 years, the uncertainties are relatively small.    

 OL1-2 LO1-2 OL3 OL4 
Start of operation 1980 1980 2015 2025 
End of operation 2040 2030 2075 2085 

 
The results of the best estimate released fission gas radioactivity which will end up to 
the operating waste of the encapsulation plant are presented in Table 2-12. The results 
with more conservative release fraction values are presented in Table 2-13.  
 
In addition to the fuel rods that may be damaged at the encapsulation plant, there are 
also spent fuel rods which have been defected during the handling operations at the 
NPPs. In fact, the number of these rods exceeds the number assumed to be damaged at 
the encapsulation plant, but on the other hand, the gas gap radioactivity has mostly 
leaked out of these fuel elements already prior to the arrival to the encapsulation plant. 
According to (Nieminen 2007) 66 rods have leaked so far, and the total number during 
the operation of LO1-2 and OL1-4 is assumed to be 185. If it is assumed that one tenth 
(a conservative figure) of the gas gap radioactivity remains in these rods, it equals to 18 
rods' entire gas gap inventory, which is roughly 50 % of the rods assumed to be 
damaged at the encapsulation. Hence, a margin of 50 % is added to the best estimate 
and conservative gas gap radioactivity inventory. Due to the related conservatism, this 
margin covers also some uncertainties in the inventory of radioactive substances, 
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number of defected fuel rods, or release fraction, which may originate in the differences 
between the fuel types, enrichment, burn-up, cooling type, defect mechanisms etc. 
 
Table 2-12. Inventory of radioactive substances of the operating waste of the 
encapsulation plant (GBq) in 2130, calculated with best estimate release fraction 
values. 

Nuclide OL1-2 LO1-2 OL3 OL4 
Total, incl. 

50% margin 
14C 1.16E-01 3.04E-02 1.36E-02 1.37E-02 2.61E-01 

36Cl 6.45E-03 1.25E-03 7.81E-04 7.81E-04 1.39E-02 

79Se 2.03E-04 4.15E-05 3.70E-05 3.70E-05 4.78E-04 

90Sr 1.20E+02 2.07E+01 4.91E+01 6.25E+01 3.78E+02 

99Tc 7.31E-02 1.48E-02 1.32E-02 1.32E-02 1.71E-01 

107Pd 7.33E-04 1.65E-04 1.46E-04 1.46E-04 1.79E-03 

126Sn 1.59E-04 3.44E-05 3.05E-05 3.05E-05 3.81E-04 

129I 1.56E-03 3.38E-04 3.01E-04 3.01E-04 3.75E-03 

135Cs 2.62E-02 5.49E-03 5.22E-03 5.22E-03 6.32E-02 

137Cs 4.08E+02 7.43E+01 1.70E+02 2.13E+02 1.30E+03 

Total, GBq     1.68E+03 

 
Table 2-13. Inventory of radioactive substances of the operating waste of the 
encapsulation plant (GBq) in 2130, calculated with conservative release fraction 
values. 

Nuclide OL1-2 LO1-2 OL3 OL4 
Total, incl. 

50 % margin 
14C 1.16E-01 3.04E-02 1.36E-02 1.37E-02 2.61E-01 
36Cl 6.45E-03 1.25E-03 7.81E-04 7.81E-04 1.39E-02 
79Se 8.13E-04 1.66E-04 1.48E-04 1.48E-04 1.91E-03 
90Sr 1.20E+02 2.07E+01 4.91E+01 6.25E+01 3.78E+02 
99Tc 3.66E-01 7.39E-02 6.58E-02 6.58E-02 8.57E-01 

107Pd 3.67E-03 8.25E-04 7.32E-04 7.32E-04 8.93E-03 
126Sn 1.59E-03 3.44E-04 3.05E-04 3.05E-04 3.81E-03 

129I 3.89E-03 8.46E-04 7.52E-04 7.52E-04 9.36E-03 
135Cs 6.55E-02 1.37E-02 1.30E-02 1.30E-02 1.58E-01 
137Cs 1.02E+03 1.86E+02 4.24E+02 5.34E+02 3.24E+03 

Total, GBq     3.62E+03 
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2.4.3  Crud 

Handling of crud at the encapsulation plant 

In addition to fission products, there are activated corrosion products, crud, on the 
surfaces of the fuel assemblies, which may loosen during the encapsulation process. The 
radioactivity of this loosening crud ending up in the operational waste of the 
encapsulation plant is however believed to be minor due to the following reasons:  

 If there is crud that may loosen easily it probably loosens already during the 
loading and unloading of the transport cask. In these cases, the crud will remain 
or be retuned with the cask to the spent fuel storage, to be further treated there.  

 During the drying process, the conditions (temperature, pressure) are relatively 
stable and therefore no loosening of crud is expected. If some crud loosens 
during the drying, it may end up in the operational waste.  

 If crud loosens after the drying process, when the fuel assembly is being loaded 
to the canister, the loosened crud will mostly be swept or vacuum-cleaned and 
inserted to the final disposal canisters (Kukkola 2012).  

 
In the report by (Kukkola & Eurajoki 2009) the crud radioactivity in the operational 
waste was considered low compared to the inventory of fission products, and was 
therefore not included in the inventory. Even though nuclides in the crud, 59Ni and 63Ni, 
should not to pose any special challenges to the long-term safety of the waste according 
to the present waste management plans of the encapsulation plant, they will be included 
in the long-term safety assessment. Hence their inventories are roughly estimated here 
based on the available data. 
  
The crud may also contain small amounts of transurania and actinides, and also for them 
a rough, conservative inventory estimate is given.  
 
There are several uncertainties related to the crud inventory ending up in the operational 
or decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant, such as: 

 Crud amount at the surfaces of the fuel assemblies 
 Specific radioactivity of different nuclides in the crud 
 Loosening fraction of the crud during the encapsulation operations 
 The fraction which is not disposed of in the empty positions of spent fuel 

canisters. 
 Plant and fuel type related differences in all the factors mentioned above. 

 
As the available data is relatively sparse compared to the amount of fuel to be 
encapsulated, and since a significant part of that data does not even exist at the present 
stage (e.g. operation experience of EPR fuel), the assessment task is approached from 
several points of view, and the inventory is formed as a synthesis of these pieces of 
data. This approach is selected to create confidentiality on the order of magnitude of the 
resulting inventory.  

Estimation of corrosion product inventory of radioactive substances 

Radioactivity is induced in isotopes of corrosion products, when they are deposited at 
the surfaces of fuel and core structures, and exposed to neutron flux. The induced 
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radioactivity is proportional to the amount of the exposed corrosion products as well as 
the neutron flux, activation cross section and exposure time. Corrosion product 
inventory, separately for each activation product, can be estimated with the following 
model:  
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where 
A is the total radioactivity (1/s), 
 is the decay constant (1/s), 
t1 is the irradiation time (s), 
t2 is the decay time after the irradiation (s), 
 is the mass fraction of the target element (-), 
 is the abundancy of the target isotope in natural element (-), 
m is the mass of the crud (or unit mass) (kg), 
NA is the Avogadro number (= 6.022·1023 1/mol), 
M is the Atom weight of the target isotope (kg/mol), 
 is the activation cross section (m2) and 
 is the neutron flux density (1/(m2·s)) 

Amount and elemental composition of crud 

The total amount of the loosening crud is assessed to be 120 kg during the operation of 
the encapsulation plant. The figure is based on the assumed crud deposit of 20 g/m2 at 
the surfaces of the fuel assemblies, as well as en estimate on the loosening crud, i.e. 
0.8 % of the total amount (Salo 1983). According to Salo (1983) the loosening amount 
of crud for a BWR fuel element with 64 fuel rods amounts hence 1.58 g. Considering 
the uranium mass in the element, 0.178 tU, gives the amount of loosening crud per 
uranium mass equal to 8.9 g crud/tU. If all the fuel had the same dimensions and 
characteristics, this would lead to the total crud loosening from 9000 tons of fuel being 
equal to 80 kg. However, in later fuel assemblies at OL1-2 as well as in the fuel 
assemblies at other power plant units, the cladding diameter is somewhat smaller 
resulting in a higher area/mass ratio. The difference is not great, and considering also 
other uncertainties, it is in this assessment concluded that the total mass of the loosening 
crud will most likely not exceed 120 kg. This supported by the fact that in the spent fuel 
of Loviisa NPP, the cladding can typically be visually considered almost free of crud.  
 
Since the majority of the loosening crud is to disposed of in empty positions of the fuel 
canister, it is assumed that 1…10 %, i.e. 1.2…12 kg, will end up in the operational and 
decommissioning waste, and the rest will be disposed of in the spent fuel canisters. 
Hence the average annual accumulation rate of crud in the operational and 
decommissioning waste will be 11 g…110 g, as the assumed operation time is 
110 years.  
 
The specific radioactivity of the nickel isotopes is estimated based on the available data 
of the elemental composition of crud. For comparison of direct radioactivity 
measurements, since Ni isotopes do not emit gamma rays, 60Co is assessed in a similar 
way, to have the opportunity to compare the results with measurement results. 
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About the spent fuel assemblies from TVO, the following data is available (Salo 1983):   

 Ni content in the crud of some analyzed fuel assemblies 5…13 % 
 Co content in the crud of some analyzed fuel assemblies 0.1…0.2 %  
 Total measured crud amounts in the same elements. 6.2…7.4 g/m2  

 
About the spent fuel assemblies from Loviisa, the following data is available:   

 Ni content in the iron deposits on the fuel assemblies with significant deposits 
observed in 1995: 2.32 %…4.08 % (Rosenberg et al. 1998) and 2.6 %…5.0 % 
(Rosenberg et al. 1996) 

 60Co in the iron deposits on the fuel assemblies with significant deposits 
observed in 1995: 48…176 MBq/g (Rosenberg et al. 1996). Co content is 
0.02 %…0.04 % 

 
The deposit amount figures above relate all to fuel assemblies with burnups 
significantly lower than the maximum. Whether the deposit grows linearly with burnup, 
is not clear, but some kind of proportionality is likely to exist.  
 
In literature (Neeb 1997), NiO content in the typical compositions of PWR fuel rod 
deposits is given 3…9 %, and CoO content less than 0.05 %. These figures originate in 
Siemens/KWU. Respectively for BWR the Ni content on the typical fuel rod is given 
equal to 4.0…6.2 % and Co content less than 0.6 %. The area related mass of the 
deposits is approximately 0.2 mg/cm2, i.e. one tenth of the value assumed for TVO 
assemblies.  
 
On the other hand, it is reported (Riess & Lundgren 2006) that the fuel crud deposits in 
the PWRs have normally a thickness of 10 - 350 mg·dm-2 and Ni content of 19…38 %. 
In BWRs, the typical Ni content is reported to be 0.1…5 g/m2 (Neeb 1997, Riess & 
Lundgren 2006).  
 
Based on these figures, it is concluded that a reasonable, to some extent conservative 
assumption for the Ni in crud is 5 % of the total crud ending up in the waste at the 
encapsulation plant. Hence the mass of nickel is 0.06…0.6 kg. The cobalt content in 
crud is assumed to be 0.1 %. 

Activation rate 

The integral in the Equation (2-1) above gives the activation rate per target nuclide. This 
can be approximated as a product of Westcott's neutron flux and the effective activation 
cross section. The latter in turn can be with typical reactor core data approximated based 
on the thermal cross section and the resonance integral for each reaction.  

 effw
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where 
w   is the Westscott's neutron flux (Loviisa core average 2·1013 1/(cm2·s)), 
eff   is the effective neutron absorption cross section for target atom (cm2), 
0   is the neutron absorption cross section at 0.0253 eV for target atom, 

and 
Ires is the resonance integral. 

 
The different reactor types are not assumed to differ from each other to such extent that 
it should be taken into account in the reaction rate estimates. According to a rough 
estimate based on the available data of the core parameters the neutron fluxes are 
expected to vary not more than 20 %, whereas the uncertainties e.g. in the crud amounts 
and compositions are clearly greater. The data for the activation reactions of interest 
here are presented in Table 2-14.  
 
Table 2-14. Data for the main activation reactions resulting in 59Ni, 63Ni and 60Co. 

 58Ni (n,g) 59Ni 62Ni (n,g) 63Ni 59Co (n,g) 60Co 
Thermal cross 
section, barn 

4.67 14.37 37.63 

Resonance integral, 
44 barn  

2.20 6.89 75.48 

Effective cross 
section, barn 

5.78 17.81 75.37 

Reaction rate per 
target nuclide, 1/s 
(w = 2E13 1/cm2s) 

1.16E-10 3.56E-10 1.51E-09 

 

Residence time 

Typically the fuel elements are irradiated in the reactor for 3…4 years, which is hence 
the maximum residence time for the crud deposits at the surfaces of the fuel elements. 
However, there are indications of the residence times of crud deposits being 
significantly shorter. The residence times can be assessed based on the ratios of the 
activation products and the target nuclides of the corresponding activation reactions. 
Neeb (1997) mentions that in some cases residence times have been even shorter than 
1 day. 
 
Barton et al. (2001) have observed apparent mean residence times for some gamma-
emitting nuclides in the core deposits in Sizewell B PWR, and the range from less than 
1 day up to 67 days, with the vast majority being less than one month.  
 
According to (Riess et al. 2006) the residence times at least for cobalt, based on 60Co/Co 
ratio are longer for BWRs than for PWRs. The radioactivity level mentioned for BWRs, 
1 TBq/g, corresponds roughly to a residence time of half a year.  
 
The residence times can be calculated also from the measured values from Loviisa and 
Olkiluoto NPPs. For 60Co they are a few months in the Loviisa case (specific 
radioactivity 3·1011 Bq/gCo, cf. Rosenberg et al. 1996), and about a year for the 
Olkiluoto case (specific radioactivity 2·1012 Bq/gCo, Salo 1983).   
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As the nickel isotopes of interest here are weak beta emitters, no measured data on them 
is available, and as the residence time obviously depends on the material, the data on 
other elements cannot be applied as such.  
 
However, even though the typical residence times may be significantly shorter than the 
total irradiation time, it is in this inventory assessment assumed that the residence time 
equals to 3 years. Even though this value is considered clearly conservative, especially 
for PWRs, it is not completely beyond the reasonable range, when the related 
uncertainties are taken into account). 

Radioactivity concentration after irradiation and annual accumulation rate 

Based on the parameter selection described in previous subsections, as well as the 
related natural constants, the radioactivity concentrations of Ni and Co isotopes in the 
irradiated crud deposits immediately after the residence time in the core equal to: 

 59Ni: 1.14·106 Bq/g 
 63Ni: 1.28·108 Bq/g 
 60Co: 5.00·109 Bq/g 

 
The calculated 60Co radioactivity is roughly equal to the highest measured 60Co 
radioactivity reported by Salo (1983) for Olkiluoto fuel, and almost two orders of 
magnitude higher than values reported by Rosenberg et al. (1996) for Loviisa fuel.  
 
In the inventory of radioactive substances it is assumed that the fuel assemblies are 
stored for 30 years before transport to the encapsulation plant, which reduces the 
inventory due to radioactive decay. As the annual income of crud to the operational 
waste of the encapsulation plant is assumed to be 11…110 g, the accumulation rates of 
Ni and Co isotopes are: 

 59Ni: 1.25·107…1.25·108 Bq/a 
 63Ni: 1.14·109…1.14·1010 Bq/a 
 60Co: 1.09·109…1.09·1010 Bq/a 

 
The cumulative inventories over the operation period of the encapsulation plant, 
110 years, are the following: 

 59Ni: 1.37·109…1.37·1010 Bq 
 63Ni: 8.77·1010…8.77·1011 Bq 
 60Co: 8.34·109…8.34·1010 Bq 

108mAg 

Another relatively long-lived corrosion product nuclide is 108mAg, for which no data on 
the radioactivity in the fuel deposits was available. A preliminary estimate for it is 
achieved based on its inventory of radioactive substances in the safety case for the 
Loviisa L/ILW repository, i.e.11 GBq (conservative inventory). As the Ni isotope 
inventories in operation and decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant are 
about one hundredth … one tenth of the value for the Loviisa L/ILW repository, the 
same fraction is assumed to be valid also for 108mAg. Hence its radioactivity becomes 
0.1…1 GBq, which corresponds to annual accumulation rate equal to 
1·106…1·107 Bq/a. 
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Estimation of actinide inventory in the crud 

In addition to the activated corrosion products also actinides may exist in the crud as a 
result of fuel leakages or tramp uranium. No direct measurements are available about 
them, and hence the inventory is estimated based on 239Pu/59Ni ratio from other 
contamination inventories available. A conservative estimate with respect to the actinide 
inventory is aimed at. 
 
Table 2-15 presents some figures of corresponding 59Ni and sum of 239Pu and 240Pu, 
(given in some inventories separately, and in some as sums) activities available 
contamination-based waste streams at Finnish and Swedish power plants (TVO 2008, 
Kallonen 2008, Lundgren & Jiselmark 2010) Based on this data, an radioactivity ratio 
equal to 0.03 between 239Pu and 240Pu and 59Ni is selected. The resulting sum of 239Pu 
and 240Pu radioactivity is hence 0.04…0.4 GBq. With a burnup 60 MWd/kgU a typical 
sum of 239Pu and 240Pu activities is 44 GBq/tU. Hence 0.04…0.4 GBq corresponds to 
1…10 g of uranium. Hence the annual accumulation rate during the operational time of 
110 years of actinides in the crud is assumed to correspond to 0.009…0.09 gU/a. 
 
Table 2-15. Ratios between Pu isotopes and 59Ni in different contamination-based waste 
streams at Finnish and Swedish power plants. All activities are given in relative units. 

239Pu 240Pu 
Sum of 

239Pu and 240Pu 59Ni Ratio 

2.30E+02 2.90E+02 5.20E+02 1.30E+06 4.00E-04 

2.60E+06 3.30E+06 5.90E+06 1.50E+10 3.93E-04 

6.80E+06 8.60E+06 1.54E+07 2.80E+08 5.50E-02 

1.10E+05 1.40E+05 2.50E+05 6.10E+08 4.10E-04 

4.13E+05 6.75E+05 1.09E+06 1.68E+09 6.48E-04 

5.44E+05 8.89E+05 1.43E+06 1.18E+09 1.21E-03 

1.76E+06 2.87E+06 4.63E+06 1.63E+09 2.84E-03 

2.72E+06 4.44E+06 7.16E+06 4.50E+09 1.59E-03 

    9.80E-03 6.80E+00 1.44E-03 

    9.80E-03 2.10E+01 4.67E-04 

    6.40E-03 4.70E+01 1.36E-04 

    6.40E+07 5.40E+11 1.19E-04 

    3.91E-01 2.08E+01 1.88E-02 

    5.11E-02 1.30E+01 3.93E-03 

 
The differences between the fuel types are minor compared to other uncertainties. 
Therefore the inventory of actinides is based on the inventory of VVER-440 fuel with 
enrichment of 4 % and burnup 60 MWd/kgU. The actinide activities of 10 g uranium 
are given in Table 2-16 after a decay time of 30 years. For nuclides 241Pu, 242mAm, 
243Cm, and 244Cm, radioactive decay during the operation of the encapsulation plant 
affects the inventory at the closure time in a significant way. The inventories at the end 
of the operational period of 110 years are given in Table 2-16. 
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Table 2-16 does not include short-lived daughter nuclides of some isotopes. They will 
be separately taken into account either in the radionuclide migration or in the biosphere 
assessment.  
 
Table 2-16. Annual accumulation rates and total accumulated activities for actinide 
isotopes in the operational waste of the encapsulation plant. 

Nuclide 

Annual 
Radioactivity, 

GBq/a 

Total 
Radioactivity, 

GBq 
238Pu 2.35E-02 1.72E+00 
239Pu 1.41E-03 1.55E-01 
240Pu 2.63E-03 2.89E-01 
241Pu 1.69E-01 3.50E+00 
242Pu 1.72E-05 1.89E-03 
241Am 1.86E-02 2.35E+00 

242mAm 4.89E-05 4.15E-03 
243Am 2.81E-04 3.09E-02 
243Cm 1.11E-04 4.24E-03 
244Cm 1.99E-02 5.13E-01 

Summary of the inventory in the crud 

The inventory of radioactive substances in the crud at the end of the operation of the 
encapsulation plant is summarized in Table Table 2-17. The table includes both 
activated corrosion products and the actinide inventory assumed to exist in the crud. 
 

Table 2-17. Summary of the inventory of radioactive substances in the crud. Both best 
estimate (best estim.) and conservative (cons.) values are given. 

Nuclide 
Radioactivity, GBq 

(best estim.) 
Radioactivity, 
GBq (cons.) 

59Ni 1.37E+00 1.37E+01 
63Ni 8.77E+01 8.77E+02 
60Co 8.34E+00 8.34E+01 

108mAg 1.00E-01 1.00E+00 
238Pu 1.72E-01 1.72E+00 
239Pu 1.55E-02 1.55E-01 
240Pu 2.89E-02 2.89E-01 
241Pu 3.50E-01 3.50E+00 
242Pu 1.89E-04 1.89E-03 
241Am 2.35E-01 2.35E+00 

242mAm 4.15E-04 4.15E-03 
243Am 3.09E-03 3.09E-02 
243Cm 4.24E-04 4.24E-03 
244Cm 5.13E-02 5.13E-01 
Total 9.84E+01 9.84E+02 
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2.4.4  Inventory of the decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant 

The decommissioning waste of the encapsulation plant corresponds to the operating 
waste of the plant. Because the structures of the plant will not be dismantled, the 
decommissioning waste consists mainly of the decontamination liquids and removed 
components, filters and process parts. The radioactivity of the decommissioning waste 
originates from the fuel handling during the operation of the encapsulation plant and 
consists mainly of the residues of the crud and fission products attached to the surfaces 
and getting into the decontamination liquids. Thus, all the radioactivity is conservatively 
assumed to end up into the liquid waste. The total volume of the liquid waste during the 
operation and the decommissioning of the encapsulation plant is 1706 m3 of which the 
share of the decommissioning liquid waste is about 6 %. Hence, the inventory of the 
decommissioning waste is estimated to be roughly 6 % of the total radioactivity of the 
encapsulation waste, resulting to the radioactivity of 106…276 GBq. 

2.4.5  Summary of the inventory 

The inventory consisting of radioactivity leaked from the defected fuel rods and the 
loosened crud is summarized in Table 2-18. Most of the radioactivity from the 
encapsulation plant is produced during the operational phase. The inventory from the 
decommissioning of the encapsulation plant is estimated to total 6 % of the operational 
waste. 
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Table 2-18. Summary of the inventory of the operating and decommissioning waste of 
the encapsulation plant at the time of the closure of the L/ILW hall in year 2130.  

Nuclide 

Radioactivity, 
best estimate 

(GBq) 

Radioactivity, 
conservative 

estimate (GBq) 
14C 2.61E-01 2.61E-01 
36Cl 1.39E-02 1.39E-02 
59Ni 1.37E+00 1.37E+01 
63Ni 8.77E+01 8.77E+02 
60Co 8.34E+00 8.34E+01 
79Se 4.78E-04 1.91E-03 
90Sr 3.78E+02 3.78E+02 
99Tc 1.71E-01 8.57E-01 

107Pd 1.79E-03 8.93E-03 
126Sn 3.81E-04 3.81E-03 

129I 3.75E-03 9.36E-03 
135Cs 6.32E-02 1.58E-01 
137Cs 1.30E+03 3.24E+03 

108mAg 1.00E-01 1.00E+00 
238Pu 1.72E-01 1.72E+00 
239Pu 1.55E-02 1.55E-01 
240Pu 2.89E-02 2.89E-01 
241Pu 3.50E-01 3.50E+00 
242Pu 1.89E-04 1.89E-03 
241Am 2.35E-01 2.35E+00 

242mAm 4.15E-04 4.15E-03 
243Am 3.09E-03 3.09E-02 
243Cm 4.24E-04 4.24E-03 
244Cm 5.13E-02 5.13E-01 

Total 1.77E+03 4.61E+03 

 
2.5  L/ILW hall in the disposal facility 

2.5.1  The layout and design of the L/ILW hall 

The L/ILW hall is planned to be located at the depth of -180 m in the Olkiluoto 
bedrock, above the repository for spent fuel. The location of the hall was chosen such 
that the hall can be reached both from the access tunnel and from the elevator shafts to 
enable transport of the waste through either the shafts or the access tunnel (see Figure 
1-1). The depth of -180 m has been selected, because locating the L/ILW hall above the 
HZ20 structures helps in limiting the effects the L/ILW materials could have on the 
disposal of spent nuclear fuel. 
 
The preliminary design suggests that the waste hall should be 78 m long, 18 m wide and 
the height should be between 10 and 12 m (Kirkkomäki 2010). However, since the 
waste volumes were significantly reduced, the length of the hall was re-evaluted to be 
26 m.  
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The hall ceiling is arch-shaped; close to the walls the ceiling height is 10 m and roughly 
12 m at the center. Assuming that the hall ceiling is shaped as a half-ellipse, the total 
volume of the hall is 5400 m3. A concrete floor will be cast in the hall so that transport 
and positioning of the waste packages can be done. In order to avoid harmful 
interactions with the spent fuel disposal, low-pH concrete should be used in the concrete 
floor. 

 
 
Figure 2-1. Schematic illustration of the L/ILW hall along the access tunnel. The figure 
is modified from the report by Kirkkomäki (2010). 

The L/ILW hall design is, at this point, only an initial concept. It must be pointed out 
that there might be a more efficient way of positioning the wastes in the L/ILW hall and 
a more detailed plan should be made before the final decision of the size of the L/ILW 
hall. Several smaller halls may also be constructed like in the L/ILW repositories of 
Loviisa and Olkiluoto NPPs. 
 
The 200-liter drums containing the dried waste, i.e. the dried decontamination liquids, 
and the rinsing waters, need to be placed in the L/ILW hall with special arrangements. 
The initial design of the L/ILW hall (Kirkkomäki 2010) included a large concrete basin 
in which all the waste packages were planned to be placed. However, most of the waste, 
except for the dried waste, is so low in radioactivity that a separate concrete basin is 
needed only for the dried waste (Paunonen et al. 2012). This approach enhances the 
compatibility between the L/ILW hall and the spent fuel repository, because the amount 
of concrete used is now remarkably smaller and thus the likelihood of harmful 
interactions due to cementitious leachates is reduced. 
 
Dried liquid waste will be deposited inside concrete basin which is assumed to be 
located roughly in the middle of the L/ILW hall. The dimensions of the basin are 
designed such that a total of 125 drums can be fitted inside the basin. The total number 
of drums is expected to be significantly lower, but the remaining volume can be 
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assumed to be filled with the most radioactive solid wastes, e.g. filters. The basin is 
assumed to be constructed of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), since the long-term 
durability of OPC concrete can be estimated more reliably than if the basin was made of 
low-pH concrete. The amount of concrete in the basin is relatively small, and thus the 
amount of OPC concrete is not assumed to cause significant harmful interactions with 
the spent fuel repository. 
 
A 10 cm concrete filling is required between the drums in order to prevent harmful 
interactions between dried waste and the concrete walls. When the concrete basin 
surface area is minimized, the basin dimensions are found to be 4.6 m, 4.6 m and 6.1 m. 
The concrete basin wall thickness is required to be at least 0.60 m such that it retards the 
release of radionuclides efficiently. The total diffusion area of the basin is thus 80 m2, 
when the floor area of the concrete basin is not accounted for. Even though the diffusion 
does not transfer radioactivity through the concrete floor of the basin, the advective 
transport via groundwater flow can transfer radioactivity directly into the bedrock.  
 
The Figure 2-2 presents a schematic illustration of the hall design and dimensions. A 
gap between the basin and the bedrock is required to ensure the formation of hydraulic 
cage i.e. that the groundwater can easily bypass the basin and the groundwater flow 
through the basin is minimized. 
 

 

Figure 2-2. A schematic illustration of the L/ILW hall design and dimensions. 
Allocation of the radioactive waste in the L/ILW hall 

The safety concept is based on the principle that the majority of the radioactivity should 
be positioned inside the concrete basin. It can be safely assumed that the vast majority 
of radioactivity released from the spent fuel is released in the fuel handling cell at the 
encapsulation plant. Therefore, the radioactivity is concentrated in the first place and the 
fuel handling cell is designed such that the radioactivity does not leak into other 
facilities. 
 
During the operational phase of the encapsulation the fuel handling cell will be cleaned 
regularly and probably also if large amounts of radioactivity have leaked from a 
defected fuel rod. How well the fuel handling cell can be decontaminated depends on 
the chosen decontamination technique. Experiences from nuclear power plants indicate 
that using chemical and mechanical decontamination practically all the radioactivity can 
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be removed from metal surfaces. Using this decontamination method the vast majority 
of radioactivity can be removed from surfaces in the fuel handling cell. The 
decontamination liquids will then be dried into drums which are positioned inside the 
concrete basin. 
 
A small proportion of radioactivity will be attached into components, air filters, clothes, 
etc. The removed components will probably be decontaminated before placing them 
into L/ILW hall. Similarly, the clothes will be washed and reused before finally placing 
them into L/ILW hall. Filters will be set in drums as such and the drums are then placed 
in the L/ILW hall. If the filters contain too much radioactivity (e.g. after a fuel defect in 
dry conditions) they should be positioned also inside the concrete basin.  
 
Considering these facts it has been here assumed that maximum 1 % of radioactivity 
originating from the encapsulation plant (during the operational and decommissioning 
phases) will be placed outside the concrete basin. The remaining 99 % is assumed to be 
placed inside the concrete basin. The total inventory of radioactive substances at the 
time of the closure is presented in Table 2-19. The activities to be disposed of inside and 
outside the concrete basin are given separately.  
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Table 2-19. Inventory of radioactive substances from the encapsulation plant located 
inside and outside the concrete basin (GBq). Both conservative (cons.) and best 
estimate values are presented, but the conservative results are used in the calculations.  

    Inside concrete basin Outside concrete basin 

Nuclide Half-life(a) 
Best 

estimate 
(GBq) 

Cons. 
(GBq) 

Best 
estimate 

(GBq) 

Cons. 
(GBq) 

14C 5730 2.58E-01 2.58E-01 2.61E-03 2.61E-03 
36Cl   301,000 1.38E-02 1.38E-02 1.39E-04 1.39E-04 
60Co 5.3 0.00E+00 8.26E+01 0.00E+00 8.34E-01 
59Ni   75,000 0.00E+00 1.36E+01 0.00E+00 1.37E-01 
63Ni   100 0.00E+00 8.68E+02 0.00E+00 8.77E+00 
79Se   1,130,000 1.89E-03 1.89E-03 1.91E-05 1.91E-05 
90Sr  28.8 3.75E+02 3.75E+02 3.78E+00 3.78E+00 
99Tc  213,000 8.48E-01 8.48E-01 8.57E-03 8.57E-03 
107Pd   6,500,000 8.85E-03 8.85E-03 8.93E-05 8.93E-05 
108mAg 418 0.00E+00 9.90E-01 0.00E+00 1.00E-02 
126Sn  100,000 3.77E-03 3.77E-03 3.81E-05 3.81E-05 
129I  15,700,000 9.27E-03 9.27E-03 9.36E-05 9.36E-05 
135Cs  2,300,000 1.56E-01 1.56E-01 1.58E-03 1.58E-03 
137Cs  30.1 3.21E+03 3.21E+03 3.24E+01 3.24E+01 
238Pu 87.7 0.00E+00 1.70E+00 0.00E+00 1.72E-02 
239Pu 24,000 0.00E+00 1.53E-01 0.00E+00 1.55E-03 
240Pu 6,540 0.00E+00 2.86E-01 0.00E+00 2.89E-03 
241Pu 14.0 0.00E+00 3.47E+00 0.00E+00 3.50E-02 
242Pu 373,000 0.00E+00 1.87E-03 0.00E+00 1.89E-05 
241Am 432 0.00E+00 2.33E+00 0.00E+00 2.35E-02 
242mAm 141 0.00E+00 4.11E-03 0.00E+00 4.15E-05 
243Am 7370 0.00E+00 3.06E-02 0.00E+00 3.09E-04 
243Cm 29.1 0.00E+00 4.20E-03 0.00E+00 4.24E-05 
244Cm 18.1 0.00E+00 5.08E-01 0.00E+00 5.13E-03 

Total   3.59E+03 4.56E+03 3.62E+01 4.61E+01 

 

2.5.2  Classification of the radioactive waste 

The Government Decree 736/2008, section 2, states that waste can be classified as 
short-lived waste if the radioactivity concentration is less than 100 MBq/kg in each 
waste package and the average radioactivity concentration of the waste disposed of in a 
single emplacement room is less than 10 MBq/kg at 500 years after the closure. It is 
required that the safety functions effectively prevent the releases into bedrock for at 
least several hundreds of years for short-lived waste, and at least several thousands of 
years for long-lived waste. 
 
The total radioactivity concentrations 500 years after the closure have been summarized 
in Table 2-20. The waste volumes inside the concrete basin were estimated using the 
total amount of waste drums presented in Table 2-6 and assuming a filling factor of 
75 %. For the waste inside the concrete basin, the density of salt was used. For waste to 
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be disposed of outside the concrete basin the density of 300 kg/m3 was used and the 
total amount of waste originates from Table 2-5.  
 
Based on results given in Table 2-20, the radioactivity concentration in all waste 
packages is less than 15 MBq/kg and the total average radioactivity concentration in the 
L/ILW hall less than 0.04 MBq/kg. Therefore, the waste to be disposed of in the L/ILW 
hall can be classified as short-lived waste. One should keep in mind that the short-lived 
waste can also contain long-lived nuclides. 
 
Table 2-20. Estimated radioactivity concentration 500 years after the closure in 
different waste packages. 

  
Waste inside the 
concrete basin 

Waste outside the 
concrete basin 

Total 

Total radioactivity (GBq) 43 0.4 43 

Waste volume (m3) 6.3 1468 1474 

Waste density (kg/m3) 2000 300 - 

Waste mass (kg) 12,600 4.40E+05 4.53E+05 
Radioactivity concentration 
(MBq/kg) 

3.4 0.001 0.095 
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3 SAFETY CONCEPT, SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND PERFORMANCE 
 TARGETS 

3.1 Safety concept 

The final disposal concept of Posiva's L/ILW waste is based on similar principles as the 
L/ILW repositories of Loviisa and Olkiluoto NPP's as discussed in Section 0. The 
repositories and waste disposal methods have been briefly discussed in e.g. in the yearly 
YJH reports (Posiva 2011c). The main engineered barriers in both of the existing 
L/ILW repositories are made from concrete, and a concrete barrier (a closed basin) is 
planned to be used also for the intermediate level waste in Posiva's L/ILW hall. Low-
level waste is placed in steel boxes and, in some cases, without packing, to the L/ILW 
hall. After the decommissioning of the encapsulation plant and final disposal of the 
decommissioning waste, the hall is planned to be backfilled with crushed rock. A large 
concrete plug will be constructed on the mouth of the L/ILW hall to separate it from the 
access tunnel and shafts. 
 
The most important features contributing to the safety of the L/ILW disposal are 
delayed release from waste containers, slow transport out of the L/ILW hall due to slow 
groundwater flow rates, and slow transport in the geosphere. 
 
The delayed release is achieved by placing the most radioactive waste types into metal 
drums which are then encased in concrete. The transport of the radioactive substances is 
then limited by diffusion in the concrete matrix. For wastes with low radioactivity 
levels, such measures are neither needed nor cost-effective. 
 
Slow transport out of the L/ILW hall is achieved by selecting the location of the L/ILW 
hall in a rock domain where large water conducting fractures are known not to exist. 
The transport of water through the L/ILW hall is therefore limited and fast advective 
transport is not expected. The slow transport in the geosphere cannot be adjusted by 
engineering measures, but it can be achieved by proper selection of the location of the 
L/ILW hall. If the hall is not intersected by large water conducting fractures, the 
transport in the geosphere must take place in fractures with limited conductivity, or by 
diffusion through the rock matrix.  

3.2 Safety functions 

The main barriers of the operating waste disposal are the concrete basin encasing the 
intermediate level radioactive waste, the backfill of the L/ILW hall, backfill and closure 
structures along the access tunnel and shafts, and the host rock. 
 
The safety functions of the concrete basin are: 

 to limit the release of the radionuclides by allowing only diffusive transport, and  
 to protect the waste inside the basin. 

 
The safety functions of the backfill are: 

 to limit the transport of water in the L/ILW hall, 
 to limit the amount of free water in the L/ILW hall, and 
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 to limit the transport of radionuclides. 
 
The safety functions of the backfill and closure structures along the access tunnel and 
shafts are common to the spent fuel repository: 

 to prevent these openings from compromising the long-term isolation of the 
L/ILW hall from the biosphere and normal human habitat, 

 to contribute to favorable and predictable geochemical and hydrogeological 
conditions for the other engineered barriers by preventing the formation of 
significant water conductive flow paths through the openings, 

 to limit and retard inflow to and release of harmful substances from the L/ILW 
hall. 

 
The safety functions of the host rock are also similar to those for the spent fuel 
repository: 

 isolation of the L/ILW hall from the biosphere and normal human habitat and 
limit the possibility of human intrusion, 

 favorable and predictable mechanical, geochemical and hydrogeological 
conditions for the engineered barriers, and 

 a barrier that limits transport and retards the migration of harmful substances to 
the biosphere that could be released from the L/ILW hall. 

3.3 Performance targets 

According to STUK’s YVL D.5 (draft), clause 407, "Targets based on high quality 
scientific knowledge and expert judgement shall be specified for the performance of 
each safety function. In doing so, the potential changes and events affecting the disposal 
conditions during each assessment period shall be taken into account. In an assessment 
period extending up to several thousands of years, one can assume that the bedrock of 
the site remains in its current state, taking however account of the changes due to 
predictable processes, such as land uplift and those due to excavations and disposed 
waste." 
 
Furthermore it is stated in clause 408 that "Performance targets for the safety functions 
of engineered barriers shall be specified taking account of the activity level of waste 
and the half-lives of dominating radionuclides.  The safety approach for disposal of 
spent fuel shall be that the safety functions provided by the engineered barriers will 
limit effectively the release of radioactive substances into bedrock for at least 10,000 
years. Respectively, the length of effective containment provided by the engineered 
barriers shall be at least 500 years for short-lived waste." 
 
The waste generated during the operational phase of the encapsulation plant is short-
lived (see Section 2.5.2) and of low to intermediate activity, and therefore the minimum 
design life-time of engineered barriers shall be at least 500 years as specified by the 
YVL Guide. The expected life-time of the basin is estimated to be several thousands of 
years. The waste consists mostly of fission and activation products, and the activities of 
long-lived isotopes in the waste are limited. 
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The waste in the L/ILW hall can be divided into two categories: waste of low 
radioactivity with large volumes; and waste of intermediate level of radioactivity and 
low volume. The low active waste is only packed to enable efficient disposal; no 
performance targets are set for the waste packages, which are mostly steel boxes.  
 
The intermediate level waste is packed into steel drums; no long-term safety functions 
or performance targets are set for such drums. The intermediate level waste drums are 
stored inside a concrete basin. The basin acts as the main engineered barrier in the 
L/ILW hall, along with the structures used in the closure of the access tunnel. The 
performance target set for the concrete basin is that it shall provide the effective 
containment of at least 500 years as required by YVL Guide D.5 (draft). 
 
The structures used in the closure of the access tunnel have their own performance 
targets, which are beyond the scope of this report. See discussion in the Closure 
Production Line Report (Posiva 2012d). In this assessment the closure is expected to 
function as planned for the whole assessment period, i.e. the next 100,000 years (see 
Section 5.1) 
 
The selection of the location for the L/ILW hall shall take into account the fracturing of 
the host rock. No large water conducting fractures or fault zones are allowed to intersect 
the hall. In this assessment the hall is not assumed to be intersected with a fracture with 
larger hydraulic transmissivity than 1·10-7 m2/s. This value is based on the fracture 
intensities and their expected transmissivities, which is discussed in more detail in 
Section 7.3.6.  

3.4 Features, events and processes 

The features, events and processes that form the scientific basis of this assessment were 
considered based on the International Features, Events and Processes (FEP) database of 
NEA (version 2.1, 2006). In this section, this assessment is compared with the NEA 
FEP database in Table 3-1. Since the list is aimed for the disposal of several kinds of 
final disposal facilities and wastes, some of the FEPs can be directly excluded. Also, 
some of the FEPs in the list are not relevant for geology in Finland. The FEP list acts as 
a "check list" to be considered in this report. For each FEP, the role in the assessment is 
briefly discussed, and in some cases a specific chapter or section in the text is referred 
to.  
 
The features, events and processes guide the formulation of scenarios. The FEPs 
affecting the formulation of scenarios the most are highlighted with blue background 
color in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1. List of features, events and processes by NEA compared with the safety 
assessment for the L/ILW hall. The FEPs affecting the formulation of scenarios the most 
are highlighted with blue background color. 

IFEP 
ID 

IFEP name IFEP description Role and assessment of the FEP in 
this report 

0 ASSESSMENT 
BASIS 

Factors that the analyst will consider in determining the scope of the 
analysis. These may include factors related to regulatory requirements, 
definition of desired calculation end-points and requirements in a 
particular phase of assessment. Decisions at this point will affect the 
phenomenological scope of a particular phase of assessment, i.e. what 
“physical FEPs” will be included.  
 
“Assessment Basis” is a category in the International FEP List and is 
subdivided into individual FEPs. 

This assessment covers only the L/IL 
waste originating from the operation of 
the encapsulation plant. 

0.01 Impacts of 
concern  

The long-term human health and environmental effects or risks that 
may arise from the disposed wastes and repository. These FEPs 
include health or environmental effects of concern in an assessment 
(what effect and to whom/what), and health or environmental effects 
ruled to be of no concern. 
The impact most frequently considered is the radiation dose or risk to 
man, often represented by the annual dose rate or risk to a member of 
a “critical group” of potentially most exposed individuals (see FEP 
0.06). Examples of other impacts that have been considered in safety 
assessments are increases in radiation levels in the environment, and 
release or concentrations of non-radiological toxic contaminants. 

The human health and environmental 
effects to be considered in a safety case 
have been defined in YVL D.5 (draft) and 
its appendix. The following constraints 
have been set: 
-Annual doses to the most exposed group 
shall be below 0.1 mSv/a. 
-Average annual doses to other people 
shall be negligible (0.01-0.001 mSv/a). 
- Radiation dose rate constraints apply 
after several millennia after repository 
closure. 
- Radioactivity releases shall not be 
harmful to other biota. 

0.02 Timescales of 
concern  

The time periods over which the disposed wastes and repository may 
present some significant human health or environmental hazard. 
These may correspond to the timescale over which the safety of the 
disposed wastes and repository is estimated 
or discussed. In some countries national regulations set a limit up to 
which quantitative assessment is required, 
with more qualitative arguments to demonstrate safety being sufficient 
at later times. 

The timescale has no explicit constraint as 
the hazard depends on the inventory of 
radioactive substances, half-life of the 
radionuclides, release rates from the 
L/ILW hall and transport time through the 
host rock. YVL Guide D.5 (draft) gives 
several different time points to consider: 
-Short-lived waste needs to be contained 
for at least 500 years. 
-The host rock properties need to be 
stable for at least several millennia. 
-The compliance with the radiation dose 
criteria shall be estimated for at least 
several millennia, after which 
radioactivity release rate constraints 
apply. 

0.03 Spatial domain of 
concern  

The domain over which the disposed wastes and repository may 
present some significant human health of environmental hazard. 
This may correspond to the spatial domain over which the safety of the 
disposed wastes and repository is estimated, or the domain which it is 
necessary to model in order to develop an understanding of the 
movement of contaminants and exposures. 
 

The domain over which the effects are 
estimated is the Olkiluoto Island and its 
vicinity. The most exposed group is 
estimated to live on the island. Exposure 
through waterways (nearby sea and 
coastal areas) is the dominant exposure 
path for larger groups of people. 

0.04 Repository 
assumptions  

The assumptions that are made in the assessment about the 
construction, operation, closure and administration of the repository. 
For example, most post-closure assessments make the assumption that 
a repository has been successfully closed, although, in practice such 
decisions may be delayed or the subject of uncertainty. 

The state of the repository at the closure 
moment is assumed to be realistically 
realizable. The assessment is not sensitive 
to delays and the Finnish practice in the 
nuclear industry does not indicate high 
delay risks.  

0.05 Future human 
action 
assumptions  

The assumptions made in the assessment concerning general boundary 
conditions for assessing future human action. 
For example, it can be expected that human technology and society 
will develop over the timescales of relevance for repository safety 
assessment, however, this development is unpredictable. Therefore, it 
is usual to make some assumptions in order to constrain the range of 
future human activities that are considered. A common assumption is 
that only present-day technologies, of technologies practiced in the 
past will be considered. 

The society and people are assumed to 
remain as they are, as given in YVL 
Guide D.5 (draft).  
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0.06 Future human 
behavior (target 
group) 
assumptions  

The assumptions made concerning potentially exposed individuals or 
population groups that are considered in the assessment. 
Doses or risks are usually estimated for individuals or groups (critical 
groups) thought to be representative of the individuals or population 
groups that may be at highest risk or receive the highest doses as a 
result of the disposed wastes and repository. This is the accepted 
approach for assessing radiological risk or dose to members of the 
public resulting from a source of radioactive release to the 
environment. To assess the doses or risks at times in the far future, 
when the characteristics of potentially exposed populations are 
unknown a hypothetical critical group, or groups, is/are usually 
defined. 

The most exposed group is defined in 
YVL Guide D.5 (draft) to be a self-
sufficient agricultural community.  

0.07 Dose response 
assumptions  

Those assumptions made in an assessment in order to convert received 
dose to a measure of risk to an individual or population. 
Usually this will refer to individual human dose response, e.g. by a 
dose-risk conversion factor where the factor is the probability of a 
specified health effect per unit of radiation exposure. If other 
organisms are considered a risk to individual organisms or a species 
might be considered. 
 
The variation of a given response or human health effect (e.g. cancer 
incidence, cancer mortality) with the amount of radiation dose an 
individual or a group of individuals received is referred to as the dose-
response relation. It is not possible to determine the shape of the dose 
curve at low doses with any precision, because the incidence of health 
effects if very low. A linear dose-response relation with no dose 
threshold is generally assumed to be cautious. 

Doses are calculated based on the 
conversion factors issued by STUK, 
IAEA (International Atomic Energy 
Agency) and ICRP (International 
Commission on Radiological 
Protection).The annual doses arising from 
a release from the L/ILW hall are not 
converted to a measure of risk, because 
the risk calculation is not required by 
Finnish regulation.  

0.08 Aims of the 
assessment  

The purpose for which the assessment is being undertaken. 
For example, it may be to demonstrate the feasibility of a disposal 
concept (concept assessment), or for the purposes of site selection, of 
for the demonstration of regulatory compliance. The aim of the 
assessment is likely to depend on the stage in the repository 
development project at which the assessment is carried out and may 
also affect the scope of assessment. 

This assessment aims to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the L/ILW disposal concept 
for the waste originating from the 
encapsulation plant, and to demonstrate 
that L/ILW disposal can fulfill regulatory 
requirements. 

0.09 Regulatory 
requirements and 
exclusions  

The specific terms or conditions in the national regulations or guidance 
relating to repository post closure safety assessment. 
Regulatory requirements and exclusions may be expressed in terms of 
release, dose or risk limits or targets for individuals or populations 
effective over a specified timescale; they may also make demands 
about procedures following closure of the repository. In some 
regulations, the long-term scenarios to be assessed are specified, or 
some scenarios or events are specifically ruled out of consideration. 

Based on the Nuclear Energy Act 
(990/1987) and related Decrees, STUK 
has issued the YVL Guide D.5 (draft) 
which defines the requirements for 
nuclear waste disposal and the 
requirements for a safety case to prove 
regulatory compliance. 

0.10 Model and data 
issues  

General (i.e. methodological) issues affecting the assessment 
modelling process and use of data. 
Examples of general model and data issues are: 

- treatment of uncertainty (see below); 
- method of handling site data; 
- model and data reduction/simplification. 

Effects of uncertainties in the most crucial 
parameters are discussed in the 
assessment. Simplifications made are 
chosen such that they overestimate the 
results, or if this is not clear, additional 
considerations are used for the 
justifications. The analysis is performed 
using both deterministic and stochastic 
methods. 
 

1 EXTERNAL 
FACTORS  

FEPs with causes or origin outside the disposal system domain, i.e. 
natural or human factors of a more global nature and their immediate 
effects. Included in this category are decisions related to repository 
design, operation and closure since these are outside the temporal 
boundary of the disposal system domain for post-closure assessment. 
 
“External Factors” is a category in the International FEP List and is 
divided into sub-categories. 
 

The external factors are discussed below 
in the order they are presented in the NEA 
FEP list. 

1.1 REPOSITORY 
ISSUES  

Decisions on designs and waste allocation, and also events related to 
site investigation, operations and closure.  
 
“Repository Issues” is a sub-category in the International FEP List and 
is divided into individual FEPs. 
 

Individual repository issues are discussed 
below in the order they are presented in 
the NEA FEP list. 
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1.1.01 Site investigation  FEPs related to the investigations that are carried out at a potential 
repository site in order to characterize the site both prior to repository 
excavation and during construction and operation. 
Site investigation activities provide site-specific data that characterize 
the site, provide performance assessment data and establish baseline 
conditions. 

Olkiluoto Island has been extensively 
investigated during the investigations for 
a spent nuclear fuel repository, see e.g. 
Olkiluoto Site Description (Posiva 
2011a). This assessment relies on the data 
accumulated during the site 
investigations. 

1.1.02 Excavation/constr
uction  

FEPs related to the excavation of shafts, tunnels, disposal galleries, 
silos etc. of a repository, the stabilization of these openings and 
installation/assembly of structural elements. 
This includes rock bolting, grouting construction of tunnel/shaft 
linings, drain layers and installation of services and waste handling 
components. 

The initial plans for the L/ILW hall have 
been presented in Paunonen et al. (2012) 
and Kirkkomäki (2012).  
 
The excavation damage of the tunnels in 
ONKALO has been discussed in 
Mustonen et al. (2010). 
 

1.1.03 Emplacement of 
wastes and 
backfilling  

FEPs related to the placing of wastes (usually in containers) at their 
final position within the repository and placing of buffer and/of 
backfill materials. 
This includes methods and schedule of emplacement. 
 

The initial plans for the L/ILW hall by 
Paunonen et al. (2012) and by 
Kirkkomäki (2012). 
 

1.1.04 Closure and 
repository sealing  

FEPs related to the cessation of waste disposal operations at a site and 
the backfilling and sealing of access tunnels and shafts. 
The intention of repository sealing is to prevent human access to the 
wastes. Sealing should also promote a return to pre-excavation 
hydrogeological conditions. Individual sections of a repository may be 
closed in sequence, but closure usually refers to final closure of the 
whole repository, and will probably include removal of surface 
installations. The schedule and procedure for sealing and closure may 
need to be considered in the assessment. 

The L/ILW hall will be closed during the 
closure of the spent fuel disposal facility. 
The closure of the repository is discussed 
in the Closure Production Line Report 
(Posiva 2012d). A concrete plug will be 
placed on the access route to the L/ILW 
hall. In this assessment it is assumed that 
the concrete plug is expected to fulfill the 
design requirements of the plugs used 
during closure. The closure components 
are required to fulfill their requirements 
for hundreds of thousands of years. The 
L/ILW in the hall does not pose a high 
radiation risk after some tens of thousands 
of years. 
 

1.1.05 Records and 
markers, 
repository  

FEPs related to the retention of records of the content and nature of a 
repository after closure and also the placing of permanent markers at 
or near the site. 
It is expected that records will be kept to allow future generations to 
recall the existence and nature of the repository following closure. In 
some countries, the use of site markers has been proposed where the 
intention is that the location and nature of the repository might be 
recalled in the event of a lapse of present-day administrative controls. 
 

The Nuclear Energy Act (990/1987), § 34, 
states that the responsibility of the nuclear 
waste belongs to the State after the waste 
has been disposed of in a permanent 
manner and the decommissioning of 
nuclear facilities has been performed 
according to regulations and approved by 
STUK.  

1.1.06 Waste allocation  FEPs related to the choices on allocation of wastes to the repository, 
including waste type(s) and amount(s). 
The waste type and waste allocation is established in a general way in 
the repository disposal concept. There may, however, be a number of 
options concerning these factors. Final decisions may not be made 
until the repository is operating and will be subject to regulation. In 
safety assessments, assumptions may need to be made about future 
waste arisings and future waste allocation strategies. 
 

An initial estimate for the waste to be 
disposed of in the L/ILW hall has been 
presented in Paunonen et al. (2012). The 
assumptions used in this assessment about 
waste allocation in the L/ILW hall are 
discussed in Section 0. Both of these will 
be updated periodically. 
 

1.1.07 Repository design  FEPs related to the design of the repository including both the safety 
concept, i.e. the general features of design and how they are expected 
to lead to a satisfactory performance, and the more detailed 
engineering specification for excavation, construction and operation. 
The repository design and construction is established in a general way 
in the disposal concept for the repository which is based on expected 
host rock characteristics, waste and backfill characteristics, 
construction technology, and economics. There may, nevertheless, be a 
range of engineering design and construction options still open. As the 
repository project proceeds and more detailed site-specific 
information becomes available, the range of options may be 
constrained and decisions will be made. At any stage, repository safety 
assessments may only analyze a subset of the total range of options.  

The L/ILW hall safety concept has been 
presented in Section 3.1, and the initial 
L/ILW hall design in Section 0 
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1.1.08 Quality control  FEPs related to quality assurance and control procedures and tests 
during the design, construction and operation of the repository, as well 
as the manufacture of the waste forms, containers and engineered 
features. 
It can be expected that a range of quality control measures will be 
applied during construction and operation of the repository, as well as 
to the manufacture of the waste forms, containers etc. In an 
assessment these may be invoked to avoid analysis of situations which, 
it is expected, can be prevented by quality control. There may be 
specific regulations governing quality control procedures, objectives 
and criteria. 
 

Posiva’s quality control methods will be 
implemented in the detailed design and 
construction of the L/ILW hall. 

1.1.09 Schedule and 
planning  

FEPs related to the sequence of events and activities occurring during 
repository excavation, construction, waste emplacement and sealing. 
Relevant events may include phased excavation of caverns and 
emplacement of wastes, backfilling, sealing and closure of sections of 
the repository after wastes are emplaced and monitoring activities to 
provide data on the transient behavior of the system or to provide 
input to the final assessment. The sequence of events and time between 
events may have implications for long term performance, e.g. decline 
of activity and heat production from the wastes, material degradation, 
chemical and hydraulic changes during a prolonged “open” phase. 

The schedule for the construction of the 
L/ILW hall is to be determined. In this 
assessment it has been assumed that the 
L/ILW hall will be constructed and 
operating at the same time as the 
encapsulation plant. The L/ILW hall is 
assumed to be closed as a part of Posiva’s 
disposal facility after spent fuel disposal 
operations have ceased in the early 2100s. 
The decommissioning waste of the 
encapsulation plant is assumed to be 
disposed of in the L/ILW hall. New 
findings e.g. during the construction of 
the hall will be analyzed when necessary. 
 

1.1.10 Administrative 
control, repository 
site  

FEPs related to measures to control events at or around the repository 
site both during the operational period and after closure. 
The responsibility for administrative control of the site before closure 
of the repository during the construction and operational phases, and 
subsequently following the closure of the repository may not be the 
same. Furthermore, the type of administrative control may vary 
depending on the stage of the repository lifetime. 
 

The L/ILW hall will belong to Posiva’s 
disposal facility and the L/ILW hall will 
be controlled as a part of it. 

1.1.11 Monitoring of 
repository  

FEPs related to any monitoring that is carried out during operations or 
following closure of sections of, or the total, repository. This includes 
monitoring for operational safety and also monitoring of parameters 
related to the long-term safety and performance. 
The extent and requirement for such monitoring activities may be 
determined by repository design and geological setting, regulations 
and public pressure. 
 

The L/ILW hall will be included in the 
hydrogeological and rock mechanical 
monitoring of Posiva’s repository. No 
monitoring in the L/ILW hall is assumed 
after closure. 

1.1.12 Accidents and 
unplanned events  

FEPs related to accidents and unplanned events during excavation, 
waste emplacement and closure which might have an impact on long-
term performance or safety. 
Accidents are events that are outside the range of normal operations 
although the possibility that certain types of accidents may occur 
should be anticipated in repository operational planning. Unplanned 
events include accidents but could also include deliberate deviations 
from operational plans, e.g. in response to an accident, unexpected 
geological event or unexpected waste arising during operations. 
 

These issues are addressed when 
necessary, if they realize during the 
construction, operating or closure periods. 

1.1.13 Retrievability  FEPs related to any special design, emplacement, operational or 
administrative measures that might be applied or considered in order to 
enable or ease retrieval of wastes. 
Designs may specifically allow for retrieval or rule it out. In some 
cases, an interim period might be planned, between waste 
emplacement and final repository sealing, during which time retrieval 
is possible. 
 

Retrievability of operational and 
decommissioning waste is not required in 
the regulation and it is not considered.  

1.2 GEOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES 
AND EFFECTS  

Processes arising from the wider geological setting and long-term 
processes. 
 
“Geological Processes and Effects” is a sub-category in the 
International FEP List and is divided into individual FEPs. 
 

Geological processes and their effects are 
discussed below in the order they are 
presented in the NEA FEP list. 
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1.2.01 Tectonic 
movements and 
orogeny  

Tectonic movements are movements of rock masses as a result of 
movements of the Earth’s crustal plates; regionally the surface of rocks 
responds to the underlying movements of plates. Orogeny is the 
process or period of mountain-building, often occurring over periods 
of hundreds of millions of years. 
Orogenies may be associated with metamorphism, plutonism, and 
plastic deformation in deeper layers as well as thrusting, faulting and 
folding in the lithosphere which is the name given to the rigid, 
outermost layer of the earth, made up predominantly of solid rocks. 

The waste in the L/ILW hall poses no 
hazard in the timescales of tectonic 
movements and orogeny. The rock in the 
Olkiluoto is hundres of millions years old 
and it is located away from active plate 
margins. See Section 4.1 for additional 
details.  

1.2.02 Deformation, 
elastic, plastic or 
brittle  

FEPs related to the physical deformation of geological structures in 
response to geological forces. This includes faulting, fracturing, 
extrusion and compression of rocks. 
A fault is a fracture in the Earth’s crust accompanied by displacement 
of one side of the fracture relative to the other. Fractures may be 
caused by compressional or tensional forces in the Earth’s crust. Such 
forces may result in the activation of existing faults and, less likely, the 
generation of new faults. 

Fault movements may take place at 
Olkiluoto particularly in relation to 
glaciations. The onset of the first such 
event is approximately 100 ka after 
present (AP) as discussed in Section 4.3. 
The levels of radioactivity in the L/ILW 
hall are at that time so low that fault 
movements are not considered a 
significant hazard. Other processes related 
to deglaciation (intrusion of meltwater) 
are considered in the assessment, see FEP 
1.2.10. Smaller earthquakes may also 
happen. Such earthquakes may damage 
the concrete basin. Early failure of the 
concrete basin is assessed.   
 

1.2.03 Seismicity  FEPs related to seismic events and also the potential for seismic 
events. A seismic event is caused by rapid relative movements within 
the Earth’s crust usually along existing faults or geological interfaces. 
The accompanying release of energy may result in ground movement 
and/or rupture, e.g. earthquakes. 
Seismic events may result in changes in the physical properties of 
rocks due to stress changes and induced hydrological changes. 
Seismic events are most common in tectonically active or volcanically 
active regions at crustal plate margins. The seismic waves that are 
generated by tectonic or volcanic disturbance of the ocean floor may 
result in a giant sea wave, known as a tsunami. 
 

Seismic events may open new flow routes 
to the host rock near the L/ILW hall. 
These are most likely at times of 
deglaciations and thus do not affect the 
safety of the L/ILW hall due to the low 
levels of radioactivity at the time of the 
first postulated deglaciation. 

1.2.04 Volcanic and 
magmatic activity  

Magma is molten, mobile rock material, generated below the Earth’s 
crust, which gives rise to igneous rocks when solidified. Magmatic 
activity occurs when there is intrusion of magma into the crust. A 
volcano is a vent or fissure in the Earth’s surface through which 
molten or part-molten materials (lava) may flow, and ash and hot gases 
be expelled. 
The high temperatures and pressures associated with volcanic and 
magmatic activity may result in permanent changes in the surrounding 
rocks; this process is referred to as metamorphism but is not confined 
to volcanic and magmatic activity (see FPE 1.2.05). 
 

Not relevant at Olkiluoto. 

1.2.05 Metamorphism  The processes by which rocks are changed by the action of heat 
(T>200 C) and pressure at great depths (usually several kilometers) 
beneath the Earth’s surface or in the vicinity of magmatic activity. 
Metamorphic processes are unlikely to be important at typical mined 
repository depths, but past metamorphic history of a host rock may be 
very important to understanding its present-day characteristics. 

Not relevant at Olkiluoto. 

1.2.06 Hydrothermal 
activity  

FEPs associated with high temperature groundwaters, including 
processes such as density-driven groundwater flow and hydrothermal 
alteration of minerals in the rocks through which the high temperature 
groundwater flows. 
Groundwater temperature is determined by the large-scale geological 
and petrophysical properties of the rock formations (e.g. radiogenic 
heat formation, thermal conductivity), as well as the hydrogeological 
characteristics (e.g. hydraulic conductivity) of the rock. 

Not relevant at Olkiluoto. 

1.2.07 Erosion and 
sedimentation  

FEPs related to the large scale (geological) removal and accumulation 
of rocks and sediments, with associated changes in typography and 
geological conditions of the repository host rock. (c.f. FEP 2.3.12 
which is concerned with more local processes over shorter periods of 
time.) 

Erosion of the host rock may take place 
during glacial periods. As stated before, 
this is not of importance for the L/ILW 
hall due to low radioactivity levels at the 
time. 
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1.2.08 Diagenesis  The processes by which deposited sediments at or near the Earth’s 
surface are formed into rocks by compaction, cementation and 
crystallization, i.e. under conditions of temperature and pressure 
normal to the upper few kilometers of the Earth’s crust. 
 

Not relevant at Olkiluoto. 

1.2.09 Salt diapirism and 
dissolution  

The large scale evolution of salt formations. Diapirism is the lateral or 
vertical intrusion or upwelling of either buoyant or non-buoyant rock, 
into overlying strata (the overburden) from a source layer. Dissolution 
of the salt may occur where the evolving salt formation is in contact 
with groundwaters with salt content below saturation. 
Diapirism is most commonly associated with salt formations where a 
salt diapir comprises a mass of salt that has flowed in a ductile 
manner from a source layer and pierces or intrudes into the over-lying 
rocks. The term can also be applied to magmatic or magmatic 
intrusion. 
 

Not relevant at Olkiluoto. 

1.2.10 Hydrological/hydr
ogeological 
response to 
geological 
changes  

FEPs arising from large-scale geological changes. These could include 
changes of hydrological boundary conditions due to effects of erosion 
on topography, and changes of hydraulic properties of geological units 
due to changes in rock stress or fault movements. 
In and below low-permeability geological formations, hydrogeological 
conditions may evolve very slowly and often reflect past geological 
conditions, i.e. be in a state of disequilibrium. 
 

Land uplift may affect the hydrology and 
hydrogeology because the sea retreats. In 
the future, Olkiluoto will no longer be an 
island, see FEP 1.3.03 

1.3 CLIMATIC 
PROCESSES 
AND EFFECTS  

Processes related to global climate change and consequent regional 
effects. 
 
“Climatic Processes and Effects” is a sub-category in the International 
FEP List and is divided into individual FEPs. 
 

Climatic processes are discussed below in 
the order they are presented in the NEA 
FEP list. 

1.3.01 Climate change, 
global  

FEPs related to the possible future, and evidence for past, long term 
change of global climate. This is distinct from resulting changes that 
may occur at specific locations according to their regional setting and 
also climate fluctuations, c.f. FEP 1.3.02. 
The last two million years of the Quaternary have been characterized 
by glacial/interglacial cycling. According to the Milankovitch Theory, 
the Quaternary glacial/interglacial cycles are caused by long term 
changes in seasonal and latitudinal distribution of incoming solar 
radiation which are due to the periodic variations of the Earth’s orbit 
about the sun (Milankovitch cycles). The direct effects are magnified 
by factors such as changes in ice, vegetation and could cover, and 
atmospheric composition. 
 

Two climate scenarios are considered: the 
repetition of the previous glacial cycle 
and a postulated future climate due to 
increased CO2-levels in the atmosphere, 
see Section 4.3. 

1.3.02 Climate change, 
regional and local  

FEPs related to the possible future changes, and evidence for past 
changes, of climate at a repository site. This is likely to occur in 
response to global climate change, but the changes will be specific to 
situation, and may include shorter term fluctuations, c.f. FEP 1.3.01. 
Climate is characterized by a range of factors including temperature, 
precipitation and pressure as well as other components of the climate 
system such as oceans, ice and snow, biota and the land surface. The 
Earth’s climate varies by location and for convenience broad climate 
types have been distinguished in assessments, e.g. tropical, savannah, 
Mediterranean, temperate, boreal and tundra. Climatic changes 
lasting only a few decades are referred to as climatic fluctuations. 
These are unpredictable at the current state of knowledge although 
historical evidence indicated the degree of past fluctuations. 
 

The main local change is due to changes 
in the sea level, which may counteract the 
effects of land uplift. 
 
 

1.3.03 Sea level change  FEPs related to changes in sea level which may occur as a result of 
global (eustatic) change and regional geological change, e.g. isostatic 
movements. 
The component of sea-level change involving the interchange of water 
between land ice and the sea is referred to as eustatic change. As ice 
sheets melt so the ocean volume increases and sea levels rise. Sea 
level at a given location will also be affected by vertical movement of 
the land mass, e.g. depression and rebound due to glacial loading and 
unloading, referred to as isostatic change. 
 

The sea level changes were considered in 
the groundwater analysis, see Rämä 
(2012). 
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1.3.04 Periglacial effects  FEPs related to the physical processes and associated landforms in 
cold but ice-sheet-free environments. 
An important characteristic of periglacial environments is the 
seasonal change from winter freezing to summer thaw with large 
water movements and potential for erosion. The frozen subsoils are 
referred to as permafrost. Meltwater of the seasonal thaw is unable to 
percolate downwards due to permafrost and saturates the surface 
materials, this can result in a mass movement called solifluction 
(literally soil-flow). Permafrost layers may isolate the deep 
hydrological regime from surface hydrology, or flow may be focused 
at “taliks” (localized unfrozen zones, e.g. under lakes, large rivers or 
at regions of groundwater discharge). 

Freezing and thawing are annual 
phenomena at Olkiluoto and are not 
estimated to affect the L/ILW hall. The 
deepest estimated permafrost depths 
related to glacial cycles are such that the 
L/ILW hall may be frozen. This is 
estimated to happen at a time when the 
radioactivity levels in the waste are low. 

1.3.05 Glacial and ice 
sheet effects, local  

FEPs related to the effects of glaciers and ice sheets within the region 
of a repository, e.g. changes in the geomorphology, erosion, meltwater 
and hydraulic effects. This is distinct from the effect of large ice 
masses on global and regional climate, c.f. FEPs 1.3.01, 1.3.02. 
Erosional processes (abrasion, overdeepening) associated with glacial 
action, especially advancing glaciers and ice sheets, and with glacial 
meltwaters beneath the ice mass and at the margins, can lead to 
morphological changes in the environment e.g. U-shaped valleys, 
hanging valleys, fjords and drumlins. Depositional features associated 
with glaciers and ice sheets include moraines and eskers. The pressure 
of the ice mass on the landscape may result in significant 
hydrogeological effects and even depression of the regional crustal 
plate. 

Intrusion of glacial meltwaters has been 
taken into account in this assessment, see 
Section 8.6.1.  

1.3.06 Warm climate 
effects (tropical 
and desert)  

FEPs related to warm tropical and desert climates, including seasonal 
effects, and meteorological and geomorphological effects special to 
these climates. 
Regions with a tropical climate may experience extreme weather 
patterns (monsoons, hurricanes), that could result in flooding, storm 
surges, high winds etc. with implications for erosion and hydrology. 
The high temperatures and humidity associated with tropical climates 
result in rapid biological degradation and soils are generally thin. In 
arid climates, total rainfall, erosion and recharge may be dominated 
by infrequent storm events. 

Not applicable to Olkiluoto and not 
considered in this assessment. 

1.3.07 Hydrological/hydr
ogeological 
response to 
climate changes  

FEPs related to changes in hydrology and hydrogeology, e.g. recharge, 
sediment load and seasonality, in response to climate change in a 
region. 
The hydrology and hydrogeology of a region is closely coupled to 
climate. Climate controls the amount of precipitation and evaporation, 
seasonal ice cover, and thus the soil water balance, extent of soil 
saturation, surface runoff and groundwater recharge. Vegetation and 
human actions may modify these responses. 

See 1.3.03. 

1.3.08 Ecological 
response to 
climate changes  

FEPs related to changes in ecology, e.g. vegetation, plant and animal 
populations, in response to climate change in a region. 
The ecology of an environment is linked to climate. Ecological 
adaptation has allowed flora and fauna to survive and exploit even the 
most hostile of environments. For example, cacti have evolved to 
survive extreme heat and desiccation of the desert environment, and 
certain plant species complete their entire lifecycle over very short 
time periods following rare rain events in the desert. Some tree and 
plant species have evolved to survive natural events such as forest 
fires, and may require them to complete their lifecycle. 
 

Not addressed separately in this 
assessment. However, the results should 
not be very sensitive to changes in 
ecological conditions, since the main 
radiation dose paths are drinking water 
and agriculture. 

1.3.09 Human response 
to climate change  

FEPs related to changes in human behavior, e.g. habits, diet, size of 
communities, in response to climate change in a region. 
Human response is closely linked to climate. Climate affects the 
abundance and availability of natural resources such as water, as well 
as the types of crops that can be grown. The more extreme a climate, 
the greater the extent of human control over these resources is 
necessary to maintain agricultural productivity, e.g. through the use of 
dams, irrigation systems, controlled agricultural environments 
(greenhouses). 

According to YVL D.5 (draft) (307), the 
habits and diet of humans in the future are 
assumed to remain similar to those at the 
present time. 

1.4 FUTURE 
HUMAN 
ACTIONS 
(ACTIVE)  

Human actions and regional practices, in the post-closure period, that 
can potentially affect the performance of the engineered and/or 
geological barriers, e.g. intrusive actions, but not the passive behavior 
and habits of the local population, c.f. 2.4.  
 

Future human actions are discussed below 
in the order they appear in the NEA FEP 
list. 
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“Human Actions (Active)” is a sub-category in the International FEP 
List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

1.4.01 Human influences 
on climate  

FEPs related to human activities that could affect the change of climate 
either globally or in a region. 
For example, man-made emissions of “greenhouse” gases such as 
CO2 and CH4 have been implicated as a factors in global warming. 
Regionally, climate can be modified by de-forestation. 

The climate scenarios used in this 
assessment take the possibility of 
increased CO2 levels into account. 

1.4.02 Motivation and 
knowledge issues 
(inadvertent/delib
erate human 
actions)  

FEPs related to the degree of knowledge of the existence, location 
and/or nature of the repository. Also, reasons for deliberate 
interference with, or intrusion into, a repository after closure with 
complete or incomplete knowledge. 
Some future human actions, e.g. see FEPs 1.4.04, 1.4.05, could 
directly impact upon the repository performance. Many assessments 
distinguish between: 
• inadvertent actions, which are actions taken without knowledge or 
awareness of the repository, and 
• deliberate actions, which are actions that are taken with knowledge 
of the repository’s existence and 
location, e.g. deliberate attempts to retrieve the waste, malicious 
intrusion and sabotage. 
Intermediate cases, of intrusion with incomplete knowledge, could also 
occur. 

In the assessment, no safety credit is taken 
due to knowledge of the existence of the 
facility. The probability of inadvertent 
actions is low due to the site selection and 
repository design issues. Deliberate 
actions to intrude the repository are not 
considered in detail, but it is clear that the 
radiation doses may exceed dose 
constraint values in case of a deliberate or 
intentional intrusion. It is not reasonable 
to assess the doses to the intruding 
individuals. The knowledge of 
radioactivity in general as well it being 
buried in the bedrock is very unlikely to 
be lost even though detailed information 
of individual disposal facilities is lost. 
Therefore the intruders should be aware 
of the radioactivity.  

1.4.03 Un-intrusive site 
investigation  

FEPs related to airborne, geophysical or other surface-based 
investigation of a repository site after repository closure. 
Such investigation, e.g. prospecting for geological resources, might 
occur after information of the location of a repository had been lost. 
The evidence of the repository itself, e.g. discovery of an old shaft, 
might itself prompt investigation, including research of historical 
archives. 

Un-intrusive site investigations are not 
estimated to cause radiation doses for the 
investigators due to the depth of the 
L/ILW hall. If radiation dose were to 
occur, the dose would be significantly 
lower than in intrusive human intrusion 
(see FEP 1.4.04).  

1.4.04 Drilling activities 
(human intrusion)  

FEPs related to any type of drilling activity in the vicinity of the 
repository. These may be taken with or without knowledge of the 
repository (see FEP 1.4.02). 
Drilling activities include: 
• exploratory and/or exploitation drilling for natural resources; 
• water well drilling; 
• drilling for research or site characterization studies; 
• drilling for waste injection; 
• drilling for hydrothermal resources. 

Inadvertent human intrusion is 
considered. The radiation doses from 
drilling activities are estimated in this 
assessment. Both the drilled well 
construction and geological sample 
drillings are considered in Section 9.1. 

1.4.05 Mining and other 
underground 
activities (human 
intrusion)  

FEPs related to any type of mining or excavation activity carried out in 
the vicinity of the repository. These may be taken with or without 
knowledge of the repository (see FEP 1.4.02). 
Mining and other excavation activities include: 
• resource mining; 
• excavation for industry; 
• excavation for storage or disposal; 
• excavation for military purposes; 
• geothermal energy production; 
• injection of liquid wastes and other fluids; 
• scientific or archaeological investigation; 
• shaft construction, underground construction and tunnelling; 
• underground nuclear testing; 
• malicious intrusion, sabotage or war; 
• recovery of repository materials. 

The geology of Olkiluoto Island is similar 
to the surrounding area and lacks 
significant exploitable bedrock resources, 
and therefore there is low likelihood of 
mining activities at the site.  

1.4.06 Surface 
environment, 
human activities  

FEPs related to any type of human activities that may be carried out in 
the surface environment that can potentially affect the performance of 
the engineered and/or geological barriers, or the exposure pathways, 
excepting those FEPs related to water management which are at FEP 
1.4.07. 
Examples include: 
• quarrying, trenching; 
• excavation for construction; 
• residential, industrial, transport and road construction; 
• pollution of surface environment and groundwater. 
Quarrying, excavation and shallow site investigation may lead to 
direct human intrusion in the case of a near-surface repository. 

The L/ILW hall is located at such a depth 
that surface-based human activities will 
not have significant effects on the hall. 
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1.4.07 Water 
management 
(wells, reservoirs, 
dams)  

FEPs related to groundwater and surface water management including 
water extraction, reservoirs, dams, and river management. 
Water is a valuable resource and water extraction and management 
schemes provide increased control over its distribution and 
availability through construction of dams, barrages, canals, pumping 
stations and pipelines. Groundwater and surface water may be 
extracted for human domestic use (e.g. drinking water, washing), 
agricultural uses (e.g. irrigation, animal consumption) and industrial 
uses. Extraction and management of water may affect the movement of 
radionuclides to and in the surface environment. 

Construction and use of drilled wells and 
surface wells is considered in this 
assessment, as required by YVL Guide 
D.5 (draft) (308, 315). 

1.4.08 Social and 
institutional 
developments  

FEPs related to changes in social patterns and degree of local 
government, planning and regulation. 
Potentially significant social and institutional developments include: 
• changes in planning controls and environmental legislation; 
• demographic change and urban development; 
• changes in land use; 
• loss of archives/records, loss/degradation of societal memory. 

Present day human behavior is assumed in 
this assessment as required by YVL 
Guide D.5 (draft) (307). The results of the 
assessment are not very sensitive to socie-
tal or institutional developments. Drilling 
at the site due to a loss of knowledge of 
the waste 200 years after closure is 
assessed (YVL Guide D.5 (draft), 315) 

1.4.09 Technological 
developments  

FEPs related to future developments in human technology and changes 
in the capacity and motivation to implement technologies. This may 
include retrograde developments, e.g. loss of capacity to implement a 
technology. 
Of interest are those technologies that might change the capacity of 
man to intrude deliberately or otherwise into a repository, to cause 
changes that would affect the movement of contaminants, to affect the 
exposure or its health implications. Technological developments are 
likely but may not be predictable especially at longer times into the 
future. In most assessments assumptions are made to limit the scope of 
consideration. 

Present day human behavior is assumed in 
this assessment as required by YVL 
Guide D.5 (draft) (307).  

1.4.10 Remedial actions  FEPs related to actions that might be taken following repository 
closure to remedy problems with a waste repository that, either, was 
not performing to the standards required, had been disrupted by some 
natural event or process, or had been inadvertently or deliberately 
damaged by human actions. 

Such actions are not directly discussed in 
this assessment.  

1.4.11 Explosions and 
crashes  

FEPs related to deliberate or accidental explosions and crashes such as 
might have some impact on a closed repository, e.g. underground 
nuclear testing, aircraft crash on the site, acts of war. 

These are not discussed in this 
assessment. Explosions and crashes on the 
ground surface do not affect the L/ILW 
hall due to its depth. 

1.5 OTHER  A “catch-all” for any external factor not accommodated in 1.1 to 1.4, 
e.g. meteorite impact. 
 
“Other” is a sub-category in the International FEP List and is divided 
into individual FEPs. 

The enveloping considerations in the 
safety case aim at covering these FEPs. 
Many of them are highly speculative, and 
implicitly assume more or less drastic 
changes in the community and/or form of 
living of future humankind.  A detailed 
analysis is not reasonable due to the 
speculative nature, and due to the fact that 
a locally extremely limited, effectively 
sealed and isolated repository probably 
would act as a minor disturbance in the 
otherwise drastic development. 

1.5.01 Meteorite impact  The possibility of a large meteorite impact occurring at or close to the 
repository site and related consequences. 
The probability of impact of a meteorite sufficiently large and close to 
a repository to cause damage to the repository can be estimated based 
on the estimated frequency of large meteorite impacts in the past, and 
taking account of the repository depth. 

The effects of meteorite impact are not 
assessed. 

1.5.02 Species evolution  FEPs related to the biological evolution of humans, other animal or 
plant species, by both natural selection and selective 
breeding/culturing. 
Animal (including man) and plant species have evolved with time. 
Over the timescales considered in some repository safety assessments 
natural evolution of plants and animal species is possible. Forced 
evolution of plant and animal species by selective breeding, especially 
species used for human foods, has occurred over very recent 
timescales and presumably will continue. In safety assessments, 
assumptions are usually made to avoid consideration of new species 
whose characteristics would be speculative. 

Species evolution is not assessed, because 
it is not required by the Finnish 
regulation.  
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1.5.03 Miscellaneous and 
FEPs of uncertain 
relevance  

FEPs that cannot be mapped anywhere else on the International FEP 
List also FEPs which have been identified, but no connection made to 
possible effects on repository performance. 
There are a number of phenomena that have been suggested (i.e. 
added to FEP lists) during project scenario and FEP identification 
studies, for which no mechanism leading to any significant effect has 
been identified, e.g. changes in the Earth’s magnetic field. For 
completeness, such phenomena of uncertain relevance or effect are 
retained by mapping to this FEP in the International List. 

These kinds of processes are not 
considered. 

2 DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM 
DOMAIN: 
ENVIRONMENT
AL FACTORS  

Features and processes occurring within that spatial and temporal 
(postclosure) domain whose principal effect is to determine the 
evolution of the physical, chemical, biological and human conditions 
of the domain that are relevant to estimating the release and migration 
of radionuclides and consequent exposure to man.  
 
“Disposal System Domain: Environmental Factors” is a category in 
the International FEP List and is divided into sub-categories. 

The disposal system is discussed below in 
the order the FEPs are presented in the 
NEA FEP list. 

2.1 WASTES AND 
ENGINEERED 
FEATURES  

Features and processes within the waste and engineered components of 
the disposal system. 
 
“Wastes and Engineered Features” is a sub-category in the 
International FEP List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

The wastes and engineered features are 
discussed below. 

2.1.01 Inventory, 
radionuclide and 
other material  

FEPs related to the total content of the repository of a given type of 
material, substance, element, individual radionuclides, total 
radioactivity or inventory of toxic substances. 
The FEP often refers to content of radionuclides but the content of 
other materials, e.g. steels, other metals, concrete or organic 
materials, could be of interest. 

The radionuclide and waste material 
inventories are based on engineering 
judgment based on the initial plans for the 
waste management of the encapsulation 
plant. The inventory will be updated as 
necessary when measured data become 
available.  

2.1.02 Waste form 
materials and 
characteristics  

FEPs related to the physical, chemical, biological characteristics of the 
waste form at the time of disposal and also as they may evolve in the 
repository, including FEPs which are relevant specifically as waste 
degradation processes. 
The waste form will usually be conditioned prior to disposal, e.g. by 
solidification and inclusion of grout materials. The waste 
characteristics will evolve due to various processes that will be 
affected by the physical and chemical conditions of the repository 
environment. Processes that are relevant specifically as waste 
degradation processes, as compared to general evolution of the near 
field, are included in this FEP. 

The waste forms are described in 
Paunonen et al. (2012). Material 
interactions, mostly the interaction of 
concrete with solidified liquid waste and 
with groundwater, are considered in this 
assessment. Gas formation is also 
addressed in Section 9.2.  

2.1.03 Container 
materials and 
characteristics  

FEPs related to the physical, chemical, biological characteristics of the 
container at the time of disposal and also as they may evolve in the 
repository, including FEPs which are relevant specifically as container 
degradation/failure processes. 
The container characteristics will evolve due to various processes that 
will be affected by the physical and chemical conditions of the 
repository environment. Processes which are relevant specifically as 
container degradation/failure processes, as compared to general 
evolution of the near field, are included in this FEP. 

The main issue in the container 
performance relates to the long-term 
behavior of concrete, of which a large 
amount of both theoretical and 
experimental data is available. Both 
generic data and data adopted particularly 
for the actual disposal concept serve for 
justifying the assumptions in the analysis. 
For concrete, both physical and chemical 
barrier characteristics are addressed in 
Section 7.2.  

2.1.04 Buffer/backfill 
materials and 
characteristics  

FEPs related to the physical, chemical, biological characteristics of the 
buffer and/or backfill at the time of disposal and also as they may 
evolve in the repository, including FEPs which are relevant 
specifically as buffer/backfill degradation processes. 
Buffer and backfill are sometimes used synonymously. In some 
HLW/spent fuel concepts, the term buffer is used to mean material 
immediately surrounding a waste container and having some chemical 
and/or mechanical buffering role whereas backfill is used to mean 
material used to fill other underground openings. However, in 
ILW/LLW concepts the term backfill is used to describe the material 
placed between waste containers which may have a chemical role. 
Buffer/backfill materials may include clays, cement and mixtures of 
cement with aggregates, e.g. of crushed rock.  
 
The buffer/backfill characteristics will evolve due to various processes 
that will be affected by the physical and chemical conditions of the 
repository environment. Processes which are relevant specifically as 

Buffer materials are not planned to be 
used in the L/ILW hall. The planned 
backfill material is crushed rock, which 
has mineralogical characteristics similar 
to those of the host rock. The backfill is 
not assumed to degrade during the 
assessment period. The safety functions of 
the backfill are given in Section 3.2. 
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buffer/backfill degradation processes, as compared to general 
evolution of the near field, are included in this FEP. 

2.1.05 Seals, 
cavern/tunnel/shaf
t  

FEPs related to the design, physical, chemical, hydraulic etc. 
characteristics of the cavern/tunnel/shaft seals at the time of sealing 
and also as they may evolve in the repository, including FEPs which 
are relevant specifically as cavern/tunnel/shaft seal degradation 
processes. 
Cavern/tunnel/shaft seal failure may result from gradual degradation 
processes, or may be the result of a sudden event. The importance is 
that alternative routes for groundwater flow and radionuclide 
transport may be created along the tunnels and/or shafts and 
associated EDZ (see FEP 2.2.01). 

The L/ILW hall is planned to be sealed 
with a plug similar to those used in the 
closure of the access tunnel, see Closure 
Production Line report (Posiva 2012d). 
The closure of the access tunnel and 
shafts are expected to fulfill their safety 
functions in this assessment. 

2.1.06 Other engineered 
features, materials 
and characteristics  

FEPs related to the physical, chemical, biological characteristics of the 
engineered features (other than containers, buffer/backfill, and seals) at 
the time of disposal and also as they may evolve in the repository, 
including FEPs which are relevant specifically as degradation 
processes acting on the engineered features. 
Examples of other engineered features are rock bolts, shotcrete, tunnel 
liners, silo walls, any services and equipment not removed before 
closure. The engineered features, materials and characteristics will 
evolve due to various processes that will be affected by the physical 
and chemical conditions of the repository environment. Processes 
which are relevant specifically as degradation processes acting on the 
features, as compared to general evolution of the near field, are be 
included in this FEP. 

The materials other than waste containers 
and seals that are needed during operation 
of the L/ILW hall closely resemble those 
found in the operating waste and are thus 
not specifically considered in this 
assessment. 

2.1.07 Mechanical 
processes and 
conditions (in 
wastes and EBS)  

FEPs related to the mechanical processes that affect the wastes, 
containers, seals and other engineered features, and the overall 
mechanical evolution of near field with time. This includes the effects 
of hydraulic and mechanical loads imposed on wastes, containers and 
repository components by the surrounding geology. 
Examples of relevant processes are: 
• container collapse, 
• buffer swelling pressure, 
• material volume changes, 
• tunnel roof or lining collapse. 

In the design of the barrier structures, the 
expected loads, including the long-term 
phase have been accounted for, see 
Section 7.2. At the closure of the 
repository, the tunnel ceilings are to be 
supported with the backfilling materials in 
such a way that a collapse does not affect 
the integrity of the barriers. During the 
operational phase of the repository, any 
mechanical processes, if they should 
occur, would be detected, and necessary 
corrective actions taken. 

2.1.08 Hydraulic/hydrog
eological 
processes and 
conditions (in 
wastes and EBS)  

FEPs related to the hydraulic/hydrogeological processes that affect the 
wastes, containers, seals and other engineered features, and the overall 
hydraulic/hydrogeological evolution of near field with time. This 
includes the effects of hydraulic/hydrogeological influences on wastes, 
containers and repository components by the surrounding geology. 
Examples of relevant processes are: 
• infiltration and movement of fluids in the repository environment; 
• resaturation/desaturation of the repository or its components; 
• water flow and contaminant transport paths within the repository. 

The movement of water in the L/ILW hall 
has been discussed in detail in the 
groundwater analysis by Rämä (2012). 
Due to the porousness of the backfill 
material, the L/ILW hall will be 
resaturated relatively fast compared to the 
timescales considered in this assessment. 

2.1.09 Chemical/geoche
mical processes 
and conditions (in 
wastes and EBS)  

FEPs related to the chemical/geochemical processes that affect the 
wastes, containers, seals and other engineered features, and the overall 
chemical/geochemical evolution of near field with time. This includes 
the effects of chemical/geochemical influences on wastes, containers 
and repository components by the surrounding geology. 
Examples of relevant processes are: 
• general corrosion processes; 
• chemical conditioning and buffering processes; 
• electrochemical processes; 
• precipitation/dissolution reactions; 
• evolution of redox (Eh) and acidity/alkalinity (pH) etc. 

The behavior of concrete in the L/ILW 
hall is the most important process and is 
discussed in Section 7.2. The corrosion 
rates of metals affect the gas formation 
and are discussed in Section 9.2. The 
degradation and corrosion of materials in 
the L/ILW hall consumes oxygen from 
the hall soon after closure, after which 
reducing conditions are expected. The 
most important radionuclides in the waste 
are not redox sensitive. 

2.1.10 Biological/bioche
mical processes 
and conditions (in 
wastes and EBS)  

FEPs related to the biological/biochemical processes that affect the 
wastes, containers, seals and other engineered features, and the overall 
biological/biochemical evolution of near field with time. This includes 
the effects of biological/biochemical influences on wastes, containers 
and repository components by the surrounding geology. 
Examples of relevant processes are: 
• microbial growth and poisoning; 
• microbially/biologically mediated processes; 
• microbial/biological effects of evolution of redox (Eh) and 
acidity/alkalinity (pH), etc. 

Biological processes generating gases in 
the L/ILW hall are discussed in Section 
9.2. Biological processes may result in the 
formation of complexing substances that 
may enhance radionuclide transport. 
These processes have been considered in 
the selection of distribution coefficients, 
and are not discussed in detail in this 
assessment. The releases of radionuclides 
from the waste forms in the L/ILW hall 
are not especially sensitive to Eh or pH. 
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2.1.11 Thermal processes 
and conditions (in 
wastes and EBS)  

FEPs related to the thermal processes that affect the wastes, containers, 
seals and other engineered features, and the overall thermal evolution 
of the near field with time. This includes the effects of heat on wastes, 
containers and repository components from the surrounding geology. 
Examples of relevant processes are: 
• radiogenic, chemical and biological heat production from the 
wastes; 
• chemical heat production from engineered features, e.g. concrete 
hydration; 
• temperature evolution; 
• temperature dependence of physical/chemical/biological/hydraulic 
processes, e.g. corrosion and resaturation. 

The heat generation due to the waste in 
the L/ILW hall is limited. The main heat 
source is the spent fuel located over 200 
meters below the L/ILW hall. The effects 
of the heat from the spent fuel have been 
estimated by Rämä (2012) in the 
groundwater flow analysis. Permafrost is 
considered as a part of the next cold 
phase, and its effect are discussed in 
Section 8.6.1.  

2.1.12 Gas sources and 
effects (in wastes 
and EBS)  

FEPs within and around the wastes, containers and engineered features 
resulting in the generation of gases and their subsequent effects on the 
repository system. 
Gas production may result from degradation and corrosion of various 
waste, container and engineered feature materials, as well as 
radiation effects. The effects of gas production may change local 
chemical and hydraulic conditions, and the mechanisms for 
radionuclide transport, i.e. gas-induced and gas-mediated transport. 

Gas generation due to microbial 
decomposition of maintenance waste, 
steel corrosion and radiolysis are 
discussed in the safety case, see Section 
9.2. The gas generation may potentially 
affect local hydraulic conditions or the 
gas may cause radiation effects when 
released from the bedrock.   

2.1.13 Radiation effects 
(in wastes and 
EBS)  

FEPs related to the effects that result from the radiation emitted from 
the wastes that affect the wastes, containers, seals and other engineered 
features, and the overall radiogenic evolution of the near field with 
time. 
Examples of relevant effects are ionization, radiolytic decomposition 
of water (radiolysis), radiation damage to waste matrix or container 
materials, helium gas production due to alpha decay. 

The radiation effects of the waste are 
limited due to the relatively small 
inventory of radioactive substances. 
Radiolysis is discussed in relation to gas 
generation, see Section 9.2. 

2.1.14 Nuclear criticality  FEPs related to the possibility and effects of spontaneous nuclear 
fission chain reactions within the repository. 
A chain reaction is the self-sustaining process of nuclear fission in 
which each neutron released from a fission triggers, on average, at 
least one other nuclear fission. Nuclear criticality requires a sufficient 
concentration and localized mass (critical mass) of fissile isotopes 
(e.g. U-235, Pu-239) and also presence of neutron moderating 
materials in a suitable geometry; a chain reaction is liable to be 
damped by the presence of neutron absorbing isotopes (e.g. Pu-240). 

Not relevant for L/ILW. 

2.2 GEOLOGICAL 
ENVIRONMENT  

The features and processes within this environment including, for 
example, the hydrogeological, geomechanical and geochemical 
features and processes, both in pre-emplacement state and as modified 
by the presence of the repository and other long-term changes. 
 
“Geological Environment” is a sub-category in the International FEP 
List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

The geological environment is discussed 
below in the order it is presented in the 
NEA FEP list. 

2.2.01 Excavation 
disturbed zone, 
host rock  

FEPs related to the zone of rock around caverns, tunnels, shafts or 
other underground openings that may be mechanically disturbed 
during excavation, and the properties and characteristics as they may 
evolve both before and after repository closure. 
The excavation damaged zone may have different properties to the 
undisturbed host rock, e.g. opening of fractures or change of hydraulic 
properties due to stress relief. This zone may become desaturated to 
some degree during the period in which the tunnels are open and also 
subject to chemical changes both in the “open” period and after 
closure. 

The excavation damaged zone is not 
discussed in detail in this assessment. The 
crushed rock backfill in the L/ILW hall 
will have a larger hydraulic conductivity 
than that of an EDZ. The EDZs in the 
access tunnel and shafts are accounted for 
in the hydraulic conductivities used in this 
assessment. See also FEPs 8.2.2 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b).  

2.2.02 Host rock  FEPs related to the properties and characteristics of the rock in which 
the repository is sited (excluding the rock that may be mechanically 
disturbed by the excavation) as they may evolve both before and after 
repository closure. 
Relevant properties include thermal and hydraulic conductivity, 
compressive and shear strength, porosity etc. 

The relevant properties of the host rock 
have been discussed in the groundwater 
flow report (Rämä 2012) and in more 
detail in e.g. Olkiluoto Site Description 
(Posiva 2011a). 

2.2.03 Geological units, 
other  

FEPs related to the properties and characteristics of rocks other than 
the host rock as they may evolve both before and after repository 
closure. 
Geological units are the separate rock structures and types that make 
up the region in which the repository is located. These units are 
identified in the geological investigations of the region. Each 
geological unit is characterized according to its geometry and its 
general physical properties and characteristics. A unit may be 

Posiva’s site characterization studies have 
been used as background information in 
this assessment. The other geological 
units in the Olkiluoto area are similar to 
the actual host rock (see Section 4.1). The 
groundwater flow analysis (Rämä 2012) 
is based on Posiva’s geological models. 
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comprised of more than one rock formation, e.g. Quaternary 
sediments. Details concerning inhomogeneity and uncertainty 
associated with each unit are included in the characterization. 

2.2.04 Discontinuities, 
large scale (in 
geosphere)  

FEPs related to the properties and characteristics of discontinuities in 
and between the host rock and geological units, including faults, shear 
zones, intrusive dykes and interfaces between different rock types. 

The geological model of Posiva has been 
used in this assessment. The model is 
discussed in Rämä (2012) and in Posiva 
(2011a). 

2.2.05 Containment 
transport path 
characteristics (in 
geosphere)  

FEPs related to the properties and characteristics of smaller 
discontinuities and features within the host rock and other geological 
units that are expected to be the main paths for contaminant transport 
through the geosphere, as they may evolve both before and after 
repository closure. 
Groundwater flow and contaminant transport through rocks may 
occur in a variety of systems depending on the rock characteristics. 
Porous flow is predominantly through pores in the medium or through 
the interstitial spaces between small grains of materials. Fracture flow 
is predominantly along fractures in the rock which represent the only 
connected open spaces. Changes in the contaminant transport path 
characteristics due to the repository construction or its chemical 
influence etc. are included. 
 

The properties of the host rock in the 
groundwater analysis (Rämä 2012) are 
based on site investigation data. The 
transport calculations in the safety 
assessment are based on hypothetical 
fractures that have properties typical to 
the host rock, discussed in Section 7.3.6. 
The transport properties and modeling are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

2.2.06 Mechanical 
processes and 
conditions (in 
geosphere)  

FEPs related to the mechanical processes that affect the host rock and 
other rock units, and the overall evolution of conditions with time. 
This includes the effects of changes in condition, e.g. rock stress, due 
to the excavation, construction and long-term presence of the 
repository. 

The hydrostatic pressure of an ice sheet 
will affect the L/ILW hall. Its effects are 
not discussed in detail in this assessment, 
because its impact on the hall happens at a 
time when the waste no longer poses a 
major threat. 
 

2.2.07 Hydraulic/hydrog
eological 
processes and 
conditions (in 
geosphere)  

FEPs related to the hydraulic and hydrogeological processes that affect 
the host rock and other rock units, and the overall evolution of 
conditions with time. This includes the effects of changes in condition, 
e.g. hydraulic head, due to the excavation, construction and long-term 
presence of the repository. 
The hydrogeological regime is the characterization of the composition 
and movement of water through the relevant geological formations in 
the repository region and the factors that control this. This requires 
knowledge of the recharge and discharge zones, the groundwater flow 
systems, saturation, and other factors that may drive the 
hydrogeology, such as density effects due to salinity gradients or 
temperature gradients. Changes of the hydrogeological regime due to 
the construction and/or presence of the repository are included. 
 

The hydrogeological model used in the 
groundwater flow analysis takes into 
account the knowledge about the 
hydraulic and hydrogeological features of 
Olkiluoto (Rämä 2012). Land uplift was 
considered as a part of the evolution of 
these properties. 
 
The retreat of glaciers may result in 
intrusion of meltwater into the host rock. 
The effects have been discussed in 
Section 8.6.1. 

2.2.08 Chemical/geoche
mical processes 
and conditions (in 
geosphere)  

FEPs related to the chemical and geochemical processes that affect the 
host rock and other rock units, and the overall evolution of conditions 
with time. This includes the effects of changes in condition, e.g. Eh, 
pH, due to the excavation, construction and long-term presence of the 
repository. 
The hydrochemical regime refers to the groundwater chemistry in the 
geological formations in the repository region, and the factors that 
control this. This requires knowledge of the groundwater chemistry 
including speciation, solubility, complexants, redox 
(reduction/oxidation) conditions, rock mineral composition and 
weathering processes, salinity and chemical gradients. Changes of the 
hydrochemical regime due to the construction and/or presence of the 
repository are included. 
 

The site characteristics have been taken 
into account in this assessment, as well as 
the local variations caused by the waste in 
the L/ILW hall. This applies especially to 
the selection of distribution coefficients, 
discussed in Section 7.3.3.  

2.2.09 Biological/bioche
mical processes 
and conditions (in 
geosphere) 

FEPs related to the biological and biochemical processes that affect the 
host rock and other rock units, and the overall evolution of conditions 
with time. This includes the effects of changes in condition, e.g. 
microbe populations, due to the excavation, construction and long-
term presence of the repository. 

There is naturally occurring 
microbiological activity in geosphere. 
This microbiological activity may 
increase if organic matter is transferred 
from the L/ILW hall into bedrock. The 
effect of microbiological activity on the 
L/ILW hall and radionuclide transport is, 
however, considered to be limited, see 
discussion in FEP 8.2.10 in Posiva's FEP 
report (Posiva 2012b).   
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2.2.10 Thermal processes 
and conditions (in 
geosphere) 

FEPs related to the thermal processes that affect the host rock and 
other rock units, and the overall evolution of conditions with time. 
This includes the effects of changes in condition, e.g. temperature, due 
to the excavation, construction and long-term presence of the 
repository. 
Geothermal regime refers to sources of geological heat, the 
distribution of heat by conduction and transport (convection) in fluids, 
and the resulting thermal field or gradient. Changes of the geothermal 
regime due to the construction and/or presence of the repository are 
included. 

The effects of the spent nuclear fuel 
repository below the L/ILW hall have 
been taken into account (Rämä 2012). 
The most important process is the heat 
generation of the spent fuel and increased 
host rock temperatures. The host rock is 
expected to be in stable state; the effects 
of ONKALO construction are not taken 
into account. The effects of permafrost 
are discussed in Section 8.6.1.  

2.2.11 Gas sources and 
effects (in 
geosphere) 

FEPs related to natural gas sources and production of gas within the 
geosphere and also the effect of natural and repository produced gas on 
the geosphere, including the transport of bulk gases and the overall 
evolution of conditions with time. 
Gas movement in the geosphere will be determined by many factors 
including the rate of production, gas permeability and solubility, and 
the hydrostatic pressure regime. 

No natural gas or other natural resources 
have been found at the site or in the 
surrounding region. Gas is produced in 
the L/ILW hall due to the decomposition 
of the wastes, see Section 9.2. 

2.2.12 Undetected 
features (in 
geosphere) 

FEPs related to natural or man-made features within the geology that 
may not be detected during the site investigation. 
Examples of possible undetected features are fracture zones, brine 
pockets or old mine workings. Some physical features of the repository 
environment may remain undetected during site surveys and even 
during pilot tunnel excavations. The nature of the geological 
environment will indicate the likelihood that certain types of 
undetected features may be present and the site investigation may be 
able to place bounds on the maximum size or minimum proximity to 
such features. 

The Olkiluoto Island has been studied 
extensively and significant undetected 
features are not expected. On the western 
end of the island are the cooling tunnels 
of the nuclear power plants and TVO’s 
repository for maintenance and 
decommissioning waste. These are 
located so far from the L/ILW hall that 
they are not taken into account in the 
models. 

2.2.13 Geological 
resources 

FEPs related to natural resources within the geosphere, particularly 
those that might encourage investigation or excavation at or near the 
repository site. 
Geological resources could include oil and gas, solid minerals, water, 
and geothermal resources. For a near surface repository, quarrying of 
near-surface deposits, e.g. sand, gravel or clay, may be of interest. 

Such natural resources have not been 
identified. 

2.3 SURFACE 
ENVIRONMENT 

The features and processes within the surface environment, including 
near-surface aquifers and unconsolidated sediments but excluding 
human activities and behavior, see 1.4 and 2.4. 
 
“Surface Environment” is a sub-category in the International FEP List 
and is divided into individual FEPs. 
 

The surface environment is discussed 
below in the order it is presented in the 
NEA FEP list. 

2.3.01 Topography and 
morphology 

FEPs related to the relief and shape of the surface environment and its 
evolution. 
This FEP refers to local land form and land form changes with 
implications for the surface environment, e.g. plains, hills, valleys, and 
effects of river and glacial erosion thereon. In the long term, such 
changes may occur as a response to geological changes, see 1.3. 

The safety assessment considers crustal 
uplift in the future, see also Section 5.2 
and FEP 10.2.4 in Posiva's FEP report 
(Posiva 2012b). A lake is expected to 
form near the current Olkiluoto coastline. 
Otherwise current biosphere is assumed in 
line with regulations. The disposal site 
will be coastal area also in the near future, 
and there are no evident reasons to 
assume significant changes in the 
vegetation and animal populations. 
Climate change may decelerate the 
shoreline displacement, but this is 
implicitly covered by the analyzed cases. 
A possible increase in the precipitation 
should not significantly affect the 
infiltration to the bedrock (see also FEP 
9.2.6 in Posiva 's FEP report (Posiva 
2012b). 
 

2.3.02 Soil and sediment FEPs related to the characteristics of the soils and sediments and their 
evolution. 
Different soil and sediment types, e.g. characterized by particle-size 
distribution and organic content, will have different properties with 
respect erosion/deposition and contaminant sorption etc. 

Soil and sediment properties are taken 
into account in the biosphere dose 
conversion factors and Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment. The results of this assessment 
are to be included in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment. See also Section 7.3.7 and 
references therein. 
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2.3.03 Aquifers and 
water-bearing 
features, near 
surface 

FEPs related to the characteristics of aquifers and water-bearing 
features within a few meters of the land surface and their evolution. 
Aquifers are water-bearing features geological units or near-surface 
deposits that yield significant amounts of water to wells or springs. 
The presence of aquifers and other water-bearing features will be 
determined by the geological, hydrological and climatic factors. 

The characteristics and evolution of the 
surface- and near surface waters are 
discussed in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment (Posiva 2012e). The L/ILW 
hall is not currently included in Posiva's 
biosphere assessment. The surface release 
areas are similar, though, and dose 
conversion factors from Posiva's 
AgriWELL scenarios are used here, see 
Section 7.3.7. 

2.3.04 Lakes, rivers, 
streams and 
springs 

FEPs related to the characteristics of terrestrial surface water bodies 
and their evolution. 
Streams, rivers and lakes often act as boundaries on the 
hydrogeological system. They usually represent a significant source of 
dilution for materials (including) radionuclides entering these systems, 
but in hot dry environments, where evaporation dominates, 
concentration is possible. 

The characteristics and evolution of the 
surface- and near surface waters are 
discussed in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment (Posiva 2012e). 

2.3.05 Coastal features FEPs related to the characteristics of coasts and the near shore, and 
their evolution. Coastal features include headlands, bays, beaches, 
spits, cliffs and estuaries. 
The processes operating on these features, e.g. active erosion, 
deposition, longshore transport, determine the development of the 
system and may represent a significant mechanism for dilution or 
accumulation of materials (including radionuclides) entering the 
system. 

The characteristics and evolution of the 
surface- and near surface waters are 
discussed in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment (Posiva 2012e). 

2.3.06 Marine features FEPs related to the characteristics of seas and oceans, including the sea 
bed, and their evolution. Marine features include oceans, ocean 
trenches, shallow seas, and inland seas. 
Processes operating on these features such as erosion, deposition, 
thermal stratification and salinity gradients, determine the 
development of the system and may represent a significant mechanism 
for dilution or accumulation of materials (including radionuclides) 
entering the system. 

Evolution of the local sea is not discussed 
in detail as it is not a significant dose path 
for the waste in the L/ILW hall. 

2.3.07 Atmosphere FEPs related to the characteristics of the atmosphere, including 
capacity for transport, and their evolution. 
Relevant processes include physical transport of gases, aerosols and 
dust in the atmosphere and chemical and photochemical reactions. 

Gas generation in the L/ILW hall may 
result in generation of small amounts of 
radioactive CO2 or CH4. The migration of 
the gases from the L/ILW hall in to the 
surface and also potential radioation 
effects of these gases are discussed in 
Section 9.2. 
 

2.3.08 Vegetation FEPs related to the characteristics of terrestrial and aquatic vegetation 
both as individual plants and in mass, and their evolution. 

A biosphere similar to the current one is 
assumed. However, the land uplift has 
been considered. The current biosphere is 
discussed in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment (Posiva 2012e).  

2.3.09 Animal 
populations 

FEPs related to the characteristics of the terrestrial and aquatic animals 
both as individual animals and as populations, and their evolution. 

A biosphere similar to the current one is 
assumed. The current biosphere is 
discussed in Posiva’s biosphere 
assessment (Posiva 2012e). 

2.3.10 Meteorology FEPs related to the characteristics of weather and climate, and their 
evolution. 
Meteorology is characterized by precipitation, temperature, pressure 
and wind speed and direction. The variability in meteorology should 
be included so that extremes such as drought, flooding, storms and 
snow melt are identified. 

The climatic evolution includes two 
scenarios: repetition of glacial cycles and 
a CO2 emission scenario. Otherwise, the 
current-like meteorology is assumed, 
which is accepted in the regulation (YVL-
Guide D.5 (draft)). See also FEP 10.2.1 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 
 

2.3.11 Hydrological 
regime and water 
balance (near-
surface) 

FEPs related to near-surface hydrology at a catchment scale and also 
soil water balance, and their evolution. 
The hydrological regime is a description of the movement of water 
through the surface and near-surface environment. It includes the 
movement of materials associated with the water such as sediments 
and particulates. Extremes such as drought, flooding, storms and snow 
melt may be relevant. 
 

The assessment assumes a shallow well 
(or a spring) and a lake to be formed near 
the current Olkiluoto coastline as 
specified in the YVL-Guide D.5 (draft). 
See also FEP 9.2.30 in Posiva's FEP 
report (Posiva 2012b). 
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2.3.12 Erosion and 
deposition 

FEPs related to all the erosional and depositional processes that 
operate in the surface environment, and their evolution. 
Relevant processes may include, fluvial and glacial erosion and 
deposition, denudation, aeolian erosion and deposition. These 
processes will be controlled by factors such as the climate, vegetation, 
topography and geomorphology. 

The evolution of the surface environment 
is estimated based on crustal uplift. 
Erosion and deposition processes related 
to glaciations are not of relevance for the 
L/IL waste. 

2.3.13 Ecological/biologi
cal/microbial 
systems 

FEPs related to living organisms and relations between populations of 
animals, plants and their evolution. 
Characteristics of the ecological system include the vegetation regime, 
and natural cycles such as forest fires or flash floods that influence the 
development of the ecology. The plant and animal populations 
occupying the surface environment are an intrinsic component of its 
ecology. Their behavior and population dynamics are regulated by the 
wide range of processes that define the ecological system. Human 
activities have significantly altered the natural ecology of most 
environments. 

Current ecology and biology is assumed. 
They are discussed in discussed in 
Posiva’s biosphere assessment (Posiva 
2012e) 

2.4 HUMAN 
BEHAVIOUR 

The habits and characteristics of the individuals or populations, e.g. 
critical groups, to whom exposures are calculated, not including 
intrusive or other activities which will have an impact on the 
performance of the engineered or geological barriers, see 1.4. 
 
“Human Behavior (passive)” is a sub-category in the International FEP 
List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

Human behavior in the far future is a 
highly speculative issue. A small self-
sufficient community is assumed to exist 
at Olkiluoto. This assessment is based on 
an assumption of human habits and 
nutritional needs similar to the current 
ones. In the assessment some agricultural 
activity at the site is assumed. The less 
likely case (e.g. due to the terrain and the 
existence of other town at the coast) of a 
town being formed at the site is not 
considered.   

2.4.01 Human 
characteristics 
(physiology, 
metabolism) 

FEPs related to characteristics, e.g. physiology, metabolism, of 
individual humans. 
Physiology refers to body and organ form and function. Metabolism 
refers to the chemical and biochemical reactions which occur within 
an organism, or part of an organism, in connection with the 
production and use of energy. 

Current human characteristics are 
assumed as accepted by the YVL-Guide 
D.5 (draft). See also FEP 9.2.32 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 

2.4.02 Adults, children, 
infants and other 
variations 

FEPs related to considerations of variability, in individual humans, of 
physiology, metabolism and habits. 
Children and infants, although similar to adults, often have 
characteristic differences, e.g. metabolism, respiratory rates, habits 
(e.g. pica, ingestion of soil) which may lead to different exposure 
characteristics. 

Variations in diet are not taken into 
account. 

2.4.03 Diet and fluid 
intake 

FEPs related to intake of food and water by individual humans and the 
compositions and origin of intake. 
The human diet refers to the range of food products consumed by 
humans. 

According to YVL Guide D.5 (draft), 
current human diet is assumed. 

2.4.04 Habits (non-diet-
related behavior) 

FEPs related to non-diet related behavior of individual humans, 
including time spent in various environments, pursuit of activities and 
uses of materials. 
The human habits refer to the time spent in different environments in 
pursuit of different activities and other uses of materials. The diet and 
habits will be influenced by agricultural practices and human factors 
such as culture, religion, economics and technology. Smoking, 
ploughing, fishing, and swimming are examples of behavior that might 
give rise to particular modes of exposure to environmental 
contaminants. 

The most important dose pathways are 
drinking water and diet. Radioactivity 
levels from L/IL waste are not estimated 
to result in large increases to the natural 
radioactive background. 

2.4.05 Community 
characteristics 

FEPs related to characteristics, behavior and lifestyle of groups of 
humans that might be considered as target groups in an assessment. 
Relevant characteristics might be the size of a group and degree of 
self-sufficiency in food stuffs/diet. For example, hunter/gathering 
describes a subsistence lifestyle employed by nomadic or semi-
nomadic groups who roam relatively large areas of land hunting wild 
game and/or fish, and gathering native fruits, berries, roots and nuts, 
to obtain their dietary requirements. 

A small self-sustained community is 
assumed as specified in the YVL-Guide 
D.5 (draft). See also FEP 9.2.4 in Posiva's 
FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 

2.4.06 Food and water 
processing and 
preparation 

FEPs related to treatment of food stuffs and water between raw origin 
and consumption. 
Once a crop is harvested or an animal slaughtered it may be subject to 
a variety of storage, processing and preparational activities prior to 

Food and water processing usually 
reduces their radionuclide content and 
therefore such processes are not 
considered. 
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human or livestock consumption. These may change the radionuclide 
distribution and/or content of the product. For example, radioactive 
decay during storage, chemical processing, washing losses and 
cooking losses during food preparation. Water sources may be treated 
prior to human or livestock consumption, e.g. chemical treatment 
and/or filtration. 

2.4.07 Dwellings FEPs related to houses or other structures or shelter in which humans 
spend time. 
Dwellings are the structures which humans live in. The materials used 
in their construction and their location may be significant factors for 
determining potential radionuclide exposure pathways. 

The dwellings are taken into account in 
the gas generation analysis, where a small 
house was expected (see also Section 
9.2.3.3). Otherwise, the dwellings are not 
considered important. 

2.4.08 Wild and natural 
land and water use 

FEPs related to use of natural or semi-natural tracts of land and water 
such as forest, bush and lakes. 
Special foodstuffs and resources may be gathered from natural land 
and water which may lead to significant modes of exposure. 

These are not directly considered in this 
analysis, because all the radioactivity 
released from the L/ILW hall is assumed 
to be discharge in to a well, which 
produced highest annual dose rates in a 
self sustained community. 

2.4.09 Rural and 
agricultural land 
and water use 
(incl. fisheries) 

FEPs related to use of permanently or sporadically agriculturally 
managed land and managed fisheries. 
An important set of processes are those related to agricultural 
practices, their effects on land form, hydrology and natural ecology, 
and also their impact in determining uptake through food chains and 
other exposure paths. 

The assessment assumes a small self-
sustained community that produces its 
own food through agriculture. See also 
FEP 9.2.4 in Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 
2012b). 

2.4.10 Urban and 
industrial land and 
water use 

FEPs related to urban and industrial developments, including transport, 
and their effects on hydrology and potential contaminant pathways. 
Human populations are concentrated in urban areas in modern 
societies. Significant areas of land may be devoted to industrial 
activities. Water resources may be diverted over considerable 
distances to serve urban and/or industrial requirements. 

Urban and industrial land and water use is 
not considered. A self-sufficient 
community is assumed.  

2.4.11 Leisure and other 
uses of 
environment 

FEPs related to leisure activities, the effects on the surface 
environment and implications for contaminant exposure pathways. 
Significant areas of land, water, and coastal areas may be devoted to 
leisure activities e.g. water bodies for recreational uses, 
mountains/wilderness areas for hiking and camping activities. 

Leisure and other uses of environment are 
not directly considered. The resulting 
annual dose rates are smaller than the 
ones resulting from scenarios assumed in 
this assessment. 

3 RADIONUCLID
E/CONTAMINA
NT FACTORS 

FEPs that take place in the disposal system domain that directly affect 
the release and migration of radionuclides and other contaminants, or 
directly affect the dose to members of a critical group from given 
concentrations of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in environmental 
media. 
 
“Disposal System Domain: Radionuclide Factors” is a category in the 
International FEP List and is divided into 
sub-categories. 

Radionuclide and contaminant factors are 
discussed below in the order they are 
presented in the NEA FEP list. 

3.1 CONTAMINANT 
CHARACTERIS
TICS 

The characteristics of the radiotoxic and chemotoxic species that might 
be considered in a postclosure safety assessment. 
 
“Contaminant Characteristics” is a sub-category in the International 
FEP List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

The contaminant characteristics are 
discussed below. 

3.1.01 Radioactive decay 
and in-growth 

Radioactivity is the spontaneous disintegration of an unstable atomic 
nucleus resulting in the emission of subatomic particles. Radioactive 
isotopes are known as radionuclides. Where a parent radionuclide 
decays to a daughter nuclide so that the population of the daughter 
nuclide increases this is known as in-growth. 
In post-closure assessment models, radioactive decay chains are often 
simplified, e.g. by neglecting the shorter-lived nuclides in transport 
calculations, or adding dose contributions from shorter-lived nuclides 
to dose factors for the longer-lived parent in dose calculations. 
 

These processes are included in this 
assessment. Ingrowth is important only 
for a few radionuclides in the L/IL waste. 
See also discussion in FEP 3.2.1 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 

3.1.02 Chemical/organic 
toxin stability 

FEPs related to chemical stability of chemotoxic species.    Chemotoxicity is not considered in detail. 
Concrete requirements do not yet exist for 
chemotoxicity. 

3.1.03 Inorganic 
solids/solutes 

FEPs related to the characteristics of inorganic solids/solutes that may 
be considered. 
 

Sorption and diffusion have been 
considered in this assessment. 
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3.1.04 Volatiles and 
potential for 
volatility 

FEPs related to the characteristics of radiotoxic and chemotoxic 
species that are volatile or have the potential for volatility in repository 
or environmental conditions. 
Some radionuclides may be isotopes of gaseous elements (e.g. Kr 
isotopes) or may form volatile compounds. Gaseous radionuclides or 
species may arise from chemical or biochemical reactions, e.g. metal 
corrosion to yield hydrogen gas and microbial degradation of organic 
material to yield methane and carbon dioxide. 

14C may be in organic form and may exist 
as a gaseous species as discussed in 
Section 9.2.3.3.  

3.1.05 Organics and 
potential for 
organic forms 

FEPs related to the characteristics of radiotoxic and chemotoxic 
species that are organic or have the potential to form organics in 
repository or environmental conditions. 

14C may be in organic form. The presence 
of organics is taken into account in the 
selection of the sorption parameters.  

3.1.06 Noble gases FEPs related to the characteristics of noble gases. 
Radon and thoron are special cases, see FEP 3.3.08. 

Natural noble gases are beyond the scope 
of the safety case. 

3.2 CONTAMINANT 
RELEASE/MIGR
ATION 
FACTORS 

The processes that directly affect the release and/or migration of 
radionuclides in the disposal system domain. 
 
“Release/Migration Factors” is a sub-category in the International FEP 
List and is divided into individual FEPs. 

Contaminant release and migration factors 
are discussed below. 

3.2.01 Dissolution, 
precipitation and 
crystallization, 
contaminant 

FEPs related to the dissolution, precipitation and crystallization of 
radiotoxic and chemotoxic species under repository or environmental 
conditions. 
Dissolution is the process by which constituents of a solid dissolve into 
solution. Precipitation and crystallization are processes by which 
solids are formed out of liquids. Precipitation occurs when chemical 
species in solution react to produce a solid that does not remain in 
solution. Crystallization is the process of producing pure crystals of an 
element, molecule or mineral from a fluid or solution undergoing a 
cooling process. 

The solubilities of the chemical species 
have been considered but not taken 
advantage of in this assessment. See also 
discussion in FEP 3.3.1 in Posiva's FEP 
report (Posiva 2012b). 
 

3.2.02 Speciation and 
solubility, 
contaminant 

FEPs related to the chemical speciation and solubility of radiotoxic 
and chemotoxic species in repository or environmental conditions. 
The solubility of a substance in aqueous solution is an expression of 
the degree to which it dissolves. Factors such as temperature and 
pressure affect solubility, as do the pH and redox conditions. These 
factors affect the chemical form and speciation of the substance. Thus 
different species of the same element may have different solubilities in 
a particular solution. Porewater and groundwater speciation and 
solubility are very important factors affecting the behavior and 
transport of radionuclides. 
 

The solubilities of the chemical species 
have been considered but not taken 
advantage of in this assessment. See also 
discussion in FEP 3.3.1 in Posiva's FEP 
report (Posiva 2012b). 

3.2.03 Sorption/desorptio
n processes, 
contaminant 

FEPs related to sorption/desorption of radiotoxic and chemotoxic 
species in repository or environmental conditions. 
Sorption describes the physico-chemical interaction of dissolved 
species with a solid phase. Desorption is the opposite effect. Sorption 
processes are very important for determining the transport of 
radionuclides in groundwater. Sorption is often described by a simple 
partition constant (Kd) which is the ratio of solid phase radionuclide 
concentration to that in solution. This assumes that sorption is 
reversible, reaches equilibrium rapidly, is independent of variations in 
water chemistry or mineralogy along the flow path, the solid-water 
ratio, or concentrations of other species. More sophisticated 
approaches involve the use of sorption isotherms. 
 

Sorption is described by nuclide-specific 
distribution constants (Kd), which are 
chosen particularly for the analyzed 
repository. See also discussion in FEPs 
3.3.3, 4.3.3, 5.33, 6.33 and 8.33 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 

3.2.04 Colloids, 
contaminant 
interactions and 
transport with 

FEPs related to the transport of colloids and interaction of radiotoxic 
and chemotoxic species with colloids in repository or environmental 
conditions. 
Colloids are particles in the nanometer to micrometer size range 
which can form stable suspensions in a liquid phase. Metastable solid 
phases are unstable thermodynamically but exist due to the very slow 
kinetics of their alteration into more stable products. Colloids are 
present in groundwaters and may also be produced during 
degradation of the wastes or engineered barrier materials. Colloids 
may influence radionuclide transport in a variety of ways: retarding 
transport by sorption of aqueous radionuclide species and subsequent 
filtration; or, enhancing transport by sorption and transport with 
flowing groundwater. 
 

Colloids may either retard radionuclides 
or enhance their migration. Their effect is 
discussed in a sensitivity analysis, see 
Section 8.6.2.  
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3.2.05 Chemical/comple
xing agents, 
effects on 
contaminant 
speciation/trans-
port 

FEPs related to the modification of speciation or transport of 
radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in repository or environmental 
conditions due to association with chemical and complexing agents. 
This FEP refers to any chemical agents that are present in the 
repository system and the effects that they may have on the release and 
migration of radionuclides from the repository environment. Chemical 
agents may be present in the wastes or in repository materials or 
introduced, e.g. from spillage during repository construction and 
operation, e.g. oil, hydraulic fluids, organic solvents. Chemical agents 
may be used during construction and operation, e.g. in drilling fluids, 
as additives to cements and grouts etc. 

The chemical characteristics of the waste 
are considered in the selection of the 
sorption parameters. Isosaccharinic acid 
forming from the decomposition of the 
organics in the maintenance waste in the 
L/ILW hall is the major complexing 
agent, see discussion in Section 9.5.2. 

3.2.06 Microbial/biologi
cal/plant-mediated 
processes, 
contaminant 

FEPs related to the modification of speciation or phase change due to 
microbial/biological/plant activity. 
Microbial activity may facilitate chemical transformations of various 
kinds. 

Gas generation due to microbial activity is 
assessed, see Section 9.2.  

3.2.07 Water-mediated 
transport of 
contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in 
groundwater and surface water in aqueous phase and as sediments in 
surface water bodies. 
Water-mediated transport of radionuclides includes all processes 
leading to transport of radionuclides in water. Radionuclides may 
travel in water as aqueous solutes (including dissolved gases), 
associated with colloids (see FEP 3.2.04) or, if flow conditions permit, 
with larger particulates/sediments. Relevant processes include: 
• advection, i.e. movement with the bulk movement of the fluid; 
• molecular diffusion, i.e. random movement of individual atoms or 
molecules within the fluid; 
• dispersion, i.e. the spread of spatial distribution with time due to 
differential advection 
• matrix diffusion, i.e. the diffusion or micro-advection of 
solute/colloids etc. into non-flowing pores; 
• percolation, i.e. movement of the fluid under gravity; 
• multiphase transport processes. 

Groundwater flow analysis is a central 
part of the safety assessment. Molecular 
diffusion and dispersion along the flow 
path are considered to have a minor effect 
compared to the calculated flow 
velocities. For long-lived radionuclides 
the neglecting of these phenomena 
overestimates the concentrations ending 
up in the biosphere. Matrix diffusion is a 
central element in the modelling of the 
radionuclide migration in the bedrock.   

3.2.08 Solid-mediated 
transport of 
contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in solid 
phase, for example large-scale movements of sediments, landslide, 
solifluction and volcanic activity. 
Relevant processes include transport by suspended sediments and 
erosion. 

Due to the geological and geographical 
nature and environment of the final 
disposal facility these are not considered 
reasonable.  

3.2.09 Gas-mediated 
transport of 
contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in gas 
or vapor phase or as fine particulate or aerosol in gas or vapor. 
Radioactive gases may be generated from the wastes, e.g. 14C labeled 
carbon dioxide or methane. Radioactive aerosols or particulates may 
be transported along with non-radioactive gases, or gases may expel 
contaminated groundwater ahead of them. 

Gas-related processes are discussed in 
Section 9.2. 

3.2.10 Atmospheric 
transport of 
contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in the 
air as gas, vapor, fine particulate or aerosol. 
Radionuclides may enter the atmosphere from the surface environment 
as a result of a variety of processes including transpiration, 
suspension of radioactive dusts and particulates or as aerosols. The 
atmospheric system may represent a significant source of dilution for 
these radionuclides. It may also provide exposure pathways e.g. 
inhalation, immersion. 

Due to the mentioned dilution this dose 
pathway is not considered significant in 
the safety assessment.  

3.2.11 Animal, plant and 
microbe mediated 
transport of 
contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species as a 
result of animal, plant and microbial activity. 
Burrowing animals, deep rooting species and movement of 
contaminated microbes are included. 
 

Not considered explicitly. The effect 
should be minor since the drinking water 
is the limiting case for most 
radionuclides.  

3.2.12 Human-action-
mediated transport 
of contaminants 

FEPs related to transport of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species as a 
direct result of human actions. 
Human-action-mediated transport of contaminants includes processes 
such as drilling into or excavation of the repository, the dredging of 
contaminated sediments from lakes, rivers and estuaries and placing 
them on land. Earthworks and dam construction may result in the 
significant movement of solid material from one part of the biosphere 
to another. Ploughing results in the mixing of the top layer of 
agricultural soil, usually on an annual basis. 
 

Drilling a core sample through the L/ILW 
hall is considered in the safety case, see 
Section 9.1.    
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3.2.13 Foodchains, 
uptake of 
contaminants in 

FEPs related to incorporation of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species 
into plant or animal species that are part of the possible eventual food 
chain to humans. 
Plants may become contaminated either as a result of direct deposition 
of radionuclides onto their surfaces or indirectly as a result of uptake 
from contaminated soils or water via the roots. Animals may become 
contaminated with radionuclides as a result of ingesting contaminated 
plants, or directly as a result of ingesting contaminated soils, 
sediments and water sources, or via inhalation of contaminated 
particulates, aerosols or gases. 

Food chains due to assumed but 
improbable agricultural activity are 
considered in the biosphere dose factors, 
see Section 7.3.7. Due to regular nature of 
the assumed agriculture, other food chains 
should contribute less to the radiation 
exposure of the critical group.  

3.3 EXPOSURE 
FACTORS 

Processes and conditions that directly affect the dose to members of 
the critical group, from given concentrations of radionuclides in 
environmental media. 
 
“Exposure Factors” is a sub-category in the International FEP List and 
is divided into individual FEPs. 

Exposure factors are discussed below. 

3.3.01 Drinking water, 
foodstuffs and 
drugs, 
contaminant 
concentrations in 

FEPs related to the presence of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in 
drinking water, foodstuffs or drugs that may be consumed by human. 

Radiotoxicity is considered with dose-
conversion factors (Sv/Bq), included in 
the calculation of biosphere dose 
coefficients, see Section 7.3.7.  

3.3.02 Environmental 
media, 
contaminant 
concentrations in 

FEPs related to the presence of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in 
environmental media other than drinking water, foodstuffs or drugs. 
The comparison of calculated contaminant concentrations in 
environmental media with naturally-occurring concentrations of 
similar species or species of similar toxic potential, may provide 
alternative or additional criteria for assessment less dependent on 
assumptions of human behavior. 

Exposure to radioactive elements is 
estimated based on a simplified ecological 
model, see Section 9.4.  

3.3.03 Non-food 
products, 
contaminant 
concentrations in 

FEPs related to the presence of radiotoxic and chemotoxic species in 
human manufactured materials or environmental materials that have 
special uses, e.g. clothing, building materials, peat. 
Contaminants may be concentrated in non-food products to which 
humans are exposed. For example, building materials, natural fibres 
or animal skins used in clothing, and the use of peat for fuel. 

These processes are not considered. 

3.3.04 Exposure modes FEPs related to the exposure of man (or other organisms) to radiotoxic 
and chemotoxic species. 
The most important modes of exposure to radionuclides are generally: 
• ingestion (internal exposure) from drinking or eating contaminated 
water or foodstuffs; 
• inhalation (internal exposure) from inhaling gaseous or particulate 
radioactive materials; 
• external exposure as a result of direct irradiation from radionuclides 
deposited on, or present on, the 
ground, buildings or other objects. 
Exposure can also come from immersion in contaminated water 
bodies, direct radiation from airborne plumes of radioactive materials, 
injection through wounds, and cutaneous absorption of some species. 

All the exposure modes have been 
considered, but inhalation and external 
exposure have minor effect compared to 
ingestion (drinking water). See discussion 
in FEPs 9.23, 9.24, 9.26 and 9.36 in 
Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 2012b). 

3.3.05 Dosimetry FEPs related to the dependence between radiation or chemotoxic effect 
and amount and distribution of radiation or chemical agent in organs 
of the body. 
Dosimetry involves the estimation of radiation dose to individual 
organs, tissues, or the whole body, as a result of exposure to 
radionuclides. The radiation dose will depend on: the form of 
exposure, e.g. ingestion or inhalation of radionuclides leading to 
internal exposure or proximity to concentrations of radionuclides 
leading to external exposure; the metabolism of the radioelement and 
physico-chemical form if inhaled or ingested, which will determine the 
extent to which the radionuclide may be taken up and retained in body 
tissues; and the energy and type of radioactive emissions of the 
radionuclide which will affect the distribution 
of energy within tissues of the body. 

Dose coefficients from the literature are 
applied (IAEA, ICRP, STUK). See 
references within in FEPs 9.23, 9.24, 9.26 
and 9.36 in Posiva's FEP report (Posiva 
2012b). 

3.3.06 Radiological 
toxicity/effects 

FEPs related to the effect of radiation on man or other organisms. 
Radiation effects are classified as somatic (occurring in the exposed 
individual), genetic (occurring in the offspring of the exposed 
individual), stochastic (the probability of the effect is a function of 
dose received), non-stochastic (the severity of the effect is a function of 
dose received and no effect may be observed below some threshold). 

The doses likely to occur as a result of the 
repository are within the stochastic range. 
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3.3.07 Non-radiological 
toxicity/effects 

FEPs related to the effects of chemotoxic species on man or other 
organisms. 

Not explicitly considered. 

3.3.08 Radon and radon 
daughter exposure 

FEPs related to exposure to radon and radon daughters. 
Radon and radon daughter exposure is considered separately to 
exposure to other radionuclides because the behavior of radon and its 
daughter, and the modes of exposure, are different to other 
radionuclides. Radon (Rn-222) is the immediate daughter of radium 
(Ra-226). It is a noble gas with a half-life of about 4 days and decays 
through a series of very short-lived radionuclides (radon daughters), 
with half-lives of 27 minutes or less, to a lead isotope (Pb-210) with a 
half-life of 21 years. The principal mode of exposure is through the 
inhalation of radon daughters attached to dust particles which may 
deposit in the respiratory system. 

Natural noble gases are not discussed 
explicitly. 
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4 THE OLKILUOTO SITE 

4.1 Host rock and hydrogeology 

The Olkiluoto site, as seen today, is the sum of events and processes that have taken 
place over billions of years, from those reflected in the geological properties of the 
rocks forming the geosphere, to the much shorter term changes related to the climate-
driven processes (mainly groundwater flow and groundwater composition) and the 
effects of isostatic rebound. The present state and the past history of the geology, rock 
mechanics and thermal properties, hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry of Olkiluoto 
are discussed in detail in Site Description (Posiva 2011a).  
 
The repository is to be excavated on the Olkiluoto Island in south-western Finland. The 
crystalline bedrock of Finland is a part of the Precambrian Fennoscandian Shield, 
which, in south-western Finland belongs to the Svecofennian Domain. This domain 
developed between 1930 Ma and 1800 Ma ago. The rocks of Olkiluoto consist of two 
major classes: high-grade metamorphic rocks including gneisses with varying degree of 
migmatisation and igneous rocks including pegmatitic granites and diabase dykes 
(Figure 4-1).  The bedrock has been affected by five stages of ductile deformation 
resulting in lithological layering, foliation, strong migmatisation and folding. Extensive 
hydrothermal alteration has also affected properties of fractures and certain rock 
volumes, the main alteration minerals being illite, kaolinite, sulphides and calcite. As a 
result, the rock properties at Olkiluoto are heterogenous, which is reflected also in the 
variation of the thermal and rock mechanics properties and seen for example in the 
anisotropic thermal properties due to foliation and gneissic banding. 
 
The fault zones at Olkiluoto are mainly SE-dipping thrust faults formed during the latest 
stages of the Svecofennian orogeny, approximately 1,800 Ma ago, and were reactivated 
in several deformation phases (see Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). In addition, NE-SW 
striking strike-slip faults are also common. The occurrence of fracturing varies between 
different rock domains, but the following three fracture sets are typical for the site (i) 
east-west striking fractures with generally subvertical dips to both the north and south, 
(ii) north-south striking fractures with generally subvertical dips to both the east and the 
west and (iii) moderately-dipping to gently-dipping fractures with strikes that are 
generally sub-parallel to the aggregate foliation directions in a particular fracture 
domain. 
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Figure 4-1. A geological map of Olkiluoto Island showing the lithology and the fault 
zones defined as layout determining features, i.e. the ones that restrict the repository 
layout (Description of the Disposal System). 

In Fennoscandia, the orientation of the major principal stress is attributed to an E-W 
compression from the mid-Atlantic ridge push and a N-S compression from the Alpine 
margin, resulting in a roughly NW-SE orientation of major principal stress (Heidbach et 
al. 2008). This is also supported by the regional in situ rock stress measurement data 
from Olkiluoto and other Finnish sites studied during the site selection programme. 
Changes in isostatic load due to glaciations and related isostatic adjustment and the 
existence of the brittle deformation zones change the stress regime at the site. Currently, 
a thrust faulting stress regime is present, i.e. the horizontal stresses are larger than the 
vertical stress, H>h>v and the principal stresses are approximately oriented 
horizontally and vertically, respectively. The orientation of the major horizontal stress 
(H) at the site is found to vary slightly with depth and at the repository depth (400-
450m) is in the range NW-SE and E-W. The vertical stress is predominantly well 
represented by the weight of the overlying rock mass. 
 
As located away from the active plate margins, Fennoscandia and Olkiluoto in 
particular is known as a seismically quiescent region. Increased seismicity in 
Fennoscandia is possible in connection of the glaciation and postglacial faults have been 
discovered in northern Fennoscandia (e.g. Kuivamäki et al. 1998). There are no direct 
signs of post-glacial faulting in the vicinity of Olkiluoto (e.g. Lindberg 2007) although 
disturbances by the sea bottom sediments have been suggested to be related to post-
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glacial faulting (Hutri 2007). According to the data from historical earthquakes, the 
Olkiluoto area is located within a zone of lower seismicity, between two seismically 
active belts, Åland–Paldis–Pskov (Å-P-P) and Bothnian Bay–Ladoga (B-L) (see Figure 
2-2 in Saari 2012). These seismically active zones seem to be essential elements when 
the driving mechanisms of the seismicity of southern Finland are regarded. The zones 
are distinguished from their surroundings particularly by the occurrence of relatively 
large (M  3.5) earthquakes.  
 
In the crystalline bedrock at Olkiluoto, groundwater flow takes place in hydraulically 
active deformation zones (hydrogeological zones, HZ) and fractures (Figure 3-3). The 
larger-scale hydrogeological zones, which are related to fault zone (BFZ), carry most of 
the volumetric water flow rate in the deep bedrock. There is a general decrease of 
transmissivity of both fractures and the hydrogeological zones with depth. Under 
natural conditions, groundwater flow at Olkiluoto occurs mainly as a response to 
freshwater infiltration dependent on the topography, although salinity (density) 
variation driven flow also takes place to a lesser extent. The porewater within the rock 
matrix is stagnant but exchanges solutes by diffusion with the flowing groundwater in 
the fractures.  
 

 

Figure 4-2. Main hydrogeological zones at Olkiluoto (HZ in blue) and their correlation 
with the fault zones (BFZ in red) (outline of the Olkiluoto island is shown in the figure), 
seen from southwest (Description of the Disposal System).  
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Figure 4-3. Illustrative hydrogeochemical site model of baseline groundwater 
conditions with the main water-rock interactions at Olkiluoto. Changes in color 
indicate alterations in water type. The hydrogeologically most significant zones are 
represented. Blue arrows represent flow directions. Rounded rectangles contain the 
main sources and sinks affecting pH and redox conditions. Enhanced chemical 
reactions dominate the infiltration zone at shallow depths, and at the interface between 
Na-Cl-SO4 and Na-Cl groundwater types. The illustration depicts hydrogeochemical 
conditions in the water-conductive fracture system, not in the diffusion-dominated rock 
matrix (Posiva 2011a). 

The distribution of the groundwater types is the result of progressive mixing of 
groundwaters and the slow interaction between the groundwater, porewater and the 
minerals of the rocks (see Figure 4-3 and Site Description (Posiva 2011a)). The 
groundwater composition is also affect by microbial activity. Water-rock interactions, 
such as carbon and sulphur cycling and silicate reactions, buffer the pH and redox 
conditions and stabilize the groundwater chemistry.  
 
Weathering processes during infiltration play a major role in determining the shallow 
groundwater composition. Pyrite and other iron sulphides are common in water 
conducting fractures throughout the investigated depth zone indicating a strong 
lithological buffer against oxic waters over geological time scales. Groundwaters, in the 
range down to 300 m depth show indications of having been affected by infiltrating 
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waters of glacial, marine and meteoric origin during the changing climate since  the start 
of Weichselian glaciation. On the other hand, these indications are mostly absent in 
fracture groundwaters below 300 m, which are assumed to be very old. 
 
The current fracture groundwater is characterized by a significant, depth dependent 
variation of salinity (see Figure 4-3). Fresh waters (salinity <1 g/L) rich in dissolved 
carbonate are found at shallow depths, in the uppermost tens of meters. Brackish 
groundwater, with salinity up to 10 g/l dominates at depths between 30 m and about 400 
m. Sulphate-rich waters are common in the depth layer 100-300 m, whereas brackish 
water, poor in sulphate dominates at depths of 300-400 m. Saline groundwaters 
(>10 g/l) dominate at still greater depths. The matrix porewaters seem to be similar with 
the fracture groundwaters in the upper part of the bedrock (0-150 m), suggesting similar 
origin and strong interaction between groundwater in fractures and matrix at these 
depths. At deeper levels, the matrix porewater is less saline and increasingly enriched in 
δ18O; this has been interpreted to represent fresh water conditions during a warm 
climate, probably during the preglacial Tertiary period (Posiva 2011a).  

4.2 Surface environment 

The surface system (including the overburden and the surface hydrogeology and 
hydrogeochemistry) is described in detail in the Biosphere Description (Posiva 2012f). 
The initial state of the surface system corresponds to the description of the present-day 
conditions. 
 
Topography in the Olkiluoto area, and in general in south-western Finland, is flat and 
soil erosion rates are very low. Glacial erosion features such as glacially smoothed 
bedrock outcrops and roches moutonnées are common. As a result of the last glaciation, 
the bedrock depressions are filled with a thicker layer of overburden, mainly sandy till 
and fine-grained till (Huhta 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, Lintinen et al. 2003, 
Lintinen & Kahelin 2003, Lahdenperä et al. 2005, Lahdenperä 2009).  
 
The seawaters around Olkiluoto Island are shallow, except for a few areas where sea 
depths reach about 15 m. The seabed west of Olkiluoto is mainly till (about 35-45 %), 
bedrock (about 30-40 %) and various clay and mud deposits (about 15-25 %). The sea 
area surroundings of Olkiluoto have an extensive area of gaseous sediments (Rantataro 
& Kaskela 2010). This is of particular interest because of the continued land uplift of 
the Olkiluoto area which will expose areas of current seabed sediments in the next few 
thousand years – the time frame for which the spent fuel repository releases must be 
quantified in terms of doses to a human population and other biota. In addition, the 
effects of land uplift are accentuated by eutrophication in the coastal areas, especially in 
shallow bays (Haapanen & Lahdenperä 2011).  
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Figure 4-4. Land uplift and an example of the biosphere development through to 
10,000 a after the present. Map data: Topographic database by the National Land 
Survey of Finland (permission 41/MYY/11) and Posiva Oy. Map layout by Jani 
Helin/Posiva Oy. Note: dates are given as AD, i.e. 12,020 is 10,000 years after the 
reference date of 2020 AD. 
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The ecosystem succession during uplift, the redistribution of sediments and 
groundwater flow will influence the areas of potential deep groundwater recharge and 
discharge from the repository (Haapanen et al. 2007, 2009). The changes in the 
landscape are, however, affected not only by uplift but also by changes in sea-level that 
are related to changes in climate, both regionally and globally. The effect of uplift could 
be, at least to some extent, enhanced or reversed by changes in sea level. This is taken 
into account in the climate scenarios in the Biosphere Assessment (Posiva 2012f). 
 
At present, freshwater (limnic) ecosystems are few in the Olkiluoto area and there are 
no natural lakes on the island. The nearby lake basins were isolated during the various 
stages of development of the Baltic Sea as a result of isostatic uplift and tilting of the 
land. The closest rivers are Eurajoki and Lapijoki, which discharge to the sea to the 
north and east of Olkiluoto, increasing the concentration of nutrients and solids, 
especially at the river mouths (Haapanen et al. 2009). The use of lakes and mires – 
currently absent from the island – in the surrounding region as analogues for future 
biosphere conditions at Olkiluoto is discussed by Haapanen et al. (2010). Figure 4-4 
(above) shows land uplift and an example of surface environment development through 
to 10,000 years from the present.  

4.3 Expected climate evolution during the next 120,000 years 

In Posiva (2011b), two future climate evolution scenarios that consider constant CO2 
concentrations in the atmosphere (280 ppm and 400 ppm) were depicted for the 
Olkiluoto area for the next 120,000 years. The methodology applied was based on 
simulations of the last glacial cycle, for which proxy data and climatic records are 
available. The CLIMBER-2 EMIC model was used for analysis.  The current CO2 
concentration in the atmosphere is around 390 ppm (Tans 2010), meaning that the 
400 ppm CO2 scenario would be a prolonged temperate period (boreal climate), i.e. the 
continuation of a climate similar to the current one. In this scenario there would be no 
occurrence of ice sheets or temperatures leading to permafrost formation are deemed to 
occur for the next 50,000 years approximately.  
 
In fact, the two future climate scenarios have to be looked at in a qualitative way, since 
it is implausible that atmospheric CO2 concentrations will stay constant for very long 
time periods. Overall, and based on the results of several climate simulations for the 
future (see Table 3 in Posiva 2011b), it is assumed that the next cold period initiating 
permafrost will occur at about 50,000 years after present (AP), and that after that, a 
repetition of the last glacial cycle will occur until one million years AP (see Figure 
4-5 B). 
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Figure 4-5. A) Schematic representation of the occurrence of permafrost, ice sheets, 
and temperate periods during the last glacial cycle (LGC). B) The repetition of the past 
glacial cycle after 50,000 years after present (AP) and selected climatic evolution for 
safety assessment.  
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5 FORMULATION OF SCENARIOS 

The fifth chapter of the report discusses the expected evolution of the site and of the 
L/ILW hall. Different scenarios of the expected future evolution are defined based on 
the FEP list in Chapter 3.  These form a basis for the conceptual models.  
 
A scenario is a postulated set of events affecting the disposal site. Scenarios can be - in 
some sense - interpreted as guidelines, according to with the evolution of the site is 
modelled. The formulation of the scenarios is guided by FEPs listed in Section 3.4 and 
by the requirements given by STUK. All the scenarios are derived from the base 
scenario, as shown in Figure 5-1.  
 
The YVL Guide D.5 (draft) states: The base scenario shall assume the performance 
targets defined for each safety function, taking account of incidental deviations from the 
targets values. The influence of declined performance of single safety function or, in 
case of coupling between safety functions, the combined effect of declined performance 
of more than one safety function, shall be analyzed by means of variant scenarios. 
Disturbance scenarios shall be constructed for the analysis of unlikely events impairing 
long-term safety. Thus, according to YVL Guide, the following base and variant 
scenarios are introduced in this report: 

 Base scenario presents the expected evolution of the low and intermediate level 
waste (L/ILW) hall and the repository site. 

 Variant scenario 1 considers deep bore wells to be drilled at the site after the 
administrational control period of 200 years.  

 In variant scenario 2 the lifetime of the main engineered barrier - the concrete 
basin - is assumed to be significantly reduced to 500 years.  

 Combination of variant scenarios takes into account the combined effect of 
variant scenario 1 and variant scenario 2.  

 
Additional sensitivity analyses are evaluated in order to demonstrate the effect of 
phenomena not discussed in the base or variant scenarios. The sensitivity analyses 
include: 

 Effect of permafrost and glaciation demonstrates their effect on the radioactivity 
release and transport. 

 Effect of colloids discusses the effect of colloids on the far-field migration. 
 Fortum’s dose conversion factors calculate the results of the base scenario using 

radiation dose conversion factors for a well calculated in Fortum. The dose 
conversion factors used in this scenario have been used in the latest 
decommissioning waste safety case for the Olkiluoto NPP. 

 Diffusion based concrete disintegration studies the effects of different 
disintegration type of the concrete basin. 

The sensitivity analyses are not discussed in detail in this chapter. They are introduced 
along with their results at the end of Chapter 8.  
 
Additionally, the special issues possible affecting the long-term safety of the L/ILW hall 
are covered in the following scenarios: 

 Intrusion scenario considers a core drill sample drawn from the L/ILW hall or 
the rock surrounding the hall. 
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 Gas formation analysis studies the effects of gases produced after the closure. 
 Radiation doses for larger groups of people considers radiation doses to people 

living near a regional lake or sea. 
 Effects on other living biota analyses the radiological effects on the other living 

biota in terrestrial and aquatic environments.  
 Interaction with the disposal of spent fuel discusses the possible effects of 

materials disposed of in the L/ILW hall on the disposal of spent fuel.  

 

Figure 5-1. A diagram presenting the formation of scenarios starting from the base 
scenario. The base scenario itself is affected by the climate scenario possibly also by 
effects of gas formation. 

5.1 Considered time scales in the scenarios 

This report considers the time span starting from the closure of the L/ILW hall and 
ending 100,000 years after the closure. After 100,000 years the radioactivity possibly 
left in the L/ILW hall has decayed significantly and the releases from the L/ILW hall 
are expected to be negligibly low. Also the uncertainties related to the analysis grow as 
time elapses and therefore the results are not discussed further than 100,000 after the 
closure. 
 
Other important time scales in this report originate from the Government Degree and 
STUK's YVL Guide D.5 (draft). The first requirement is that the engineered barriers 
must effectively prevent the releases of radioactivity for at least 500 years when short-
lived waste is considered. According to the concrete degradation model, the life-time of 
the concrete basin is expected to be between 7,000 and 20,000 years, see Chapter 7.2. 
 
The second requirement states that the annual radiation dose rates for most exposed 
members of population must be calculated until 10,000 years after the closure and the 
human habits, nutritional needs and metabolism are assumed to remain unchanged.  In 
this report, the dose rates are however calculated until 100,000 years, even though the 
uncertainty related to biosphere dose conversion factors applied increases as the time 
elapses. After the 10,000 years, the radioactive releases into environment are compared 
with the dose constraints set in the YVL Guide D.5 (draft). 
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Finally, climate scenarios form a time span of their own. Permafrost or glaciation is not 
expected to affect the L/ILW hall before 50,000 years after the closure. Therefore, the 
effect of climate change is not taken into account before 50,000 years and after that only 
by the means of sensitivity analysis.  
 
The time spans discussed above are summarized in Figure 5-2.  
 

 

Figure 5-2. The considered time spans in this report. In this case, the engineered 
barrier system (EBS) mostly refers to the concrete basin. As a comparison, also the 
L/ILW hall filling time has been also presented. 

5.2 Base scenario 

The base scenario describes the expected evolution of the disposal site. The important 
issues discussed in FEP-list presented in Section 3.4 are taken into account, but the 
YVL Guide D.5 (draft) also guides the formulation of scenarios. The expected evolution 
in the base scenario is based on the assumption that the concrete basin effectively 
retards the releases of radioactivity, and the furthermore bedrock effectively retards the 
migration of radionuclides. The uncertainties related to the parameters selections in the 
base scenario are taken into account using probabilistic modelling. Other FEPs possibly 
weakening of the long term safety of L/ILW hall are discussed in the variant scenarios, 
the special issues and the sensitivity analyses. 
 
The climate evolution in the base scenario is based on assumption that effect of 
greenhouse gases delays the onset of permafrost and glaciation beyond the times scales 
considered in this report. Their effects are considered separately in a sensitivity analysis. 
The biosphere evolution is expected to be controlled by sea level changes and crustal 
uplift. The Olkiluoto site will turn from coastal environment towards an inland 
environment. Consequently, lakes and mires are expected to be formed in the area. 
 
The geosphere evolution after the L/ILW hall closure is controlled by crustal uplift and 
heat production from the spent fuel canisters. The heat from the canisters can raise the 
temperature of the host rock by 10 K in the depth of 200 m between 500 and 1500 years 
after closure (Posiva 2006, Figure 6-15). Before and after that the temperature increased 
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is smaller. The host rock itself is assumed to remain unchanged for the considered time 
period, but the groundwater flow and chemistry might be affected by crustal uplift and 
the temperature increase. 
 
According to Rämä (2012) the crustal uplift does not have a noticeable impact on the 
groundwater flow. Based on this, the groundwater is expected to remain brackish during 
the uplift. Löfman & Poteri (2008) have studied the effect of decay heat to the flow 
rates from the spent fuel repository and they concluded that at the repository level, the 
increase was approximately 20 %. Therefore, Rämä (2012) concluded that the effect of 
decay heat on the groundwater flow at L/ILW hall depth is to be considered small. The 
possible drilling of deep well is considered in the variant scenario and gas build-up and 
its effects on the groundwater flow is analyzed in the gas formation analysis.  
 
The L/ILW hall evolution can be characterized as follows. After the closure, the 
groundwater is expected to fill the L/ILW hall within tens of years after the closure. 
While in the L/ILW hall is being filled with water, the concrete basin inside the L/ILW 
hall built around the solidified intermediate level waste starts to be filled with water. 
The filling of the concrete basin may take longer than the filling of the L/ILW hall, 
because concrete resists the water flow through the basin walls and only diffusive 
transport of water and contaminants is assumed. However, in the safety assessment it is 
conservatively assumed that the basin is filled with water at the same time as the L/ILW 
hall. The effects of gas formation are not included in the base scenario, but they are 
discussed in gas formation analysis in Section 9.2.  
 
As the water enters the L/ILW hall, the metal corrosion and the concrete degradation are 
assumed to commence. The metal drums are expected to lose their integrity relatively 
fast after the closure due to corrosion. All the radionuclides in contact with the 
groundwater are assumed to be dissolved relatively fast into water inside the L/ILW hall 
even though in reality this depends strongly on the radionuclide type and its chemical 
form. Because the amount of water in the L/ILW hall is large, the solubility limits have 
not been applied. The degradation of the concrete basin is expected to last at least 
several thousand years and during that time the radionuclides can be released only 
through the concrete via diffusion, since the minimum wall thickness of 60 cm 
effectively limits the groundwater flow through the wall.  
 
The radioactivity located or released outside the concrete basin is assumed to be diluted 
into water inside the L/ILW hall. The release of radionuclides from the L/ILW hall is 
controlled by migration with the groundwater flow into the bedrock. The migration in 
the bedrock is governed by the groundwater flow in relation to the fracture aperture, 
matrix diffusion and also by sorption into bedrock. The effect of colloids is not taken 
into account in the base scenario due to expected low colloid stability, but their effect is 
discussed in a sensitivity analysis. In the base scenario, the radionuclides are considered 
to migrate into a small dug well. The location of such a dug well is chosen to be in the 
area where most of water from the L/ILW hall discharges. Other destinations, such as a 
deep bore well, lake or sea are considered in the variation scenarios and in special 
issues.  
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The biosphere evolution is based on the evolution of the landscape and its effects on the 
ecosystem during the next ten millennia. The evolution of the landscape is mostly 
driven by the land uplift. The biosphere model used here is based on Posiva’s stylized 
well scenario, which includes various pathways from well into humans (Posiva 2010). 
The well model is not affected by the land uplift since the well models are based on site-
independent well location. The outcome of the well scenario is a biosphere dose 
conversion factor for each nuclide, which are later applied in the dose calculations.  

5.3 Variant scenarios 

The variant scenarios also consider the expected evolution of the final disposal site. 
Compared to the base scenario, the variant scenarios take into account the declined 
performance of a single safety function, or in case of coupling between safety functions, 
the combined effects of declined performance of more than one safety function.  

5.3.1 Variant scenario 1 - Deep bore well 

This scenario is based on the base scenario with the exception that a deep bore well is 
assumed to be drilled in the area after a post-closure surveillance period of 200 years. 
The well locations are chosen so that they intersect a fracture zone at approximately 
100 m below sea level. The total depth of the wells was selected to be 100 m. 
 
A small and large bore well are considered in each well location. In this report, the daily 
uptakes in the small and large wells were selected to be 1.5 m3 and 20.0 m3, 
respectively. A small well is assumed to be used by a single family and a large well by a 
small community. The water from both wells is considered to be used for irrigation and 
as drinking water for domestic animals in the biosphere assessment. 
 
The large wells may increase the groundwater flow in the L/ILW hall and in the 
bedrock surrounding the hall and this is analyzed as part of the groundwater flow 
analysis (Rämä 2012). The increase is relatively small and it does not effect in the spent 
fuel disposal facility.  

5.3.2 Variant scenario 2 - Early concrete failure 

This variant scenario takes into account the possibility of early degradation of the 
concrete basin, which is the main engineered barrier between the waste and the bedrock. 
In YVL Guide D.5 (draft), it is stated that "the length of effective containment provided 
by the engineered barriers shall be at least 500 years for short-lived waste". Based on 
the concrete durability model described in Section 7.2, the lifetime of the concrete basin 
is at least several thousands of years, and thus the requirement given by the YVL Guide 
is fulfilled. Despite the fact, in this variant scenario the concrete basin is assumed to 
completely degrade after 500 years. This demonstrates that the safety of the L/ILW 
disposal is not seriously deteriorated even if the basin would be lost. 
 
The early concrete degradation has only minute effects on other safety functions. The 
size of the concrete basin is relatively small and failure has only small influence on the 
groundwater flow inside the L/ILW hall.  
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5.4 Special issues 

The special issues consider phenomena not accounted for in the base and variant 
scenarios or the sensitivity analyses. The special issues include inadvertent human 
intrusion, gas formation in the L/ILW hall, radiation doses to larger groups of people 
and effects on other living biota. Of these, the human intrusion is an improbable event, 
whereas the other considered issues are likely to occur. 

5.4.1 Intrusion scenario 

The intrusion scenario considers inadvertent human intrusion to the L/ILW hall via 
means of drilling a borehole sample. Even though the Olkiluoto site is chosen such that 
there are no economically significant minerals or other natural resources in the area, the 
drilling may still be performed due to various reasons. For example, subsurface 
geological investigations for scientific research, CO2 storage or searching for future 
waste disposal locations may be reasons for drilling. 
  
In the intrusion scenario, a sample of the contaminated rock or concrete is assumed to 
be drawn to the surface and handled and inspected without any knowledge of 
radioactivity. The drawing of a concrete sample is less likely, because the hitting of the 
L/ILW hall will be noticed by the drill operator, and more cautious approach can be 
expected to be taken at that point. 
 
The human intrusion scenario is based on the base scenario. According to YVL Guide 
D.5, an unlikely event such as human intrusion can take place at earliest 200 years after 
the closure.  

5.4.2 Gas formation 

Under the conditions in the L/ILW hall, gas will be formed as a result of metal 
corrosion, microbiological decomposition of organic matter and radiolysis. In the gas 
formation analysis, the amount of gases formed is considered and also their transport 
out of the L/ILW hall. The possible consequences of gas formation include concrete 
fractures in the engineered barriers caused by overpressure and water expulsion out 
from the L/ILW hall. Also, the radioactivity of the gases migrating to the ground 
surface is considered. 

5.4.3 Radiation doses to larger groups of people 

The radiological consequences to larger groups of people living near a regional lake or 
at a coastal site are considered. A regional lake is here interpreted as a lake that is large 
enough for several households to be located around it. Currently, there are no regional 
lakes in the Olkiluoto area, but in the future such a lake is expected to be formed due to 
land uplift. The formation of the lake is expected to take place around year 3500 AD, 
i.e. more than a thousand years after the closure (Posiva 2010). This has been illustrated 
in Figure 4-4. Until the year 3500, only people living on a coastal site should therefore 
be considered. However, for completeness, both the lake and coastal scenarios are 
evaluated from the time of closure onwards. 
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Most of the radiation dose originating from the watercourses is expected to originate 
from fish, but the irrigation water and drinking water for animals taken from the lake 
also contribute on the total dose. 

5.4.4 Effects on other biota 

The radiation doses to typical biota living at Olkiluoto are considered. Since the 
biosphere is expected to change due to land uplift, typical flora and fauna are considered 
by choosing a representative species for each biota type. Two types of ecosystem are 
considered: lake and terrestrial. It is assumed that all radionuclides released from the 
geosphere enter each of these ecosystems via the natural discharge areas. The 
radioactivity concentrations in the biosphere depend on size of the system considered, 
water exchange rate and sorption on the soil.  
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6 DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPTUAL AND MATHEMATICAL MODELS  

The sixth chapter of the report structures the conceptual and mathematical models that 
describe significant features, events and processes of the final disposal system. Since all 
conceptual models inevitably simplify the reality, the reasons for the selection of the 
features, events and processes that are included in the models are introduced in this 
section.  
 
The first part of this chapter describes conceptually the near- and far-field models and 
also the probabilistic simulation. The conceptual models are then transformed into 
mathematical models describing the release and transport of radioactivity. In addition 
the mathematical background of the probabilistic simulation is presented.   

6.1 Conceptual models  

A conceptual model is a stylized model of the expected physical reality. The conceptual 
models are selected such that these models can be transformed into mathematical 
equations describing the release and the transport of nuclides. As importantly, the 
conceptual models must be based on assumptions made in a conservative manner, i.e. 
such that the performance of a safety function will not be overestimated while neither 
overly underestimated. 
 
In this report, the conceptual models are divided into three parts: the near-field model, 
the far-field model and the well model. These models are connected such that the 
radioactivity released from the near-field model will be transferred through the far-field 
model into a well and furthermore into humans. This has been illustrated in Figure 6-1. 
In the following subsections the near- and far-field models are described in detail, but 
the well model is included by introducing nuclide-specific, steady-state dose conversion 
factors resulting from Posiva’s well scenarios. Thus, the conceptual model for the well 
is introduced later in Section 7.3.7 and the selection of parameters and the mathematical 
models is given by Hjerpe & Broed (2010, Chapter 6). 
 

 

Figure 6-1. A schematic illustration of the radioactivity migration from the L/ILW hall 
(near-field) through the bedrock (far-field) into a well. The well model describes the 
radionuclide migration from the well water into humans via various pathways.    
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6.1.1 Near-field model 

The near-field model is a conceptual description of phenomena taking place inside the 
L/ILW hall. Initially the waste is packed inside waste packages, such as drums or metal 
boxes, which are not assumed to act as release barriers, since the life-time of those 
packages is assumed relatively short. Most of the radioactivity will be set inside a 
closed concrete basin, which effectively limits the release of radioactivity.  
 
Before the closure, the groundwater flowing into the L/ILW hall will be pumped to the 
surface with the help of a sewerage system. Consequently, the waste packages are 
expected to effectively limit the release of radioactivity as long as the L/ILW hall is 
kept dry. However, the operational period is accounted for when estimating the long-
term durability of the engineered barriers. After the closure, the L/ILW hall is assumed 
to be gradually filled with groundwater and radionuclides in different waste types are 
assumed to dissolve into the water. As the L/ILW hall is being filled with groundwater, 
the concrete degradation initiates, and the radionuclide transport inside the L/ILW hall 
initiates. However, the radionuclide transport out from the L/ILW hall starts only after 
the L/ILW hall is completely filled with groundwater.  
 
The radionuclides migrate through the concrete basin walls only by diffusion, because 
the basin acts as a hydraulic cage and thus groundwater will not flow through the basin. 
The concrete degradation processes start to weaken the concrete basin causing the 
diffusion rate through the concrete to accelerate. After thousands of years, the concrete 
basin will be considered fully degraded and its function as a release barrier is lost and 
the radioactivity concentration inside and outside the basin will be balanced.  
 
The concrete and crushed rock placed in the L/ILW hall retard the release of the 
nuclides, because some radionuclides will be attached onto concrete or rock. This 
phenomenon, called sorption, depends on the chemical properties of the radionuclides, 
on their chemical form and on the groundwater chemistry. Thus, the sorption capacity 
for nuclides sorbing by different mechanisms may vary significantly. 
 
The radioactivity flux into far-field is depends on the radioactivity concentration in the 
L/ILW hall water and the amount of water flowing out from the L/ILW hall into 
bedrock. 

6.1.2 Far-field model 

The radioactive substances can reach the biosphere only by migrating through the 
bedrock. In the conceptual model, the bedrock fracture network connecting the L/ILW 
hall and biosphere is reduced into a single transport path. In reality, the migration may 
occur via several transport paths, all of which are reduced to a single transport path. 
Since the existence and properties of the fractures forming fracture network contain a 
high degree of uncertainty, the probabilistic modelling is used to take the uncertainty 
account. 
 
The migration in a fracture and in the surrounding bedrock is controlled by the 
following phenomena: 

 groundwater transit time versus fracture aperture. 
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 longitudinal dispersion, 
 radioactive decay, 
 sorption in the rock, and 
 diffusion in the rock matrix. 

 
The transit time is defined by the fracture system characteristics of the bedrock and by 
hydraulic gradient differences in the bedrock. The effect of the longitudinal dispersion 
can be considered low in the single transport path model. Effectively the longitudinal 
dispersion widens the pulse flowing through the fracture. Diffusion into the bedrock 
matrix and the potential sorption into the matrix limit the migration of the nuclides in 
the fracture. The sorption depends on chemical characteristics of the radioactive 
elements, the chemical conditions in the bedrock and properties of the rock. The 
transport and retardation mechanisms in the far-field model are schematically illustrated 
in Figure 6-2.  
 
Two simplifying assumption about the rock matrix are made in the conceptual model. 
Firstly, infinite matrix depth is assumed. In reality, the depth may be limited, at least by 
fracture spacing. However, the dimensions of fracture spacing compared to fracture 
dimensions are so large that the matrix can be treated as infinite. Secondly, the matrix is 
assumed to homogeneous, i.e. no alteration layers in the matrix are expected. This could 
in principle affect both the sorption and diffusion into rock matrix. However, the 
diffusion and sorption related parameters will be chosen such that this will be accounted 
that the uncertainty caused by layers is covered. 
 

 

Figure 6-2. Schematic illustration of the transport and retardation mechanisms in a 
fracture having an aperture of 2b. The blue arrow indicates water flow in the fracture 
(v); the green arrows indicate longitudinal dispersion in the fracture (Df) and diffusion 
into the rock matrix (De), which, along with the possible sorption (Kd), may retard the 
radionuclide migration. 

The groundwater from the L/ILW hall can discharge in various locations. However, in 
the model all the groundwater flowing through the L/ILW hall is assumed to discharge 
the same place. Also the flow path will be the shortest with respect to time. The location 
of the discharge is determined in the groundwater flow modelling. When considering 
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the radioactivity entering a biosphere location (e.g. lake or sea) all radioactivity leaving 
the L/ILW hall is expected to migrate into this specific biosphere location. 
 
In the base scenario, the colloid and gas facilitated radionuclide transport mechanisms 
are not taken into account. Their effects will be assessed separately in Sections 8.6.2 
and 9.2.  

6.1.3 Probabilistic simulation 

The probabilistic simulation demonstrates what is the combined effect of uncertainty 
and variability in parameter values in the models (e.g. groundwater flow rate, concrete 
degradation rate, etc.) on the final results. The results of the probabilistic simulations 
are given using confidence levels. The confidence levels give an upper bound for the 
annual radiation dose rates under which a predetermined portion of the results lie. For 
example, 95 % of the results calculated using the probabilistic simulation lie under the 
95 % confidence level. The idea of the probabilistic simulation has been illustrated in 
Figure 6-3. 
 

 
 

Figure 6-3. A schematic illustration of the probabilistic simulation. The distributed 
parameters in the models also cause distribution of the results. Using the resulting 
distribution a confidence level under which a certain portion of the probability mass 
lies is evaluated. The resulting distribution is illustrated at single time point only; in 
practice the treatment is identical for all the time points and the time dependent 
radiation dose rate is obtained by combining the confidence levels determined for each 
time point.  

The probabilistic simulation does not include the uncertainties related to the selection of 
conceptual and mathematical models. The selection of these models is done in a 
conservative manner and therefore the resulting annual radiation dose rates would be 
lower if an alternative conceptual model was used. 
 
The parameter values vary for two main reasons. First, there is uncertainty within the 
parameter values. For example, the concrete disintegration rate is distributed because of 
uncertainties in the concrete composition and chemical properties of the groundwater. 
Also, the lack of knowledge concerning the degradation processes contributes to the 
uncertainty of disintegration rate. This uncertainty can be reduced by specifying the 
composition more accurately or by obtaining more information about the degradation 
processes. The second reason is the variability. For instance, the flow velocity in a 
fracture can be considered to be a distributed parameter, because all the possible flow 
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paths are reduced to a single transport path in the far-field model. This variability 
cannot be reduced by further measurements or other means. 
 
These two reasons, uncertainty and variability, are here lumped together as they both 
reflect the fact that the precise value at given time is not known beforehand. Hence a 
probability distribution of a parameter is a combination of both the uncertainty and 
variability. This total uncertainty is then used in the probabilistic simulation. Although 
the two variability and uncertainty are combined this way, the different origins of total 
uncertainty should not be forgotten. 
 
The probabilistic simulation is mathematically based on the Monte Carlo method, which 
uses repeated random sampling such that the resulting distribution can be estimated and 
the confidence levels determined with a high probability.  
 
Whenever the model includes time-dependent distributed parameters, the results 
obtained using the probabilistic modelling may be risk diluted. This is because the 
annual dose rate maxima calculated using the different parameter values do not 
necessarily overlap. Because the lower confidence levels are not highest value at each 
time point, the non-overlapping maxima may be missed while determining the 
confidence levels. Especially, the risk dilution causes the resulting confidence levels to 
be lower compared to a case where the time-dependent parameters are not distributed. 
Hence the initially conservative step of moving the probability mass of a time-
dependent parameter into the conservative direction may actually decrease the annual 
dose rates obtained using the probabilistic calculation (NEA 1997). Nevertheless, the 
distributed time-dependent phenomena may be needed, because the uncertainty related 
to these phenomena may be considered large. 
 
In this analysis, the time-dependent distributed possibly causing risk dilution is the 
degradation rate of the concrete basin. Because the radioactivity from the concrete basin 
diffuses through the basin wall before the concrete degradation and the diffusion 
accelerates during the degradation, the resulting annual dose rates in each calculation 
case are expected to overlap and therefore the risk dilution is not expected to affect the 
results of the probabilistic simulations.   

6.2 Mathematical models 

The mathematical models described below are included in a computer program 
PRONEFA (Probabilistic Near- and Far-field Model), which has been in developed at 
Fortum. The program uses numerical methods for calculating the near-field 
concentration and an analytical solution of the far-field equations. Finally, the released, 
migrated and diluted radioactivity levels are multiplied by the radiation dose conversion 
factors in order to achieve the final results. 

6.2.1 Near-field 

For simplicity each nuclide is considered separately because no interactions between 
different nuclides are expected. Thus, for a single nuclide, the conceptual near-field 
model consisting of nested or adjacent compartments can be mathematically described 
using the following set of equations: 
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where Ni is the total radioactivity of a single radionuclide in compartment i (Bq), is 
the radioactive decay constant (1/a), Qi is the water flow rate from compartment i to 
compartment i+1 (m³/a), Ci is the concentration of the radionuclides in the water of 
compartment i (Bq/m³), Jd,i is the diffusive radioactivity flux across the concrete wall i 
(Bq/a) and t is the time (a). 
 
The first terms in the Equations (6-1) describe the radionuclide decay. The next terms, 
i.e. the terms containing QiCi model the water flow between the spaces and out from the 
L/ILW hall. The underlying assumption is that the concentration inside each space is 
evenly distributed.  
 
The remaining terms in the right hand side of the Equations (6-1) describe the diffusion 
across the concrete wall. The diffusion rate can be derived staring from the diffusion 
equation 
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where Cp is the concentration in the concrete pore water (Bq/m3). The apparent 
diffusion coefficient (m2/a) is defined as  
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where p is the porosity of the concrete, is the density of the concrete (kg/m3) and d 
the distribution coefficient between concrete and water (m3/kg). The diffusion 
coefficient in the rock matrix water Dp is defined as 

 20 


DD p  . (6-4) 

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient in free water (m2/s); is the constrictivity factor 
describing the amount of bottlenecks in the medium along the diffusion path (-); andis 
the tortuosity factor, which is a measure of the diffusion length along the diffusion 
path (-).  
 
The derivation the diffusion Equation (6-2) is based on the mass balance and Fick's first 
law and considering that the diffusion through surface element occurs only via concrete 
pore water whereas the total concentration also includes the absorbed amount of 
radioactivity in concrete (see e.g. (Rasilainen 1997)). 
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Considering a one-dimensional case, the radioactivity concentration in the porewater is 
coupled to the concentration on both sides of the wall. Thus the boundary and initial 
conditions can be given 
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where Li is the thickness of the concrete wall i (m), Ci and Ci+1 are the radioactivity 
concentrations inside and outside the concrete wall i (Bq/m3), respectively.  
  
The Equation (6-2) with initial and boundary conditions given in Equation (6-5) can be 
solved using Laplace transform, which gives the resulting concentration profile of 
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where erfc is the complementary error function defined as 
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The radioactivity flux across the concrete wall (i.e. the flux across the outer surface) is 
given by 
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where Jd,i is the radioactivity flux across the wall i (Bq/a) and Ai is the area of the 
concrete wall i (m2). 
 
The effective diffusion coefficient, defined as  

 pe DD
p

 , (6-9) 

takes into account the fact that the diffusion effectively occurs only via pore surface 
area of the concrete. Note that as time elapses ( t ) the erfc approaches the value 
of 1 and the Equation (6-8) becomes linear. This also reflects the fact that for the 
sorbing nuclides the radioactivity concentration in the solid phase becomes saturated 
and does not effectively reduce the diffusion rate.  
 
The concentration in compartment i is calculated from  
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where Vi is the water volume compartment i. The retardation factor (Ri) can be written 
as 
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where mr,i and mc,i are the masses of crushed rock and concrete in compartment i (kg) 
and Kd,r and Kd,c are the mass distribution coefficient between water and rock/concrete 
(m³/kg). 
 
The mass distribution coefficient is defined as 

 ,
solution

solid
d C

CK =  (6-12) 

where Kd is the mass based distribution coefficient (m3/kg), Csolid is the amount of 
absorbed radioactivity per mass (Bq/kg), and Csolution is the amount of radioactivity in 
the water (Bq/m3). 
 
The Kd values are commonly determined experimentally using samples of crushed rock. 
The distribution coefficients vary greatly between different elements and also between 
different groundwater conditions. 
 
The concrete wall consists of layers with different disintegration rates, mostly because 
the concrete disintegration rate inside the concrete basin is lower than outside the 
concrete basin. This is because the water exchange rate outside the basin is significantly 
higher.  
 
A schematic description of the near-field release model is presented in Figure 6-4. The 
diffusion rate is dependent on the concentration in the compartments (Ci), the diffusion 
coefficient in concrete (Dc), concrete wall thickness (Lc) and total area of the concrete 
wall (Ac). The advection rate only depends on concentration (Ci) and the near-field flow 
rates (Qi), which can be time-dependent.  
 

 
 
Figure 6-4. Schematic of the radionuclide release model in the near-field. The  
compartment 1 is located inside the concrete basin and the compartment 2 in the L/ILW 
hall. The diffusion through concrete wall is illustrated as green arrow. The radioactivity 
release from the compartment 2 is illustrated with blue arrow. 
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6.2.2 Far-field 

6.2.2.1 Far-field equations 

The transport in the fracture for a single nuclide can be described with the following 
equations (Tang et al. 1982): 
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(6-13) 

 (6-14) 

where  
 Cf(x,t) is the concentration of the radionuclide in the fracture water (mol/m³), 
 Cp(x,y,t)is the concentration in the rock matrix water (mol/m³), 
 Rp is the retardation factor in the rock matrix (-), 
 Df is the longitudinal dispersion coefficient (m²/a), 
 De is the effective diffusion coefficient in the rock matrix (m²/a), 
 Dp is the diffusion coefficient in the rock matrix water (m2/a), 
 is the porosity of the rock matrix (-), 
 v is the velocity of the flowing water in the fracture (m/a), 
 2b is the fracture aperture (m) 
 x is the coordinate along the fracture (m), and  
 y is the coordinate perpendicular to the fracture (m). 
 

The terms in the right hand side in the Equation (6-13) describe the following 
phenomena: 

 longitudinal dispersion in the fracture network, 
 transport with water flow in the fracture, 
 radioactive decay, and  
 transport of concentration between fracture and rock matrix water. 

 
Furthermore, the retardation factor Rp takes in to account the sorption into rock matrix. 
 
Respectively, the terms in the right hand side of the Equation (6-14) describe the 
following phenomena: 

 diffusion in the rock matrix water according the Fick's second law and 
 radioactive decay. 

The sorption inside in the rock matrix is taken into account in the retardation factor Rp.  
 

The retardation factor is in the far-field defined as: 
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where Kd is the distribution coefficient in the rock matrix (m³/kg) and  is the density of 
the rock matrix (kg/m³). 
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In the Equations (6-13) and  (6-14) the sorption into fracture surface is not taken into 
account. Usually, the determination of surface distribution coefficients is based on the 
approximation that all the surfaces of the rock are equally sorbing and on the estimation 
of the surface areas. The measured distribution coefficients are then scaled according to 
estimated surface areas. However, the uncertainties related to this method might be 
large and therefore it is not included in the model. Based on the calculations using the 
surface distribution coefficients obtained from previous analysis for power plant wastes, 
the effect of sorption in fracture surface was not found to be significant compared to 
matrix diffusion and sorption on rock matrix. 

6.2.2.2 Solution for far-field equations 

The solution of Equations (6-13) and  (6-14) can be solved with the following boundary 
conditions. The source term is located at x = 0 and the concentration of the source term 
constant except for the radioactive decay. Mathematically, this can be expressed as 

 t
f eCtC  0),0( , 0t , (6-16) 

where C0 is the initial concentration. In the fracture, the concentration diminishes 
towards infinity and the second boundary condition reads 

   0,  tC f , 0t . (6-17) 

The rock matrix boundary conditions are the concentration equality at the rock edge for 
both the fracture and rock matrix 

    txCtbxCp ,,, f , 0x and 0t , (6-18) 

and zero concentration in the infinity 

   0,,  txCp , 0x  and 0t . (6-19) 

The model consisting of Equations (6-13) and (6-14) and boundary conditions (6-16)-
(6-19) can be analytically solved with the assumption that initially there is no 
concentration in the fracture or in the beck rock, i.e.  

   00, xC f , 0x , (6-20) 

and 

   00,, yxC f , 0x  , by  . (6-21) 

 
General analytical solution in the fracture with the longitudinal dispersion greater than 
zero is given by Tang et al. (1982). However, due to the relatively low WL/Q-ratio (see 
Section 7.3.6), the effect of longitudal dispersion was considered to be insignificant. 
Therefore the effect of the longitudal dispersion is omitted. 
 
When the longitudinal dispersion has been set to zero the solution becomes  
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where the Heaviside's step function is defined as  
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The Heaviside’s step function guarantees that the concentration does not reach the well 
before the minimum flow time from L/ILW hall into the well.  
 
The Equation (6-22) can be rearranged to in the following manner:   
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Considering that 
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the solution used in this work is very similar to the one used by Posiva (Posiva 2008b): 
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 (6-26) 

The WL/Q ratio gives the ratio between half of the flow wetted surface and the flow 
ratio. Thus, the WL/Q ratio describes how strongly the nuclides diffuse into the rock 
matrix.  
 
The properties of the solution in Equation (6-26) will be discussed more in Section 
8.6.5.  

6.2.3 The radioactivity concentration in well water 

The radioactivity flow into the well follows from the mass flow rate out from the L/ILW 
hall, but the effect of migration in the bedrock must be also accounted for. The mass 
flow rate out from the L/ILW hall can be expressed as 

 )()()( tQtCtm outhallhall  , (6-27) 

where hallm  is the mass flow rate from the L/ILW hall (Bq/a), Chall is the concentration 

in the L/ILW hall water outside the concrete basin (Bq/m3) and Qout is the flow rate 
from the L/ILW hall into the bedrock (m3/a). 
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The solution given for the far-field equations (Equation (6-26)) represents a leakage 
beginning at a time t = 0 and continuing thereafter infinitely. The concentration in the 
fracture resulting from a leakage with finite duration lasting from ti until ti+1 can be 
calculated by subtracting the amount of leakage occurring after the time ti+1 and starting 
the leakage at time ti. Mathematically this can be written as  

         .)( 11   ifiifihalli ttCttttCtmtm   (6-28) 

Because the concentration in the L/ILW varies with respect to time, the initial 
concentration consists of multiple, relatively short pulses. Therefore the total 
concentration at a given time can be written as 

      , 
i

ii tttmtm   (6-29) 

where )(tm  is the total radioactivity mass flow rate from the L/ILW hall at well distance 
and at time t (Bq/a). 
 
Assuming that all the water from the L/ILW hall discharges in a well, the radioactivity 
concentration is the well water is obtained by diluting all radioactive substances from 
the L/ILW hall into annual yield of the well 
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where Cwell is the radioactivity concentration in the well water (Bq/m3) and Qwell is the 
yield of the well (m3/a). 
 
The annual radiation dose rates for humans are then calculated by applying the dose rate 
conversion factors and summing over all the nuclides. Thus, the total dose rate from the 
radioactivity released in a well is 

 
n

nnwellwell DtCtE )()( ,
  (6-31) 

where wellE  is the total annual dose rate from the well water (mSv/a), Cwell,n the 

radioactivity concentration of nuclide n in the well water (Bq/m3) and Dn the radiation 
dose conversion factor for nuclide n ((mSv/a)/(Bq/m3)) determined by the well 
scenarios. 
 
The summation in the equation runs over all the nuclides considered in Equation (6-31) 
the analysis. 

6.2.4 Probabilistic simulation 

The probabilistic simulation consist of the following stages: sampling of the input 
values according to their distributions, running the program with the sampled values 
and, after a desired number of time-dependent results have been calculated, 
determination of the confidence limits. The confidence limits give portion of the output 
results that remain under the confidence level. For instance, the 95 % confidence level 
states that 95 % of the output values sampled according to the given input parameter 
distributions remain under the 95 % confidence limit. 
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6.2.4.1 The probability distributions and their sampling 

Naturally, the calculated output values depend on the chosen probability distributions 
for the input parameters. In the analysis the probability distributions are chosen to be 
either logarithmic normal (lognormal) or uniform. However, it should be emphasized 
that the choice of the probability distributions is not unambiguous. The justification for 
the selection of the probability distributions is given below. 
 
The lognormal distribution can be used to describe phenomena that have high standard 
deviation compared to the mean. If the normal distribution were used in those cases, 
negative values would be expected. The lognormal distribution describes well e.g. 
strengths of materials and it is commonly encountered across sciences (Limpert 2001). 
Unlike the normal distribution, the lognormal distribution is skewed to the right 
allowing higher probabilities for values that are outside few standard deviations from 
the mean. 
 
According to our analyses, the use of lognormal distributions produces more 
conservative results than truncated distribution functions (i.e. when the values 
exceeding the conservative values are prohibited) in the highest confidence limits. This 
follows directly from the fact that truncated distribution functions do not allow values 
higher/lower than the conservative value. Based on these considerations, the lognormal 
function was found to describe most uncertainty distributions best.  
 
When the random variable follows logarithmic normal distribution, X ~ LogN(,), its 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is 
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or, inversely, 

     12erf2expexp 1   Fx  .  (6-33) 

The parameter selections used in this case are 

  rvln  and 
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ln . (6-34) 

The (+)-sign should be used whenever the conservative value (cv) is larger than the 
realistic value (rv), the (-)-sign in other cases. The selection of the conservative and 
realistic values is based on expert judgment.  The consequence of this selection is the 
same as in case of normally distributed input parameter: 
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Thus, the conservative value is not an upper (lower) limit for the value and a higher 
(lower) value can be obtained with a small probability. Therefore, the annual dose rate 
calculated with randomly selected values may exceed the conservative value, which 
presents the highest value with a high probability. An example of lognormal distribution 
has been visualized in Figure 6-5 (a). 
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The sampling of the input values according to their distributions is realized by choosing 
a random number between 0 and 1 and assigning that value for F in Equation (6-33) and 
by calculating the value for x. 

 
Figure 6-5. Examples of lognormal and uniform distributions and how the realistic and 
conservative values relate to these distributions. 

The uniform distribution is used in cases, where explicit lower and upper bounds can be 
safely determined. Also the uniform distribution gives the same distribution around 
mean and endpoints and no particular value has a higher probability. In this report the 
uniform distribution is only used in the near-field water flow distributions. 
 
For a uniformly distributed random variable X ~ U(a,b) the CDF can be written as 
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Inversely, when the CDF points are known, the corresponding random variable points 
can be calculated from 

   aFabx  . (6-37) 

For those input parameters that are assumed to be uniformly distributed, the distribution 
parameters are selected simply as 

 lba , ubb ,. (6-38) 

where lb and ub stand for lower bound value and upper bound value, respectively. From 
this selection it follows 

 0)lb( F , 1)ub( F . (6-39) 

In the calculations the following selection has been used: 

 cv=lb,  rv=
2

1
(lb + ub). (6-40) 

An example of uniform distribution has been visualized in Figure 6-5 (b). The lower 
bound is chosen as the conservative value, since the concentration remains higher when 
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the near-field water flow out from the L/ILW hall is lower. The sampling procedure is 
similar as described in the case of the lognormal distribution. 

6.2.4.2 Evaluation of the confidence levels 

The confidence levels are evaluated using Wilks' method (Wilks 1941, 1942). The 
method can be used to evaluate the confidence levels of any continuous distribution. No 
further assumptions about the distribution are needed. Here, the method is applied to all 
time points separately. However, in order to simplify the notation, the following 
paragraphs consider only a single time point. 
 
Let us assume that the annual dose rate distribution function produced by the program is 
f(x) which can be safely assumed to be continuous. For a confidence level a, the 
confidence limit xa is defined as  

  ax
adxxf

0
)( . (6-41) 

The goal is to form an estimate for the confidence limit ax~ , such that the estimate 

exceeds the true confidence limit ax with the probability p.  

 
In order to establish the estimate, the program is run N times with randomly selected 
input parameters in order to create a sufficient number samples. The samples are sorted 
into ascending order and labeled as X1, X2,…, XN. The probability that there are exactly i 
values below the true confidence limit xa is given by binomial distribution 
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The binomial coefficient is defined as 
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If Xi lies above the confidence limit xa, then there are at least i-1 values below xa. 
Therefore, the probability 
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gives the total probability for obtaining ai xX  . The case j=0 corresponds to a situation 

where all the samples exceed the confidence limit. The estimate for the confidence limit 
can be established by setting ia Xx ~ . Now, the corresponding probability for any 

combination of i, N and a can be found by using Equation (6-44).  
 
By choosing the highest value, i.e. i=N, the probability can be found to be 
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This can be used to find the minimum number of runs with a certain probability and 
confidence level (Glaeser 2008).  
 
However, more accurate results can be obtained by choosing i < N with the cost of some 
additional runs (Ahn 2010). In the calculations the probability of the confidence limit 
been chosen to be p=0.99. In Table 6-1 several values for i has been tabulated with 
respect to the total number of runs. 
 
Table 6-1. Numerical values for i with different combinations of N and with the 
probability of p=0.99. 

  Total number of samples N 

Confidence level a 100 200 500 1000 
0.99 - - 500 998 
0.95 100 197 487 966 
0.9 97 190 466 922 

0.75 86 165 398 782 
0.5 63 117 277 538 

0.25 36 66 149 283 

 
The probabilistic simulations in this report are run with a sample size of 1000. Thus, the 
95 % confidence limit obtained by taking 966th highest value at all time points. 
 
In brief, using Wilks' method, the calculation of the confidence levels with a certain 
probability is straightforward. After calculation of the N samples, the samples are sorted 
into ascending order and the estimates for the confidence limits are determined for each 
of the time points separately. 

6.2.4.3 Distributed parameters in the model 

In this section, the distributed parameters used in the model are summarized. Lognormal 
distribution is used to describe most of the distributed parameters. The parameters 
related to near-field flow are characterized using uniform distribution, because the 
realistic and the conservative values are relatively closely-spaced and explicit upper and 
lower bounds established with more confidence compared to other parameters.  
 
The flow-related parameters are connected in the probabilistic simulation. Therefore, 
the water flow between compartments Qi and WL/Q-ratio are sample from the same 
probability level. Physically this means that a high near-field water flow rate results in 
high velocity of water flowing in the fracture and also higher portion of water in the 
well originating from L/ILW hall. This helps to avoid unphysical calculation cases. The 
yield of the well is assumed to independent of the groundwater flow rates transporting 
water from the L/ILW hall into the well. The distributed parameters and correlations to 
other parameters are summarized in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2. Distributed parameters and their most conservative values in probabilistic 
simulation. The conservative value in the near-field water flow rates is low, but since 
they are connected to the far-field flow and to the tracer, the larger value is used in the 
conservative calculations.   
 

Symbol Parameter Used in 
Conservative 

value 
Distribution 

type 
Correlation to 

Qi 
Water flow rate inside 
L/ILW hall  

Near-field Low Uniform WL/Q 

rbet 
Disintegration rate of 
concrete wall layers 

Near-field Large Lognormal - 

WL/Q WL/Q-ratio Far-field Small Lognormal Qi 

Kd,r 
Distribution coefficients 
between water and 
crushed rock 

Near-field Small Lognormal - 

Kd,c 
Distribution coefficients 
between water and 
concrete  

Near-field Small Lognormal - 

Kd 
Distribution coefficient in 
the fracture 

Far-field Small Lognormal - 
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7 SELECTION OF PARAMETERS 

The seventh chapter of this report defines the parameters used in the calculations and 
the supplemental calculations in the base scenario. It focuses on the reasoning of the 
selected values and defines the multi-target approach, to attain sufficient conservatism 
although avoiding excess conservatism at the same time in the selection of the 
parameters. In the beginning of this chapter, the results of the groundwater flow analysis 
are presented and the concrete disintegration model is introduced. Thereafter, the 
parameters related to the near- and far-field models are presented.  

7.1 Groundwater flow analysis 

The results of the groundwater flow model are used while determining 
 the radioactivity transport inside and out from the L/ILW hall in the near-field 

model and 
 the most probable locations of the dug and drilled wells. 

 
The migration in the bedrock is not determined using the equivalent porous medium 
(EPM) model but using different, fracture based approach which is described in Section 
7.3.6. The groundwater flow inside the L/ILW hall determines the rate of radioactivity 
released from the hall through the bedrock into the well and thus it is one of the major 
factors affecting the annual radiation dose rate. 

7.1.1 Modelling approach 

The groundwater modelling was conducted with porous media model with commercial 
Ansys Fluent 13.0 code. Tetrahedral calculation grid with 5.2 million cells was 
generated for the simulation. The cell volumes varied between under 10 m3 in the 
ONKALO area and over 1000 m3 further away. 
 
Modelling was conducted as steady-state simulation with constant boundary conditions. 
The effects of the salinity, land uplift and decay heat were neglected for following 
reasons: 

 Based on measurements there is no clear interface between the fresh and saline 
groundwater, but deep layer of brackish water exists. (Pitkänen et al. 2007, 
Palmén et al. 2004). Since the important phenomena occur less than 200 meters 
below the sea level, the simulation is conducted with constant water density.  

 The changes of the groundwater flow due to the land uplift are very slow; it 
takes hundreds or even thousands of years before the flow field is notably 
changed. As the variations in the ONKALO area remain the same, the effect of 
the land uplift to the flow rates and routes to and from the L/ILW hall are 
considered to be negligible. 

 The effect of the decay heat to the flow rates in the site area has been previously 
analyzed by Löfman & Poteri (2008). They found, that the decay heat increased 
the flow rates in the spent fuel repository level approximately 20 %. Thus the 
thermal effects of the spent fuel repository for the used fuel are neglected in this 
study. 
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Model was validated against pressure measurements made before and during the 
excavations of the ONKALO. In the final simulation cases all the excavated tunnels and 
halls were considered to be backfilled. 

7.1.2 Model geometry 

Modelled area covers all of the Olkiluoto Island. It is 10 km x 6.5 km stretched outside 
the bounding lineaments. The depth of the model is 2 km.  
 
The modelled geometry includes the already excavated ONKALO and the L/ILW hall 
extension according to the 2009 layout plan (Kirkkomäki 2010). Also simplified 
geometry of the spent fuel repository was included in the model. 
 
The initial fracture zone geometry employed in this study is from Vaittinen (2011). The 
thickness of the fracture zones was modified for modelling purposes. The fracture zones 
HZ20A and HZ20B were unified as one fracture zone. Similar treatment was made for 
the fracture zones HZ19A, HZ19B and HZ19C. The final fracture zone geometry used 
in this study includes 9 fracture zones and 5 lineaments surrounding the Olkiluoto 
Island. The fracture zones are presented in Figure 7-1. The volume outside the fracture 
zones is modelled as one large continuum with depth dependent properties. 

 
Figure 7-1. Location of the fracture zones in the groundwater flow model. 
 

7.1.3 Material properties and boundary conditions 

The material properties of the fracture zones were achieved from Vaittinen et al. (2011). 
The backfill of the ONKALO and the spent fuel repository were between 1·10-7 m/s and 
1·10-9 m/s (Posiva 2012d). For the L/ILW hall water conductivity of 1·10-4 m/s was 
selected. It was assumed that the material properties of the bedrock near the excavated 
tunnels and halls due to the excavated damage zones were normalized after the 
backfilling.  
 
The simulation was conducted with constant boundary conditions. For the top boundary 
condition pressure head simulated with surface model (Karvonen 2008, 2009) was used. 
For the vertical and bottom boundaries no-flow condition was applied. 
 
The selection of the well types and locations depends on the considered scenario. In the 
base scenario no bore wells are considered, but instead a shallow dug well is placed in a 
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location where the most of the water from the L/ILW hall naturally discharges. In the 
variant scenario 1, deep bore wells are assumed to be drilled in altogether three 
locations such that they intersect fracture zones HZ19, HZ20 or HZ21 in the bedrock. 
The locations of the bore wells and their distance from the L/ILW hall are shown in 
Figure 7-2.  

 

 
Figure 7-2. The locations of the modelled bore wells. The locations of the bore wells 
(bw) are located such that bw01 intersects the fracture HZ21, bw02 HZ20 and bw03 
HZ19 at a depth of about 100 m. The existing wells are marked with red circles, but 
they are not included in the groundwater flow analysis. (Rämä 2012) 

The bore wells were considered to be bored to the depth of 100 meters below sea level. 
For each bore well location a small bore well for the use of one family (yield of 
1.5 m3/day) and a large bore well for the use of small community (yield of 20 m3/day) 
were considered. The only difference between these bore wells is thus the amount of 
water drawn from the well. 

7.1.4 Summary of the groundwater flow results  

The flow direction in the sparsely fractured rock around ONKALO is mostly 
downwards. At the upper levels boundary condition has greater effect to the flow, but 
deeper in the bedrock water flows downwards in the ONKALO area. Fracture zones 
have clear effect to the flow field; flow turns to the direction of the fracture zones. The 
Darcy velocity describes the groundwater flow in term of fluxes, not taking into account 
the porosity of the bedrock. An example of the Darcy velocities in the Southwest- 
Northeast plane intersecting the L/ILW hall is given in Figure 7-5.  
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Figure 7-3. Darcy velocities [m/s] on plane S-N.  

The most significant fracture zones regarding this study are nearly horizontal fracture 
zones HZ19 and HZ20 intersecting the ONKALO. Fracture zone HZ19 locates near the 
surface and it transports water mostly eastwards, Figure 7-4.  
 

 
Figure 7-4. Darcy velocity [m/s] at the fracture zone HZ19. 
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ONKALO supplies water to the fracture zone HZ19. The flow direction is mostly 
westwards west from ONKALO and eastwards east from ONKALO. At the fracture 
zone HZ19 no clear downward flow is to be seen.  
 
ONKALO has similar impact to the fracture zone HZ20; it brings water also acting as a 
flow divider, see Figure 7-5. 

 
Figure 7-5. Darcy velocity [m/s] at the fracture zone HZ20. 

Fracture zone HZ20 transports water mainly downwards, but the near the surface also 
upwards. Upward flow is significant especially at the topmost part of the fracture zone. 
At the depth of -300 meters, where HZ20 intersects ONKALO, the dominant flow 
directions are vertically downwards and horizontally to east and west along the fracture 
zone. 
 
The downward flow along the ONKALO tunnels and shafts supplies water into L/ILW 
hall, as the hall has higher water conductivity than other backfilled parts. Therefore, in 
all of the considered scenarios, the groundwater flow inside the L/ILW hall is directed 
from the hall entrance towards the back of the hall as shown in Figure 7-6. Thus, the 
radionuclides are not assumed to migrate towards the entrance of the hall, because the 
advective flow is considered greater than the diffusion. 
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Figure 7-6. A schematic illustration of the main groundwater flow paths near the L/ILW 
hall in the base and variant scenarios. The figure is modified from Kirkkomäki (2010) 
and the groundwater flow directions are obtained from Rämä (2012). In the L/ILW hall 
the groundwater flow is directed from the hall entrance into the back of the hall.  

The flow rates through the L/ILW hall in each of the considered well cases are 
summarized in Table 7-1. The base scenario considers only one shallow dug well 
(sw01) which is located 620 meters from the L/ILW hall. The distances between deep 
bore well locations (bw01-bw03) and the L/ILW hall vary from 260 m to over 2000 m. 
Because of the large distances from the L/ILW hall, there is no discharge route from the 
L/ILW hall to the bw02 and bw03 even when the large bore well is considered. These 
wells get most of the water from the fracture zones HZ20 and HZ21, respectively. As 
the bore well bw03 is the only bore well to which flow route from the L/ILW hall exists, 
it is chosen to present the bore wells in the variant scenario with bore wells.  
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Table 7-1. Summary of groundwater flow routes through the L/ILW hall, the distances 
from the L/ILW hall and the annual intakes of the wells. The shallow wells and bore 
well locations bw01 and bw02 do not affect the groundwater flow through the L/ILW 
hall. In the bore well location bw0 the large bore well slightly increases the amount of 
water flowing through the L/ILW hall but the small bore well has no visible effect. 
(Rämä 2012) 

Well 
Flow through the 
L/ILW hall (m3/a) 

Distance from L/ILW hall 
(m) 

Annual intake  
(m3/d) 

sw01 0.20 620 500 

bw01_small 0.20 2200 500 

bw01_large 0.20 2200 7200 

bw02_small 0.20 767 500 

bw02_large 0.20 767 7200 

bw03_small 0.20 258 500 

bw03_large 0.22 258 7200 

7.1.5 Results of the base scenario 

In the base scenario a shallow dug well is considered. The detailed groundwater flow 
rates in the near-field are shown in Figure 7-7. The great majority of the groundwater 
enters the L/ILW hall via hall entrance. Roughly one third of the water entering the 
L/ILW hall exists already from the first compartment and the remainder exists from the 
second compartment. The flow rate into the L/ILW hall via fractures in the bedrock is 
very small because the pressure caused by the large flow from ONKALO most drives 
the groundwater out from the L/ILW hall. The flow paths from the L/ILW hall into 
sw01 are visualized in Figure 7-8 showing that almost all the water flow relatively 
straight to the sw01. 
 

 
 
Figure 7-7. The groundwater flow rates in the L/ILW hall in the base scenario after the 
hall is being filled with groundwater. (Rämä 2012) 
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Figure 7-8. Location and the distance from the L/ILW hall to the shallow well sw01 as 
well as the pathlines from the L/ILW hall into the well area sw01.  

In the probabilistic simulation, the flow rate through the L/ILW hall is selected to be 
uniformly distributed, with the upper bound being 130 % and the lower bound being 
70 % of the realistic values which are given below. The uncertainties reflect mostly the 
variability related to bedrock properties surrounding L/ILW hall. The near-field flow 
rate is sampled from the same probability level as the WL/Q-ratio.  
 
The conservative selection corresponds to a higher groundwater flow rate, because then 
the amount of groundwater flowing from the L/ILW hall into the well is also greater. 
On the other hand, a large near-field flow rate transports the radioactivity from the 
L/ILW hall more effectively and thus the radioactivity concentrations in the hall in the 
conservative case might be lower than in the realistic case at a later stage. Nevertheless, 
the higher selection for the flow rates in the L/ILW hall produces higher annual 
radiation dose rates.  

7.1.6 Results of deep bore well bw03 

The drilling and use of deep bore wells alters the groundwater flow field as they draw 
water from the bedrock. The bw03 is located between the L/ILW hall and the sw01, 
where most of the waters originating from the L/ILW hall naturally discharge.  
 
The drilling of the bore well is, according to YVL Guide D.5 (draft), assumed to take 
place after the administrational time of 200 years. Therefore, the flow rates in the 
L/ILW hall during the first 200 years are as in the base scenario. As the well is drilled, 
the groundwater flow velocities in the bedrock surrounding the well are changed within 
a short period of time. A similar change occurs also in the flow rates though the L/ILW 
hall, even though the time period for the change may be longer.  
 
The near-field flow rates and the flow velocities in the bedrock for bw03_small are in 
practice identical to those of the base scenario (see Figure 7-7), because the small yield 
of the well does not affect the groundwater flow in the L/ILW hall 200 m away. In the 
case of bw03_large, the groundwater flow rates are slightly increased due to larger 
amount of water drawn from the bedrock and they are shown in Figure 7-9.                                         
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Figure 7-9. The groundwater flow rates in the L/ILW hall with the bw03_large after the 
administrational control time has ended. (Rämä 2012) 

7.2 Concrete disintegration rate 

The design of the L/ILW hall is based on the assumption that most of the radioactivity 
is initially placed inside the concrete basin. Therefore, the concrete disintegration rate in 
the L/ILW hall conditions has a significant impact on the radionuclide release rates. 
Also, the YVL Guide D.5 (draft) states that the effective containment provided by the 
engineered barriers shall be at least 500 years after the closure in the case of short-lived 
waste. 
 
This part of the analysis aims to estimate the life-time of the concrete basin in the 
expected environmental loadings using chemical degradation models. In addition, some 
aspects of mechanical degradation are covered. Experimental results of concrete 
durability are also reviewed and discussed. The aim is to establish a degradation model, 
which describes the physical reality with sufficient degree of accuracy, and to estimate 
the degradation rate. The concrete basin is assumed to be made of Ordinary Portland 
Cement (OPC).  

7.2.1 Chemical degradation 

Chemical degradation includes chemical reactions that weaken the durability of the 
concrete and also dissolution of chemical compounds into groundwater.  The reactions 
can be induced by transportation of compounds into and out from the concrete, but they 
can also occur spontaneously. Eventually, the reactions will cause concrete to lose its 
mechanical strength, i.e. degrade. The main chemical degradation mechanism is the 
dissolution of the major cement components. The precipitation of secondary minerals 
must also be taken into account. 

7.2.1.1 Concrete leaching 

The most significant chemical degradation mechanism in concrete is leaching, which 
means that dissolved ions are transported from concrete into the groundwater (Heikola 
2008). At the same time, secondary minerals can be precipitated and further dissolved 
as the chemical environment changes. Leaching induces changes in the cement 
chemistry and structure. Leaching is a multi-step process and it varies according to the 
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concrete composition, the groundwater aggression, temperature and groundwater flow 
rate. 
 
The first step of leaching of concrete is the dissolution of alkali and potassium 
hydroxides. These have negligible effect on concrete strength but their dissolution 
enables the dissolution of calcium hydroxides such as portlandite. After all the 
portlandite has been dissolved, the calcium silicate hydrates (CSH-gels) start dissolving 
into the groundwater. At this stage, the concrete pH is lowered significantly and the 
concrete can be considered partly degraded, i.e. it has lost part of its mechanical 
strength. After all the CSH-gels are removed from concrete it can be considered fully 
degraded. The process has been illustrated in Figure 7-10. Low pH cements have 
typically little portlandite-type materials and they can be considered to be chemically 
similar to the CSH-phase of ordinary cements.  
 

 
 

Figure 7-10. Schematic evolution of pore solution pH in a sulphate resistant concrete 
with respect to time (from Cau Dit Coumes et al. 2006). The time scale is logarithmic.   

7.2.1.2 Formation of expansive products 

Chemical degrading includes physical damage caused by chemical reactions creating 
products that occupy larger volume than the initial substances. An example of 
expansion in concrete is sulphate attack. During the attack, the portlandite and 
aluminate phases react with sulphate and create insoluble and expansive products. The 
expansive products include gypsum and ettringite, both of which can cause cracking of 
concrete and reduce the lifetime of the concrete significantly. The sulphate attack can be 
prevented or significantly reduced by using high quality concrete and cement with low 
amounts of tricalciumaluminate, C3A (Heikola 2008, Leivo 1997). The L/ILW hall is 
located at the depth where the Olkiluoto groundwater has a sulphate maximum, which is 
close to 600 mg/L (Figure 7-28 in Posiva 2009).  
 
Also the expansive corrosion products of the concrete reinforcement bars can severely 
damage the concrete surrounding the reinforcement bars. A so-called chloride attack 
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accelerates the chloride corrosion rate (Poulsen & Mejlbro 2006). After the chloride 
concentration reaches a specific threshold in the concrete at the depth of the metal bars, 
the corrosion may be initiated. The corrosion rate of the reinforcement bars depends on 
multiple factors, but time needed to damage the surrounding concrete is usually 
relatively short compared to the overall life-time of the concrete. Because the expansion 
of the corrosion products can severely damage the integrity of the concrete, the chloride 
ingress may be a substantial factor affecting the concrete lifetime.  

7.2.1.3 Self-sealing 

Calcium leached from the concrete may precipitate into the surface of the concrete. 
When the calcium comes in contact with carbon dioxide, it forms calcite at the interface 
between concrete and groundwater. This causes the porosity of the concrete to be 
reduced locally thus reducing the effective diffusion coefficient. However, this 
phenomenon cannot be taken into account due to the uncertainties concerning self-
sealing especially considering the length of the relevant timescales.  

7.2.2  Mechanical degrading 

In underground conditions, concrete is protected from most mechanical degrading 
mechanisms. Annual thermal expansion and shrinking are absent and the abrasive forces 
are negligible. Additionally, damage caused by radiation and biological factors is 
negligible. This section focuses on two effects, namely freezing and mechanical wear.  
 
Despite the lack of short-term (annual) thermal changes deep underground, the long-
term changes occurring during the permafrost periods in the base scenario may cause 
mechanical degradation. When a wet concrete experiences multiple freeze/thaw cycles, 
its mechanical durability may decrease. According to most recent permafrost analysis, 
the permafrost is not expected to reach the depth of -200 m before 50,000 years after 
present (see Section 4.3). The estimated concrete life-time (roughly 30,000 years) is 
much shorter than 50,000 years and, therefore, the effects of freezing/thawing are 
neglected while considering the concrete durability in the L/ILW hall. 
 
The flow of the groundwater could - in principle - cause flow erosion during extremely 
long timescales. Due to the extremely slow groundwater flow rate in the hall (velocity 
below 1 m/a), the effect of groundwater flow can be considered negligible, because the 
molecular energy of the groundwater flow cannot disintegrate molecules from the 
concrete surface (Horszczaruk 2004).  
 
The mechanical stress caused by the surrounding bedrock can fracture the concrete. For 
example, an earthquake could damage the concrete and reduce its barrier function. 
Earthquakes observed Finland are both weak and rare. However, the pressure of an ice 
sheet may reach 20 to 30 MPa (Hartikainen 2006), which will create stress in the 
bedrock. The stress is released when an ice sheet retreats, and fault movements may 
occur. Again, the integrity of concrete is assumed to be lost before post-glacial 
earthquakes occur and thus they are not considered in this analysis.  
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7.2.3 Concrete durability model 

The concrete durability model is based on degradation processes described above. As in 
all conceptual and mathematical models describing physical phenomena, one must 
distinguish between relevant and unimportant phenomena. In this model, the relevant 
phenomena chosen are the leaching of portlandite as well as CSH-gels and chloride 
ingress causing corrosion of metal reinforcement bars. Leaching is considered the main 
disintegration process, while reinforcement bar corrosion only affects the concrete layer 
between the surface and the reinforcement bars. The driving mechanism for both 
phenomena is the diffusion, which transports portlandite and CSH-gels from the 
concrete into groundwater and chloride from groundwater into concrete. The 
phenomena included in the degradation model are schematically illustrated in Figure 
7-11. 

 

Figure 7-11. The basic mechanisms considered in the durability model. The driving 
mechanism is the dissolution of portlandite and its transport out from the concrete. 
After all the concrete has been dissolved, the dissolution of CSH-gels initiates. At the 
same time, the chlorine ingress may cause reinforcement bar corrosion, which may 
damage the concrete between the reinforcement bars and the concrete surface. This 
accelerates the transport of portlandite and CSH-gels out from the concrete. 

In the model, the groundwater portlandite concentration and CSH-gel concentration is 
assumed to be zero at all times. In reality this depends on the groundwater flow through 
the L/ILW hall and if the groundwater flow rate is low enough, the water inside the 
L/ILW hall may become saturated with the leachable substance reducing the leaching 
rate. Due to the uncertanties related to groundwater flow rate, this has not been 
accounted for in the model. 
  
Other degradation effects, mainly carbonation and sulphate attack, have been neglected 
in this model. The carbonation will lower the pH in the concrete and it can enable the 
reinforcement bar corrosion. The possibility of carbonation occurs during the 
operational phase of the L/ILW hall. According to Lagerblad & Trägårdh (1995), the 
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carbonation depth is estimated to be 5 mm if the period of carbonation is 50 years. Kari 
(2008) also concludes that the carbonation does not reach the reinforcement depth 
before 50 years. Even if the carbonation period is longer, e.g. 110 years, the carbonation 
is expected to have insignificant effect on the concrete durability. When the concrete is 
fully saturated with water, the carbonation hardly occurs, because the diffusion of CO2

 

in water is significantly slower than in the air (Puatatsananon 2002). Thus, after the 
L/ILW hall is filled with water the effect of carbonation is minimal even though some 
CO2 will be produced during the degradation of the organic waste. 
 
Construction concrete used is assumed to be sulphate resistant concrete, and the role of 
sulphate attack is minimal. Furthermore, the sulphate attack can, at first, reduce the 
porosity of the concrete and hence actually increase the lifetime of the concrete. 
However, large quantities of ettringite formed by sulphate attack can cause cracking in 
the concrete, but since the amount of tricalciumaluminate, C3A, is limited, this is not 
expected. 
 
The choice of the parameters is based on the experimental and simulated results, which 
are introduced below in Sections 7.2.3.3 and 7.2.3.4. Because concrete life-time 
depends on the concrete composition and environmental factors, the parameters 
affecting the concrete durability usually contain some degree of uncertainty. The 
parameter uncertainty is taken into account by choosing two values for each parameter 
used in model: a realistic (best estimate) value and a conservative (worst case value). As 
a result, realistic and conservative disintegration rates are obtained and they are used in 
the probabilistic modelling. 

7.2.3.1 Concrete basin design 

The concrete basin is assumed to be made of sulphate resistant high durability concrete, 
i.e. the concrete is assumed to meet the highest durability standards applied in 
construction. Such concrete is normally used in submerged part of bridges or other 
places where salting is used to prevent the freezing. The designed life-time for such 
concrete structures is normally 100 years under atmospheric conditions. These 
requirements also state that the water/concrete ratio for such concrete is less than 0.40.   
 
The concrete basin walls are designed to be 600 mm thick. Inside the basin, concrete is 
also used such that the aggressive substances in the waste interact with concrete inside 
the basin thus protecting the basin walls. Here it is assumed that the two reinforcement 
bar networks are installed inside the concrete walls which are then connected with 
additional bars. The reinforcement bar depth from the surface is assumed to be at least 
60 mm, which is the minimum depth used in the Loviisa ILW hall concrete structures.  
 
The concrete basin itself limits the disintegration occurring inside the basin, because the 
water inside the concrete basin becomes saturated with portlandite and other leachable 
substances, and hence the leaching rate reduces significantly.  

7.2.3.2 Mathematical description of diffusion  

Concrete leaching is driven by diffusion. Mathematically, the starting point is the three-
dimensional diffusion equation: 
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Here C is the concentration of portlandite that depends on spatial dimension x and on 
time t. The diffusion coefficient D can generally depend on the concentration of the 
leachable substance and the porosity of the concrete . 
 
For simplicity, only a one-dimensional model is considered here. The one-dimensional 
model does not take into account corners in concrete structures or other geometrical 
effects. However, the one-dimensional model is sufficient when considering a plain 
concrete wall. The following boundary and initial conditions are assumed. The 
concentration of the leachable substance is assumed zero in the groundwater. In other 
words, the groundwater concentration does not depend on the leached amount of 
substance or on groundwater flow rate. Hence, the boundary can be written as 
C(0,t) = 0. Initially, the concentration of the leachable substance in hydrated concrete is 
assumed to be constant, i.e. C(x,0) = C0. 
 
If the diffusion coefficient is chosen to be constant, i.e. D(x,t,C) = D0, the one-
dimensional diffusion equation can be solved using Laplace transform (Fetter 2003). In 
case of an infinite concrete thickness, the solution becomes 
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where erf is the error function. As a result of leaching, the concentration of leachable 
substance gradually decreases. Due to the nature of the diffusion equation, the leachable 
substance does not reach the value of zero after any finite time length. Therefore, a 
threshold value, after which the concrete becomes leached, must be implemented. Thus 
whenever the ratio C(x,t)/C0 is less than the threshold value Cth, the concrete is 
considered to be leached. 
 
Thus, the leaching depth can be solved from the Equation (7-2): 

   2/12/112/1
02 attCerfDx th   , (7-3) 

where a is called the alteration rate. Therefore, when the diffusion coefficient is 
assumed constant, the leaching depth is a function of square root of time. The alteration 
rate can be estimated by using both theoretical and experimental results from the 
literature. The diffusion coefficient is assumed constant, because the calcium leaching 
affects the concrete porosity only after the major part of CSH-gels has leached out from 
the concrete (Höglund 2001). 
 
The Equation (7-3) is here applied also to concrete structures with finite thicknesses. 
This kind of behavior for chemical attack has been found also in experiments (Rombén 
1979, according to Ekström 2003). Furthermore, the model does not implicitly include 
chemical reactions possibly affecting the leaching rate. However, the studies used to 
determine the alteration include also the chemical reactions, and thus their effect is 
taken into account in the selection of parameters.  
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The chloride ingress rate can also be calculated using the diffusion model. In the case of 
chloride ingress, the boundary concentrations are chosen such that initially there is no 
chloride in the concrete and the chloride concentration of the groundwater remains 
constant, i.e. CCl(x,0) = 0 and CCl(0,t) = CCl,0. The solution of the diffusion equation in 
this case is  
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Eventually, when the chloride attack has damaged the part of the concrete, the diffusion 
coefficient is no longer constant in the concrete slab. Therefore, numerical model is 
implemented for solving the one-dimensional case of Equation (7-1). The numerical 
model is based on finite difference method. The chloride diffusion rate was considered 
to be independent from the concrete leaching. 

7.2.3.3 Concrete leaching rate 

In this model, the leaching rate is the most significant factor affecting the concrete 
lifetime, when Ordinary Portlandite Cement (OPC) is considered. While interpreting the 
results from different sources, the alteration rate was found to be the factor that 
describes the leaching process qualitatively. The alteration was evaluated based on the 
assumption that the disintegration process is diffusion based. In all the reviewed cases 
presented below, the assumption was found to be valid. 
 
The question regarding the concrete degradation point was solved using two different 
approaches. In the conservative case, the concrete was considered degraded when 
portlandite was leached out. Meanwhile, in the realistic case the concrete was 
considered disintegrated, when CSH-1.8 gels have leached out. 
 
The experimental results mostly rely on old concrete structures and their leaching in 
submerged conditions. One should bear in mind that these concrete structures were built 
long time ago and the concrete building technology and composition of cement and 
concretes has developed since. Also, the exposure conditions might not be sufficiently 
documented. Lagerblad (2001) has studied old concrete structures, such as concrete 
water tanks and submerged bridge parts in fresh water. The leaching rate was found to 
be between 5-8 mm in 85 years, which corresponds to an alteration rate of 
0.4-1.0 mm/a1/2.  
 
The simulated results are mainly based on the hydrochemical transport model 
PHREEQC (Parkhurst & Appelo 1999). The program can handle one-dimensional 
transport mechanisms and perform thermodynamical calculations. The model relies on 
local equilibrium assumption, where the chemical reactions are assumed to be much 
faster than transport phenomena. The program has been widely used to model concrete 
behavior, e.g. hydration and degradation.  
 
Höglund (2001) has performed a study for concrete durability comprising three different 
cases: concrete barrier leached by the groundwater; groundwater flow through cracked 
concrete barrier; and bentonite surrounding the concrete barrier. The simulations were 
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run up to 10,000 years. The groundwater chloride concentration was assumed to be 
5,000 mg/L in the study. 
 
When the concrete was leached by groundwater, the alteration rate corresponded to 
5.1 mm/a1/2. The concrete was considered degraded after all the portlandite was leached 
out of the concrete. However, the calcium silicates were mainly intact at depth of 0.2 m 
even after 10,000 years. Thus, their alteration rate would correspond to less than 
2 mm/a1/2.  
 
However, if groundwater flowed through the concrete, the leaching rate was found to be 
faster than in the previous case and the calcium silicates were depleted already after 
10,000 years up the depth of 0.4 m.  
 
When the concrete was surrounded by a bentonite or sand barrier, the leaching rate was 
significantly reduced. For example, after 10,000 years a part of the portlandite as well as 
all the calcium silicates are still intact. Therefore, alteration rate is estimated to be less 
than 0.1 m in 10,000 years. 
 
This kind of analysis has, of course, uncertainties related to both the methods used and 
input. For example, the diffusivity can change locally as the leaching proceeds. Also the 
thermodynamical data originate from many sources, which might not be fully 
compatible. 
 
Höglund (2001) used the shrinking core model as a comparison. Assuming the initial 
porosity of the concrete to be 9.9 %, the effective diffusion coefficient 1.10-11 m2/s, the 
solubility 0.04 kmol/m3 and the initial concentration for portlandite 1.036 kmol/m3, the 
alteration rate was found to have the value of 4.8 mm/a1/2.  
 
As stated above, the effective diffusion coefficient depends on the porosity of the 
concrete. The porosity, in turn, depends on the leached amount of concrete. The 
porosity changes were, however, not found significant in Höglund (2001), and the effect 
of porosity changes are not to be considered vital. 
 
Cronstrand (2007) investigated the effects of freezing in the concrete using PHREEQC. 
The effect of freezing was introduced by increasing the diffusion constant by a factor of 
five after permafrost thaws from the L/ILW hall depth. This corresponds to extensive 
cracking. In addition, a varying diffusivity and temperature has been used in the study. 
Several physical properties were modified in order to estimate their importance for the 
concrete durability. The groundwater composition change, temperature, or varying 
diffusivity did not show a large impact on the results compared to cases where these 
parameters were kept constant. Also the combined effect had only a minor effect on the 
concrete durability. The results indicate the alteration rate to be less than 4 mm/a1/2 by 
looking at the portlandite depletion and 2-3 mm/a1/2 based on the CSH-gels. The 
freezing effects demonstrate an increased disintegration rate after the freeze/thaw cycle. 
The groundwater chloride concentration was assumed to the 5000 mg/L in the study. 
 
The alteration rates from different studies are summarized in Table 7-2. The variation 
between different results is considered large. Based on these results, the conservative 
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alteration rate value was chosen to be the maximum portlandite leaching rate, acons = 5.0 
mm/a1/2 and the realistic value was chosen to be the average rate of CSH-1.8 leaching 
rate, i.e. areal = 3.0 mm/a1/2. 
 
Table 7-2. Summary of the results for the alteration rate obtained from the literature. 

Study Alteration rate a 
(mm/a1/2) of portlandite

Alteration rate a 
(mm/a1/2) of CSH-1.8 gel

Natural analogies (Lagerblad 2001) 0.4-1.0 - 
Diffusion model (Höglund 2001) 4.8 - 
PHREEQC analysis (Höglund 2001) 

 Plain concrete 
 Water flowing though  concrete 
 Sand or bentonite buffer 

 
3.9 
4.2 

< 1.0 

 
3.2 
3.8 

< 1.0 

PHREEQC analysis (Cronstrand 2007) 4.0 2.0-3.0 

Selected value for this analysis 5.0 3.0 

7.2.3.4 Chloride ingress rate 

The question regarding chloride concentration at the reinforcement bar depth boils 
down to two parameters: chloride concentration at the concrete surface and chloride 
diffusion coefficient in the concrete. These two parameters are estimated in the next 
paragraphs. 
 
While determining the surface chloride concentration, the surface chloride 
concentrations are scaled according to the chloride concentration in the solution 
surrounding the concrete. At the depth of Posiva's L/ILW hall, the chloride 
concentration is roughly 5000 mg/L (Posiva 2009). 
 
The long-term concrete durability experiments performed by Fortum and TVO (Ipatti 
2004) show that the chloride surface concentration reaches 0.122 % of the concrete 
weight, when immersed in 10 g/L solution of chloride for approximately 133 months. 
For concrete submerged in sea water, the surface chloride content has been observed to 
be up to 0.5 % of the concrete weight of 5 years of exposure (Sandberg 1998). The sea 
water chloride content in that area was approximately 10 g/L. Lindval (2003) has 
studied chloride ingress in seawater in various locations around the world as well as 
laboratory experiments. The fitted value for 5 g/L chloride solution at temperature of 
10 oC was found to be 0.36 % of concrete weight. These conditions are roughly the 
same as expected under the conditions inside the L/ILW hall.  
 
The LIGHTCON model was created to predict the chloride ingress into concrete using 
the exact concrete composition (Poulsen & Mejlbro 2006). Using water to concrete 
(w/c) ratio of 0.40, the model predicts the chloride concentration to be 0.33 % of the 
concrete weight after one year of exposure. It has been observed that the surface 
chloride content can increase by a factor of 1.5 during the next 100 years compared to 
surface chloride content after 1 year of exposure. However, the most significant increase 
occurs between 2 and 5 years of exposure. Therefore, the surface chloride content will 
be scaled by an age scaling factor presented in Table 7-3. In the calculations, the 
surface chloride concrete after 100 years of exposure was used. 
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Table 7-3. Surface chloride concentration according to different studies. In the last row, 
the surface chloride concentration has been scaled using the age parameter. 

Study Sandberg 
1998 Ipatti 2004

Poulsen & 
Mejlbro 

2006 

Lindval 
2003 

Solution chloride concentration (g/L) 10 10 10 5 

Concrete age at inspection (a) 5 11 1 1 

Surface chloride concentration  
(% of concrete weight) 

0.56 0.122 0.33 0.36 

Scaled surface chloride concentration  
according to solution concentration  
(% of concrete weight) 

0.28 0.061 0.165 0.36 

Age scaling factor (-) 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.5 

Predicted surface chloride concentration 
after 100 years (% of concrete weight)

0.34 0.07 0.25 0.54 

 
The chloride diffusion constant varies also according to different studies. Furthermore, 
the diffusion coefficient has been found to decrease in time. The long-term durability 
experiments suggest the chloride diffusion coefficient to be 3.5·10-12 m2/s (Ipatti 2004). 
Experiments at Träslövslage Marine Field Station (Sandberg 1998) indicate the chloride 
diffusion coefficient to be 1.9·10-12 m2/s. The diffusion coefficient of 6.25·10-12 m2/s has 
been selected in the LIGHTCON model.  
 
The diffusion coefficient has been observed to reduce in time. Based on measurements, 
the LIGHTCON model suggests that the diffusion coefficient reduces according to  

 
 tDtD 0)( , (7-5) 

where  is the age parameter. In an cement made of OPC with w/c ratio 0.4 the age 
parameter is 0.21 (Poulsen & Mejlbro 2006).  
 
Table 7-4 shows the diffusion coefficient from different studies. There, the one-year 
value of diffusion coefficient has been calculated backwards from the values observed 
after a longer period of time. Since the measured diffusion coefficient values depend on 
the history of the values, the measured diffusion coefficient is actually higher than the 
current diffusion coefficient would be. Therefore, the backward calculation yields 
conservative values. 
 
The time behavior of the diffusion coefficient has been taken into account in the 
calculations. In a conservative case, the reduction of diffusion coefficient is assumed to 
occur for the first 25 years, after which the diffusion coefficient takes the 25-year value 
(Kari 2008). In a realistic case the corresponding time is assumed to be 50 years. Note 
that the chloride ingress only starts after tens of years after the concrete has been cast 
when the L/ILW hall is closed and, therefore, it is assumed that reduction of diffusion 
coefficient has taken place before the beginning of chloride ingress. 
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Table 7-4. Chloride diffusion coefficients obtained from the measurements or from 
diffusion models.  

Study 
Sandberg 

1998 
Ipatti 2004 

Poulsen & 
Mejlbro 

2006 

Lindval 
2003 

Chloride diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 1.9E-12 3.54E-12 6.25E-12 4.5E-12 

Concrete age at inspection (a) 5 11 1 1 

Age parameter  0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 

Diffusion coefficient after 1 year (m2/s) 2.66E-12 5.86E-12 6.25E-12 4.5E-12 

 
The diffusion coefficient has been found to be greater in concrete submerged in solution 
containing only chloride than in concrete submerged in groundwater, which is a 
composite solution (Leinonen 2010). This effect can be due to sulphate in groundwater 
that reacts with C3A and reduces the porosity.  
 
Chloride binding is not taken into account in this analysis. The chloride binding limits 
the available free chloride content in concrete. At later stages, when the leaching occurs, 
the bound chloride can be released causing locally higher concentrations of chloride. At 
this stage, however, the reinforcement bars are assumed to be corroded. 
 
The threshold for the chloride corrosion depends on a number of different factors and a 
reliable estimation is very difficult to establish. The threshold can be approximated 
based on the LIGHTCON model and it is found to be 0.27 % of concrete weight 
(Poulsen & Mejlbro 2006), but different studies suggest a very different threshold 
values. Ferreira (2004) has observed that the threshold value varies between 0.17 - 
2.0 % total chloride by weight of binder. This accounts to approximately 0.03 - 0.31 % 
chloride of concrete weight, where it has been assumed that the cement consists of 
15.5 % of the total concrete weight. The conservative value has been chosen such that 
95 % of values have higher threshold value. Accordingly, the conservative threshold 
value is chosen to be 0.05 % of concrete weight and the realistic value 0.18 % of the 
concrete weight.  
 
As a final remark, it should be emphasized that exceeding the chloride concentration 
threshold does not directly imply that the corrosion would be initiated, because the 
corrosion also depends on other factors as well, e.g. steel composition and  
heterogeneities possibly causing localized corrosion. Also the expansive products 
originating from the corrosion do not necessarily mean that the concrete will be cracked. 
However, here the corrosion is assumed to be initiated after the chosen threshold has 
been exceeded and the concrete cracked due to the expansive products formed as a 
product of corrosion. 

7.2.3.5 Results of the chloride ingress model 

According to the data presented above, the surface chloride constant is selected to be 
CCl,0 = 0.54 in the conservative case, but in the realistic case it was chosen according to 
LIGHTCON model such that CCl,0 = 0.262. The diffusion constant after the casting of 
the concrete was assigned to be DCl,0 = 6.25·10-12 m2/s in the conservative and 
DCl,0 = 4.5·10-12 m2/s in the realistic case (Lindval 2003). However, the diffusion 
coefficients are reduced due to ageing of the concrete. A summary of the chloride-
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specific parameters is given in Table 7-3. The time need for the chlorine concentration 
to reach the threshold value can be evaluated from Equation (7-4) and it can be 
calculated using the following relation 

  20,,
1

2

)/(4 Clthcl CCerfcD

x
t


 , (7-6) 

where in erfc-1 is the inverse of complementary error function and Ccl,th is the threshold 
value for chlorine induced corrosion.  
 
Table 7-5. The chosen conservative and realistic parameters relevant for the chloride 
ingress. 

Parameter Conservative value Realistic value 
Chloride concentration at the 
concrete surface 

0.54 % of the concrete 
weight 

0.26 % of the concrete weight 

Initial chloride diffusion 
coefficient 

6.25·10-12 m2/s 4.5·10-12 m2/s 

Reduced chloride diffusion 
coefficient used in the 
modelling   

3.18·10-12 m2/s (after 25 
years of ageing) 

2.0·10-12 m2/s (after 50 years 
of ageing) 

Reinforcement bar corrosion 
threshold value (Ccl,th) 

0.05 % of the concrete 
weight 

0.18 % of the concrete weight 

Time needed for the chlorine 
concentration the reach the 
threshold value at the depth 
of 60 mm.  

6.3 years 182 years 

 
According to Table 7-5 the threshold at the depth of the concrete reinforcement bars 
will be reached after 6 years in the conservative and 182 years in the realistic case. The 
results presented by Kari (2008) also imply that the threshold will be reached before 
100 years of exposure.  
 
In reality, the concrete will not be completely made of Portland cement, but also other 
additives, e.g. silica fume, will be used to enhance the concrete properties. Hence, the 
chloride ingress will also be different. Also, the groundwater will also contain other 
dissolved substances besides chloride. In the long-term durability test it was found that 
the diffusion coefficient was reduced by a factor of five, when submerged in real 
groundwater composition (Leinonen 2010). Then the corresponding times needed to 
reach the threshold values are 31 years in conservative and 910 years in the realistic 
case. 
 
The existing marine concrete structures show that the metal reinforcement corrosion 
does not usually happen after 6 years of service. Therefore, the value of 30 years seems 
more reasonable. In the realistic case, it is hard to estimate what really is the best 
estimate value, because experimental long-term data simply do not exist. Using 
deduction similar to the conservative case suggests that, on average, the metal bar 
corrosion would occur roughly 910 years after submerging into the groundwater. The 
contrast between conservative and realistic cases arises because the literature values 
especially for the threshold values are very inconsistent and seem to vary due to various 
factors (e.g. the concrete composition, reinforcement bar material). However, the results 
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in the following sections indicate that the chloride ingress rate and the reinforcement bar 
corrosion do not have significant role in the overall lifetime of concrete.  

7.2.3.6 Results for concrete life-time 

Next, the results obtained using numerical solution for the diffusion equation is 
presented when chloride ingress causes extensive cracking in the concrete layer between 
the outer surface and the reinforcement bars. The cracking is assumed to increase the 
diffusion coefficient by a factor of five. According to the results a factor higher than 
five does not yield different results. The reinforcement bars are located 60 mm deep and 
their corrosion in expected to occur at t = 31 a in the conservative case and t = 910 a in 
the realistic case. Portlandite is used as the leachable substance in the conservative case 
and CSH-1.8 gel in the realistic case. 
 
In Equation (7-3) a threshold value (Cth) used to determine the leaching front was 
introduced. In the numerical model, this threshold value is first used to calculate the 
diffusion coefficient from the Equation (7-3) and then to determine when the concrete is 
leached. The numerical simulation was not found to sensitive for the threshold value 
whenever the threshold value was less than 0.2. In the model the value of 0.1 was used.  
 
The resulting concrete leaching rates in a conservative calculation case are shown in 
Figure 7-12. In the figure also predicted life-times of the concrete structures with 
different thicknesses have been shown. In the realistic model, presented in Figure 7-13, 
the biggest difference is the sudden increase in the leaching depth 910 years after the 
closure due to corroding metal bars. 

 
Figure 7-12. Conservative calculation case. The leaching depth is shown with and 
without the effect of chloride ingress. The predicted leaching rates with using the 
chlorine ingress model have been indicated for the concrete depths of 120 mm, 300 mm 
and 600 mm.  
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Figure 7-13. Realistic scenario. The leaching depth is shown with and without the effect 
of chloride ingress. The predicted leaching rates with using the chlorine ingress model 
have been indicated for the concrete depths of 120 mm, 300 mm and 600 mm.  

7.2.3.7 Summary of the estimated concrete degradation rates 

The concrete durability in the L/ILW hall conditions was found to depend on a number 
of factors. Of the different degradation mechanisms, calcium leaching and chloride 
ingress were considered to be the primary disintegration mechanisms.  
 
Based on the model presented above the life-times of the 60-centimeter concrete have 
been estimated in conservative and realistic calculation cases and they are summarized 
in Table 7-6. The concrete was conservatively assumed to be disintegrated the same rate 
as the leaching proceeds. Based on the estimated life-times, the linear disintegration rate 
and square-root based alteration rate are derived. Even though both the linear and 
square-root model give approximately the same life-time for the concrete basin, the 
chosen disintegration model may have a small effect on the release of nuclides because 
the concrete degradation rate is faster in the square-root model right after the closure. 
Because of its simplicity, the linear model was chosen to be used in the analysis. 
However, a sensitivity analysis using the square-root model will also be used.  
 
Table 7-6. Estimated concrete degradation parameters based on the analysis presented 
above. 

  
Life-time of the 60-cm 

concrete basin (a) 
Linear disintegration rate 

(mm/a) 
Alteration rate 

(mm/a1/2) 
Conservative 11,600 5.2E-05 5.6E-03 

Realistic 32,400 1.9E-05 3.3E-03 
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The concrete durability is highly dependent on many uncertainties such as cement and 
concrete composition, groundwater aggressiveness and metal reinforcement corrosion 
rate. Also other, currently unknown phenomena could affect the concrete lifetime. Thus, 
the concrete durability model presented above may not present a full picture of the 
concrete life-time and therefore, the release of radionuclides is also considered in the 
case when the concrete lifetime is much shorter than predicted here, e.g. 500 years as 
stated to be the minimum requirement in YVL Guide D.5 (draft). 

7.3 Parameter selections for the base scenario 

The base scenario describes the expected sequence of events in the L/ILW hall, in the 
surrounding bedrock. In the base scenario, all the parameters used in the safety analysis 
are described and justified, with the exception of groundwater flow rates and concrete 
disintegration rates discussed above. In order to avoid repetition, the variant scenarios 
describe only parameters that are modified with respect to the base scenario. 
 
The evolution base scenario can be briefly described the following way. After the 
closure, the hall is expected to be filled relatively fast with water. This enables the 
dissolution of the radioactive substances and also degradation of the concrete walls. The 
concrete wall degradation proceeds such that the concrete basin is expected to collapse 
between 11,000 and 32,000 years after the closure. From the L/ILW hall, the 
radioactivity migrates into a shallow dug well via groundwater flow, from where it may 
be ingested by humans.  

7.3.1 Water-filled volume inside the L/ILW hall 

The L/ILW hall design, the waste volumes and activities are described in Chapter 2. The 
amount of water-filled volume inside and outside the concrete basin needs to be 
estimated because it directly affects the radioactivity concentrations inside the L/ILW 
hall. A larger water volume leads to smaller radioactivity concentrations in the near-
field, which results in lower radioactivity release rates into biosphere. 
 
Inside the concrete basin, it is assumed that the volume initially occupied by salts will 
eventually be filled with water. Furthermore, the water volume includes the empty space 
left inside the drums and also the pore volume in the concrete that has been cast 
between the drums. Here, the concrete porosity is assumed to be 10 % (Höglund 2001). 
 
Outside the concrete basin, there exists a large amount of void space both inside and 
outside the waste packages. Furthermore, it is assumed that 10 % of the organic waste 
will dissolve into water and that space is categorized as water-filled volume. The chosen 
backfill material is compacted gravel, which has the estimated density between 2100 
and 2300 kg/m3, while solid rock has the density of 2700 kg/m3. Based on these 
estimates, filling factor of compacted gravel is estimated to be 0.8. 
 
The Table 7-7 summarizes the estimated amounts of void space inside the concrete 
basin and in the L/ILW hall outside the basin. One should note that the values presented 
in Table 7-7 are the best estimate values.  
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Table 7-7. Summary of the estimated water-filled volumes inside and outside the 
concrete basin in the L/ILW hall.  

  

Inside the 
concrete  basin 

(m3)

Outside the 
concrete basin 

(m3) 
Total space 59 5400 

Package volume 28 1400 

Empty space inside packages 1 680 

Amount of dissolvable waste 27 39 
Space filled with filling material  
outside packages 31 3900 

Filling material outside packages
Concrete Compacted 

gravel 

Filling factor outside packages 0.9 0.80 

Total water-filled volume  30.9 1500 

 
In the analysis, only half of the L/ILW hall is considered, because the radioactivity is 
not significantly assumed to travel against the groundwater flow (see Figure 7-7). 
Therefore, in the analysis the water-filled volume of 750 m3 is used and all the 
radioactivity outside the concrete basin is initially placed in that volume. Considering 
Figure 7-7, all the radioactivity is placed in compartment 2 and radioactivity diffusing 
from inside the concrete basin is assumed to end up in compartment 2. However, the 
flow rate through compartment 2 is considered only. 

7.3.2 Estimated filling time of the L/ILW hall 

After the closure of the L/ILW hall, it will gradually be filled with the groundwater 
leaking from the fractures in the bedrock. During the filling time, the flow is directed 
from the fractures into the L/ILW hall and therefore the no radioactivity will be leaked 
from the L/ILW hall into the bedrock. After the L/ILW hall is filled with water and the 
groundwater pressure in the L/ILW is in equilibrium with the groundwater pressure in 
the surrounding bedrock, the groundwater flow is described by the groundwater flow 
model (see Section 7.1).  
 
The filling time of the hall can be estimated using the measured leakage waters in 
ONKALO. Between the fracture zones HZ19C and HZ20A, the measure leakage rate is 
approximately 1 L/min between the chainages 1255 and 1970 m (Vaittinen et al. 2010). 
The volume of ONKALO (width 5.5 m and height 6.3 m) between these chainages is 
24,700 m3. Based on the volume ratio between this volume and the volume of the 
L/ILW hall, the leakage rate into L/ILW hall is 0.21 L/min. The time needed to fill the 
empty space in the L/ILW hall (1500 m3) can be evaluated to be 13 a. 
 
Thus, in the modelling the radioactivity migration from the L/ILW hall in the bedrock 
and furthermore in to a well starts only after this period of 13 years post closure has 
ended. However, all the other processes, such as radioactivity diffusion through the 
concrete wall, concrete degradation, etc. are assumed to occur already during the filling 
phase. 
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7.3.3 Sorption 

Sorption is taken into account in both the near- and far-field models. In the near-field 
model crushed concrete and crushed rock are assumed to act as sorptive materials. In 
the far-field model, the radionuclides migrating through the bedrock can be attached to 
the rock matrix surrounding the fracture. The distribution coefficients applied here are 
assumed to be the same for crushed rock in the L/ILW hall and in the rock matrix, 
because the filling material is assumed to be the same as the surrounding bedrock. 
 
The distribution coefficients for crushed and intact rocks are based on the summary 
report of the sorption data for geosphere, which is largely based on sorption studies 
performed between 1980 and 2011 at Helsinki University, Laboratory of 
Radiochemistry (Hakanen et al. 2012). In the report, different Olkiluoto-specific rock 
types as well as different groundwater types occurring at Olkiluoto at different time 
phases have been studied.  
 
While selecting the distribution coefficients (Kd's) for rocks, the following principles 
have been applied.  

 The groundwater type was chosen to correspond to conditions prevailing at the 
depth of -200 m below the ground level and, therefore, the brackish groundwater 
type is chosen. The groundwater type is expected to remain stable throughout 
the considered time period, i.e. the next 100,000 years. 

 T-MGN is the most common rock type at Olkiluoto. Thus, it is proposed to be 
used although the distribution coefficients of pegmatite granites are usually 
lower. This is because the host rock is heterogeneous along the transport path 
and it would be an overconservative choice to select the lowest Kd values of 
these rock types.  

 If multiple oxidation numbers have been presented in the report, the most 
unfavorable of these has been chosen. This applies especially for carbon, which 
in some of its chemical forms has very low solubility and therefore, is 
considered non-sorbing when it is in organic or gaseous form. Similarly the Kd 

value for selenium has been chosen to be zero, even though the Se(II) is not the 
most probable species in the bedrock. For technetium, the predominant species 
under anaerobic conditions is considered to be Tc(IV) even though Tc(VII) 
gives lower distribution coefficients. 

 The realistic distribution coefficients are determined in the reference 
groundwater pH. The conservative values take the possibility of higher pH (pH 
is roughly 10) into account and the minimum value is chosen considering 
reference pH and high pH values. The pH may rise due to presence of concrete 
in the L/ILW, but the use of low-pH concrete reduces the effect.  

 The probability distributions are based on the best estimate and lower limit 
values as described in Section 6.2.4. 

 
The distribution coefficients for cobalt on mica gneiss in brackish groundwater have 
been reported by Alaluusua et al. (1990). The values had a range between 0.009 m3/kg 
and 0.16 m3/kg. Hence, the lower limit value has been chosen to present the 
conservative value and the geometric average the realistic value. 
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The distribution coefficients between water and concrete are obtain by a literature 
review for power plant wastes (Hakanen 2006). The chosen distribution coefficients are 
given in Table 7-8. 
 
Table 7-8. Realistic and conservative (cons.) sorption parameters applied in the near-
field and far-field models. The realistic Kd value in rock was considered at reference 
pH, but the conservative value the most unfavorable of the reference and high pH. 

Element 

Kd in rock in brackish 
groundwater (m3/kg) 

(Hakanen 2012) 

Kd between concrete and water 
in high pH (m3/kg) (Hakanen 

2006) 

  Realistic Cons. Realistic Cons. 

C 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 

Cl 1.70E-06 0.00E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 

Co 3.70E-02 9.30E-03 3.7E-02 9.3E-03 

Ni 1.10E-01 5.50E-03 1.1E-01 5.5E-03 

Se 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 

Sr 6.00E-04 3.00E-05 6.0E-04 3.0E-05 

Tc 8.00E+00 4.00E-01 8.0E+00 4.0E-01 

Pd 1.10E-01 5.50E-03 1.1E-01 5.5E-03 

Ag 5.00E-07 0.00E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 

Sn 1.00E+01 1.80E-03 3.6E-02 2.0E-03 

I 5.00E-06 0.00E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 

Cs 9.00E-02 5.40E-02 9.0E-02 5.4E-02 

Pu 3.00E+00 1.40E-01 5.0E-02 3.5E-03 

Am 3.00E+00 1.40E-01 5.0E-02 3.0E-03 

Cm 3.00E+00 1.40E-01 5.0E-02 3.0E-03 

 
The effective diffusion coefficient for all the radionuclides from the fracture into the 
rock matrix is chosen to be 6·10-14 m2/s so that the same value is used here and in the 
safety case for spent fuel. The anion exclusion could in principle reduce the effective 
diffusion coefficient by half an order of magnitude (SKB 2010) and different values for 
effective diffusion coefficient for cations and anions have been used in the previous 
analyses (see e.g. Posiva 2008b). The possible reduction in the effective diffusion 
coefficient has only a small effect on the total annual radiation dose rates, because the 
WL/Q-ratio is relatively small.  

7.3.4 Other near-field parameters 

The diffusion through the concrete is modelled as explained in section 6.2.1. The 
effective diffusivity selected for concrete is 1.0·10-11 m2/s, which represents aged 
structural concrete (Höglund 2001). The diffusion coefficient in free water is assumed 
to be 3·10-9 m2/s. 
 
The concrete density was assumed to be 2500 kg/m3 and the concrete porosity 0.10. 
Höglund (2001) demonstrated that the concrete porosity does not significantly change 
as a result of concrete degradation. The empty space inside the concrete basin is 
assumed to be filled with concrete in order to prevent harmful interactions between the 
waste materials and the concrete basin wall. This concrete is also assumed to act as a 
sorbing material for the sorbing nuclides. According to Table 7-7, the amount of 
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concrete cast between the waste drum inside the basin is 31 m3. Thus the weight of the 
concrete is estimated to be 75,000 kg. 
 
The volume for backfilling according to Table 7-7 is 3900 m3 and density of compacted 
gravel is assumed to be 2200 kg/m3. Because the radioactivity is not expected to 
significantly migrate towards the hall entrance only 1/2 of the total gravel is expected to 
take part in the sorption process. Thus the amount of gravel in the L/ILW hall is 
assumed to be 4.2·106 kg. The parameters described above are summarized in Table 7-9. 
 
Table 7-9. The chosen near-field parameter related to the diffusion through the 
concrete and amounts of sorbing materials in the L/ILW hall. 

Effective diffusion coefficient in 
concrete  

De 3·10-9 m2/s 

Concrete density  c 2500 kg/m3 
Concrete porosity c 0.10 
Weight of the concrete inside the 
concrete basin acting as sorbing 
material 

mc 75,000 kg 

Weight  of the gravel inside the 
L/ILW hall acting as sorbing 
material 

mr 4.2·106 kg 

7.3.5 Far-field rock matrix 

Radionuclide transport from the L/ILW hall through the bedrock into biosphere is based 
on the groundwater flow model results (Rämä 2012). Bedrock specific parameters used 
in far-field calculations are presented in Table 7-10. The porosity of the rock matrix was 
chosen to be 0.5 % and the rock density 2700 kg/m3 (Aalto et al. 2009). The mean 
fracture apertures depend on the depth (Vaittinen 2011), but the mean fracture aperture 
is approximately 0.5 mm or slightly less.  
 
Table 7-10. Matrix specific parameters that have been used in far-field calculations. 

 

7.3.6 Radioactivity migration in the bedrock 

The site scale groundwater flow model is based on the equivalent porous medium 
(EPM) concept. Thus, it can be argued to describe the average groundwater flow rates 
through the bedrock. However, these average values describe poorly the groundwater 
flow in the discrete fractures, which is the key for radionuclide migration. 
 
Because the EPM groundwater flow analysis does not provide the WL/Q-values, the 
determination of these values must be made using a conservative approach. Because the 
density, size and orientation distributions of the fractures in the bedrock surrounding the 
L/ILW hall are not known deterministically, they must be presented stochastically based 
on fracture statistics or they must be estimated using expert judgment.  

Fracture 
aperture 

Depth 0-50 m 
Depth 50-100 m 
Depth 100-200 m 

2b 
0.57 mm 
0.35 mm 
0.27 mm 

Porosity of the rock matrix  0.005 
Rock density  2700 kg/m3 
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In this assessment, the determination of the WL/Q-values of flow paths is based on the 
fact that the L/ILW hall will most likely be intersected by water conducting fractures. 
Based on the performance targets for the rock fracture, the maximum transmissivity for 
a fracture intersecting the L/ILW hall is 1·10-7 m2/s (see also Section 3.3). Such a 
fracture would leak some liters per minute into an empty hall. The fracture intersecting 
the hall is then assumed to transport the water from the L/ILW hall into a fracture with a 
much higher transmissivity (T ~ 1·10-6 - 1·10-5 m2/s), which is assumed to transport the 
water further in to a well. The migration length along the fracture intersecting the hall is 
assumed to be at least 50 - 100 m and along the fracture with higher transmissivity 
roughly 500 m, as the total migration distance, estimated using the EPM groundwater 
flow model, is estimated to be roughly 600 m. The contribution of the second part of the 
migration path on the WL/Q-value is minor. 
 
The calculation of the WL/Q-values in a single fracture is based on the following 
relation 

 
Ti

L

WTi

WL

Q
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 . (7-7) 

where i is gradient describing the ratio between the difference in the hydraulic head and 
the length of the transport path (-). 
 
According to the EPM groundwater flow model, the distance between the L/ILW hall 
and the well is roughly 600 m and difference in the hydraulic head between the L/ILW 
hall and the well is roughly 6 m. Thus, the average value for the gradient is 0.01.  
 
The WL/Q-value for a conservatively chosen fracture intersecting the L/ILW hall 
(assuming the transmissivity of 1·10-7 m2/s and the length of 50 m) is 1,600 a/m. The 
fracture transmitting the radioactivity into well (assuming the transmissivity of 
1·10-5 m2/s and the length of 500 m) has the value of 160 a/m. The total WL/Q value 
would be then close to 1,800 a/m.  
 
The WL/Q-value can be also estimated using probabilistic approach, where the 
distributed parameters are the fracture transmissivities and the migration distance along 
the fracture intersecting the L/ILW hall. The fracture intensities (inverse of fracture 
mean spacing) and the distribution of the fracture transmissivities are based on data 
used in the discrete fracture network modelling (DFN) (Posiva 2008b, Table 4-4). The 
parameter values vary according to depth and they are given in Table 7-11.  
  
Based on fracture intensities and the L/ILW hall dimensions, the number of fractures 
intersecting the L/ILW hall can be estimated to be roughly six. The fracture 
transmissivities are based on truncated lognormal distribution (see Table 7-11) such that 
the maximum transmissivity of a single fracture is 1·10-7 m2/s. The fracture intersecting 
the L/ILW hall with the highest transmissivity is selected and the length of the 
migration path along that fracture is assumed to vary uniformly between 50 and 100 m. 
Finally, the contribution of the second fracture is added to the resulting WL/Q-value. 
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Table 7-11. The fracture intensities and transmissivities used to determine the WL/Q 
values (Posiva 2008b). In the simulation, the average values of the different sets are 
used, weighted with their relative intensities.  

    Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 

  Relative intensity 56 % 13 % 31 % 

Fracture intensity  P32 (m
2/m3) 

Depth 0-50 m 0.5236 0.1215 0.2898 

Depth 50-100 m 0.2689 0.0635 0.1495 

Depth 100-200 m 0.0935 0.0215 0.0517 

Depth 200-400 m 0.0567 0.0127 0.0314 

Depth > 400 m 0.0573 0.0133 0.0311 

Transmissivity  
(Truncated lognormal 
 distribution (Mean (Log(T) / 
Std(Log(T)),  
T   [1.0·10-9,2.5·10-5]) 

Depth 0-50 m -7.95 / 1.09 -7.95 / 1.09 -7.95 / 1.09 

Depth 50-100 m -8.08 / 1.00 -8.08 / 1.00 -8.08 / 1.00 

Depth 100-200 m -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 

Depth 200-400 m -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 

Depth > 400 m -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 -8.38 / 1.09 

 
The resulting distribution for the WL/Q values is shown in Figure 7-14. The median 
value is about 7000 a/m and the 95 % confidence limit (selected using the Wilks' 
theorem, see Section 6.1.3) is roughly 2400 a/m. One should note that the distribution 
obtained this way can be considered conservative, because the fracture is estimated to 
transport water from the L/ILW hall directly towards the well, whereas in reality the 
fracture orientations are also distributed and thus the migration paths are longer. 
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Figure 7-14. The relative intensity of the obtained WL/Q-values using the probabilistic 
approach. The median is indicated with black line and the 95 % confidence limit (above 
which 95 % of the results lie) is indicated with yellow line. The distribution is based on 
10,000 samples. 

The both approaches produce results that are fairly consistent. As a conclusion of the 
both approaches 

 the conservative WL/Q value of 2400 a/m and  
 the realistic WL/Q value of 7000 a/m  

 
will be used in this report. Based on these values, a lognormal probability distribution 
will be formed and used in the probabilistic simulation. Based on the Equation (6-25) 
and mean fracture aperture of 0.5 mm, the flow times from the L/ILW hall into well are 
only 1 year in conservative case and 3.5 years in realistic case. 
 
The chosen WL/Q are such low, that lowering them even more would have a very low 
effect on low-sorbing nuclides (14C, 36Cl, 90Sr and 129I). On the other hand, for high-
sorbing nuclides the WL/Q are high enough to effectively retard the migration of these 
nuclides. Only if WL/Q-values were lower than 500 a/m, their effect would be 
significant on the total annual radiation dose rate.  
 
The amount of water exiting the L/ILW hall from a fracture with transmissivity of 
1·10-7 m2/s is, according to Equation (7-7), roughly 0.03 m3/a if the width of the fracture 
was 1 m. Typically, the width of the fracture is a few meters at most. The hydraulic 
gradient is higher close to the bedrock is higher than the average gradient, because the 
L/ILW hall and the access tunnel have higher water conductances. Therefore, the 
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amount of water exiting the L/ILW hall could be between 0.1 and 0.2 m3/a. This value 
for the flow rate out from the L/ILW hall has roughly the same order of magnitude than 
the amount of water exiting the hall in the EPM groundwater flow model, i.e. 0.13 m3/a 
(see Figure 7-7). Some proportion of water may exit the hall via other fractures as well. 
The results can be compared with the WL/Q values from the spent fuel repository in 
2008 analysis (Posiva 2008b). There, conservative value for the WL/Q parameter was 
chosen to be 20,000 a/m and realistic 50,000 a/m. Because the spent fuel repository is 
located at the depth of 400 m, the transport paths are assumed longer and also the 
fracture spacing at those depths is larger. Also, dimensions of a single canister and its 
bentonite buffer are smaller than the dimensions of the L/ILW hall. Thus, the fracture 
possibly intersecting the canister near-field has a lower transmissivity than assumed for 
the L/ILW hall. Therefore the smaller values for the WL/Q-ratios seem reasonable. 

7.3.7 Dose conversion factors for wells 

The well scenarios are used to estimate the annual dose rates for the most exposed 
people if the radioactivity concentrations in the well water are known. This is done by 
deriving dose conversion factors (DCF) for stylized well scenarios, which then are 
multiplied with radioactivity concentrations in the well water. The dose rate conversion 
factors obtained this way are steady-state conversion factors, but since the changes in 
the well water radioactivity are not expected to be rapid, the use of steady-state 
conversion factors is justified. 
 
The conceptual model for radionuclide transport and the exposure pathways are 
illustrated in Figure 7-15. The WELL-scenario is based on the simplified assumption 
that the only pathway is drinking, because the amount of water (1.5 m3/d) may be 
sufficient only for household water for a family or few families. The AgriWELL-
scenario considers various pathways, such as watering of livestock, irrigation of the 
crops, which then lead into radioactivity transport from the well into humans. The 
mathematical description and the parameter selection for the model is presented by 
Hjerpe & Broed (2010, Chapter 6) and is not repeated here.  
 
Neither of the WELL scenarios takes into account the natural products from an aquatic 
environment. In principle, the radioactivity from the well can also migrate into a lake as 
a result of irrigation or via other transport paths and this radioactivity in the lake can 
cause some additional annual dose rate. However, since the dose conversion factors of 
the lake (see Table 9-9) are an order of magnitude lower than in the well scenario, the 
effect of runoff radioactivity from irrigated field can be considered small. 
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Figure 7-15. Conceptual models for the radionuclide transport and exposure pathways 
to derive the dose conversion factors in the two well scenarios (Hjerpe & Broed 2010). 

The radiation dose conversion factors for WELL and AgriWELL scenarios are given in 
Table 7-12 along with dose conversion factors used in Fortum. The dose rate factors for 
the WELL scenario is based on annual water consumption of 0.9 m3/a, which then are 
multiplied by the ingestion dose conversion factors (STUK 2007).  
 
In this analysis, the AgriWELL dose conversion factors are conservatively used for all 
the wells considered, because a small well with the annual yield of 500 m3/a could be 
sufficient for supplying water for a few cows as well. As a sensitivity analysis, the base 
scenario is also calculated using Fortum’s biosphere dose coefficients. The schematic 
and mathematical models for Fortum’s biosphere dose coefficient calculation for 
selected radionuclides have been presented by Kyllönen & Keto (2010). The parameters 
for radionuclides not reported in Kyllönen & Keto (2010) have been taken from 
Fortum’s biosphere parameter database which has been previously used in the safety 
cases for Loviisa and Olkiluoto NPP’s operational and decommissioning waste disposal 
in 2006 and 2008 (Kallonen 2008, TVO 2008). 
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Table 7-12. Dose rate conversion factors (DCF) for nuclides considered in the analysis.  

Nuclide 
DCFAgriWELL 

(mSv/a/(Bq/m3))
DCFWELL 

(mSv/a/(Bq/m3))

Fortum's dose 
conversion factors for 

agriwell (mSv/a/(Bq/m3)) 
14C 7.87E-07 5.22E-07 1.00E-06 
36Cl   2.62E-06 8.37E-07 1.00E-05 
60Co   3.30E-06 3.06E-06 4.60E-06 
59Ni  7.18E-08 5.67E-08 1.80E-07 
63Ni   1.71E-07 1.35E-07 2.90E-07 
79Se   1.07E-05 2.61E-06 2.80E-05 
90Sr → 90Y 4.08E-05 2.76E-05 6.60E-05 
99Tc 8.56E-07 5.76E-07 9.10E-07 
107Pd 4.20E-08 3.33E-08 - 
108mAg    5.09E-06 2.07E-06 1.40E-05 
126Sn → 126Sb 6.83E-06 6.39E-06 2.30E-05 
129I  1.49E-04 9.90E-05 2.70E-04 
135Cs-  3.20E-06 1.80E-06 6.40E-06 
137Cs  2.08E-05 1.17E-05 2.80E-05 
238Pu 2.07E-04 2.07E-04 2.30E-04 
239Pu 2.26E-04 2.25E-04 3.50E-04 
240Pu 2.26E-04 2.25E-04 3.40E-04 
241Pu 4.33E-06 4.32E-06 6.53E-06 
242Pu 2.17E-04 2.16E-04 3.26E-04 
241Am 1.81E-04 1.80E-04 2.40E-04 
242mAm 1.72E-04 1.71E-04 2.28E-04 
243Am → 239Np 1.81E-04 1.81E-04 3.10E-04 
243Cm 1.08E-05 1.08E-05 1.20E-05 
244Cm 1.08E-04 1.08E-04 1.20E-04 
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8 RESULTS OF THE BASE AND VARIANT SCENARIOS 

The eighth chapter of the report discusses the results of the base and variant scenarios in 
this report. To enhance the reliability and to highlight possible weaknesses of the 
models, sensitivity analyses are also discussed.  
 
This chapter is divided in the following way. First, the results of the base scenario are 
described. Then, the parameter selections and the results for the variant scenarios are 
presented. Thereafter, the potential releases from the L/ILW hall after 10,000 years are 
discussed. At the end of the chapter the sensitivity analyses are presented and discussed.  
 
For each calculation scenario, the results of three calculation cases are presented: 
conservative, realistic and probabilistic calculation case. The calculation cases 
demonstrate the uncertainty caused by uncertain and varying parameters of the model. 
The realistic calculation case presents the most likely outcome of the results, while the 
conservative calculation case overestimates the results with a high probability. This 
high probability is quantified in the probabilistic calculation case. The calculation cases 
do not reflect the uncertainties in the models themselves and therefore even the realistic 
results are likely to overestimate the results occurring in a real physical situation.  
 
For the comparison with the regulatory constraints, the 95 % confidence level is used, 
because it overestimates the results with a high probability as required in the YVL 
Guide D.5 (draft). For each scenario, the calculated annual dose rates are presented in 
this chapter, but the selected near-field concentrations are presented in Appendix A in 
order to clarify the structure of the report. 

8.1 Base scenario 

In the base scenario, the results are evaluated using the expected evolution of the L/ILW 
hall and the surrounding bedrock. Thus, the base scenario serves as a starting point for 
the variant scenarios, sensitivity analyses and also for the special issues. 
 
The phenomena affecting the release of the radionuclides in the base scenario can be 
described in the following way. After the closure, the L/ILW hall is gradually filled 
with water and hall is expected to be filled within 13 years after the closure. During the 
filling phase all the radioactivity both inside and outside the concrete basin is assumed 
to be dissolved into water and the diffusion through the concrete basin walls initiates. 
 
Radioactivity is released from inside the basin into the L/ILW hall via diffusion, which 
accelerates as the concrete degrades and wall thickness reduces. On the other hand the 
concrete inside the basin acts as sorbing medium thus retarding the release of 
radioactivity from inside the basin. The concrete basin is assumed to lose its barrier 
function after 11,000 years in the conservative case and after 32,000 years in the 
realistic scenario. However, this cannot be directly observed in the near-field 
concentrations in Figure A-1 and in Figure A-2, since the radioactivity is almost 
completely released already before the concrete basin is assumed to lose its barrier 
function. Outside the concrete basin the crushed rock acts as sorbing medium thus 
effectively reducing the radioactivity concentration of high sorbing nuclides in the 
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water. The groundwater flowing through the L/ILW hall transfers the radioactivity into 
the bedrock.  
 
The radioactivity migration in the bedrock is governed by the WL/Q-ratio. This ratio is 
assumed to be 2400 a/m and 7000 a/m in the conservative and realistic calculation 
cases, respectively. The groundwater originating from the L/ILW hall is assumed to 
discharge approximately 600 m southwest from the L/ILW hall. Hence, the 
radionuclides may reach the well after migrating only 1 year in the bedrock in the 
conservative calculation case 4 years in the realistic calculation case. The sorption 
reduces radioactivity levels for most of the nuclides, but for example radionuclides 14C, 
90Sr, 108mAg and 129I are assumed to migrate without any significant sorption. The 
sorption delays the migration of other radionuclides, depending on their distribution 
coefficients in the rock matrix. 

The results of the base scenario, shown in Figure 8-1, indicate that the maximum value 
is reached roughly 30 years after the closure in the conservative calculation case and 
roughly thousand years after the closure in the realistic calculation case. The maximum 
value of the 95 % confidence level reaches the value of 6.2·10-3

 mSv/a, which is over an 
order of magnitude lower than the regulatory constraint of 0.1 mSv/a. In the 
conservative calculation case, the majority of the annual radiation dose rate is caused by 
90Sr, almost all of which originates from the waste originally deposited outside the 
concrete basin. Due to relatively fast decay of 90Sr (T½ = 28.8 a) the period of high 
annual dose rate is relatively short and after 300 years the 90Sr has decayed significantly 
and the most dominating nuclides are the 108mAg and 129I. The high sorbing 
radionuclides are firstly retarded inside the concrete basin and inside the L/ILW hall and 
secondly while migrating in the bedrock. Thus, their effect on the total annual dose rate 
is negligible.  
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Figure 8-1. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of the base scenario. 

The major difference between the realistic and conservative calculation cases is the 
different sorption value of 90Sr on crushed rock in the L/ILW hall. On the other hand the 
annual dose rate caused by 108mAg and 129I are almost the same in the realistic and 
conservative calculation cases, because their sorption on crushed rock is minimal. 
Secondly, the higher groundwater flow rate through the L/ILW hall causes the annual 
dose rates of all nuclides to be higher in the conservative calculation case than in the 
realistic one. 
 
In the probabilistic results, the 99 % confidence level is almost identical to the 
conservative annual dose rate. The distributed parameters mostly affecting the total 
annual dose rate are the WL/Q-ratio and the distribution coefficients in the bedrock. In 
the parameter sampling process, the probability for a more unfavorable parameter 
selection than the conservative value is less than 3 %. Therefore, a combination of these 
parameters producing results higher the conservative values is improbable and thus the 
conservative value is not usually exceeded. The realistic values present the most likely 
outcome of the results and thus the 50 % confidence level follows the realistic results 
quite well. 

8.2 Variant scenario 1 - Deep bore well 

The drilling of deep bore wells in the area is considered in the variant scenario 1. The 
locations of the wells are chosen so that they intersect large fractures at the depth of 
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approximately 100 m; the locations of the wells are shown in Figure 7-2. Even though 
the drilled wells affect the groundwater flow field locally their effect on the 
groundwater flow in the L/ILW hall was found to be usually quite small, i.e. the flow 
rates in the L/ILW hall are almost the same as in the base scenario. 
 
The well locations bw01 and bw02 are located further away from the L/ILW hall 
compared to be well location bw03. Therefore, the flow paths are longer resulting in 
increased sorption and also it is more probable the groundwater exiting the L/ILW hall 
is dispersed more while migrating to bw01 and bw02 compared to bw03. Thus, the 
resulting annual dose rates are also lower and the results of well locations bw01 and 
bw02 are not presented here.  

8.2.1 Deep bore well location bw03 

The bore well bw03 is located between the L/ILW hall and the shallow dug well sw01 
used in the base scenario. Therefore, the flow paths in this scenario and in the base 
scenario are very similar. Also, because the WL/Q-ratio determined for the base 
scenario mostly accumulates during the first 50-100 m of the migration path (see 
Section 7.3.6), the difference in the WL/Q-ratios is very small and therefore the same 
WL/Q-ratio as in the base scenario is used also here. The near-field flow rates have been 
presented Section 7.1.6 and they also are quite similar to the base scenario. 

Since the well is located such that the nuclides migrate towards the well already before 
the well drilling, the first nuclides reach the well right after the 200 year 
administrational control time has ended. This can be seen in the results of bw03_small, 
shown in Figure 8-2. Because the radionuclide 90Sr has decayed significantly before the 
administrational control time has ended, the maximum annual dose rates are roughly an 
order of magnitude lower than in the base scenario in the conservative and probabilistic 
calculation cases. In the realistic calculation case, the annual dose rates are roughly the 
same as in the base scenario, because the 90Sr plays a smaller role also the realistic 
calculation case of the base scenario due to higher sorption into bedrock matrix. Thus, 
after 200 years, results of the variant scenario with bw03_small and of the base scenario 
are almost identical. 
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Figure 8-2. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of bw03_small. The drilling 
of the well is assumed to take place 200 years after closure of L/ILW hall, and hence no 
dose rate can be observed before that.  

The annual yield of bw03_large is roughly an order magnitude higher than of 
bw03_small, and consequently the results are also roughly an order of magnitude lower 
as shown in Figure 8-3.  
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Figure 8-3. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of bw03_large. The drilling 
of the well is assumed to take place 200 years after the closure of the L/ILW hall, and 
hence no dose rate can be observed before that. 

8.2.2 Well probabilities 

The probability of a well drilled at a location where contaminated water from the L/ILW 
hall discharges is difficult to estimate. The probability of a bore well depends naturally 
on the bedrock characteristics and expected groundwater flow rates within the bedrock, 
but also on other factors such as the location of houses and farms. Moreover, the 
probabilities of the well should be time-dependent such that the annual probability of 
well being drilled soon after the administrational time has ended is lower than in the far 
future. Keeping all this in mind, the probability estimates used here are based on the 
current bore well densities in Finland, which omits all these considerations above.  
 
Currently, there are approximately 70,000 – 100,000 bore wells in Finland (Voutilainen 
2000). Thus, there are less than one well in every 3 km2. Since the well locations are 
chosen such that there is a flow path from the L/ILW hall into the well, the well 
locations are quite restricted. Based on the groundwater flow modelling, the areas where 
the wells can be drilled such that contaminated water can reach the well can be 
estimated, which are given in Table 8-1. Based on these areas, the probability of a well 
can be estimated.  
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In addition, the well type affects the probability. Since most wells in Finland are small 
wells, the small well can be expected to be more probable than the large well. For 
simplicity, the probabilities for both the small and large wells are chosen to be the same.  
 
Table 8-1. The areas of the possible well locations and the corresponding probabilities 
for the well types. The area for the bw02 was difficult to estimate, since the amount of 
water flowing into the well from the L/ILW hall is small.  

Well 
location 

Area of the possible 
well location (km2) Probability (%) 

bw01 0.23 8 
bw02 < 0.20 < 7 

bw03 0.21 7 

 

8.3 Variant scenario 2 - Early concrete failure 

The aim of this variant scenario is to demonstrate an early failure of the main 
engineered barrier. Here, the concrete degradation rate is expected to be accelerated 
such that the concrete wall is completely degraded after 500 years after the closure and 
the containment provided by the concrete basin is lost. This effect is demonstrated by 
setting the linear concrete degradation rate to 1.2 mm/a. This means that the diffusion 
through the concrete wall is also accelerated already before the complete degradation. 
 
The results in Figure 8-4 indicate that the maximum annual dose rate is almost to same 
as in the base scenario. However, the since the degraded concrete is assumed to act as 
sorbing medium, the faster concrete degradation rate in fact reduces the release of 
radioactivity in the L/ILW hall outside the concrete basin slightly. However, the overall 
effect is quite small. On the other hand, the 108mAm and 129I activities are released 
earlier from inside the concrete basin and thus its effect on the total annual dose rate 
close to 500 years after the closure is greater. Thus the results of the realistic calculation 
case in this scenario are almost twice as large as in the base scenario. 
 
The radioactivity concentrations in L/ILW hall after the failure of the concrete basin can 
be seen in the near-field concentrations, shown in Figure A-3 and in Figure A-4. There 
is the radioactivity increase close to 500 years after the closure is quite sharp since the 
diffusion does not have enough time to balance the activities before walls of the 
concrete basin are expected to collapse.  
 
The results indicate that the concrete basin does not have a significant safety function 
after 500 years, because the results after 500 years as quite similar to the base scenario. 
However, before 500 years the concrete basin ensures that short-lived radionuclides, 
such as 90Sr, are not released very rapidly. Also the release rates of all nuclides from the 
L/ILW hall are slower and thus the overall annual dose rates are also slower. 
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Figure 8-4. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of a variant scenario, 
where the concrete basin is expected to lose its barrier function after 500 years. 

The probability for the early concrete failure is difficult to estimate, because the entire 
concept is based on the lack of knowledge concerning the disintegration processes. 
However, based on the fact that the estimated disintegration time of the concrete basin 
is roughly 20,000 years, the probability that failure occurs before 500 years is fairly 
small. Moreover, the low exchange of water in the L/ILW hall retards the leaching and 
other degradation processes. Despite these considerations, the gas produced by 
corroding materials may, in some improbable scenario, expel water from inside the 
concrete basin, and hence effectively reduce the barrier function of the concrete basin 
(see Section 9.2). 
 
Since the effect of the concrete failure was shown to be relatively small, the probability 
of early concrete failure was estimated to be less than 5 %. 

8.4 Combination of variant scenarios 

Additionally, the effect of the two variant scenarios combined is analyzed. Therefore, 
the bw03_small (which produces larger annual dose rates than bw03_large) and the 
early failure of the concrete basin after 500 years are combined here. The probability for 
both variant scenarios occurring at the same time is considered low.  
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The results in Figure 8-5 show an slight increase compared to the variant scenario 1 
with bw03_small, because 90Sr, 108mAg and 129I are released more quickly than when the 
concrete basin compared to be normal assumed concrete basin life-time.  
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Figure 8-5. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of the well bw03_small and 
the early concrete failure. 
 

8.5 Potential radioactivity releases from the L/ILW hall after 10,000 
 years 

The YVL Guide D.5 (draft) states that the average quantities of radioactive substances 
released over long periods of time remain under nuclide-specific constraints given by 
the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK).  
 
In Figure 8-6 the nuclide-specific activities in the L/ILW hall as a function of time are 
shown when no the radioactivity is assumed to be released from the L/ILW hall. The 
sum of ratios between nuclide-specific releases and the respective release constraints 
averaged over 1000 years is also visualized in Figure 8-6. The results indicate that after 
10,000 years, the sum of activities and release constraint ratios is about 1 % when 
averaged over one thousand years and thus the potential releases from the L/ILW hall 
after 10,000 years comply with constraints given by the authority.  
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Figure 8-6. The total activities in the L/ILW hall if no release from the hall is assumed. 
The sum of total radioactivity released (thick grey line, scale on the right side of the 
figure) presents the sum of ratios between nuclide specific potential releases and the 
respective release constraints averaged over 1000 years. The release constraints can be 
applied only after 10,000 years, because the release constraints are not applied for the 
short-lived nuclides. Therefore, the comparison to the release constraint is shown with 
a dashed line before 10,000 years. 

8.6 Sensitivity analyses 

In addition to variant and scenarios and special issues, the results of the base scenario 
are considered with other issues that might affect the long-term safety of the L/ILW 
hall. The following scenarios are treated within the sensitivity analyses: 

 Effects of permafrost and glaciation, 
 Effects of colloids on the radionuclide migration, 
 Results calculated with Fortum’s dose conversion factors and 
 Diffusion based concrete disintegration model. 

8.6.1 Effects of permafrost and glaciation  

Permafrost is not expected to reach the L/ILW hall depth before 70,000 and glaciation 
before 90,000 years after the closure, as discussed in Section 4.3. The engineered 
barriers inside the L/ILW hall are assumed to be degraded already before first 
permafrost phase and hence the permafrost or glaciation do not affect the release of 
radioactivity inside the L/ILW hall. However, the permafrost is expected to diminish the 
groundwater flow, which may retard the radioactivity release from the L/ILW hall 
temporarily. 
 
During the glaciation advance and retreat periods the groundwater flow velocities and 
flow routes in the bedrock can be significantly affected by a pressure gradient caused by 
the ice sheet. Vidstrand et al. (2007) have simulated the groundwater flow taking 
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account of the future climate scenarios. The results in Table 8-2 indicate that the 
groundwater can reach a tenfold-value compared to normal case during the advance or 
retreat phases. During the advance and retreat phases, non-saline glacial meltwater can 
enter the L/ILW hall depth. These changes in the chemical environment caused by the 
non-saline water can modify distribution coefficients (Kd-values). The distribution 
coefficients in glacial meltwater have been given in Table 8-3. 
 
Table 8-2. The groundwater flow scaling factors during the different stages of 
permafrost and glacial periods (Vidstrand 2007). The negative value indicates that the 
flow direction is reversed.  

Climate phase 
Groundwater flow rate scaling 
factor 

Temperate domain 1 
Permafrost (frozen/talik) 0.0001/0.5 
Ice sheet advance -10 
Ice sheet cover 0.5 
Ice sheet retreat -10 

 
Table 8-3. Distribution coefficient parameters for the far-field transport calculations. 
The realistic values present the best-estimate value and the conservative (cons.) values 
the lower limit value (Hakanen et al. 2012).  

Element
Kd in rock matrix 
(m3/kg) for glacial 

meltwater 

  Realistic Cons. 

C 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

Cl 2.00E-04 2.70E-07

Co 3.70E-02 9.30E-03

Ni 1.50E-02 5.20E-05

Se 1.80E-03 2.80E-06

Sr 1.60E-02 1.30E-05

Tc 6.00E-04 8.00E-07

Pd 1.50E-02 5.20E-05

Ag 1.40E-04 1.00E-07

Sn 1.60E+01 5.60E-02

I 6.00E-04 8.00E-07

Cs 1.30E+00 6.00E-03

Pu 1.50E-01 1.20E-04

Am 1.50E-01 1.20E-04

Cm 1.50E-01 1.20E-04

 
The annual radiation dose rates during the glaciation advance and retreat phases can be 
estimated be assuming that 

 The groundwater flow velocity in the bedrock will be multiplied by ten and 
hence the WL/Q-ratio decreases to one tenth of the original. Even though the 
advance and retreat periods are expected to increase the groundwater flow rates 
for a relatively short time only, here they are expected to last thousands of 
years in order to demonstrate the effect.  
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 Glacial meltwater is expected to reach the repository depth and hence the 
distribution coefficients are modified.  

 The glaciation advance phase is assumed to initiate 92,000 years after the 
closure. 

 
The resulting annual dose rates during the glaciation advance occurring 92,000 years 
after the closure are shown in Figure 8-7. The maximum annual dose rate in the 
conservative and realistic cases are below 1·10-5 mSv/a, which is much lower than the 
maximum annual dose rate obtained in the base scenario. Therefore, the glaciation or 
permafrost are not expected pose any risk to population possibly living on the site. 
 
One should keep in mind that during and soon after the glaciation phase the Olkiluoto 
site will be most likely be either under a thick ice sheet or under the sea as a result of the 
isostatic pressure caused by the ice sheet. Therefore it is unlikely that any humans live 
on the site during or soon after the glaciation phase. At later stages, Olkiluoto site can, 
of course, be reoccupied. 
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Figure 8-7. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results during the glaciation 
advance phase. Note that the time scale is linear in this case. In order to emphasize the 
annual dose rate occurring due to the glacial advance phase (at approximately 92,000 
years after the closure) the annual dose rates in the base scenario have not been 
visualized here.  
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8.6.2 Effects of colloids on the radionuclide migration 

Colloid-facilitated transport of contaminants could enhance the migration in the bedrock 
by effectively retarding the sorption. Colloids are small particles with the typical size 
between 1 nm and 1 m. Colloids may be formed during the degradation of organic and 
also inorganic materials such as degrading concrete (Wieland 2004). Colloids also occur 
naturally in groundwater. 
 
The factors governing the colloid-facilitated transport are (EUR 2005): 

 concentration of colloids, 
 stability of colloids 
 radionuclide attachment to the colloidal particles, and 
 colloid migration through the bedrock.  

 
The concentration of colloids in the Olkiluoto groundwaters is low, but degradation of the 
waste and waste packages in the L/ILW hall may enhance the colloid formation. The ionic 
strength (salinity) of the groundwater at the depth of the L/ILW is assumed high enough to 
effectively limit the colloid stability. The ionic strength of the groundwater is not expected 
to change significantly due to degradation of the waste and waste packages. The highest 
annual doses in the base scenario originate from the low-sorbing nuclides and the effect 
of colloids on them can be considered negligible. Thus, the colloids would only affect 
the high-sorbing nuclides which have a lesser impact on the total annual dose rate.  
Since the stability of the colloids can be assumed low, the overall effect on the total 
annual dose rate can be considered small when the groundwater conditions are brackish. 
 
The colloid stability may be increased if glacial meltwater enters the depth of the L/ILW 
hall and thus the sorption at that time may be further reduced. However, the reduction of 
the distribution coefficients is difficult to estimate. However, since the WL/Q-ratio 
during the glaciation retreat and advance phases can be considered low due to pressure 
gradient caused by the ice sheet, sorption does not have a large effect on the 
radionuclide migration through the bedrock. Hence, even if the sorption onto bedrock 
would be ignored, the total annual dose rate following the ice sheet advance phase 
would be roughly the same as the Figure 8-7.  
 
On the whole, the colloids are expected to have only marginal effect on the total annual 
dose rate, because 

 The stability of the colloids in the brackish groundwater is low.  
 Low-sorbing radionuclides produce the highest annual dose rates and the 

colloids only have negligible effect on their migration through the bedrock. 
 The radioactivity has decayed into low levels before the entrance of the glacial 

meltwaters, which could increase the colloid stability. 

8.6.3 Results calculated with Fortum’s dose conversion factors 

In this sensitivity analysis, the results of the base scenario are calculated using Fortum’s 
dose conversion factors presented in Table 7-12. The nuclide 107Pd was not taken into 
account because it was not included in Fortum’s dose conversion factors and its 
contribution to the total annual dose rate in the base scenario is low. 
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The results, shown in Figure 8-8, indicate that the maximum of total annual dose rate in 
the conservative calculation case is over 60 % higher than the maximum in the base 
scenario, which is calculated using Posiva’s AgriWELL dose conversion factors. 
Respectively the realistic calculation case with Fortum's dose conversion factors yields 
140 % higher annual dose rates than in the base scenario. The result is quite expected 
since Fortum’s dose conversion factor for 90Sr is 62 % higher, for 129I are 81 % higher 
and for 108mAg 175 % higher than the respective AgriWELL dose conversion factor. 
The difference is caused by well models used and different parameter selections. 
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Figure 8-8. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of the base scenario, when 
Fortum’s dose conversion factors are applied. 

8.6.4 Diffusion based concrete disintegration model 

As discussed along with the concrete degradation, the effect of diffusion based concrete 
degradation should also be studied. However, as the variant scenario with an early 
concrete failure indicates, the effect of the concrete life-time does not have a significant 
effect on the results.  
 

The results displayed in Figure 8-9, show that the results are increased slightly 
compared to the base scenario in the conservative calculation case, because the 
diffusion based concrete disintegration model reduces the concrete wall thickness more 
quickly than the linear disintegration model soon after the closure. However, the 
maximum annual dose rate is not increased compared to the base scenario significantly 
and therefore the results of the base scenario apply even if the concrete disintegration 
rate would be square-root based in reality.  
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Figure 8-9. Conservative, realistic and probabilistic results of the base scenario, when 
the leaching based concrete degradation speed is applied. 

8.6.5 Verification of the results in base scenario 

In this subsection, the results of the base scenario are compared with a simplified 
model. This simplified model is chosen such that it can be solved using "pen and 
paper", providing transparency of the results. In addition, the aim is to provide a more 
profound understanding of the mathematical modelling of the release and transport.  
The results of the simplified model are then compared to those calculated with the 
computer program PRONEFA.  
 
In the simplified model, the near-field model is chosen to be a two-compartment model. 
Since the concentration outside the concrete basin can be assumed to be much lower 
than inside the concrete basin, the diffusion rate can be assumed to be only dependent 
on the concentration inside the concrete basin. Now the near-field equations in Equation 
(6-1) can be written in the form of  
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Here, the subscript in denotes total activities and volumes inside the concrete basin and 
subscript out those outside the concrete basin. The diffusion term rate is given a short-
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hand notation of Cd. The retardation factor is defined by the Equation (6-11). The 
diffusion rate is assumed constant, i.e. the concrete thickness, L, remains unaltered, but 
the value for the thickness is chosen to be less than the initial design value, i.e. 0.50 m. 
Considering that the amount of radioactivity initially outside the concrete basin is low, 
the solution to the Equations (8-1) can be found to be  
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 (8-2) 

where Nin(0) and Nout(0) are the initial radioactivity inside and outside the concrete 
basin, respectively.  
 
In principle, the maximum concentration in the L/ILW hall outside the concrete basin 
can be found by means of calculus, but the calculation becomes rather complicated. 
Therefore, the radioactivity ratios between total radioactivity in water outside the 
concrete basin and total radioactivity disposed of in the L/ILW basin are shown in 
Figure 8-10. Initially 1 % of radioactivity is outside the concrete basin, but the sorption 
on to crushed rock limits the radioactivity for high sorbing nuclides, such as 241Am. If 
the half-life of the nuclide is sufficiently long, all the radioactivity will be released from 
outside the concrete basin before the groundwater flow transfers the radioactivity out 
from the L/ILW hall. Thus the activity ratio of 129I reaches the value of approximately 
0.9. The activity ratio of short-lived nuclides is limited by the relatively slow diffusion 
rate though the concrete basin. Therefore the activity of 90Sr outside the concrete basin 
does not exceed the initial radioactivity ratio of 0.01.  
 
One should note that the function of the concrete basin is to retard the radioactivity 
release. Thus, for short-lived nuclides, its effect is important but for long-lived nuclides 
the concrete basin only delays the release and disperses it in time. 
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Figure 8-10. The proportion of radioactivity in the L/ILW hall water outside the 
concrete basin compared to total activity disposed of in the hall. For simplicity only 
selected nuclide are shown here. 

The far-field migration can be taken into account by considering a leak starting after the 
L/ILW is filled with water and continuing thereafter infinitely. This approximation 
overestimates the results, because the leak starts earlier than in reality and a constant 
near-field concentration is used. 
 
Using the Equations (6-26) and (6-31), the total annual dose rate can be written as   
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where T is the time when the maximum of N2 is reached. The value of the 
complementary error function increases as the time passes and approaches 1.0 as time 
approaches infinity. This increase competes with the radioactive decay and also with the 
decreasing near-field radioactivity, which is not included in the Equation (8-3).  
 
The behavior of the complementary error function can be seen in Figure 8-11. The time 
needed for the complementary error function to reach the value of 0.1 is  

 1 year for nuclides with extremely low sorption (Kd = 0), 
 22 years for nuclides with the distribution coefficient of 1.0·10-3 m3/kg, 
 220 years for nuclides with the distribution coefficient of 1.0·10-2 m3/kg and 
 2200 years for nuclides with the distribution coefficient of 1.0·10-1 m3/kg.  

 
Again, the migration and sorption in the bedrock only retard the release of the nuclides. 
The retardation is significant only if the Kd-value is higher than 1.0·10-3 m3/kg. On the 
other hand, for nuclides such as 14C, 36Cl, 79Se, 108mAg and 129I with very low sorption, 
the retardation is insignificant.  
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Figure 8-11. The behavior of the complementary error function with different values of 
distribution coefficient Kd. The other parameters are shown in Table 8-4.   

The parameters that were used in these near- and far-field models have been 
summarized in Table 8-4. The distribution coefficients, Kd, are nuclide-specific and can 
be found in Table 7-8. The initial amounts of radioactivity inside and outside the 
concrete basin can be found in Table 2-19. 
 
Table 8-4. The chosen conservative parameter values for the verification. The concrete 
thickness is chosen to be slightly less than the true thickness of 0.60 m.  

Parameter Symbol Selected value 

Diffusion coefficient in concrete D 1.0·10-11
 m

2/s = 3.15·10-4
 m

2/a.

Diffusion area A 80 m2 

Concrete thickness L 0.50 m  

Water volume inside the concrete basin Vin 30.9 m3 

Water volume outside the concrete basin Vout 750 m3 

Mass of the concrete inside the basin mconc 75,000 kg 

Mass of the crushed rock outside the basin mrock 4.2·106  kg 

Flow out from L/ILW hall Qout 0.27 m3/a 

Porosity of the rock matrix  0.005 

Rock density   2700 kg/m3 

Effective diffusion coefficient from fracture in to rock De 6·10-14 m2/s = 1.9·10-6 m2/a 

WL/Q ratio WL/Q 2400 a/m 

Annual yield of the well Qwell 500 m3/a 

Filling time of the L/ILW hall tfill 13 a 

Flow time from the L/ILW hall into a well tw 1.2 a 
 

The comparison between the two results has been visualized in Figure 8-12 and 
summarized in Table 8-5. The results show that there is no quantitative disagreement 
between the simplified results and the results calculated using PRONEFA. For some 
short-lived nuclides, the diffusion through the concrete basin may be initially higher due 
to the reduced thickness of the basin wall, and thus some differences in the results may 
arise. 
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Figure 8-12. Comparison of the simplified model results (dashed lines) with the 
PRONEFA results (solid lines).  
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Table 8-5. The resulting maximum near-field concentrations and the annual dose rates 
using a simplified model and PRONEFA.  

  
Maximum near-field 

concentration (Bq/m3) 
Maximum annual dose rate 

(mSv/a) 

Nuclide Simplified model PRONEFA Simplified model PRONEFA 
14C 1.97E+05 2.02E+05 9.19E-05 5.57E-05 
36Cl 1.20E+04 1.27E+04 1.70E-05 1.17E-05 
60Co 1.83E+04 2.05E+04 7.92E-12 2.73E-11 
59Ni 2.27E+05 4.26E+05 9.41E-06 8.42E-06 
63Ni 3.63E+05 3.60E+05 1.60E-06 1.34E-06 
79Se 1.65E+03 1.75E+03 9.57E-06 6.56E-06 
90Sr 4.23E+06 4.31E+06 3.38E-02 3.40E-02 
99Tc 4.90E+02 4.87E+02 1.07E-07 6.79E-08 
107Pd 3.58E+02 3.58E+02 7.79E-09 4.37E-09 
108mAg 3.06E+05 2.76E+05 1.41E-03 4.99E-04 
126Sn 4.68E+01 1.24E+02 1.89E-07 2.52E-07 
129I 8.09E+03 8.58E+03 6.56E-04 4.48E-04 
135Cs 6.80E+02 6.76E+02 1.01E-06 5.99E-07 
137Cs 3.44E+05 2.83E+05 7.52E-09 5.86E-09 
238Pu 4.91E+01 4.21E+01 2.44E-11 1.77E-11 
239Pu 1.84E+02 1.96E+02 8.62E-06 5.57E-06 
240Pu 2.17E+02 2.21E+02 5.75E-06 3.57E-06 
241Pu 5.76E+01 5.82E+01 4.09E-21 6.59E-21 
242Pu 3.03E+00 3.07E+00 2.39E-07 1.52E-07 
241Am 2.48E+02 2.11E+02 1.03E-07 5.34E-08 
242mAm 1.70E-01 1.43E-01 9.99E-13 6.22E-13 
243Am 2.45E+01 2.52E+01 5.59E-07 3.48E-07 
243Cm 7.21E-02 7.05E-02 1.52E-18 2.04E-19 
244Cm 8.53E+00 8.53E+00 6.03E-19 9.02E-19 
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9 SPECIAL ISSUES 

The ninth chapter of the report discusses the special issues which may impact the long-
term safety of the L/ILW hall. These include the intrusion scenario, the effects of gas 
generation and the potential annual dose rates to larger groups of people or other biota. 
  
For each scenario, conceptual and mathematical models are presented, the selection of 
parameters justified and finally the resulting annual dose rates calculated. In the 
intrusion scenario the probability of the event is estimated. 

9.1 Intrusion scenario 

The intrusion scenario considers the possibility of drilling a core sample from concrete 
basin in the L/ILW hall or drawing a rock sample very close to the L/ILW hall. Other 
possibilities for the intrusion are considered more unlikely and thus they are not 
considered here. After the drilling, the core sample is assumed to be handled according 
to modern standards, i.e. it will be examined by a geologist or other personnel. During 
the inspection, a risk of radiological exposure may arise for both the driller and 
geologist. Three different exposure pathways are considered: external radiation, 
inhalation of dust and inadvertent ingestion. The analysis of the intrusion scenario is 
based on the report by Smith et al. (2012). Here, the main principles of the human 
intrusion analysis are briefly discussed, but more detailed discussion and the 
mathematical models can be found in the report by Smith et al. (2012). 
 
The external radiation is mostly expected to occur when a core sample is examined by a 
geologist. If the sample is ordinary, the inspection time is not assumed long. However, 
unusual samples will be examined in detail and their inspection can take a longer time. 
For the driller, the external radiation is expected to be relatively low, since the exposure 
time is expected to be short and to the core sample larger. 
 
If hands are contaminated during the drilling or during the examination, inadvertent 
ingestion might occur due to hand mouth contact. Especially in the diamond core 
drilling, where the core sample is manually removed from rod. Also the core samples 
are continuously analyzed, which increases the touching of the samples. The amount of 
dust created during the drilling strongly depends on the technique used. If drilling fluids 
are used in the process, the amount of dust is significantly reduced, but on other hand 
the radioactivity in the settling pond may increase the external radiation for the driller. 
 
The drilling technique assumed in this analysis is diamond core drilling, because is 
currently used to study Olkiluoto and therefore the most suitable technique. The 
parameters selections are summarized in Table 8 in the report by Smith et al. (2012). 
The resulting the dose conversion factors are summarized in Table 9-1 and in Table 9-2. 
The dose conversion factors are used to transfer the radioactivity concentration of the 
sample (Bq/g) into effective dose.  
 
The source radioactivity is obtained using the radioactivity concentrations of the near-
field water calculated using PRONEFA. The amount of radioactivity sorbed in to a rock 
or concrete sample can be evaluated using the mass distribution coefficients for each 
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element given in Table 7-8 and the Equation (6-12). When calculating the source 
radioactivity, the realistic Kd values are used, because they result in higher radioactivity 
in rock or concrete sample. For some of the nuclides, the Kd values are in order of unity, 
which means that the total radioactivity in 1 kg of rock is almost the same as in 1 m3 of 
water.  
 
Table 9-1. Dose conversion factors for the driller and geologist using the diamond core 
technique in crystalline rock. The core length is assumed to be 1 m and the exposure 
time 1 h.  

  Driller (μSv/(Bq/g)) Geologist (μSv/(Bq/g)) 

Nuclide Dext Ding Dinh Dtotal Dext Ding Dinh Dtotal 
14C 5.4E-09 9.9E-06 1.2E-05 2.2E-05 5.4E-09 1.9E-05 3.0E-06 2.2E-05 
36Cl 6.0E-07 1.6E-05 4.4E-05 6.0E-05 6.0E-07 3.1E-05 1.1E-05 4.2E-05 
60Co 4.3E-08 3.2E-06 5.7E-07 3.8E-06 9.9E-03 1.1E-04 1.5E-05 1.0E-02 
59Ni 1.2E-06 1.1E-06 7.8E-07 3.0E-06 1.2E-06 2.1E-06 2.0E-07 3.5E-06 
63Ni 0.0E+00 2.6E-06 2.9E-06 5.4E-06 0.0E+00 5.0E-06 7.2E-07 5.7E-06 
79Se 9.9E-03 5.8E-05 6.0E-05 1.0E-02 8.6E-09 9.6E-05 1.7E-06 9.7E-05 
90Sr 8.6E-09 4.9E-05 6.6E-06 5.6E-05 7.6E-06 1.0E-03 5.6E-05 1.1E-03 
99Tc 7.6E-06 5.3E-04 2.2E-04 7.6E-04 4.4E-08 2.1E-05 6.0E-06 2.7E-05 

107Pd 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 1.2E-06 1.3E-07 1.3E-06 
108mAg 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 6.4E-03 7.6E-05 1.1E-05 6.5E-03 
126Sn 1.9E-11 1.9E-05 6.0E-05 7.9E-05 7.5E-03 1.7E-04 4.4E-05 7.7E-03 

129I 0.0E+00 2.0E-06 3.1E-06 5.1E-06 5.0E-09 3.6E-03 5.4E-05 3.7E-03 
135Cs 6.2E-03 2.9E-05 6.6E-05 6.3E-03 1.5E-08 6.6E-05 1.0E-06 6.7E-05 
137Cs 2.6E-08 5.3E-05 3.5E-06 5.6E-05 2.2E-03 4.3E-04 6.9E-06 2.7E-03 
238Pu 4.4E-08 1.1E-05 2.4E-05 3.5E-05 3.0E-08 7.6E-03 6.9E-02 7.7E-02 
239Pu 0.0E+00 6.3E-07 5.1E-07 1.1E-06 2.0E-07 8.3E-03 7.5E-02 8.3E-02 
240Pu 6.4E-03 3.9E-05 4.4E-05 6.5E-03 2.9E-08 8.3E-03 7.5E-02 8.3E-02 
241Pu 3.1E-23 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 3.1E-23 6.1E-09 1.6E-04 1.4E-03 1.5E-03 
242Pu 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 3.2E-08 7.9E-03 7.2E-02 8.0E-02 
241Am 7.5E-03 8.8E-05 1.7E-04 7.7E-03 8.5E-05 6.6E-03 6.3E-02 7.0E-02 

242mAm 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 5.2E-05 6.3E-03 5.6E-02 6.2E-02 
243Am 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 8.6E-04 6.6E-03 6.2E-02 6.9E-02 
243Cm 0.0E+00 3.2E-05 2.1E-05 5.3E-05 0.0E+00 5.1E-03 4.7E-02 5.2E-02 
244Cm 0.0E+00 2.6E-05 1.9E-05 4.4E-05 0.0E+00 4.1E-03 4.1E-02 4.5E-02 
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Table 9-2. Dose conversion factors for the driller and geologist using the diamond core 
technique in concrete. The core length is assumed to be 1 m and the exposure time 1 h.  

  Driller (μSv/(Bq/g)) Geologist (μSv/(Bq/g)) 

Nuclide Dext Ding Dinh Dtotal Dext Ding Dinh Dtotal 
14C 4.9E-09 9.9E-06 1.2E-05 2.2E-05 4.9E-09 1.9E-05 3.0E-06 2.2E-05 
36Cl 5.5E-07 1.6E-05 4.4E-05 6.0E-05 5.5E-07 3.1E-05 1.1E-05 4.2E-05 
60Co 3.9E-08 3.2E-06 5.7E-07 3.8E-06 9.1E-03 1.1E-04 1.5E-05 9.2E-03 
59Ni 1.1E-06 1.1E-06 7.8E-07 2.9E-06 1.1E-06 2.1E-06 2.0E-07 3.4E-06 
63Ni 0.0E+00 2.6E-06 2.9E-06 5.4E-06 0.0E+00 5.0E-06 7.2E-07 5.7E-06 
79Se 9.1E-03 5.8E-05 6.0E-05 9.2E-03 7.8E-09 9.6E-05 1.7E-06 9.7E-05 
90Sr 7.8E-09 4.9E-05 6.6E-06 5.6E-05 6.9E-06 1.0E-03 5.6E-05 1.1E-03 
99Tc 6.9E-06 5.3E-04 2.2E-04 7.6E-04 4.1E-08 2.1E-05 6.0E-06 2.7E-05 

107Pd 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 1.2E-06 1.3E-07 1.3E-06 
108mAg 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 5.8E-03 7.6E-05 1.1E-05 5.9E-03 
126Sn 1.7E-11 1.9E-05 6.0E-05 7.9E-05 6.8E-03 1.7E-04 4.4E-05 7.0E-03 

129I 0.0E+00 2.0E-06 3.1E-06 5.1E-06 4.6E-09 3.6E-03 5.4E-05 3.7E-03 
135Cs 5.7E-03 2.9E-05 6.6E-05 5.8E-03 1.3E-08 6.6E-05 1.0E-06 6.7E-05 
137Cs 2.4E-08 5.3E-05 3.5E-06 5.6E-05 2.0E-03 4.3E-04 6.9E-06 2.5E-03 
238Pu 4.1E-08 1.1E-05 2.4E-05 3.5E-05 2.7E-08 7.6E-03 6.9E-02 7.7E-02 
239Pu 0.0E+00 6.3E-07 5.1E-07 1.1E-06 1.8E-07 8.3E-03 7.5E-02 8.3E-02 
240Pu 5.8E-03 3.9E-05 4.4E-05 5.9E-03 2.6E-08 8.3E-03 7.5E-02 8.3E-02 
241Pu 2.8E-23 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 2.8E-23 5.5E-09 1.6E-04 1.4E-03 1.5E-03 
242Pu 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 2.9E-08 7.9E-03 7.2E-02 8.0E-02 
241Am 6.8E-03 8.8E-05 1.7E-04 7.1E-03 7.7E-05 6.6E-03 6.3E-02 7.0E-02 

242mAm 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 4.8E-05 6.3E-03 5.6E-02 6.2E-02 
243Am 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 7.9E-04 6.6E-03 6.2E-02 6.9E-02 
243Cm 0.0E+00 3.2E-05 2.1E-05 5.3E-05 0.0E+00 5.1E-03 4.7E-02 5.2E-02 
244Cm 0.0E+00 2.6E-05 1.9E-05 4.4E-05 0.0E+00 4.1E-03 4.1E-02 4.5E-02 

9.1.1 Results of the intrusion scenario 

The core drilling is expected to occur at the earliest 200 years after the closure, as 
specified in the YVL Guide D.5 (draft). The sample radioactivity has been calculated 
according to conservative near-field concentrations presented in Appendix A, in Figure 
A-1 and in Figure A-2. For a rock sample, the mass distribution coefficients between 
rock and water have been used to calculate the amount of radioactivity adsorbed into the 
rock. Similarly, the concrete radioactivity concentrations have been calculated using the 
radioactivity concentration inside the concrete basin and the mass distribution 
coefficients between water and concrete. 
 
The realistic values for the mass distribution coefficients, shown in Table 7-8, have 
been used in the calculations, since the realistic Kd values are higher than the 
conservative ones thus giving a higher radioactivity concentration in the sample.  
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The results for rock and concrete samples as well as for the driller and geologist have 
been shown in Figure 9-1. The results indicate that most of the highest dose rate will be 
obtained by a geologist when a sample from the concrete basin is studied. Nevertheless, 
the highest dose is in the order of 2 Sv which is a negligible amount of radiation dose. 
The dose for a driller with a concrete sample roughly the same. The doses from the rock 
sample are at least two orders of magnitude lower. The driller gets most of his dose 
from external radiation from the settling pond and the geologist while inhaling dust 
from the sample.  
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Figure 9-1. The estimated dose for driller and geologist with a rock sample taken from 
wall of the L/ILW hall and from the concrete basin.  

The Figure 9-2 shows the contribution of different nuclides on the total dose. As in the 
base scenario the radionuclide 90Sr dominates also in the intrusion scenario. After the 
90Sr has significantly decayed the actinides 239Am and 240Am dominate, because of their 
relatively high sorption on concrete. The effect of other nuclides is quite insignificant.  
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Figure 9-2. The contribution of different nuclides on the total dose obtained by 
geologist while studying a concrete sample.   

9.1.1.1 Probability of the intrusion 

According to YVL Guide D.5 (draft), the resulting doses may be multiplied with the 
corresponding probability. The probability of hitting the L/ILW hall without any prior 
knowledge of the site is considered in this section and the resulting expectation values 
are also presented. 
 
The probability of core drill can be estimated using the core drilling density in Finland. 
During the last 20 years (1990 onwards), a total of 10,982 core samples were received 
and stored in the National Drill Core Register (2012). However, the core drilling depth 
was typically below 100 m. Using the database, a crude estimate is that 1/10 of the core 
drills could reach the depth of the L/ILW hall. Estimating that the location of core 
drilling samples in Finland is random, i.e. Olkiluoto draws no particular interest and the 
probability of hitting the L/ILW hall can be calculated using the floor area of the hall 
and the total area of Finland. Therefore 
 

 
10
samples

Finland

hall
hit

N

A

A
P  , (9-1) 

where Phit is the probability of core drilling hitting the I/ILW hall in a single year, Ahall 
the hall floor area (468 m2), AFinland the land area of Finland (338,424 km2) and Nsamples 
the number of core drilling samples taken within a single year in Finland 
(10,982/20 years). 
 
Using this formula, the probability of hitting the L/ILW hall within a single year is 
3·10- 7. One should note that most of the core drilling is being used in mineral 
exploration, and therefore the probability of inadvertent core drilling in the Olkiluoto 
area is even lower than the value presented above. The probability of hitting the 
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concrete basin is even lower, but for simplicity the same probability is applied to rock 
and concrete samples.  
 
This value can be compared with the probability estimated by Nordman & Vieno 
(1989), which according to Smith et al. (2012) is 2·10-8 per year. Even though there is 
an order of magnitude difference, the results compare to each other reasonably well.  
 
The maximum expected radiation dose rates are given in Table 9-3, which shows that 
the expectation values are negligible. 
 
Table 9-3. The expected dose rates resulting from inadvertent intrusion. 

 
Maximum expected radiation dose 

rate (mSv/a) 

Rock sample 1.5E-12 

Concrete sample 5.3E-10 

9.2 Effects of gas formation 

Gas is formed in the L/ILW hall as a result of metal corrosion, microbiological 
decomposition of the organic substances and radiolysis. The gas formation analysis 
covers the issues related to the gas formation, its effects in the L/ILW hall and the 
transport out from the L/ILW hall. Finally, the potential effects of radioactive gases for 
people living above the ground are estimated. The schematic illustration in Figure 9-3 
illustrates the main issues related to gas formation in the L/ILW hall.  

 

 

Figure 9-3. The principles of gas formation and its consequences used in the analysis. 

9.2.1 Conceptual and mathematical model of the gas formation 

Most of the gas is expected to originate from the corroding metal waste and it is mostly 
hydrogen containing no radioactivity. During the decomposition the organic substances 
can produce methane or CO2, which might contain small amounts of radioactive 14C. 
The conditions in the L/ILW hall are considered anaerobic, because aerobic conditions 
are expected to prevail for a maximum of a few decades after the closure, which is a 
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short time compared with other relevant time scales. Gas formation during the 
operational phase is considered to be minor, because the L/ILW hall is kept dry.  

9.2.1.1 Gas formed as a results of metal corrosion 

Steel 
The main solid corrosion product under the conditions in the L/ILW hall is 
iron(II)hydroxide Fe(OH)2. In the corrosion reaction, one mole of Fe(OH)2 and 1 mol of 
hydrogen is formed per one mol of Fe in steel: 

 222 HFe(OH)O2HFe  . (9-2) 

In principle, the produced iron(II) hydroxide in this reaction may undergo Schikorr 
reaction to produce a more protective black film of magnetite: 

 22432 HO2HOFe3Fe(OH)  . (9-3) 

Ferrous hydroxide may convert to magnetite also in temperatures below 50 °C if 
substantial concentrations of impurities (e.g. Ni, Cu, Co) from the steel or groundwater 
are present. For the sake of conservativeness the effect of magnetite formation is taken 
into account. Also, even in the presence of large concentrations of these impurities a 
further catalysts may cause only 10…20 % of formed iron(II) hydroxide to convert to 
magnetite (Platts et al. 1994). Dissolved oxygen in groundwater or any oxygen ingress 
may also lead to iron(II) hydroxide converting to magnetite. On the other hand, excess 
alkalinity has been shown to inhibit the Schikorr reaction. Dissolving hydrogen may 
also suppress the formation of magnetite from ferrous hydroxide in very high pressures 
(Platts et al. 1994). Chromium oxide is expected to be produced in anaerobic corrosion 
of stainless steel, as the steel passivates (Brox 1994). The protective film forming on 
stainless steel surface may therefore compose of iron(II) hydroxide and chromium(III) 
oxide. 
 
The net reaction of the Equations (9-2) and (9-3) gives four hydrogen gas molecules for 
three iron atoms: 

 2432 4HOFeO4H3Fe  . (9-4) 

Since this reaction gives a slightly conservative estimate for the gas generation, it is 
applied, even though the Schikorr reaction is not likely to occur in the expected 
conditions. Assuming the hydrogen formation for steel to be the same as that for iron, 
the following equation applies to the corroding steel surface: 

 ,
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ssg
H M
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  (9-5) 

where VH is the volume (in NTP) of H2 formed on 1 m2 surface per year (m3/(m2a)), Vg 
= 0.022414 m3/mol is the molar volume of ideal gas, vs is the corrosion rate of 
steel (m/a),s= 7850 kg/m3 is the density of steel, and Ms= 55.85 g/mol is the molar 
mass of iron (steel). 
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Chromium and nickel 
Stainless steel is an alloy consisting mostly of iron, chromium and nickel. The following 
reactions are predicted for the minor components of stainless steel in anaerobic alkaline 
conditions (Smart et al. 2004): 

 2322 H3OCrO3H 2Cr   (9-6) 

 22 HNiOOH  Ni  . (9-7) 

The protective film forming on a stainless steel surface may therefore compose of 
iron(II) hydroxide, chromium(III) oxide and nickel(II) oxide. However, Smart et al. 
(2004) have presented several Pourbaix diagrams for chromium, and noted that there are 
a number of possible forms of oxidized chromium and furthermore the solubility of 
chromium hydroxide is affected by the presence of chloride ions due to the formation of 
complexes. No analogous Pourbaix diagrams for nickel were shown, but nickel forms a 
nickel oxide in alkaline conditions below a pH of approximately 12 but at higher pH 
values a soluble HNiO2

-
 species can be formed.  

 
Typical stainless steel contains approximately 18 % Cr and 10 % Ni as well as minor 
amounts of other elements such as carbon. For simplicity, it is here assumed that the 
corrosion rates of all components in stainless steel are equal. As a result, approximately 
the same amount of gas is formed as the individual components combined would 
produce. 
 
Aluminum 
Aluminum as a metal is not stable in water, but a protective oxidized layer usually 
forms rapidly, preventing further corrosion. However, this protective layer dissolves in 
alkaline conditions, which are likely to occur in the L/ILW hall. However, because 
concrete used in the L/ILW hall is mostly low-pH concrete, the pH in the L/ILW hall is 
not expected to reach very high values compared to the power plant site L/ILW 
repositories.  
 
Aluminum can also be attacked by galvanic corrosion if it is either in a direct contact 
with more noble elements, or when the elements are in a conductive electrolyte solution. 
Typical galvanic corrosion reactions in aqueous solutions do not lead to gas formation.  
 
The corrosion reaction of aluminum proceeds quickly in alkaline conditions once the 
protective layer has been dissolved. The net corrosion reaction of Al in alkaline 
conditions is given by Smart et al. (2001): 

 222 3H2AlOO2H2OH2Al    (9-8) 

Similarly to Equation (9-5), the gas formation rate per 1 m2 of aluminum surface can be 
written as 

 
Al

Alcg
H M

vV
V

2

3 
  (9-9) 

where VH is the volume (in NTP) of H2 formed on 1 m2 surface per year (m3/(m2a)), 
Vg = 0.022414 m3/mol is the molar volume of ideal gas, vc is the corrosion rate of the 
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aluminum (m/a),Al = 2700 kg/m3 is the density of aluminum and MAl = 26.98 g/mol is 
the molar mass of aluminum. 

9.2.1.2 Gas formation due to organic materials 

The amount of gas formed in the complete anaerobic microbial degradation of cellulose 
has theoretically been defined to be 37 mol/kg (Moreno et al. 2001, Wiborgh et al. 
1986). The degradation mechanism of organic compounds can be written as (Moreno et 
al. 2001): 

 agent. ReducingCHCOH  COxidant  C 422org
*

org   (9-10) 

Methane and hydrogen have limited solubility in water, and are thus relevant to the 
safety analysis. Carbon dioxide is solubility limited in the alkaline Ca-rich conditions in 
the L/ILW hall. The maximum rate of gas formation in organic material depends on the 
amount of degrading material and is thus time-dependent, decreasing as the degradation 
propagates: 

 t
gtot eVGMtG  )(  (9-11) 

where G is the volume (in NTP) of gas generated in one year (m3/a), M is the mass of 
degrading material (kg), is the decomposition factor (1/a), Gtot is the amount of gas 
formed by 1 kg of degrading material (mol/kg) and Vg= 0.022414 m3/mol is the molar 
volume of ideal gas. 

9.2.1.3 Gas formation due to radiolysis 

The third possible gas generation mechanism in the L/ILW hall relates to radiolysis, 
where radiation decomposes water and other materials present in the L/ILW hall. In the 
case of solidified waste, hydrogen produced from water decomposition is the main 
product. The gas generation rate is proportional to the alpha, beta and gamma energy 
absorbed in water. 
 
Choppin et al. (1995) give the following Gtot values for hydrogen production in liquid 
water: 

 gammas and fast electrons: 0.047 mol/J and 
 12 MeV He2+: 0.115 mol/J. 

 
These values correspond relatively well to the ones applied by Moreno et al. (2001), i.e. 
1.5 mol/Mrad/tonne for alpha radiation and 0.5 mol/Mrad/tonne for beta and gamma 
radiation. The latter corresponds approximately to 1·10-9 m3 (NTP)/J. 

9.2.1.4 Gas release and transport inside the L/ILW hall 

A part of the gas formation occurs in the packed waste and the package can act as a 
release barrier also for the gas. If gas formed inside the waste packages cannot escape, 
the gas build-up can displace the radioactive water inside the package or, if the gas 
pressure is high enough, cause fractures in the package. Therefore, it is essential to 
know how the gas is released from the waste packages. 
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Dried liquid waste will be stored inside a concrete basin. The gas formation inside the 
concrete basin is expected to originate mostly from the metallic drums. It is possible 
that the gas cannot penetrate the water saturated concrete and the gases formed inside 
the basin may not be able to escape.  
 
The pressure needed for the water to be pushed out from the concrete depends on the 
size of the fractures in the concrete. The main resisting force is the capillary effect and 
the pressure needed to compensate the capillary effect is (Moreno et al. 2001): 

 
b

P
2

 , (9-12) 

where P is the capillary pressure, the water surface tension (= 72·10-3 N/m) and b the 
fracture aperture. 
 
Hence, if the concrete has fractures with a diameter of 10 m, the pressure needed to 
overcome the capillary effect is only 15 kPa. On the other hand, if no such fractures are 
present, the gas cannot escape the concrete easily and over-pressure needed for gas to 
flow through concrete may be as high as 1.5 MPa. In that case, water cannot penetrate 
the concrete either, and also the initial gas production rate is significantly lower. 
 
The same principle applies also to injection grouts used to limit the groundwater flow 
into the L/ILW hall during the operational phase. If the injection grout proves to be 
impermeable, a gas phase is expected to be formed inside the L/ILW hall.  
 
The other waste packages (steel drums, open metal and concrete boxes) are not assumed 
to act as release barriers and the gas can be estimated to be released from these 
packages. Because in the analysis the radioactivity from these waste packages is 
assumed to be released immediately after the closure, the gas formation does not reduce 
the safety function of these packages. 

9.2.1.5 Gas transportation out of the L/ILW hall 

The gas formed inside the L/ILW hall will eventually be released out of the bedrock 
onto the ground surface. In order to avoid over-pressurization or accelerated flow of 
contaminated water from the L/ILW hall, the existence of sufficient transportation 
channels should be assured. Such channels are either fractures in the bedrock or the 
L/ILW hall tunnel both of which eventually lead to the ground surface. Since the waste 
silos and shafts have to be efficiently sealed from the connecting tunnels to minimize 
water flow through them, the most desirable option is sufficient gas transportation 
through the bedrock. The pathways of gas depend on the location and design of the 
L/ILW hall.  
 
The gas transportation from the hall to the bedrock through a rock structure the gas flow 
can be calculated according to Darcy's law (Darcy 1856): 

 PA
P

P
Q

g

z 



0

, (9-13) 

where Q is the gas flux through the bedrock (m3(NTP)/s), Pz the pressure in the L/ILW 
hall (ceiling), P0= 0.1 MPa is the atmospheric pressure, A is the area of the fracture 
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(m2), lWA   (W is the fracture width (m) and l is the mean fracture thickness (m)), 
is the permeability bedrock in the fracture (m2),g is the dynamic viscosity of gas 
(hydrogen and methane: 1.0×10-5 Pas) and P  is the pressure gradient vector. 

The term Pz/P0 is used to ensure that the gas flow rate is given in NTP conditions. The 
permeability of the gas is connected with hydraulic conductivity via 

 
g
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w
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  , (9-14) 

where K is hydraulic conductivity (m/s),w the viscosity of water (Pas),w= 
1000 kg/m3 is density of water and g= 9.81 m/s2 is the acceleration due to gravity. Also 
the pressure gradient vector can be written as 

  singP w , (9-15) 

where  is the inclination angle of the fracture relative to the horizontal plane. Now the 
Equation (9-13) can be written as 
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This Equation (9-16) can be used to calculate the gas flux through a fracture or an intact 
rock. In the latter case the whole hall ceiling area is considered to be the transmitting 
fracture.  

9.2.2 Parameters related to gas generation  

The waste located in the L/ILW hall consists of steel, concrete as well as other organic 
material and also lesser amounts of other materials. Concrete degradation is not 
believed to produce any significant amounts of gas. The components used in the fuel 
handling cell will be made of various metallic parts, but here they are assumed to be 
made of steel. 

9.2.2.1 Steel corrosion rate  

In literature, the corrosion rate values for different steel types in various environments 
span over several orders of magnitude. 
 
NIREX (Smart et al. 2004, NIREX 2004) has performed wide-ranging laboratory tests 
to determine the corrosion resistance of stainless and carbon steel in anaerobic alkaline 
conditions. Three methods were used to measure corrosion rate: weight loss, 
electrochemical and liquid displacement techniques. The most sensitive results were 
attained with the liquid displacement technique. The anaerobic corrosion behavior was 
studied as a function of exposure period, temperature, chloride concentration, identity of 
cation, pH, in the presence of a cementitious environment, hydrogen overpressure and 
surface condition. The anaerobic corrosion of carbon steel was observed to proceed by 
three consecutive stages: first, a period of linear kinetics lasting ~300 hours, during 
which there is incomplete coverage of the metal surface by the oxide film, a second 
stage lasting up to 10,000 hours, during which the corrosion rate decreases by three 
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orders of magnitude as the corrosion product layer thickens, and a final stage during 
which the corrosion rate decreases more slowly. Based on those laboratory tests long-
term corrosion rates in anaerobic alkaline conditions for carbon steel and stainless steel 
were determined to be less than 0.1 m/a and less than 0.01 m/a, respectively. (Smart 
et al. 2004)  
 
In the investigation of the disposal of spent fuel, SKB has determined the corrosion of 
carbon steel and cast iron in artificial groundwater (Smart et al. 2001). In the granitic 
groundwater the anaerobic corrosion rate of bare carbon steel was determined to be of 
the order of 10...30 m/a initially, but as an oxide film forms, the rate decreases to less 
than 0.1 m/a.  
 
Smart & Adams (2006) used natural analogues when they studied expansion due to the 
corrosion products of iron. In those investigations, the corrosion rate of iron was 
determined to be of the order of 100...200 m/a for the samples in oxygenated seawater, 
but for the samples in anaerobic environment the corrosion rate was typically 
0.1…1 m/a. 
 
NAGRA (2002, page 150) refers to several sources and gives corrosion rate values from 
0.01 m/a (stainless steels) to 0.1 m/a (mild steels) for steels passivated under alkaline 
conditions. 
 
In the project SAFE, Moreno et al. (2001) refer to measured corrosion rates of steel that 
are in the range of 0.1…1.5 m/a in cement/concrete environments, and 1…10 m/a in 
groundwater environments. In their analysis they have applied the value of 1 m/a. 
 
In a report by the EU thematic network on gas issues in safety assessment of deep 
repositories for radioactive waste (GASNET), a review of applied corrosion rates is 
given and discussed (Rodwell et al. 2003). The typical values range from 0.1 m/a to 
10 m/a, but the upper end of the range is considered overly conservative, and it is 
noted that for carbon steel and cast iron in an alkaline environment a value of 0.1 m/a 
or even lower seems to be realistic. The report also mentions results indicating 
corrosion rates as low as 3…20 nm/a. 
 
Groundwater conditions in the L/ILW hall will be anaerobic very soon after the closure. 
Because of this, the corrosion rate values in this report represent anaerobic conditions. 
The chosen values for the stainless and carbon steel are given in Tabel 9-4. In the gas 
formation analysis, carbon steel is used because the results then are more conservative. 
 

Table 9-4. Corrosion rates (m/a) selected for steel. 

  Alkaline conditions Neutral conditions 
  Realistic Conservative Realistic Conservative 

Carbon steel 0.1 0.5 1 5 
Stainless steel 0.01 0.05 0.5 1 
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9.2.2.2 Aluminum corrosion rate 

Corrosion rates for aluminum in recent safety analyses have been reported to be 
30 m/a...1 mm/a (Rodwell et al. 2003, Moreno et al. 2001, Smart 2001). Due to the 
high corrosion rate, aluminum is an important contributor to the total gas formation rate 
in the L/ILW hall during the first years or decades after the closure, but it has no long-
term significance because the inventory of aluminum is limited and quickly exhausted. 
All of the aluminum is likely to corrode during the first years or decades after the 
closure. In some L/ILW hall concepts it can be assumed that most of the aluminum will 
have corroded prior to the closure of the L/ILW hall and the H2 will have been 
transported out of the L/ILW hall through the air vents (Rodwell et al. 2003). 

9.2.2.3 Organic material decomposition rate 

Moreno et al. (2001) give the gas generation rates 0.2 and 0.002 mol/a per kg of organic 
material for cellulose and other organics, respectively, and the total maximum yield to 
be 37 and 30 mol gas per kg of organic material. Especially in the case of slowly 
decomposing organics, the available data are scarce, and therefore less reliable than in 
the case of easily decomposing substances. The SFR-1 values give the decomposition 
factor  for other organics equal to 0.000067 1/a corresponding to T1/2 = 10,000 a.  
 
In the Project Opalinus Clay by NAGRA (2002) it is emphasized that the conditions in 
the concrete environment are poor for optimum microbial activity, although it is 
unlikely to prevent it from occurring. In the NAGRA Safety Report, the maximum rates 
of degradation of organic matter to CH4 and CO2 in the ILW tunnels have been 
estimated based on values given by Wiborgh et al. (1986) and are 0.7 mol/kg,a for 
cellulose and 0.05 mol/kg,a for other organic material. These values probably relate to 
anaerobic degradation rates of organic composition including 35 % cellulose and 
asphalt, respectively.  
 
In the GASNET report (Rodwell et al. 2003), the literature on gas generation rates is 
reviewed, and a reference is made to Moreno et al. (2001) and Bracke & Müller (2003). 
Under water-saturated conditions in a saline repository, the referred maximum values lie 
in the interval 1…5 l/kg,a, which equals to 0.04…0.22 mol/kg,a. 
 
The optimal pH range for the anaerobic decomposition of organics is 6…8, and outside 
this range, the methane fermentation is slowed or stopped (Pipatti et al. 1996). In the 
L/ILW hall, the pH will probably be somewhat higher depending on the amount of 
concrete in the hall; however the optimal conditions for anaerobic decomposition are 
used in this analysis.  
 
Also, the temperature under the conditions in the L/ILW hall is not favorable for 
microbial activity. According to Pipatti et al. (1996), the bacteria producing methane are 
active in the temperature range 15…45 °C, whereas the temperature in the L/ILW hall is 
expected to be roughly 10 oC. However, the heat from the spent fuel repository and the 
microbiologivity increase the temperature into the active temperature range.  Also, the 
nutrition available for microbes in the L/ILW hall is deficient compared to the landfill 
conditions. Hence, the likelihood and extent of microbial activity is considered to be 
somewhat lower. 
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The large scale gas generation experiment ongoing in TVO's repository for L/ILW 
(VLJ-repository) studies experimentally the gas generation rate produced during the 
degradation of organic waste (Small et al. 2008). The experiment includes 16 metal 
drums which contain actual power plant waste, most of which is organic waste. The 
waste drums a set in a concrete box and the whole setup in a 20 m3 gas tank which was 
filled with water when the experiment was started in 1997. The temperature of the tank 
is kept at about 10 oC using a cooling system. The amount of gas allowed to escape the 
tank is constantly measured and its composition is analyzed periodically. Initially, the 
amount of gas produced was low but since then the rate stabilized to approximately 1 
m3/a. The gas composition has been found to be mostly methane. The total amount of 
cellulose in the experiment was roughly 1200 kg, about half of which is considered 
reactive cellulose and the other half less reactive cellulose. The observed gas generation 
rate amounts to 0.037 mol/kg,a. This is about 20 % of highest value estimated by 
Moreno et al. (2001). 
 
Based on the considerations given above, for assessing the methane production from the 
organic waste material, the parameter values presented in Table 9-5 used in here. 
However, the results of the large scale gas generation experiment indicate that the 
realistic values are only 20 % of the organic values, because not all the organic waste is 
easily degradable material and also because, the temperature in the L/ILW hall is likely 
to be lower than the optimal temperature for the microbiological activity. The 
conservative values are used in the analysis in order to demonstrate the worst case 
effects of the gas generation. 
 
Table 9-5. Parameters for the decomposition of organic materials 

Material (1/a) Gtot (mol/kg) 

Plywood, cellulose 0.0067* 30 

Slowly degrading organic material 0.0001 30 

           *This value for decomposition factor results from dividing 0.2 mol/kg,a by 30 mol/kg. 

9.2.2.4 Radiolysis 

The radiation absorbed into concrete does not produce any gas. The radioactivity in the 
metal parts, however, will be located on the surface and the radioactivity is more likely 
to be absorbed in the water. 
 
The range of alpha and beta particles in metals and concrete is negligible, and only the 
radiation from the outermost layer is able to cause radiolysis. The range of gamma 
radiation is longer, and radiation from larger depths can cause radiolysis in the water. 
However, the amount of free water or pore water is limited and the radiation which 
penetrates its source material has a large probability of being absorbed on concrete or 
other solid materials, thus causing no radiolysis. In this analysis, it is assumed that 
approximately 1 % of the alpha and beta activity and 10 % of the gamma activity will 
decompose water. 
 
The radioactivity inventories are used when calculating the amount of gas formed in 
radiolysis can be found in Table 2-19. 
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9.2.2.5 Amount of waste in the L/ILW hall 

Metallic waste and also metallic packages will be deposited in the hall. Hydrogen will 
be produced as a result of metal corrosion. The estimated amount of metal waste and 
packages are presented in Table 9-6, which is partly based on Table 2-5. The reaction 
area determines the gas formation rate, while the material thickness determines the life-
time of the specific object. In Table 9-6, the waste labeled as components are assumed 
to be made of steel pipes with a diameter of 5 cm and thickness of 1 cm.  
 
Table 9-6. Steel waste and package types and estimated corrosion reaction areas. The 
top three rows present the dimensions of the single waste package or waste type. The 
next row gives the area of a single waste package or waste type, which are assumed to 
corrode from inside and outside. Finally, the number of packages inside and outside the 
concrete basin is given based on which the total corroding areas are evaluated. 

Package/waste type Drum
Metal 
box 

1 kg of 
Components 

Transport 
casks 

Canister iron 
inserts (EPR)

Height (m) 0.88 1.87 0.256 4.5 4.5 

Width/Diameter (m) 0.595 1.27 0.05 1.2 0.595 

Depth (m) - 1.27 - - - 

Thickness (m) 0.0015 0.0025 0.01 0.02 0.1 

Area/ container (m2) 4.40 25 0.08 38 18 

Corrosion rate (m/a) 5 5 5 5 5 

Life-time (a) 150 250 1000 2000 10,000 
Number of packages inside 
the basin 

42 0 0 0 0 

Total package area inside 
the basin (m2) 

185 0 0 0 0 

Number of packages 
outside the basin 

2418 263 350,000 5 11 

Total package area outside 
the basin (m2) 

10,644 6694 28,194 192 197 

 
The amount of the aluminum waste is in this analysis considered to be small, even 
though the amount of the aluminum is difficult to estimate beforehand. Even though the 
corrosion rate of aluminum under alkaline conditions can be quite fast, the amounts of 
aluminum waste are so small that they do not have significant effect on the total amount 
of formed. Also the fact that the alkaline conditions may not be present in the L/ILW 
hall due to the use of low-pH concrete may reduce the aluminum corrosion rate. 
 
All the organic waste is assumed to be disposed of outside the concrete basin. The total 
volume of the organic waste is estimated to be 644 m3 and the density is also assumed 
to be 500 kg/m3 (at the Loviisa power plant, the maximum weight of organic waste 
inside a single 200-liter drum is 90 kg). The organic waste mainly consists of used 
overalls and filters. The volume estimates are based on Table 2-5, where the organic 
waste and filters are categorized as organic waste. The total amounts of organic wastes 
are summarized in Table 9-7. 
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Table 9-7. Estimated total amounts of organic waste. 

  Volume (m3) Density (kg/m3) Mass (kg) 

Outside the basin 

Used overalls etc. 569 500 284,500 

 
In addition, the concrete contains low amounts (1 - 2 %) of superplasticizers added in 
order to enhance the workability of the concrete. The amount of superplasticizers is low 
in terms of gas generation, but their effect will discussed more in Section 9.5. 

9.2.2.6 Gas transport out from the L/ILW hall 

If the ceiling of the hall is assumed intact, the rock above the roof acts as a conducting 
material. The hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock measured at Olkiluoto was found to 
be 3·10-9 m/s at the depth of -180 m (Posiva 2009). However, the value for the 
numerical model calibration is found to be about 5·10-9 m/s at the same depth (Vaittinen 
et al. 2009). Conservatively, the latter value is chosen in the analysis. Furthermore, the 
inclination angle is directed upwards since it provides the most probable path into the 
surface in a non-fractured rock. The chosen parameters are summarized in Table 9-8. 
 
Table 9-8. The conservatively chosen parameters connected to the gas transport out of 
the L/ILW hall. 

Parameter Symbol Value 
Depth h 180 m 

Pressure in L/ILW hall Pz 1.9 MPa 

Atmospheric pressure P0 0.1 MPa 

Hydraulic conductivity K 555.0E-09 m/s 

Area of the ceiling Aceil 1468 m2 

Viscosity of water w 1.4E-03 Pas 

Viscosity of gas g 1.0E-05 Pas 

Inclination angle of the 
fracture relative to the 
horizontal plane 

 90 degrees 

9.2.3 Results of the gas formation 

9.2.3.1 The gas formation rate 

The gas formation rates inside and outside the concrete basin are shown in Figure 9-4. 
Inside the basin, the metallic drums and radiolysis produce most of the gas. Outside the 
concrete basin the gas formation rate is over two orders of magnitude higher than inside 
the basin. Outside the concrete basin, the gas originates mostly from metallic waste 
packages and organic waste. 
 
The total amount of gas produced initially is about 2200 m3/a in NTP conditions. After 
250 years, when the drums and metal boxes are expected to be completely corroded, the 
total gas formation rate is dropped to roughly 1300 m3/a and after 1000 years the gas 
production rate is quickly dropped to negligible levels, because the components as well 
as fuel and control rod racks are assumed to be corroded at that time.  
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Figure 9-4. Gas formation rates A) inside the concrete basin and B) in the L/ILW hall 
outside the concrete basin. 

9.2.3.2 Gas transfer out of the L/ILW hall 

The gas flow rate out from the L/ILW hall can be calculated using Equation (9-16) and 
parameters given in Section 9.2.2.6. The potential gas flow rate through the bedrock 
was found to be roughly 200,000 m3/a under NTP conditions. Possible fractures in the 
bedrock intersecting the L/ILW hall ceiling will furthermore increase the gas flow rate 
out from the L/ILW hall. The resulting gas flow rate is roughly four times higher than 
the maximum gas generation rate, and therefore the transfer rate is considered sufficient. 
 

A 

B 
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However, the hall ceiling will be injected with shotcrete, which may limit the gas flow 
from the L/ILW hall. Assuming a non-fractured shotcrete, the gas flow rate can be 
estimated using Darcy's law given in Equation (9-13). The permeability of concrete is 
found to vary between 10-17 and 10-21 m2, where the latter value applies to completely 
wet concrete (Moreno 2001). Let us assume that the shotcrete lining thickness is 
approximately 5 cm and the pressure difference across the shotcrete lining is 0.01 MPa, 
which is a result of a 1.0 m gas layer. Then the gas flow through the shotcrete varies 
from 60,000 m3/a to 6 m3/a depending on the permeability of the shotcrete. Therefore, 
the gas flow through the shotcrete might not be sufficient.  
 
However, the groundwater has been observed to leak through the shotcrete lining in the 
existing low and intermediate repositories. Thus, in reality the shotcrete can be assumed 
to be fractured. Therefore gas formed inside the L/ILW hall can leak out from the 
L/ILW hall through these fractures into the bedrock and furthermore in the ground 
surface. Consequently, comparably small gas bubbles may form under the ceiling with a 
shotcrete lining, but these bubbles have no influence on a larger scale. 
 
Gas flow from inside the concrete basin might be limited if the concrete basin remains 
intact without considerable fractures. However, gas flow out from the basin through 
intact concrete is assumed to occur if the over-pressure inside the basin exceeds 15 kPa. 
This kind of overpressure corresponds to a 1.5 m high gas bubble and its volume is 
approximately 20 m3 corresponding to 380 m3 in NTP conditions. Conservatively, it can 
be assumed that 20 m3 of water will be expelled from inside the basin into the L/ILW 
hall through a fracture in the concrete located close to the bottom of the concrete basin. 
The general idea of water expulsion from inside the concrete basin is presented in 
Figure 9-5. The time needed for the gas bubble to form is approximately 80 years. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9-5. Water expulsion from the basin presented schematically. The formation of a 
gas phase is expected to last at least 50 years if the gas is not leaked through concrete. 
On one hand, the release of nuclides with the expelled water is expected to increase the 
annual dose rates, but on the other hand the diffusion through the concrete is reduced 
because the gas phase limits the diffusion area. 
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The maximum annual radiation dose rate is - as in the base scenario - caused by 90Sr. 
Considering that all the radioactivity is release to L/ILW hall after 80 years, the annual 
dose rate is roughly 3·10-1 mSv/a in the conservative case and 8·10-3 mSv/a in the 
realistic case. This kind of scenario can be considered to be an extreme example, and in 
reality the effects are expected to be milder. Therefore, the expectation value for annual 
dose rate can be argued to be lower than in the base scenario. 

9.2.3.3 Radiation doses due to gaseous 14C 

The chemical form of carbon released from the hall is uncertain, as it may be in either 
organic or inorganic form, or a mix of these two. If carbon is released in organic form, it 
may be either in water-soluble form, insoluble form or in gaseous form. For the sake of 
conservativeness it is here assumed that all of the carbon is released as methane gas. All 
14C is then expected to erupt from the shaft into a small, poorly ventilated residential 
building as a methane gas. 
 
Almost all the 14C is located inside the concrete basin. Thus, release of 14C from inside 
can be assumed to be controlled by the gas generated from the corroding drums and the 
gas formation phase is here expected to last roughly 150 years. Thus, the radioactivity 
released within a single year is 1.7·10-2 GBq/a.  
 
The radioactivity concentration in indoor air can be calculated from 

 
V

A
c

v
r 
 , (9-17) 

where cr is the radioactivity concentration in indoor air (Bq/m3), A the released 
radioactivity per year (Bq/a),v is the turnover rate of indoor air (1/a) and V is the 
volume of the room (m3). 

 
For small house (V = 250 m3) with v = 0.5/h = 4380 1/a, the Equation (9-17) gives 
cr = 16 Bq/m3. 
 
According to ICRP (1995), the inhalation dose conversion factor of organic carbon 
compound is 5.8·10-10 Sv/Bq. This value is applicable when all of the inhaled 
radioactive carbon is accumulated into metabolism. According to Phipps et al. (1990), 
1 % (conservatively) of carbon of inhaled methane accumulates into metabolism. Thus, 
assuming a critical person spending one half of his/her time in the same interior space, 
and the respiratory rate being 1 m3/h, the annual dose rate would be roughly 1 Sv/a. 
Compared to natural background radiation, this value is negligible and the radiation 
dose potential of gaseous 14C can therefore be ignored.  
 
It should be emphasized that the sequence of events described above is virtually 
impossible, since the gas will be dispersed while travelling through the bedrock and 
thus only a small proportion of radioactivity would enter a house in reality.  

9.3 Radiation doses to larger groups of people 

The annual radiation dose rates to larger groups of people are estimated using specific 
biosphere dose conversion factors for lake and sea scenarios. Thus, the mathematical 
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treatment is identical to the base scenario with the exception that the radioactivity is not 
transferred into a well but directly into lake or sea. Since the activities will be mixed 
onto large water bodies, the dose conversion factors are given in units of mSv/Bq rather 
than (mSv/a)/(Bq/m3). Thus the Equation (6-31) is changed into the following form 

 
n

nn DtmtE )()(       (9-18) 

where E  is the total annual radiation dose rate (mSv/a), nm  the total radioactivity mass 

flow of nuclide n rate from the L/ILW and  Dn the dose conversion factor for nuclide n 
(mSv/Bq). 
 
In the equation above it is conservatively assumed that all the radioactivity exiting the 
L/ILW hall enters the lake or sea using the same route as in the base scenario, i.e. the all 
the water from the L/ILW hall is assumed to discharge in the location sw01 (see Figure 
7-8) from where it is assumed to migrate directly into a lake or sea without any 
retardation.  

9.3.1 Dose conversion factors 

The natural groundwater discharge route is located southwest of the L/ILW hall and 
therefore it is natural to assume that radioactivity from the L/ILW hall enters the lake 
Liiklanjärvi (see Figure 9-6). The lake Liiklanjärvi is expected to be formed due to land 
uplift between the years 3020 and 4020 AD, i.e. between thousand and two thousand 
years from now (see Figure 4-3 in this report and Figure 7-1 in Posiva 2010). Before 
turning into a lake, the area is a sea bay. Because the water exchange rate in the sea bay 
may be limited even before the formation of the actual lake, the lake parameters are 
applied already before the formation of the lake. The sea bay, where the radioactivity 
from the L/ILW hall is assumed to be discharged, is not assumed to be set on a specific 
location, because the coastal line is constantly evolving due to land uplift. Hence, the 
sea bay presents a generic sea bay in the area, where all the radioactivity from the 
L/ILW hall is assumed to migrate. 
 
The annual dose rates to larger groups of people are estimated using biosphere dose 
conversion factors calculated for lake and coastal site scenarios. The dose conversion 
factors are calculated using a constant release of 1 Bq/a into a lake or sea and then the 
corresponding steady-state dose rates are calculated in the respective cases.  
 
Karlsson (2000) presents a summary report of the dose conversion factors for lake and 
sea scenarios. The annual radiation dose rates for the lake scenario presented in the 
report are evaluated for a lake assumed to be located roughly above TVO's repository 
for low and intermediate level waste (VLJ-repository). It has the area of 0.2 km2 while 
the lake Liiklanjärvi has the area of 0.3 km2. The mean values presented in the report 
are chosen for this analysis and they are summarized in Table 9-9.  
 
The amount of radioactivity entering the lake or sea can be calculated using the 
Equation (9-18). The total amounts of contaminated water exiting the L/ILW hall are 
shown in Figure 7-7.  
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Figure 9-6. Schematic illustration of the landscape at year 12020. The grey lines 
present the current shorelines. (Posiva 2010) 
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Table 9-9. Dose conversion factors for lake and coastal sites as a result of a continuous 
release of 1 Bq/a release into corresponding biosphere (Karlsson 2010). 

 Nuclide Coastal site (mSv/Bq) Lake (mSv/Bq) 
14C 3.40E-14 4.70E-10 
36Cl   1.00E-14 2.10E-11 
60Co*   1.99E-13 2.76E-09 
59Ni   7.70E-16 5.40E-13 
63Ni   1.80E-15 1.20E-12 
79Se   2.60E-13 1.40E-10 
90Sr  5.30E-14 1.80E-10 
99Tc  3.60E-16 2.70E-12 
107Pd   4.60E-17 2.40E-13 
108mAg*    1.35E-13 1.86E-09 
126Sn  2.50E-14 1.40E-10 
129I  9.40E-13 2.50E-09 
135Cs  2.50E-14 2.80E-10 
137Cs  1.60E-13 1.80E-09 
238Pu 1.10E-13 8.20E-11 
239Pu 1.20E-13 1.10E-10 
240Pu 1.20E-13 1.10E-10 
241Pu 2.20E-15 1.60E-12 
242Pu 1.10E-13 1.10E-10 
241Am 3.00E-13 6.10E-10 
242mAm* 2.85E-13 5.80E-10 
243Am 3.00E-13 6.50E-10 
243Cm* 7.43E-15 4.46E-11 
244Cm* 9.29E-14 5.57E-10 
*Nuclide data not found in the reference. For 60Co and 108mAg, the dose conversion factors were 
conservatively estimated using 14C, which has the highest ratio between the lake dose conversion factor 
and the ingestion dose conversion factor. The ingestion dose conversion factors were obtained using 
STUK’s Regulatory Guide on Radiation Safety, ST-7.3 (STUK 2007). For 242mAm, 243Cm and 244Cm, 
the dose conversion factors were estimated using the dose conversion factors for other isotopes within 
the same element and their corresponding ingestion dose conversion factors. 

9.3.2 Resulting radiation doses for larger groups of people 

The annual radiation dose rates for larger groups of people are estimated using the base 
scenario, along with the assumption that all the radioactivity originating from the 
L/ILW hall enters the biosphere.  
 
The annual dose rates for people living near a lake are presented in Figure 9-7. This 
shows that the maximum annual dose is less than 1 % of the annual dose rate in the base 
scenario. The low annual dose rates are basically caused by low dose conversion 
factors. For the sea scenario, the results, presented in Figure 9-8 are even lower, i.e. they 
are in the order of picosievert.  
 
The formation of the lake is assumed to take place 1500 years after the closure. 
Therefore the maximum annual dose rate in the conservative calculation case may not 
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be realized, because dose conversion factors for the sea bay are lower. However, the 
annual dose rate remains close to the maximum level for thousands of years after the 
closure, and therefore the maximum annual doses rates will be used when comparing to 
the regulatory criteria.  
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Figure 9-7. The resulting annual dose rates for people living near a regional lake. 
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Figure 9-8. The resulting annual dose rates for people living near a sea bay. 

9.4 Effects on other biota 

9.4.1 Conceptual and mathematical model 

The estimation for consequences for other biota (other than humans) is based on the 
ERICA integrated approach. The ERICA (Beresford et al. 2007) project was conducted 
under the EC 6th Framework program. ERICA uses default attributes for each species; 
these are equilibrium concentration ratios, occupancy factors, and ellipsoidal 
geometries. 
 
The ERICA approach is based on three separate tiers: 

 Tier 1 requires a minimal input but gives the most conservative results 
 Tier 2 is a more detailed approach to dose estimates and results are less 

conservative 
 Tier 3 includes a possibility for a probabilistic analysis. 

 
If the results of Tier 1 are considered low or negligible, the Tiers 2 and 3 can be 
omitted. ERICA Tool is software developed for easy implementation of the ERICA 
approach, and it is utilized in this analysis. ERICA uses 10 Gy/h as an incremental 
screening rate, which is also recommended by the PROTECT project (Andersson et al. 
2008) and this value has been also adapted in this analysis. 
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The complete list of animals included in the analysis is given in Posiva (2010, Chapter 
6.2.2), and is not repeated here. 

9.4.1.1 Tier 1 

Tier 1 model is based on the assumption that all the radionuclides released from the 
L/ILW hall accumulate in a biosphere location such that radioactivity is not transported 
out of that location. Furthermore, the radioactive decay is not included in the model. 
The radioactivity concentrations are taken to be numerically equal to total radioactivity, 
such that 100 Bq total radioactivity results in 100 Bq/dm3 radioactivity concentration in 
lake and 100 Bq/kgdw

 radioactivity concentration in soil.  

9.4.1.2 Tier 2 

In the Tier 2 model the radioactive decay and the dispersion processes are taken into 
account. Thus, Tier 2 presents a more realistic description of radionuclide transport 
phenomena. The model used for estimating dose rate for other biota includes first the 
estimation of the radioactivity concentrations in soil and in lake, which are described 
below. 

9.4.1.2.1  The radioactivity concentration in soil 

The total radioactivity in soil is evaluated using the following differential equation 
(Hjerpe & Broed 2010): 
 

 soilsoil

soil

soild
soilsoil

rel
soil NN

porK
d

runoff
N

dt

dN 








)1(

. (9-19) 

 
Here Nsoil is the total radioactivity in soil (Bq), Nrel the radioactivity release rate into soil 
(Bq/a), runoff is the runoff rate (m3/m2/a), dsoil the soil depth (m),soil the soil bulk 
density (kgdw/m3), Kd is the nuclide specific distribution factor in soil (m3/kgdw), and 
porsoil is the soil porosity (-). 
 
The radionuclide concentrations are then evaluated by dividing the total radioactivity 
given by Equation (9-19) by total soil dry weight, which is the contaminated area times 
the soil depth. 

9.4.1.2.2  The radioactivity concentration in lake 

Similarly, the radioactivity concentrations in a lake are calculated using the following 
differential equation 

 lakelake
lake

rel
lake NN

d

runoff
N

dt

dN  , (9-20) 

where Nlake is the total radioactivity in lake (Bq) and dlake the lake depth (m) 
 
The radioactivity concentration is then calculated by dividing the total radioactivity by 
the lake volume.  
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9.4.2 Selection of parameters 

The biota-specific parameters are based on the computer program ERICA and they are 
not repeated here. Hence, the relevant calculation parameters are the activities in lake 
and soil, which are evaluated using the differential Equations (9-19) and (9-20). The 
parameters in those equations are summarized in Table 9-10.  
 
All the soil parameters, expect the soil area, are obtained from Hjerpe & Broed (2010). 
The soil area estimation is based on the groundwater flow modelling, which gives an 
approximate area, where the contaminated water from the L/ILW hall surfaces. The 
nuclide specific soil distribution values are given in Table 9-11. The lake specific 
parameters are also based on Hjerpe & Broed (2010), and the lake area is based on the 
lake Liiklanjärvi (see Figure 9-6), which is a relatively small sized lake and a quite 
probable destination for a release of radioactivity from the L/ILW hall.  
 
Table 9-10. Soil and lake related parameters for estimating the radioactivity in soil and 
lake. 

Soil related parameters 

Soil porosity porsoil 0.2 
Runoff rate runoff 0.2 m3/m2/a 
Soil area Asoil 10,000 m2  
Soil depth dsoil 0.3 m 
Soil bulk density soil 1180 kgdw/m3

Lake-related parameters 
Lake depth hlake 0.5 m3 
Lake area Alake 320,600 m2 
Runoff rate runoff 0.2 m3/m2/a 
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Table 9-11. Nuclide specific distribution coefficients in soil (Hjerpe & Broed 2010). 

Element 
Distribution 

coefficient in soil 
Kd (kgdw/m3) 

Ag* 1.40E-01 
Am 4.80E+02 
C 3.40E-01 
Cl 4.80E-02 
Cm 2.10E+01 
Co* 3.90E+00 
Cs 2.10E+01 
I 1.40E-01 
Ni 3.90E+00 
Pd 3.40E+00 
Pu 9.70E+00 
Se 9.70E+00 
Sn 7.50E+00 
Sr 4.70E+01 

Tc 1.00E-02 
*For Co the value of Ni has been adopted and for 
Ag the value for Mo has been adopted. 

    

9.4.3 Resulting absorbed dose rates on other biota 

9.4.3.1 Tier 1 

The results, calculated using Tier 1, give an indication whether the modelling should 
continue in Tier 2, and what nuclides are of importance.  
 
The radioactivity concentrations used for Tier 1 for the most dominant nuclides are 
given in Table 9-12. For other nuclides the radiological consequences are negligible. 
Based on the Tier 1 analysis, the dose rate of 10 Gy/h is exceeded by large margin and 
therefore the analysis should continue on Tier 2. 

9.4.3.2 Tier 2 

In Tier 2, the nuclide release and transport is evaluated in greater detail. By solving the 
differential Equations (9-19) and (9-20), the radioactivity concentrations in lake and in 
soil can be calculated. The results are presented in Figure 9-9 and the maximum values 
for selected nuclides in Table 9-12. 
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Figure 9-9. Radioactivity concentrations in A) lake B) soil in the Tier 2 model. 
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Table 9-12. Maximum radioactivity concentrations for selected nuclides in Tier 1 and in 
Tier 2 during the first 15,000 years after the closure. For other nuclides the 
concentrations are negligible. 

Nuclide 
Total radioactivity in 

Tier 1 (Bq) 

Maximum radioactivity 
concentration in lake  

(Tier 2) (Bq/L) 

Maximum radioactivity 
concentration in soil  

 (Tier 2) (Bq/L) 
14C    1.55E+08 5.58E-04 6.07E+00 
36Cl   1.34E+07 3.51E-05 6.38E-02 
59Ni 3.59E+09 9.41E-04 1.16E+02 
63Ni 1.54E+06 5.97E-05 1.37E-01 
79Se 1.86E+06 4.83E-06 3.87E-01 
90Sr 2.89E+07 5.98E-03 3.02E+00 
107Pd 4.14E+06 8.12E-07 9.96E-02 
108mAg 5.68E+07 7.67E-04 2.63E+00 
129I 9.14E+06 2.37E-05 1.24E-01 
135Cs 8.42E+06 1.46E-06 1.04E+00 

 
The resulting dose rates are calculated using ERICA software Tier 2 model. The 
distribution coefficients given by ERICA are used in the analysis, except for palladium 
the distribution coefficient of Ni is used. Other parameters are given by ERICA's 
reference library (see Hjerpe & Broed (2010) for additional information). For example, 
the lake sediment radioactivity concentrations are calculated using the lake water 
radioactivity. 
 
The results are given in Table 9-13 and Table 9-14. In both cases the results lie below 
the acceptable level (10 Gy/h) and, therefore, at this point it may be concluded that the 
radiological effects on the other biota are low and no detriment to any population is 
expected.  The radioactivity dilution in a lake is more effective and thus the dose rates 
for other biota are also lower than for terrestrial biota. One should also bear in mind that 
the maxima of radioactivity released into the biosphere do not occur at the same time, 
and in reality the total dose rate is lower. Moreover, this analysis for biota was based on 
the fact that all the radioactivity from the L/ILW hall enters a single location in 
biosphere which is not expected in reality. Therefore these results should be considered 
as an upper limit for absorbed dose rate. 
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Table 9-13. The resulting absorbed dose rates for typical aquatic biota. 

Organism 
Total dose rate per 
organism (µGy/h) 

Amphibian 1.86E-04 
Benthic fish 3.74E-02 
Bird 2.01E-04 
Bivalve mollusc 4.46E-02 
Crustacean 4.75E-02 
Gastropod 4.57E-02 
Insect larvae 9.42E-02 
Mammal 2.08E-04 
Pelagic fish 1.56E-04 
Phytoplankton 4.01E-04 
Vascular plant 4.66E-02 
Zooplankton 3.97E-04 

 

Table 9-14. The resulting absorbed dose rates for typical terrestrial biota. 

Organism 
Total dose rate per 
organism (µGy/h) 

Amphibian 2.35E-01 
Bird 2.43E-01 
Gastropod 7.57E-02 
Bird egg 1.59E-01 
Detritivorous invertebrate 7.74E-02 
Flying insects 7.56E-02 
Grasses & Herbs 1.56E-01 
Lichen & bryophytes 1.63E-01 
Mammal (Deer) 2.45E-01 
Mammal (Rat) 2.46E-01 
Reptile 2.63E-01 
Shrub 1.56E-01 
Soil Invertebrate (worm) 7.70E-02 

Tree 2.45E-01 

9.5 Interactions between the L/ILW hall and the spent fuel repository 

Foreign materials to be introduced into spent fuel repository, such as concrete, steel and 
organic materials, belong to Posiva’s Foreign Materials bookkeeping, the latest 
estimates of which have been presented by Karvonen (2011). The estimates of 
Karvonen do not include the foreign materials to be used nor waste to be disposed of in 
the L/ILW hall. These have been estimated by Paunonen et al. (2012) and in Chapter 2 
of this report, and they are also summarized below. All the waste materials, waste 
packages and engineered barriers are here considered to be foreign material when 
considering the spent fuel repository.  
 
The following interactions have been identified through which the L/ILW hall may 
affect the safety of the spent fuel repository: 
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 Use of concrete may result in a rise in the L/ILW hall pH, which could affect the 
bentonite buffer used in the spent fuel repository if the high-pH plume reaches 
the spent fuel deposition tunnels.  

 The decomposition of organic waste materials will result in increased 
concentrations of complexing compounds and dissolved gases in the L/ILW hall 
water. Similarly, organic materials and superplasticisers in concrete can act as 
complexing agents thus reducing sorption of the radionuclides reached from the 
spent fuel repository. As a result of the decomposition process microbial 
populations in the rock and groundwater near the L/ILW hall is likely to 
increase.  

 The waste material is assumed to contain mostly metal and organic waste (see 
Table 2-5). The components may contain also other material which could - in 
principle - cause harmful interaction with the spent fuel repository as they 
degrade. The amount of these materials is expected to be relatively small.  

 
The probability of interactions is estimated by comparing the amounts of wastes in the 
L/ILW hall with foreign materials in the spent fuel repository, by estimating the 
bacterial activity and by studying the groundwater flow routes.   

9.5.1 Amounts of wastes in the L/ILW hall and in the spent fuel repository 

The amounts of wastes expected to be located in the L/ILW hall can be compared with 
the amounts of foreign materials expected in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO. 
The comparison is shown in Table 9-15. 
 
The organic wastes in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO are mostly organic 
carbon as impurity in the backfill and buffer materials. In the plugs and shotcrete there 
are roughly 30 t of organic materials and miscellaneous human waste and impurities in 
ventilation air contribute roughly 35 t of organic material.  
 
The steel in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO consists of support and anchor bolts 
(2800 t) as well as reinforcements in plugs (1600 t). Relatively small amounts of steel 
can also be found elsewhere. Additionally, the amount of iron oxides is estimated to be 
41 t.  
 
Cement is used in the concrete plugs (2200 t), support and anchor bolts (1000 t), 
shotcrete (600 t), grouting materials (700 t) and lesser amounts elsewhere. Also other 
foreign materials are expected in the spent fuel disposal repository and ONKALO, but 
they are not compared with the waste amounts in the L/ILW hall.  
 
The amounts of waste in the L/ILW hall can be estimated using the values presented in 
this report and by Paunonen et al. (2012). The amount of organic materials was 
estimated in Table 9-7. 
 
The amount of steel is based on Table 9-6 and Table 2-5: 

 The mass of steel components from the encapsulation was assumed to be 350 t.  
 The weight of iron inserts was assumed to be 18 t and the total number of them 

is 11.  
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 The weight of the transport cask's metal basket is assumed to be 4 t and the total 
number of them is 5. 

 The total mass of steel drums and metal boxes can be calculated to be 120 t. 
 
Concrete is used in the hall floor, concrete basin, and concrete boxes. Low-pH concrete 
will be used in the hall floor, whereas the concrete basin will be made of Ordinary 
Portland Cement. In all of the concrete structures the cement concentration in concrete 
was assumed to be 420 kg/m3 (Karvonen 2011). In reality, the amount of cement in 
concrete varies according to concrete composition used, but usually the amount of 
cement in concrete varies between 10 – 20 %. The cement weight can be estimated 
using the following principles: 

 The hall area was assumed to be 450 m2. Considering the hall floor thickness to 
be 0.4 m, the total amount of cement in the floor is 75 t.  

 The concrete basin can be assumed to be entirely of concrete. The basin volume, 
according to the design presented in Section 0, is 130 m3 and thus the amount of 
cement is 54 t. 
 

According to Karvonen 2011, the amount of steel used in the concrete structures 
remains below 7 % of the cement weight. Using this ratio, the amount of steel in the 
concrete structures is 17 t. 
 
Moreover, lesser amounts of other materials are expected to be disposed of in the 
L/ILW hall. A comprehensive list of materials and their amounts is difficult to estimate, 
but currently large amounts of other materials harmful for the spent fuel repository are 
not expected.  
 
Table 9-15. The estimated amounts of organic materials, cement and steel in the spent 
fuel repository (including ONKALO) and in the L/ILW hall at the time of the closure. 
The table includes only estimated amounts of organic materials, cement and steel to be 
set in the L/ILW hall. The amounts of other wastes have not been estimated here.  

  

Spent fuel repository, 
including ONKALO (t) 

(Karvonen 2011) 
L/ILW hall (t) 

  Min Max  
Organic materials 2200 4950 285 
Cement 4540 4540 106 
Steel 4480 4480 768 

 
Based on Table 9-15, the weights of organic materials and steel are roughly 10-20 % of 
the weight of the materials expected in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO. On the 
other hand, the organic material is somewhat different from the materials expected in 
the spent fuel disposal repository and ONKALO. The amount of cement is less then 5 % 
of the cement expected in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO. 

9.5.2 Microbial activity and formation of complexing agents 

As discussed in the gas formation analysis in Section 9.2, microbial activity is expected 
after the closure of the L/ILW hall, even though the conditions are not very favorable 
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for bacterial growth. The gas generation analysis concentrated on the formation of 
hydrogen, methane and CO2 as a result of decomposition of organic materials, but other 
decomposition products can be expected as well.  
 
Of the microbes the sulphate reducing bacteria are able to transform sulphate (SO4

-2) 
into hydrogen sulphide (H2S), which may cause corrosion of disposal canisters used in 
disposal canisters. However, at the level of spent fuel repository the bentonite buffer is 
expected to limit the bacterial activity significantly inside the buffer and the migration 
of sulphides onto the copper surface is diffusion-limited (Posiva 2012b). On the other 
hand microbial activity in the backfill, at the backfill-rock interface cannot be excluded 
(Posiva 2012b). However, when ferrous iron is available, sulphide is commonly 
precipitated with ferrous iron (Posiva 2012a) which will limit the sulphide level in the 
backfill porewater, and thus also limit the level of sulphide diffusing to the disposal 
canister surface. 
 
The L/ILW hall is located in sulphate rich groundwater depth (Posiva 2009, Figure 
7-28) and the sulphate concentration may reach 600 mg/L. Since sulphate reducing 
bacteria were found in all the groundwater samples studied by Bomberg et al. (2010), 
sulphate reduction is expected also in the L/ILW hall. Therefore, even though the waste 
itself is not expected to contain significant amounts of sulphates, the suitable conditions 
may cause the L/ILW to be a source of the sulphides, but their amounts are difficult to 
estimate. Nevertheless, at similar depths, there will be similar amounts of void space 
also in ONKALO after the closure and therefore the sulphate reducing bacteria are 
expected to produce hydrogen sulphide also there. 
 
The decomposition of the organic wastes in the L/ILW hall may produce degradation 
products which exhibit complexing properties. The favored product in the alkaline 
degradation of cellulose is observed to be isosaccharinic acid (ISA) (Bradbury & Van 
Loon 1997). A yield of ISA is estimated to be 0.1 mol ISA/kg cellulose (Fanger et al. 
2001). Assuming that all the organic waste is cellulose, the amount of produced ISA in 
the L/ILW hall is 30,000 mol or 1.9·10-2 mol/dm3 (water volume in the L/ILW hall is 
1500 m3). Experiments have demonstrated that the total sorption capacity of the cement 
for ISA is approximately 0.3 mol/kg (Van Loon et al. 1997). Van Loon & Glaus (1998) 
suggest a non-linear two-site model to estimate the sorption of ISA to cement. The 
equilibrium concentration of ISA is described as: 
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where K1= 1730 dm3/mol, q1= 0.1 mol/kg, K2= 12 dm3/mol, q2= 0.17 mol/kg, and CISA is 
the concentration of ISA after degradation of cellulose (mol/l). 
 
As determined above the concentration of ISA in the L/ILW hall is 1.9·10-2 mol/dm3 and 
thus QISA is 0.13 mol/kg. The amount of cement in the L/ILW hall is expected to be 
129 t. If 10 % of that cement is assumed to be available as sorption material, the total 
capacity of the concrete for ISA is roughly 4000 mol and does not significantly reduce 
the concentration of ISA (total amount is roughly 30,000 mol). Therefore, the amount of 
ISA could in principle affect the transport of nuclides in bedrock if ISA-rich waters 
reached the spent fuel disposal repository. 
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The concentration of naturally occurring humic substances in the groundwater at the 
depth of 85 m were studied in the reports by e.g. Mäkelä & Manninen (2008) and 
Vilhunen & Manninen (2010). The average concentration of humics was roughly 
3 mg/L, but concentration naturally varies between the samples. The molecular weight 
of these substances was found to be roughly 6000 amu. Therefore the natural 
concentration is only 5·10-7 mol/L, much less than the highest concentration expected in 
the L/ILW hall.  
 
During the concrete preparation, superplasticizers are usually added in the concrete 
mixture in order to enhance the concrete workability, and hence the amount of water in 
the mixture can be reduced, which increases the long-term durability of the concrete. 
The superplastizers present in the concrete, part of which can dissolve in water, may 
also act as complexants. The amount of dissolved complexants has been studied 
experimentally. According to the literature study conducted by Ervanne and Hakanen 
(2007), the detected amounts of dissolved superplasticizers can be considered low. 

9.5.3 Migration of any harmful components from the L/ILW hall into spent 
 fuel disposal repository 

The effects of the use of concrete in the access tunnel have been estimated in the 
Performance Assessment report (Posiva 2012a) and have found not to be of high 
importance especially above the hydrogeological zone HZ20. As a comparison, the 
amount of concrete in ONKALO above the HZ20 is over 800 t (Posiva 2012a, Table 
5-8), whereas the amount of concrete estimated in the L/ILW hall is roughly 400 t. 
Futhermore, the concrete in ONKALO above HZ20 is not low-pH concrete, whereas the 
concrete used in the L/ILW hall is mainly low-pH concrete. Because the L/ILW hall is 
located above HZ20, the conclusions regarding the use of concrete presented in the 
Performance Assessment report can be assumed to be valid also for the L/ILW hall.  
 
According to Rämä (2012), the flow paths from the L/ILW hall are directed from the 
entrance of the hall into the back of the hall, from where the flow is directed towards the 
discharge areas. A small proportion of groundwater exiting the L/ILW hall may be 
directed down towards the spent fuel repository, but the intersecting fracture zone will 
conduct the water away from the spent fuel repository. If the water from the L/ILW hall 
reaches the spent fuel repository, it will be dispersed in the central tunnels before 
reaching the deposition tunnels.  
 
Considering the facts presented above, the water originating from the L/ILW hall is not 
likely reach the deposition tunnels or the bentonite buffer. However, that cannot be 
excluded either even though the probability is small. In that case, the waters may erode 
the deposition tunnel backfill or even the canister buffer. However, the effect would be 
low, because the concentrations of harmful substance exiting the L/ILW hall are 
initially quite low due to large water volume of the L/ILW hall. Furthermore, the waters 
will be most likely diluted during the flow towards the deposition tunnels or canister 
buffers. Also, due to the nature of discrete fracture network, the water from the L/ILW 
hall will only affect few disposal tunnels at most. 
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9.5.4 Conclusions 

The interactions with waste to be disposed of in the L/ILW hall and spent fuel 
repository can be estimated to be improbable because of the following reasons: 

 The amount of waste materials in the L/ILW hall is lower than the amounts of 
foreign materials expected in the disposal repository and ONKALO. On the 
other hand, the waste will most likely include materials in the Posiva's foreign 
material bookkeeping, but their amounts are expected to be relatively low. Since 
the exact composition of the wastes is currently unknown, the amount and 
composition of wastes and waste packages should be included in the Posiva's 
foreign material bookkeeping and their role with respect to the long term safety 
evaluated when the waste is set in the L/ILW hall.  

 Most of the concrete used will be low-pH concrete is aimed to be used and 
hence the increase in the groundwater pH is expected to be limited.  

 Most of the water flowing through the L/ILW hall is expected to discharge 
southwest of the L/ILW hall and hence the groundwater flow towards the spent 
fuel repository is expected to be very low. 

 A very limited amount of water migrating towards the spent fuel repository will 
mostly be conducted along the fracture zone HZ20. 

 The water from the L/ILW will be furthermore dispersed in the spent fuel 
repository before reaching deposition tunnels. 

 
Overall, the probability of interactions is low and the effects lower than the effects of 
the foreign materials expected in the spent fuel repository and ONKALO. However, the 
conclusion regarding the interactions between the L/ILW hall and the spent fuel 
repository should be discussed when evaluating the effect of other foreign materials on 
the long-term safety of the spent fuel repository. (Posiva 2012h) 
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10 COMPLIANCE WITH THE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

The tenth chapter of the safety assessment summarizes the results presented in Chapters 
8 and 9. Thereafter, the results are compared with the regulatory criteria. Furthermore, 
the models used and the results are compared with the YVL Guide D.5 (draft) and also 
the structure of this report is compared with the requirements in the YVL Guide. 

10.1 Summary of the results  

Most of the scenarios are presented with conservative, realistic and probabilistic results. 
According to YVL Guide D.5 (draft) “quantities of released radioactive substances 
shall with high degree of certainty be lower than those obtained through safety 
analyses”. Therefore, the 95 % confidence level obtained using the probabilistic 
simulation is chosen as comparison with the regulatory criteria. The 95 % confidence 
level overestimates the annual dose rate with at least 95 % certainty. Moreover, the 
conceptual and mathematical models were also selected such that the resulting annual 
dose rate will be overestimated. Also, the radioactivity inventories used in the analysis 
are chosen to be the conservative selections. Therefore, in total, results are 
overestimated with a high probability exceeding 95 %.   
 
The results are summarized in Table 10-1. For each scenario, the maximum value of the 
95 % confidence level is given. According to YVL Guide D.5 (draft) no probability can 
be given for the base scenario and thus the probability of 100 % is used here. For the 
variant scenarios, the probability of each scenario is estimated and the corresponding 
expectation value is calculated. The probability of obtaining the maximum annual dose 
from gaseous 14C was considered very small, since it will most likely be diluted over a 
large area while travelling through the bedrock. For larger groups of people, the 
probability of the scenario is the same as in the base scenario, i.e. unity. 
 
The expectation values of the base and the variant scenarios are illustrated in Figure 
10-1, which indicates that the largest expected annual dose rate is obtained in the base 
scenario. For the other scenarios, the maximum expected annual dose rate is lower by a 
factor of 20…1000. 
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Figure 10-1. The expectation values of the annual dose rates in the base and the variant 
scenarios. The expectation values are the 95 % confidence level multiplied by the 
probability of each scenario. The expectation values for large bore well and for the 
combined effect of the variant scenarios are below 1·10-5 mSv/a, and they cannot be 
seen in the figure.  

Similarly, the annual radiation dose rates of the sensitivity analyses, the lake scenario 
and the base scenario are illustrated in Figure 10-2. It shows that the maximum annual 
dose rates in the sensitivity analyses are roughly the same as in the base scenario and 
the lake scenario results in roughly an order of magnitude lower result than in the base 
scenario. The maximum value of the sea scenario does not exceed 1·10-5 mSv/a and is 
therefore not plotted. 
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Figure 10-2. The 95 % confidence levels obtained from the lake scenario and from the 
sensitivity analyses in comparison to the base scenario. 
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The maximum expectation value of the intrusion scenario yields the annual dose rate of 
6·10-10 mSv which is a negligible value compared to the background radiation level. 
 
The absorbed radiation doses to other living biota are 0.5 Gy/h at most for the most 
sensitive population type. There are no strict regulatory constraints for radiological 
exposures for flora and fauna, but doses below 10 Gy/h should not cause any 
detrimental effects on any living population. Therefore, the radiological effects for any 
living population are expected to be negligible. 
 
The effects of the permafrost and glaciation were found to insignificant, since the total 
radioactivity is decayed significantly before in the onset of permafrost and glaciation. 
Similarly the effect of colloids was concluded to be small, since the colloids are 
unstable in the present groundwater conditions and the colloid stability increases only 
when glacial meltwaters enter the L/ILW hall depth, but the radioactivity has decayed 
significantly before that.  
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Table 10-1. Summary of the analyzed cases. First the maximum annual dose rate of the 
95 % confidence levels is given. Then the estimated probability for each scenario is 
presented and the product of these two factors gives the maximum expectation value. 
For the sensitivity analyses the probability is not estimated. The probability of base, 
lake and sea scenarios has been considered to be 100 %.  

  

Maximum 
value of the 

95 % 
confidence 

level (mSv/a) 

Estimated 
Probability 

Maximum 
expectation 

value (mSv/a) 
Regulatory 

constraint is 
0.1 mSv/a 

Base scenario (with a dug well sw01) 6.2E-03 1 6.2E-03 

Variant scenarios 

Deep small bore well  sw03_small 9.1E-04 < 0.07 < 6.4E-05 

Deep large bore well sw03_large 6.4E-05 < 0.07 < 4.3E-06 

Concrete basin disintegration after 500 
years in base scenario 

5.2E-03 < 0.05 < 2.6E-04 

Deep small bore well  sw03_small and 
concrete basin disintegration after 500 
years 

1.5E-03 < 0.0035 < 5.3E-06 

Special issues 

Intrusion scenario 2.1E-03 3E-7 6.3E-10 
14C released as methane 2.0E-04 very small very small 

Radiation doses to larger groups in people 
living near a large lake 

1.0E-04 1 1.0E-04 

Radiation doses to larger groups in people 
living near a sea bay 

8.4E-09 1 8.4E-09 

Sensitivity analyses 
Base scenario with the effects of 
permafrost and glaciation 

3.1E-06 
  

Base scenario with Fortum’s dose 
conversion factors  

9.9E-03 
  

Base scenario with diffusion based 
concrete disintegration rate 

6.7E-03 
  

10.2 Compliance with regulatory constraints 

The compliance with STUK’s YVL Guide D.5 (draft) is evaluated first by stating each 
relevant paragraph in the YVL Guide and then showing how the requirements set in the 
specific paragraph or paragraphs are fulfilled. The comparison is divided into two parts: 

 How the scenarios and their results comply with the constraints set in the YVL 
Guide and 

 How the structure of this report fulfills the requirements set in the YVL Guide. 
In most cases a specific chapter or section in this report is referred to.  
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10.2.1 Long-term safety radiation dose constraints  

306. Disposal of nuclear waste shall be planned so that as a consequence of expected 
evolution scenarios 
1) the annual dose to the most exposed people shall remain below the value of 0.1 mSv 
2) the average annual doses to other people shall remain insignificantly low. 
These constraints are applicable in an assessment period, during which the radiation 
exposure of humans can be assessed with sufficient reliability, and which shall extend at 
a minimum over several millennia (GD 736/2008). 
 
The maximum annual radiation dose rate in the base scenario is 6.2·10-2 mSv/a using the 
95 % confidence level and therefore the regulatory constraint is over an order of 
magnitude higher. In the other scenarios considered, the expected annual dose rates are 
lower than in the base scenario. The analyzed period extends up to one million years. 
 
307. In applying the dose constraints, such environmental changes need to be 
considered that arise from changes in ground level in relation to sea. The climate type 
as well as the human habits, nutritional needs and metabolism can be assumed to 
remain unchanged. 
 
The ground elevation with respect to the sea level has no significant effect on the 
groundwater flow rates or discharge points (see Section 7.1 and Rämä (2012)). 
 
However, the biosphere is expected to change due to the land uplift so that the areas 
under the sea turn into coastal areas, lakes and mires and the coastal areas will turn into 
inland areas. Since the most significant discharge areas are currently located in the 
inland area, no dramatic change in the biosphere in that particular area is expected. The 
dose conversion factors used are based on present human habits and on a typical farm 
using the water from a well and they are assumed to remain unchanged. 
 
308. In applying the constraints, the exposure shall be assumed to arise from 
radioactive substances released from the repository, transported to near-surface 
groundwater bodies and further to aboveground watercourses. At least the following 
potential exposure pathways shall be considered: 
• use of contaminated water as household water, as irrigation water and for animal 
watering 
• use of contaminated natural or agricultural products originating from terrestrial or 
aquatic environment. 
 
309. The dose constraint for the most exposed individuals, 0.1 mSv per year, stands for 
an average dose e.g. in a self-sustaining family or small village community living in the 
environs of the disposal site, where the highest radiation exposure arises via the various 
pathways. In the living environment of this community, i.a. a small lake and shallow 
water well is assumed to exist. 
 
The conceptual and mathematical models used consist of the radioactivity release from 
the waste packages and from the concrete basin into the L/ILW hall as well as 
radionuclie migration through the bedrock into a well (see Chapter 7). Because all the 
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water originating from the L/ILW hall is assumed to be transported into a well no 
aboveground watercourses are considered in this analysis.  
 
Posiva’s AgriWELL scenario covers the radionuclide transport from the well into 
humans. It takes into account the various pathways from well into humans, e.g. the 
above mentioned use of contaminated water as household water, as irrigation water and 
for animal watering and also the use of natural products, such as berries irrigated with 
the well water (see Section 7.3.7). Again, because all the surfacing water from the 
L/ILW hall is assumed to be transported into a well, where it causes higher annual dose 
rates, a small lake is not considered in the AgriWELL scenario.  
 
In principle, the radionuclides from the well can also migrate into a lake as a result of 
irrigation or other transport paths. The radionuclides in the lake can cause some 
additional annual dose rate. However, since the dose conversion factors of the lake are 
an order of magnitude lower than in the well scenario, the effect of radionuclides 
possibly migrated to a lake can be considered small. Also, the lake scenario and the well 
scenario are partly exclusive, because the radionuclides flowing into lake do not 
contribute to irrigated edibles. 
 
Moreover, the radioactivity releases originating from the L/ILW hall will be considered 
as a part of Posiva’s biosphere assessment along with the radioactivity originating from 
the spent fuel, which will include also the pathways from the aquatic environment.  
 
310. In addition, the average annual doses to such larger groups of people shall be 
addressed, who live at a regional lake or a coastal site and are exposed to the 
radioactive substances transported into these watercourses. The acceptability of these 
doses depends on the number of exposed people, however, these doses shall not be more 
than one hundredth - one tenth of the constraint for the most exposed individuals given 
above. 
 
The annual doses to larger groups of people were considered in Section 9.3. The lake 
Liiklanjärvi (see Figure 9-6) was chosen as a regional lake, but the dose conversion 
factors used are for a generic regional lake. The coastal area was not specified because 
of constant land uplift. The maximum result from the lake scenario was found to be 
1.0·10-4 mSv/a, i.e. an order of magnitude lower than in the base scenario. The result of 
the sea scenario was found to be 8.4·10-9 mSv/a, i.e. five orders of magnitude lower than 
in the base scenario. Hence, the regulatory criteria given above are satisfied by a large 
margin. The number of exposed people is not evaluated here.  
 
Constraints for releases of radioactive substances 
311. Disposal of nuclear waste shall be planned so that, as a consequence of expected 
evolution scenarios, the average quantities of radioactive substances over long time 
periods, released into the environment from disposed waste, shall remain below the 
constraints specified separately for each nuclide by the Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
Authority. These constraints shall be set so that: 
1) at a maximum, the radiation impacts arising from disposal can be equivalent to those 
arising from natural radioactive substances in earth’s crust 
2) on a large scale, the radiation impacts remain insignificantly low (GD 736/2008). 
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These constraints are applied for limiting the radiation exposures arising beyond the 
assessment period referred to in paragraph 306. 
 
312. The nuclide specific constraints for the radioactive releases to the environment 
(average release of radioactive substances per annum) referred to above are as follows: 
• 0.03 GBq/a for the long-lived, alpha emitting radium, thorium, protactinium, 
plutonium, americium and curium isotopes 
• 0.1 GBq/a for the nuclides Se-79, Nb-94, I-129 and Np-237 
• 0.3 GBq/a for the nuclides C-14, Cl-36 and Cs-135 and for the long-lived uranium 
isotopes 
• 1 GBq/a for the nuclide Sn-126 
• 3 GBq/a for the nuclide Tc-99(Mo-99 also included in analyses conserning the spent 
fuel disposal facility) 
• 10 GBq/a for the nuclide Zr-93 
• 30 GBq/a for the nuclide Ni-59 
• 100 GBq/a for the nuclide Pd-107. 
 
313. These constraints apply to activity releases which arise from expected evolution 
scenarios and which may enter the environment earliest after several thousands of 
years. These activity releases can be averaged over 1000 years at the most. The sum of 
the ratios between the nuclide specific activity releases and the respective constraints 
shall be less than one 
 
If no radioactivity were released from the L/ILW hall, the sum of the ratios between the 
nuclide specific activities in the L/ILW hall and the respective constraints is roughly 
0.01 ten thousand years after the closure, when averaged over thousand years (see 
Figure 8-6). Thus, the radioactivity in the L/ILW hall has decayed during the first 
10,000 years after the closure such that the potential effects of released activities on 
humans and on other living biota are low. 
 
Unlikely events 
314. The importance of unlikely events impairing long-term safety shall be assessed by 
considering the reality, likelihood and possible consequences of each event. Whenever 
practicable, the radiation impacts caused by such events shall be assessed 
quantitatively (GD 736/2008). 
 
315. Unlikely events induced by natural phenomenon to be considered shall include at 
least rock movements jeopardizing the integrity of disposal canisters. Unlikely events 
caused by human actions to be considered shall include at least boring a medium-deep 
water well at the site and a core drilling or boring hitting a disposed waste package. In 
such case it is assumed that the existence of the disposed waste is not known and that 
the event can take place earliest 200 years after the closure of the disposal facility. 
 
316. The importance to safety of such incidental event shall be assessed and whenever 
practicable, the resulting annual radiation dose or activity release shall be calculated 
and multiplied by its estimated probability of occurrence. The obtained expectation 
value shall be below the radiation dose constraint given in paragraph 306 or the 
activity release constraint given in paragraph 312. The probability of such radiation 
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exposure which might imply deterministic radiation impacts (at least a dose of 0.5 Sv), 
shall be extremely low. 
 
The rock movements are not expected to damage the concrete basin in the near future, 
because such rock movements are considered very unlikely and also because the waste 
and the backfilling surrounding the concrete basin protects the basin against mechanical 
stress from rock movements. Such rock movements are very unlikely before the next 
glaciation, which does not come during the expected life-time of the concrete basin. 
Also, the radiological impacts caused by the failure of the basin were found to be 
relatively low if the rock transport properties are not significantly weakened.  
 
The drilling of a deep bore well is taken into account in variant scenario 1, see Section 
8.2. Altogether three well locations were considered in the groundwater flow analysis, 
each intersecting a large fracture transporting groundwater. One of the well locations 
showed significantly larger proportions of water from the L/ILW hall and thus it was 
chosen to present all the wells. Two well types in that location were considered: the 
small well had an annual dose rate of 9.1·10-4 mSv/a and the large well 6.4·10-5 mSv/a, 
as shown in Section 8.2. The probabilities of drilled wells were estimated using the 
groundwater discharge areas from the L/ILW hall and the current well density in 
Finland. The probability of the well was estimated to be 7 % and it was assumed to be 
independent of the well type. Therefore the expected annual dose rates were estimated 
to be lower than 1·10-4 mSv/a in all the bore well scenarios. 
 
A core drilling hitting rock near the L/ILW hall or the hall itself was considered in the 
intrusion scenario. There a rock sample or a sample from the concrete basin was 
assumed to be drawn and thereafter analyzed according to modern standards (see 
Section 9.1). The highest radiation dose was found to originate from the drilling process 
itself and the radioactive dust inhaled. The inspection caused significantly lower results. 
The maximum dose was found to be 2.1 Sv. The probability of the intrusion was 
estimated based on the current core drilling density in Finland. Thus, the expected dose 
was found to be 5·10-10 mSv per year, i.e. less than 1 pSv, which is a negligible dose. 
 
Protection of other living species 
317. Disposal shall not affect detrimentally to species of fauna and flora. This shall be 
demonstrated by assessing the typical radiation exposures of terrestrial and aquatic 
populations in the disposal site environment, assuming the present kind of living 
populations. The assessed exposures shall remain clearly below the levels which, on the 
basis of the best available scientific knowledge, would cause significant detriment to 
any living population. 
 
The effects on other living biota were analyzed using software ERICA and that all the 
radioactivity from the L/ILW hall enters a terrestrial site or a lake. The highest absorbed 
dose rate for terrestrial populations was found to be 0.5 Gy/h and for the lake 
population the highest dose rate was found to be over an order of magnitude lower. The 
absorbed dose rate of 10 Gy/h is considered as a limit under which no detriment to any 
population will occur. Therefore no significant detriment to any living population is 
expected. 
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10.2.2 The structure of this report 

A101. Compliance with the requirements concerning long-term radiation safety, and the 
suitability of the disposal method and disposal site, shall be proven through a safety 
case that must analyze both expected evolution scenarios and unlikely events impairing 
long-term safety. The safety case comprises a numerical analysis based on experimental 
studies and complementary considerations insofar as quantitative analyses are not 
feasible or involve considerable uncertainties (GD 736/2008). 
 
A102. The safety case shall include a description of the disposal system: quantities of 
radioactive materials, waste packages, buffer materials, backfill materials, containment 
and blockage structures, excavations, geological, hydrogeological, hydrochemical, 
thermal and rock mechanical characteristics of the host rock, and the natural 
environment at the disposal site. 
 
All the requirements set above (from YVL Guide D.5) are defined in this report, except 
for the buffer which is not part of the disposal concept in the L/ILW hall. The locations 
where each requirement is discussed are presented in Table 10-2. 
 
Table 10-2. Requirements set in paragraph A102 of STUK’s YVL Guide D.5 (draft) and 
where they are discussed in this report. 

Requirement concerning  Described in section 
Quantities of radioactive materials  2 
Waste packages 0 
Buffer materials Not planned to be used in the L/ILW hall 
Backfill materials 3.2 
Containment and blockage structures 0 
Excavations, geological, hydrogeological, 
hydrochemical, thermal and rock mechanical 
characteristics of the host rock  

0and 4.1 

The natural environment at the disposal site 4.1, 4.2 

 
A103. The safety case shall define the safety concept, barriers and safety functions with 
their performance targets. In doing so, temporal and stochastic variations due to e.g. 
geological and climatic processes shall be taken into account. 
 
Chapter 3 discusses the safety concept, safety functions and performance targets for the 
L/ILW hall. The most important factors contributing to safety of the L/ILW hall are the 
delayed release of radioactivity from the concrete basin, slow transport out from the 
L/ILW hall and slow transport in the bedrock. The safety functions are defined for the 
waste packages, concrete basin, backfill and closure, and for the host rock. The 
performance targets are discussed after paragraph A105.  
 
A104. The safety case shall include a scenario analysis which covers both the expected 
evolutions and unlikely events impairing long-term safety. The scenarios shall be 
constructed so that they cover the features, events and processes which may be of 
importance to long-term safety and which may arise from 
• interactions within the disposal system, caused by radiological, mechanical, thermal, 
hydrological, chemical biological or radiation induced phenomena 
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• external factors, such as climate changes, geological processes or human actions. 
 
The formulation of scenarios is discussed in Chapter 5. The scenarios include:  

 the expected evolution of the site and the L/ILW hall in the base scenario, 
 boring a deep bore well at the site after 200 years in the variant scenario 1, 
 early failure of the main engineered barrier after 500 years in the variant 

scenario 2, and 
 combination of the variant scenario 1 and the variant scenario 2, 

Special issues are discussed in the following scenarios: 
 taking a core drill sample from the L/ILW hall in intrusion scenario. 
 effects of gas formation, 
 effects on larger groups of people living near a large lake or sea, and  
 effects on other living biota. 

Sensitivity analyses are conducted in order to demonstrate the significance certain 
phenomena. These include 

 effects of permafrost and glaciation, 
 migration with colloids, 
 using different biosphere dose coefficients and  
 using a different concrete disintegration model. 

 
These scenarios include the expected evolution and also the events that could lead to a 
weakening of the safety functions. Moreover, the scenario analysis includes 
requirements described in paragraphs 315 and 317.  
 
A105. The base scenario shall assume the performance targets defined for each safety 
function, taking account of incidental deviations from the target values. The influence of 
declined performance of single safety function or, in case of coupling between safety 
functions, the combined effect of declined performance of more than one safety function, 
shall be analysed by means of variant scenarios. Disturbance scenarios shall be 
constructed for the analysis of unlikely events impairing long-term safety. 
 
Section 3.3 defines the performance targets for the waste packages, concrete basin and 
for the closure of the L/ILW hall. No performance targets are set for the waste 
packages. The performance target set for the concrete basin is that it shall provide an 
effective containment for at least 500 years. The performance targets related to the 
closure of the access tunnel, shaft and the L/ILW hall are discussed in a separate report 
(Posiva 2012d), but the closure needs to perform so that it limits the groundwater flow 
effectively.  
 
In the base scenario, the performance targets are assumed to be satisfied. In the 
groundwater flow analysis, the performance targets set for the transmissivity of the 
closure structures of the access tunnel are taken into account in the modelling. Also the 
concrete basin is expected to effectively limit the release of radioactivity from inside the 
basin for several thousands of years. In the variant scenario 2, the life-time of the 
concrete basin is reduced to 500 years.  
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A106. In order to analyze the release and transport of disposed radioactive substances, 
conceptual models shall be drawn up to describe the physical phenomena and processes 
controlling the safety functions. Besides the modelling of release and transports 
processes, models are needed to describe the circumstances affecting the performance 
of safety functions. From the conceptual models, the respective computational models 
are derived, normally with simplifications. Simplification of the models and the 
determination of the required input shall be based on the principle that the performance 
of a safety function will not be overestimated while neither overly underestimated. 
 
The selection of conceptual and the consequent mathematical models are introduced in 
Chapter 6 for the base and the variant scenarios. The conceptual and mathematical 
models for the special issues are respectively introduced in Chapter 9. The long-term 
performance of the main engineered barrier – the concrete basin – is discussed in 
Section 7.2.2. The computational model is based on the mathematical models and the 
results of the model using a simplified approach is discussed in Section 8.6.5.  
 
In the Table 10-3, the simplifications made while selecting the conceptual and 
mathematical models are introduced and their effects discussed.  
  
Table 10-3. The most important simplifications included while selecting the conceptual 
and mathematical models. 

Simplification Effect Discussed in 
section 

Radioactivity is assumed to be dissolved 
immediately after the L/ILW hall has been filled 
with water. 

Increases activity concentrations in 
the L/ILW hall in the early phase. 
Overestimates the annual dose rates 
caused by 90Sr. 

6.1.1 

The activity concentration is assumed to be 
constant in each of the compartment in the 
model.    

The ideal mixing assumption has 
only a low effect on maximum annual 
dose rate. 

6.1.1 

Fracture is considered smooth and ideal and 
the groundwater flow in the bedrock steady. 

The sorption and diffusion into rock 
matrix are generally weaker. Low 
effect on the total annual dose.  

- 

Sorption process is simplified and identical for 
all the considered nuclides. 

The uncertainties within the sorption 
are included in the distribution 
coefficient selections, which are done 
in a conservative manner. 

- 

All the water exiting the L/ILW hall enters a 
well, since a single flow path may transport 
almost all the water into a well. 

May increase annual dose rates 
considerably if in reality the water 
from the L/ILW hall disperses in the 
bedrock. 

 

The AgriWELL scenario produces steady-state 
dose conversion factors.  
 

Radioactivity in the well water is 
assumed to be ingested immediately. 
Very low effect on the total annual 
dose rate, because the variations in 
the well water concentration are 
small and most of the dose occurs 
via drinking. 

7.3.7 

 

A107. Modelling and determination of input data shall be based on high-quality 
scientific knowledge and expert judgment obtained through experimental studies, such 
as laboratory experiments, site investigations and evidence from natural analogues. The 
models and input data shall be consistent with the scenario, assessment period and 
disposal system. Whenever the input data used in modelling involve random variations 
due to e.g. heterogeneity of rock, stochastic models may be employed. 
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The modelling and input data used were mainly based on the scientific and experimental 
data which have been gathered during the development of safety cases for L/ILW 
disposal facilities for Olkiluoto and Loviisa power plant wastes (Kallonen 2008, TVO 
2008). Some of the parameters, especially related to the migration in bedrock, are 
chosen in accordance with Posiva. When no such data were found, the selection of 
parameters was based on literature survey and on expert judgment (sees also Chapter 7). 
 
Whenever there was a significant uncertainty related to the parameter selection, a 
realistic (best-estimate) and a conservative (cautious) value were chosen for the 
analysis. Based on these values a probability distribution was formed. These 
distributions were used in the probabilistic simulation in order to quantify the effect of 
distributed parameters on the final results (see Sections 6.1.3 and 6.2.4).  
 
A108. Selection of the computational methods, performance targets and input data shall 
be based on principle that the actual radiation exposures or quantities of released 
radioactive substances shall with high degree of certainty be lower than those obtained 
through safety analyses. The uncertainties included in the safety analysis shall be 
assessed by means of appropriate methods, e.g. by sensitivity analyses or probabilistic 
methods. The safety case shall include an assessment of the confidence level with 
regard to compliance with the safety requirements and of uncertainties with most 
contribution to the confidence level. 
 
The conceptual and mathematical models are chosen in a conservative (cautious) way. 
The probabilistic simulation is used to quantify the uncertainty within the parameter 
selections. The results of the probabilistic simulations are chosen from the 95 % 
confidence level, i.e. the true results are lower with at least 95 % certainty. Altogether, 
the actual release and the consequent annual dose rates are expected to lower than the 
ones presented in this analysis with a high certainty. Also the radioactivity inventories 
used in the analysis are chosen in a conservative manner. 
 
Whenever the probability of a scenario was estimated, a higher probability than 
estimated was chosen for the calculation of the expectation values (see Sections 8.2.2 
and 9.1.1.1).  
 
A109. The importance to safety of such scenarios that cannot reasonably be assessed by 
means of quantitative safety analyses, shall be examined by means of complementary 
considerations. They may include e.g. analyses by simplified methods, comparisons with 
natural analogues or observations of the geological history of the disposal site. The 
significance of such considerations grows as the assessment period increases, and 
safety evaluations extending beyond time horizon of one million years can mainly be 
based on the complementary considerations. Complementary considerations shall also 
be applied parallel to the actual safety assessment in order to enhance the confidence in 
results of the analysis or certain part of it. 
 
The need for complementary considerations was fairly small due to following reasons: 

 Radioactivity levels after 10,000 years are relatively small in the L/ILW hall and 
thus, even though the uncertainty increases with respect to time, the radioactivity 
levels are so low that even relatively very conservative assumptions about the 
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expected evolution of the L/ILW hall are not expected to cause release rates 
exceeding the regulatory constraint.  

 Such complementary considerations are discussed in the safety case for the 
disposal of spent fuel. 

 
A110. The safety case shall be documented carefully. In each part of the safety case, the 
basic assumptions, used methods, obtained results and coupling to wholeness case shall 
be evident (clarity) and the justifications for the adopted assumptions, input data and 
models shall be easily found in the documentation (traceability). 
 
The conceptual and mathematical models used are described in Chapter 6. The selection 
of parameters in the models was documented in Chapter 7. The documentation aims to 
be complete (i.e. the all the relevant equations and parameters used in the calculations 
are introduced) and transparent (i.e. the use and the selection of the models and the 
parameters is clear). 
 
A111. The quality of the safety case shall be ensured through the management system 
related to the design, construction and operation of the disposal facility. The 
implementer of the project shall establish an expedient organization, adequate 
competence and appropriate information management system. The various stages of the 
preparation of the safety case shall be planned systematically and the reliability of the 
results of important studies and analyses shall be ensured by means of e.g. independent 
reviewers or analyses. 
 
The computational computer program (PRONEFA) is not documented here, but in 
principle the implementation of mathematical models is straightforward, but might be a 
lengthy task. Therefore a simplified model gasping the essential phenomena was 
introduced in order to increase the transparency and traceability of the results (see 
Section 8.6.5). Since the verification of the computer program used was not documented 
here, the simplified analysis guarantees that the annual dose rates are not higher 
resulting from the simplified model. 
 
The management system in this case refers to Posiva. This report was done by the 
Nuclear Waste department in Fortum Power and Heat which has a long expertise on the 
safety cases for L/ILW facilities for power plant waste. This expertise was also used for 
the evaluation of the report. Also Posiva’s expertise was used as a part of the evaluation 
process. Finally, an external reviewer has reviewed this report. 
 
During the development of this report, periodic meetings with Posiva ensured that the 
development of the report was headed towards the right direction and information 
regarding the design of the L/ILW hall was updated.  
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11 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

The aim of this safety assessment was to demonstrate that the low and intermediate 
level radioactive waste produced during the operational and decommissioning phases of 
the encapsulation plant can be safely disposed of in the L/ILW hall located along the 
access tunnel at the depth of -180 m. The hall dimensions were chosen according to the 
estimated waste volume originating from the operational and decommissioning phases 
of the encapsulation plant. Most of the radioactivity will be encased in the closed 
concrete basin which limits the release of radionuclide for several thousands of years. 
 
The key factors contributing to the safety of the L/ILW disposal are the slow release of 
radioactivity from the concrete basin, low groundwater flow rate through the L/ILW 
hall and the limited migration of radionuclides in the bedrock. The annual radiation 
dose rates for humans were modelled in three parts: the near-field model describing the 
release and transport of radionuclides in the L/ILW hall; the far-field model describing 
the migration of radionuclides in the bedrock; and biosphere model describing the 
transport of radionuclides from well or other biosphere object into humans. The 
modelling in the base scenario follows the expected evolution of the L/ILW hall and 
Olkiluoto site. The unlikely events were considered separately in variant scenarios and 
sensitivity analyses. 

The calculated annual radiation dose rates to the most exposed members of the 
population were over a magnitude lower than the regulatory constraint in the base 
scenario. The 95 % confidence level, which overestimates the results with a high 
certainty, yields a maximum value of 6.2·10-3 mSv/a whereas the regulatory constraint 
is 0.1 mSv/a. The maximum annual dose rate is mainly caused by low sorbing 
radionuclide 90Sr and due to its relatively short half-life of 28.8 years, the maximum 
dose rate decreases significantly during the first centuries after the closure. After several 
centuries, the maximum annual dose rate is caused by low sorbing radionuclides 108mAg 
and 129I. The release of high sorbing nuclides, such as actinides, is retarded by the 
concrete basin, sorption inside the L/ILW hall and by sorption in the rock matrix 
surrounding the fractures.  
 
The variant scenarios do not result in an increase in the annual radiation dose rates 
compared to the base scenario. The annual radiation dose rates to larger groups of 
people were found to be over an order of magnitude lower than the annual dose rates to 
the most exposed members of the population. The effects on other living biota were also 
considered to be low. The onset of permafrost and glaciation is expected to occur at a 
later stage (at least 70,000 years from closure) when the radioactivity levels have 
decayed to low levels and potential radioactivity releases into environment are 
negligible.  
 
The migration of decomposition products of organic waste and concrete originating 
from the L/ILW hall into spent fuel repository was addressed. According to 
groundwater flow analysis this was considered unlikely. Also the amounts of 
cementitious and organic materials in the L/ILW hall were found to be smaller than the 
estimated amounts of foreign materials in the spent fuel disposal repository and 
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ONKALO. Nevertheless, the interactions between the waste in the L/ILW hall and spent 
fuel disposal facility should be studied in more detail later.  
 
As a conclusion, the waste volumes and inventories of radioactive substances 
considered in this analysis may safely be disposed of in the L/ILW hall, but the 
interactions between the materials set in the L/ILW hall and the spent fuel disposal 
system should be studied in detail. 
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APPENDIX A: NEAR-FIELD CONCENTRATIONS 

The near-field concentrations corresponding to the most relevant calculation cases are 
presented here. The near-field concentrations show the phenomena occurring inside the 
repository and also boundary concentrations for the far-field results. The most striking 
phenomenon is the disintegration of the concrete basin, which balances the activities 
inside and outside the concrete basin. Only the conservative near-field concentrations 
are presented, because the realistic near-field concentrations do not differ from the 
conservative results much, except that the life-time of the concrete basin is longer and 
the release of radionuclides from inside the concrete basin is delayed. 
 
In the base scenario, the disintegration of concrete basin occurs 11,000 years after the 
closure, which can be observed in Figure A-1 and in Figure A-2. Because the concrete 
basin wall eventually becomes thinner due to the disintegration process and the 
diffusion rate is therefore accelerated, the radioactivity concentrations inside and 
outside the concrete basin may reach equilibrium even before the complete 
disintegration. The figures also show that the radioactivity concentration in 
compartments outside the concrete basin vary slightly before the first 1000 years after 
the closure. Thereafter, the activities become balanced, because the radioactivity flux 
through the concrete basin gradually ceases. 
 
Next, the near-field concentrations corresponding to the early disintegration of concrete 
basin are presented in Figure A-3 and Figure A-4. There, the disintegration of the 
concrete basin can be clearly seen at the time of 500 years after the closure. The deep 
bore wells do not affect the near-field phenomena nearly at all and therefore the results 
are not presented here. 
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Figure A-1. Near-field concentrations in a conservative calculation scenario for the 12 
nuclides with the lowest atomic numbers in the base scenario. 
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Figure A-2. Near-field concentrations in a conservative calculation scenario for the 12 
nuclides with the highest atomic numbers in the base scenario. 
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Figure A-3. Near-field concentrations in a conservative calculation scenario for the 12 
nuclides with the lowest atomic numbers in the variant scenario 2 with the early 
concrete degradation.  
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Figure A-4. Near-field concentrations in a conservative calculation scenario for the 12 
nuclides with the highest atomic numbers in the variant scenario 2 with the early 
concrete degradation.  
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